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Abstract 

Contemporary media research highlights the importance of empirically 
analysing the relationships between media and age, changing user patterns 
over the life course, and generational experiences within media discourse 
beyond the widely hyped buzz terms such as the ‘digital natives’, ‘Google 
generation’, and other digitally and technologically capable generation 
groups. This doctoral thesis seeks to define the ‘repertoires’ of news media 
that different generations use to obtain topical information and create their 
‘media space’. It contributes to the development of a framework within 
which to analyse generational features in news audiences by putting the 
main focus on the cultural view of generations. This perspective was first 
introduced by Karl Mannheim in 1928. Departing from his legacy, gen-
erations can be better conceived as social formations that are built on self-
identification, rather than equally distributed cohorts. With the purpose of 
discussing the emergence of various ‘audiencing’ patterns from the per-
spectives of age, life course and generational identity, the thesis presents 
Estonia – a post-Soviet Baltic state – as an empirical example of a transfor-
ming society with a dynamic media landscape which is witnessing the 
expanding impact of new media and a shift to digitisation.  

The thesis is based on data from two nationally representative cross-
section surveys on media use and media attitudes (conducted during the 
2002–2012 period) and focus group discussions, that are used to map 
similarities and differences among five generation cohorts born between 
1932 and 1997 with regard to the access and use of the established news 
media, thematic preferences and spatial orientations of media use, and 
discursive approach to news formats. 

The findings demonstrate remarkable differences between the cohorts, 
suggesting that they could be merged into three main groups that represent 
the prevailing types of relations with the news media. Yet, the study also 
reveals that attitudes and behaviour (including media behaviour), are not 
necessarily divided by year of birth, but are more and more dispersed along 
individualised interests and preferences. 

 
Keywords: age, life course, generation, media use, media repertoires, media 
landscapes, news consumption, social space, Estonia.  
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Anything that is in the world when you’re born is 
normal and ordinary and is just a natural part of the 
way the world works. 
Anything that’s invented between when you’re 
fifteen and thirty-five is new and exciting and revo-
lutionary and you can probably get a career in it. 

Anything invented after you’re thirty-five is against 
the natural order of things. 

Douglas Adams, The Salmon of Doubt (2002: 95) 
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Introduction 

One of the focal issues in the contemporary media landscape is the 
changing state of news media and, moreover, how people get information 
about a variety of topics relevant for today’s audiences. Due to the increased 
plurality of media platforms for dissemination of content in the wake of the 
digitisation of the media, the possibilities of obtaining newsworthy infor-
mation have become highly varied over the past decades. The content 
offered by various mass and social media channels should meet a range of 
interests, as everyone can compile a set of channels and publications best 
suited to their needs. 

These general changes in the media landscape have led to changes in 
content structures over the years, and one can therefore expect that news 
readers of different ages, born into vastly different media landscapes, will 
have developed different habits of news consumption. This is especially so 
in post-Soviet countries, since the media landscape has changed even more 
dramatically over the past century, compared to many Western demo-
cracies. Thus, a diverse network of channels and publications combined 
with advanced technological possibilities characterise the media systems of 
many countries including the Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania (Vihalemm et al. 2012). This thesis mainly focuses on Estonia, 
today an independent and sovereign democratic republic in the Baltic 
region of Northern Europe. 

This thesis focuses on how people develop their repertoires of daily 
media. More specifically, the emphasis has been placed on the use of 
mainstream news-related sources. In addition, the thesis seeks to study the 
generational impact on ‘media repertoires’ (Hasebrink & Popp 2006) that 
tend to frame and limit individuals’ choices of media forms and contents. 
Moreover, these repertoires that people create for themselves, help to shed 
further light on the development of the age- and generation-specific 
relationship to surrounding media. The most intriguing problem to explore 
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would be to observe how fruitful it can be discursively to construct different 
‘media generations’ as theoretical and empirical categories. 

In order to elaborate these ideas further, it is necessary to clarify the key 
meaning of ‘media’. When using this term, the thesis implies the estab-
lished, professional media, including public service as well as private media, 
that are accessible on different platforms for news and information. Thus, 
as for the news media, all the arguments in this thesis refer to (actual) 
information-oriented media formats and contents carried out by profes-
sional media persons. 

In an information-saturated society where many important changes 
relate to the development of media and communication technologies, social 
sciences increasingly deal with explanation and analysis of these changes via 
the experience of and relationship with certain subjective impacts. A wealth 
of material for research into generation theory in the media sphere has been 
provided by the arrival of digital technology and the fact that the prioritised 
position of the printed word has been threatened by the expansion of the 
Internet and that a large part of mainstream media content has migrated to 
the online sphere. In addition to the transition of the print media, television 
and radio programmes are also increasingly moving from analogue to 
digital formats, and, together with this, becoming accessible via the Internet 
and viewable/listenable live as well as archived.  

The most important premise is that the (technological) shifts in the field 
of media and communication have laid the basis for treating these as a 
generational trend, for example when we speak about the radio, TV or 
Internet generations (Volkmer 2006). On the crest of the wave of the digi-
talisation process a number of new notions have emerged, of which the 
most wide-spread is probably ‘digital natives’ (Prensky 2001), meaning 
youth who have been surrounded by digital technology since birth. Much in 
the spirit of the humorous/ironic quote above from Douglas Adams, 
various labels and ‘everyday mythological narratives’ (Kalmus 2014) have 
received a broad response. Typically these concepts emphasise the differen-
ces between those who are and are not digital natives ‘as primarily about 
when a person was born’ (Helsper & Eynon 2010: 503). The largely critical 
response to such labels refers to a one-sided approach and disregard for the 
heterogeneity within and possible stratification of a generation. In addition, 
recent empirical research suggests that audiences themselves, for instance 
young people, express some criticism of such tagging (Siibak 2010). 

It should be admitted that research into media usages and behavioural 
practices and their changes through generational differences, often largely 
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through polarisation, has proved to be a remarkable prospect in the field of 
media studies. It should only be stressed that the much broader context of 
culture consumption (Lauristin 2013) has to be taken into account in order 
to understand the transformations that take place under the conditions of 
the information society. 

However, generations are complicated to write about with objective 
precision. Naturalising the agency of generations is something that happens 
at a lexical level every time anyone talks about them, often referring to the 
primary kinship-based system denoting the parent-child relationship and 
applying to a sequence of a twenty- to thirty-year timeframe within family 
and society contexts, or on the other hand, emphasising the mere contrast 
between young and elderly individuals as if the age conflict was a basic and 
associated phenomenon. Instead of the approach described above, this 
thesis adopts a broader definition that addresses generations as social and 
cultural construction.  

From the theoretical point of view, the generational perspective of media 
use is, to a large extent, inspired by the work of Karl Mannheim ([1928] 
1952) and his understanding of ‘generations as social construction’. Mann-
heim’s essay entitled On the Problem of Generations has often been 
described as the seminal theoretical concept of generations as a sociological 
phenomenon.1 As known from literature, in the 1920s Mannheim wrote a 
series of articles that aimed to bring together influential ideas from Max and 
Alfred Weber, Georg Simmel, Karl Marx, and other thinkers. During that 
period, Mannheim created the ‘sociology of knowledge’, but also wrote 
about the genesis of political and cultural conservatism, the redefinition of 
‘ideology’, and so forth. Mannheim, and his Spanish contemporary José 
Ortega y Gasset [1923] 1931), were interested in societal changes actuated 
by some evolving events or moments in a particular society that had the 
potential to actualise the “dynamic compromise between mass and individ-
ual” (Ortega y Gasset 1931: 15). In his work, Mannheim clearly responded 
to that divide created by the First World War, which separated young 
European men who survived the bloodshed from their elders. 

Departing from Mannheim’s legacy and conceptual framework, the 
analysis of age- and generation-related problems has been voluminously 
explored within contemporary sociology and media and communication 
studies (cf. Kertzer 1983, Pilcher 1994, Pilcher 1998, Corsten 1999, Burnett 

 
1 The essay, origianlly entitled Das Problem der Generationen was first published in 
German in 1928. 
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2010, Volkmer 2006, Bolin & Westlund 2009, Westlund & Weibull 2013, 
etc.). A stimulus for this tendency can be found within the aforementioned 
structural transformations taking place in the media landscape and 
actualising several important and specific problems. These particular issues 
are under debate, for instance, when discussing media literacy as a 
constellation of several inter-related competencies (Livingstone 2004), or 
transitions within media culture that are often seen through the lens of 
innovations and change of media products, services and technology (cf. 
Storsul & Krumsvik 2013).  

The intention to reflect on the social construction of generations as 
media users by exploring their daily media habits can be approached 
through the lens of ‘information related repertoires’ (Hasebrink & Domeyer 
2012), deployed and developed by individuals in navigating the media 
landscape. As already suggested above, this approach systematically de-
scribes the interrelation between individuals’ media use and their societal 
position in a structured society. Inevitably, merely mentioning the concept 
of social habits leads to the notion of habitus, which in Latin literally refers 
to a typical condition or appearance, initially in reference to the individual’s 
body (Jenkins 1992). The concept, as developed by Pierre Bourdieu ([1979] 
1984), intends to integrate these dispositions of social conditions and 
orientations of perceptions, in order to create certain patterns of behaviour 
as well as attitudes. Being derived from lifestyle-routine activities, the scope 
of media repertoires as a set of resources available to individuals, can also be 
understood as a strategy for selective media use (Hasebrink & Popp 2006) 
and as an “integral part of lifestyles”, which needs to be interpreted with 
respect to its practical meaning and consequences (Hasebrink & Domeyer 
2012: 764). 

As for the focus on the news media, one should recognise that media, 
especially within the context of the process of digitisation and crossmedia 
convergence (Ibrus & Scolari 2012), are plural and hybrid in respect of 
structure and functionality, providing multiform experiences via various 
platforms and devices. Thus, as one may assume, various types of media 
have, more clearly than in the past, their own audiences that act as agency 
representatives making decisions about what content and channels to prefer 
and use, depending on their taste, interests, appreciation, and so on. 
Moreover, the current thesis does not advocate the naïve view that any 
media content should be considered as journalistic material, meaning that 
professional media production needs to meet the principles of the 
professional ethics of journalism, select the storied and sources according to 
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news values (Galtung & Ruge 1965) and editorial policy, while user-gener-
ated content has no such restrictions and therefore needs quite often to be 
monitored and evaluated for the reliability of the information distributed. 
At the same time, as Nick Couldry and associates (2007: 24) state, nor do 
media always and ‘consistently act as a force for the public good’, referring 
to the complexity of boundaries of public and economic power and ethical 
responsibility. 

Acknowledging that different social groups such as generational cohorts 
are largely influenced by the characteristics of the news media landscape 
they grow into in their years of formative development, this thesis seeks to 
empirically study how individual media use changes over time and ‘life 
course’ (Elder 1975). At present not many empirical studies have analysed 
the use of various news media among different currently living generational 
groups in relation to various social factors, including age, life course and 
generation, and also taking into account the development of the media 
landscape over longer time periods. Hence, this research project explores 
the topic, departing from cross-generational analysis of the news media 
usage, herewith identified through the usage of mainstream media (i.e. news 
information production by professional journalists and media organisations 
and disseminated via the largest distribution channels). 

Before elaborating on the theoretical framework of this thesis (in 
Chapter 2), the following section will briefly outline the main viewpoint of 
how the term ‘generation’ is understood and employed in this dissertation. 
The term, as comprehensively approached by Judith Burnett (2010), is com-
monly used in various subject areas (for example family studies, cultural 
and political sociology, etc.), so that one needs to distinguish carefully 
between two approaches to generation, underlying different patterns of gen-
erational boundaries. Firstly, generations are based on biological kinship 
relations (family or blood-related relationships), which provide continuity 
between generations. Taking Mannheim’s ([1928] 1952) sociological con-
ception as a point of departure, this thesis recognizes the complexity of the 
issue and concedes that the term has been expanded beyond the borders of 
demography, acquiring new social and cultural meanings. Hence, secondly, 
generation as a social category consists of people who identify themselves as 
a social group of people of similar ages (in the cohort sense) whose 
members have undergone a noteworthy moments in history within a set 
period of time. Mannheim’s theory suggests three preconditions to 
revealing a social generation that may be summarised as follows. A gener-
ation consists of people born at approximately the same time period, over a 
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span of roughly twenty years. Nonetheless, as Lilian Troll (1970) claims, not 
everyone living at the same time shares the same history, and people whose 
dates of birth are close to each other do not necessarily form a social 
generation (Mannheim 1952: 309). Members of a generation need to share a 
‘location in history’ that may shape their views: people, especially those 
reaching their youth or early adulthood, experience a major event or trend 
that takes place during a notable period in history. Moreover, there is 
another significant moment, namely the way of interpretation of these 
particular experiences in which a generation is connected, sharing common 
consciousness of its identity and attitudes and behaviours as a ‘generational 
unit’ (ibid.: 290). In addition, arguing that generation ‘is the most important 
conception in history,’ Ortega y Gasset suggests that each generation has its 
‘special mission,’ although this potential may be abandoned or ‘unachieved’ 
(Ortega y Gasset 1931) by the members of this generation.  

While Mannheim argued in the 1920s that generational identity is 
formed as a result of a direct experience, many current researchers (Ed-
munds & Turner 2002, Buckingam & Willett 2006, Siibak & Vittadini 2012, 
Hepp 2013, etc.) have proposed that one should not overlook the increasing 
influence of ‘mediatisation’, understood here within the context of the 
social-constructivist tradition (Krotz 2001, Krotz & Hepp 2014, Hepp 
2013), which is in turn anchored in the tradition of sociology of knowledge 
that was pioneered by Karl Marx and Émile Durkheim, but with which also 
Karl Mannheim was concerned. As Andreas Hepp (2013: 617) points out, 
this tradition of mediatisation research also incorporates some principal 
considerations of media theory. At this point, mediatisation can be under-
stood as a change in communicative forms or process “during which com-
munication media became increasingly developed and used in various 
ways” (Krotz 2001: 33, in Hepp 2013: 618), including ‘traditional media’ as 
well as ‘new media’. At this point, it must be clarified that the term 
‘traditional media’ is used in this thesis to describe the largest traditional 
distribution channels for news and other journalistic production, such as 
printed press, radio and television, while the term ‘new media’, which came 
into prominence in the mid-1990s, refers to those media that involve some 
form of computer technology and that are digital and interactive (see, for 
example, Kyong Chun & Kennan 2006). However, as Andreas Hepp (2013: 
619) argues, it does matter ‘which kind of media is used for which kind of 
communication’. Moreover, additionally emphasised by Hepp (ibid.: 618): 
“we have to distinguish between various mediatization processes in 
different times and for different groups of people”, including generations 
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among other social groups. This particular viewpoint corresponds accur-
ately to Maren Hartman’s (2003: 2) argument about how scholarly work 
should not dominantly define media users in very specific ways, but rather 
through their own forms of use, creation and consumption of the media. 

One possibility for linking the two terms – mediatisation and generation 
– might be the processuality attribute or formation in a continuum. In this 
respect, Andra Siibak and Nicoletta Vittadini (2012) draw parallels between 
‘doing gender’ and ‘doing generation’, pointing out that the sociological 
concept of gender is a process in a similar way to the sociological concept of 
generation, which is “done by performance, in social relation to others” 
(McDaniel 2007: 4). David Buckingham (2006: 3) aptly epitomises the 
above approach by claiming that generations are more than naturally occur-
ring phenomena that appear merely as a result of the progress of time, “but 
generations also produce themselves, as their members (and, presumably, 
non-members too) define the meanings of generational membership”. 
Hence, as also noted by Vittadini and associates (2014), the matter of 
defining a generation is a cultural problem, as it is a matter of how the 
potential members of a generational group construct themselves as an entity 
sharing a common identity. 

While the theoretical motivation behind this study has been clarified, 
there are some motivations behind the choice of empirical context that 
must be explained as well. As is apparent from the title, Estonia occupies a 
central role in this research project. First and foremost, because this 
dissertation has been written within the framework of a larger cross-cultural 
research programme, entitled, ‘Audiences in the Age of Media Conver-
gence: Media Generations in Estonia and Swedenʼ, which seeks to analyse 
media use and perceptions of media use among different generations, in 
order to analyses if, and to what extent, media technologies and media 
genres contribute to the generational experience.2 However, the topic of this 
doctoral thesis is chosen to deal mainly with the Estonian context. A 
comprehensive comparison of the generations of media users in two 
countries would be too complicated for this particular research, since, 
despite several similar characteristics and some linked historical aspects, 
Estonia and Sweden have developed in significantly distinct ways under 
contrasting political and other conditions. Additionally, an in-depth 
investigation of these two societies would need excellent contextual know-

 
2 The research project was chaired by Göran Bolin and funded by the Foundation for 
Baltic and East European Studies at Södertörn University in the years 2010–2012. 
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ledge of both states, to an equal extent. At this point, the focus on the 
Estonian media landscape is again justified by the origin of the author of 
this doctoral thesis and less than complete knowledge of Swedish media 
history and current trends. 
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CHAPTER 1  

 
Concerns, aims, questions 

1.1 Setting the scene 

As mentioned in the introduction, the thesis explores the ongoing trans-
formations in the relations between news audiences and media develop-
ment over the past ten years, focusing more carefully on the interplay 
between social categories such as generation, age, life course, also paying 
attention to societal as well as media change, with the purpose of under-
standing the consequences of their implications for individuals’ media use. 
These particular discussions have been taken up in the special volume of the 
publication Northern Lights, entitled as ‘Age, Generation and the Media’ 
(eds: Bolin & Skogerbø 2013), in order to compensate for a relative absence 
of cross-generational analysis of media use and introduce, among other 
things, a more extended approach of generation- and life course-related 
analysis in combination, which has shown its efficiency in dealing with 
generational and inter-generational experiences (Kalmus, Masso et al. 2013, 
Westlund & Weibull 2013). On the other hand, this thesis positions itself 
theoretically in the field of audience research, including various aspects of 
transforming audience perspective. The theoretical considerations will be 
introduced in Chapter 2. 

This dissertation particularly addresses the issues of how people be-
longing to different socially constructed generations create their news 
repertoires, referring to the ways in which individuals seek access to various 
types of media and put certain news topics topics “into their shopping carts 
in the news supermarket” (Schrøder & Kobbernagel 2010: 118). As fitting as 
it may sound, nonetheless, the term ‘news habitus’ may be preferably 
applied to describe professional journalistic practice (Berkowitz 2011) rather 
than individual consumption practice. As Kim Christian Schrøder (2012) 
indicates, peoples’ portfolio of news media is not a fixed phenomenon.  

On the contrary, its flexible formation and reformation is related to the 
media landscape that is becoming more hybrid and cross-usable, and the 
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emergence of new technological devices which “people will be tempted to 
try” (Schrøder 2012: 191), even if they are not going to be loyal to these 
innovations in the longer run. On the other hand, the creation of news media 
repertoires is also an issue of meaning-making, as stated by one of the 
researchers of the phenomenon of everyday media use, Joke Hermes (2010). 

Among other things, this thesis pays attention to how users themselves 
characterise and reflect their media use and how they understand and 
define one of journalism’s central genres – the news. The posing of such a 
question is justified among other things because the news world as a part of 
a larger cultural environment has changed considerably during this century 
due to the influence of the ubiquitous online media that work without 
interruption all the time, increasingly producing not only reports about 
objective events but also countless texts that are made up of references and 
quotations and acquired from indirect sources (Kasik 2014). The theoretical 
and methodological basis of this discursive analysis is Norman Fairclough’s 
critical text analysis ([1995] 2010). The analytical focus of this chapter 
within the framework of discursive approach was motivated by the 
hypothesis by Gary Gumpert and Robert Cathcart (1985) that people who 
have grown up and developed against the background of different media 
systems acquire the relevant ‘media grammar’, meaning that they use a 
specific vocabulary in the media context. Similarly, Michael Corsten (1999) 
in his approach to the time of generations points out that different social 
groups develop specific semantics for the interpretation and expression of 
meanings. 

In addition to the analysis of media access and discursive features of 
news as the main product of professional journalistic activity, this research 
project will also deal with the spatial dimension of mediated social practices, 
as approached by Jesper Falkheimer and Andre Jansson (2006) and other 
interdisciplinary researchers, namely human geographers and media 
scholars, who depart from the current spatial turn in the media and com-
munication studies and intend, among other issues, to illuminate the 
structure of mediated spatial relations. The motivation to study spatial 
relations can also be found in the theory of generations, which stresses that 
when defining social generations, it is not enough to be born into a certain 
period or era, but the spatial context is also a decisive factor for gaining 
experience, the latter not being equally universal for everyone born during a 
certain period regardless of location. From the perspective of news media 
use, the dissertation discusses conceptualised space and the issue according 
to which people with different socio-political backgrounds, who may be 
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located in the same geographical territory, perceive the outside world and 
create spatial relations; especially through their reception of mediated re-
presentations of various places.  

The study of personal social space is based on David Harvey’s (2006) 
theory and is understood as a process of consisting of the following 
analytical elements: accessibility and distanciation of space. These notions 
are operationalised in the micro level analysis of the emerging spatial 
orientations in different generational groups of survey respondents. In the 
empirical study it means an examination of perceived distances with 
different countries and cultures, namely the analysis of individuals’ interest 
in reports of a ‘world outside’ (Hjarvard 2001), focusing on events taking 
place at the local and national level as well as other countries. In addition, 
spatial analysis will illuminate self-perceived proximity to various cultural 
regions, which indicates, at least to some extent people’s readiness for 
contacts with different places. Similar research has been performed by 
Peeter Vihalemm (2005, 2007) and Anu Masso (2008, 2011) who focused 
more specifically on the interpretation of ‘post-communist transition’ 
(Lauristin & Vihalemm 2009) in Estonia and the Baltic region. 

1.2 The Estonian news media landscape in focus 

The empirical material of this thesis is based on extensive fieldwork in the 
Estonian media landscape, which provides an interesting example of the 
rise of an innovation-oriented society. 

Monitoring developments in the Estonian media landscapes has been 
focus of interest of the Department of Media and Communication Studies 
at the Södertörn University since 2002, when a fruitful co-operation with 
the Institute of Social Studies (previously known as the Institute of Jour-
nalism and Communication) at the University of Tartu in Estonia started. 
One of the founding ideas behind these extensive projects has been to study 
processes of change – the relations between the media, social and societal 
structures, as well as the processes that result from these intertwined 
relations. Still, one may wonder what makes the Estonian case somehow 
special and worth particular study. As referenced previously, the research 
aims to investigate the significance of the media in and for social and 
cultural processes, with the focus on places that have undergone intense and 
thorough transformations. Hence, Estonia turns out to be one of the 
societies with a dynamic recent history and provides an interesting case for 
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analysis of changes in media use based on the perceptions of different 
generations. 

The prevalent narrative of Estonian history states that after centuries of 
domination by foreign powers in north-eastern Europe, namely Denmark, 
Sweden, Germany and Russia, the state first declared its independence in 
1918, and was then a few decades later occupied by the Soviet Union from 
1940 to 1991. The media-society relationship in Estonia during these years 
has been discussed in a number of studies, dealing mainly with changes in 
the functions and structure of media (see, for example, Høyer et al. 1993, 
Lauk 1997, Lauk & Harro-Loit 2003, Vihalemm 2002). 

Over the last 23 years Estonia has changed from being a former Soviet 
republic, annexed in 1940, to a member of the European Union and the 
European Monetary Union, making a rapid transformation into a techno-
logically advanced country and becoming one of the most linked-up 
countries when it comes to widespread and free Wi-Fi connections, various 
e-solutions and services, including e-voting and other e-participation 
initiatives. According to several assessments, Estonia has been characterised 
as “an admirable model of the development of liberal democratic nation-
hood in the wake of political oppression and a command economy” 
(Charles 2009: 97). Much has been made of the rapid leap into the digital 
age, while the widespread adoption of new technologies “may be seen as 
affording a bridge from its past as a minor republic of the Soviet Union (…) 
towards its current condition as an independent democracy” (ibid.). Beside 
the positive statements, more and more critical voices are being raised 
among Estonian intellectuals to point out that the country is quickly losing 
its competitive advances, since “Estonia neither develops nor produces a 
sufficient amount of new high-quality goods and services” (Tiits et al. 2003: 
7). Therefore, a contemporary media system, in the Estonian case as well as in 
general, has to be seen as a cross-media landscape that embraces traditional 
media (press, radio and television) as well as the Internet and digital media. 

However, the shift that Estonia once made towards becoming an 
innovative society did not occur overnight. As mentioned by Pille Runnel 
(2001), in the 1990s, Estonia managed to avoid the digital divide by rolling 
out a national program and providing all schools and public libraries with 
Internet access. This initiative is known as the Tiger Leap Project.3 Further-

 
3 The Tiger Leap Project was established in 1997 as a result of cooperation between the 
government of Estonia, private enterprises and individuals. The objective was to 
modernise the education system and to decrease regional differences in education by 
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more, the strategy of building a ubiquitous network of Wi-Fi access points, 
mostly free for its users, creating the potential to develop an impressive 
technology-rich infrastructure, and reaching the relatively high level of 
digital literacy among not only the young, but also adults from different 
walks of life (see, for example, the survey results for Estonia from the 
Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies, 
OECD 2013). Even though home and general Internet connection speeds 
remain around the EU average, the variety and coverage of computer com-
munication-based e- and m-applications are remarkable. Therefore, as 
some of the visionaries of ‘e-Estonia’ (for example Linnar Viik (2013), an 
Estonian information scientist) have stated, the Internet is not just another 
service but, especially among young people born after the regaining of inde-
pendence in 1991, free Internet access is considered to be a basic human 
right. It is therefore not surprising that Estonia with its extremely liberal 
course has been named the president of the Freedom Online Coalition after 
Freedom House titled it the country of the greatest freedom of Internet and 
expression in both 2012 and 20134 (Kelly et al. 2012; Kelly et al. 2013). At the 
same time, there has been a fair amount of public discussion over the fact that 
no remarkable innovation has occurred in e-services in Estonia over the past 
seven years, partly because the state has become less active as a leader and 
also because companies themselves lack the motivation (Linnas 2007). 

The major developments in the evolution of media system in Estonia, 
both during the Soviet period as well as the era of national independence, 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, however, some very general 
features and phases of the Estonian media landscape can be briefly 
mentioned here. Marju Lauristin (2013) distinguishes between four main 
eras when describing the development of Estonian contemporary media 
and culture, pointing out that the emergence of each new phase has, to 
some extent, changed the ways of individuals’ participation in the cultural 
processes of society: 

(…) ‘the era of printed word’ (which began in the middle of the 19th 
century with the publication of the national epic Kalevipoeg and the first 
nationwide newspaper, initiated by J.V Jannsen); ‘the era of radio’ (radio 

                                                                                                                                       
providing equal opportunities for pupils and teachers to obtain more knowledge and 
develop their abilities (Runnel 2001). 
4 The Freedom Online Coalition opposes taxes, regulations and any government attempt 
to manage the Internet. The web page of the coalition is available from: <http://www. 
internetfreedomcoalition.org>. [18 September 2014].  
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broadcasting started in Estonia in 1926 and this new medium acquired 
nationwide popularity in the 1930s and prevailed as the news medium 
up to the 1970s); ‘the era of TV’ (Estonian TV was established in 1958 
and since the 1960s was able to bring into the living rooms of Estonian 
mass audiences not only local but also an international world of audio-
visual images due to direct access to Finnish TV channels). These tradi-
tional media are challenged in ‘the era of the Internet’, which started on 
the mass level in Estonia in the mid-1990s with the famous ‘Tiger-leap’ 
project. (Lauristin 2013: 28) 

Concurrently to the significant achievement in information technology and 
rapid shift to the use of online media as one of the main channels of com-
munication and information, the importance of the role of print media has 
gradually decreased in Estonia as in many other countries, although one 
could still argue that printed newspapers and journals have not been pushed 
completely aside by online editions and other digital channels, since Estonia 
has historically had very strong traditions of newspaper as well as book 
reading (Lauristin 2013). Especially under the pressure of the Soviet pro-
paganda system, Estonian-language media maintained its role as a ‘social 
integrator’ and a powerful tool of cultural resistance to the totalitarian 
regime (Vihalemm 2006). 

When mentioning the changing socio-political conditions of the country 
and its media system, it should be indicated that after the Soviet regime had 
collapsed, total control and censorship was replaced with overwhelming 
liberalization and ‘dewy-eyed’ optimism towards capitalism and an open-
market economy. Therefore, in the early 1990s, the media landscape diver-
sified, both in terms of content and ownership, involving private as well as 
public channels. During the 1990s and 2000s, a large part of the Estonian 
media market was controlled by foreign, mainly Nordic, capital (for 
example the Schibsted and Swedish Bonnier), which, as Václav Štětka (2012, 
as referred to in Vihalemm et al. 2012: 17) suggests, caused the Estonian 
media to differ significantly from the media in other East and Central 
European countries (including Latvia and Lithuania) through an absence of 
oligarchs who could control the media. After more than 20 years, Estonian 
media channels and outlets have once again come into the local hands. In 
autumn 2013, one of the most influential media companyies Eesti Meedia 
(Estonian Media) and its largest daily newspaper Postimees (The Postman), 
was purchased from the Schibsted Group by its Estonian management. The 
Swedish corporation Bonnier Group was bought out from another major 
company Ekspress Grupp by an Estonian media entrepreneur in 2001. 
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However, in light of the aforementioned developments, which mean 
more than merely acknowledging technological innovation, one may pre-
dict that the scope if this shift in its cultural meaning “is still far from being 
understood” by the social scientists, as Lauristin (2013: 41) argues. Internet 
use and the accessibility of the cross-media platforms will probably 
continue to grow in the coming years. As the Internet already is one of the 
main mediums of information and interpersonal communication for 
today’s youth (ibid.: 33), the further enlargement of its use concerns mainly 
the older adults who, according to the recent statistical reports (OECD 
2011, Smith 2014), are considered to be the fastest growing segment of the 
Internet population. However, as the lifestyle of older people is more likely 
to follow established habits, their media use as well as other everyday 
activities would not change rapidly but follow the expansion of ‘non-
traditional’ solutions at a more modest tempo. This conclusion is also 
confirmed by the results of this thesis. 

1.3 The aim of the thesis and research questions 

As described above, Estonia is an interesting example of the kind of society 
and media landscape which has undergone fundamental political, social and 
cultural changes from the 1940s to 2000s (a period of time during which 
several generations were born, grew up and entered the adult world). One 
may assume that as a consequence of these transformations, individual per-
ception of both ‘traditional media’ and ‘new media’ forms and content – in-
cluding news – reveal significantly different features both within and across 
the generation groups. 

Therefore, the aim of this doctoral thesis is to explore the interplay 
between age, life course, social generation, and societal and media change in 
order to understand the consequences of this ensemble for the individual’s 
news media use over time. 

Hence, the overarching issue in this thesis is the social construction of 
generational identity and generational differences in the field of news media 
audiences. The multifaceted phenomenon of generations covers several 
dimensions, including objective as well as subjective components, for 
example, shared societal experiences with the counterparts at the same stage 
of the life course, on the one hand, and individually perceived changes over 
time, on the other hand. Various explanations for media use, from the per-
spective of ageing, generational change, as well as societal and media 
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developments (commonly defined through the process of technological ad-
vancement) have to be kept in focus. 

The aforementioned large-scale aim can be divided into four main 
research questions and more detailed sub-questions: 

 
1. What patterns can be distinguished in news media use among different 

generation groups of media audiences, taking Estonia as an example?  
a. What are the common cross-generation trends in accessing trad-

itional and new media and how do the generation groups combine 
established news media channels resulting in different media 
repertoires?  

2. What spatial orientations of media use can be distinguished across the 
generation groups (as well as the main groups of communication 
language)?  

a. How are spatial patterns structured according to interest in inter-
national news and a degree of cultural affinity with different 
countries and regions? 

3. How do different generation groups experience their relationship with 
the news media and what discursive features emerge from their reflexive 
communication on the significance of news within the personal and 
societal contexts?  

a. How do people belonging to different generation groups ling-
uistically formulate their ideas and attitudes towards the issues 
associated with everyday media consumption? 

b. How do people define the core meaning of news, and to what extent 
does the approach differ from generation to generation? 

4. How useful is the concept of generations to account for the wider 
generational phenomena in the field of media and communication 
studies?  

a. How should the generationing process (generation building) in 
contemporary societies and in the cross-media landscape be 
studied?  

b. To what extent the discursive definition of different generation units 
by certain ‘media repertoires’ and formation of a hegemony of 
using/reading the news is justified?  
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Consequently, the thesis broadly intends to reflect upon how the use of 
news media helps to understand how age, life course and generational 
differences unfold and how people from different socially constructed gen-
erations react to issues in similar ways by exploring their habits of using 
mainstream news media during the period from 2002 to 2012.5 In order to 
answer the aim, the three first sets of mainly descriptive research questions 
aim to lay a foundation for the fourth analytical question, which is intended 
to open up theoretical discussion in the final chapter that will seek to 
examine the interpretative potential of generation building and what the 
role of the so-called ‘we sense’ (Corsten 1999) is in the formation of 
different media audiences and their news consumption 

1.4 Methodological choices 

This dissertation uses a combination of quantitative and qualitative data. 
The access to news media, distanciation and accessibility as well as 
individual use of social space, will be analysed using different representative 
quantitative survey data. The analysis of quantitative data used in this study, 
to a large extent, is based on secondary analysis (Dale et al. 1988). Focus 
groups will be used to analyse further some specific aspects of everyday 
media use, the discursive characteristics of news genre (i.e. how the 
members of different generational groups as news audiences define and 
understand the meaning of media news), and to provide a comparative 
insight into linguistic nuances of what type of vocabulary is used by 
representatives of different generations to talk about media and engagement 
with the news media sphere. Moreover, focus group discussions help to 
better understand the process of developing a common generational view 
on media use. Due to data availability this study has been limited to a 10-
year period of analysis (2002-2012). 

The major part of the empirical data derives from two nationwide 
surveys: 

 
• The first, entitled Variable Media Landscapes was initiated by the 

Södertörn University in Sweden. This survey has been conducted as a 
cross-cultural survey with a national Estonian sample and a regional 

 
5 The notion of mainstream media is understood by the author as news information 
disseminated via the largest distribution channels, such as printed newspapers, radio, TV 
and professional online news media. The scope of this work does not include social 
media networking sites and any forms of amateur or citizen media. 
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Swedish sample. In the present thesis only the Estonian data will be 
used. 

• Another data source for comparative analysis, used in this thesis, is the 
series of nationwide surveys entitled Me. The World. The Media (in 
Estonian: Mina. Maailm. Meedia), carried out every third year since 
2002 among the Estonian population between the ages 15 and 74 by the 
Institute of Social Studies at the University of Tartu in Estonia. 

The representative sample of the Estonian population (for each data 
collection) includes ca 1 000 Estonian language speakers and 500 Russo-
phones.6 The series of surveys consist of, respectively, about 600 and 800 
indicators reflecting media access, patterns of media use, social and cultural 
orientations, lifetsyles, etc. Some of the data are analysed in this thesis. The 
comparability of two different surveys and datasets was assured by using the 
most reliable data collecting method in Estonia and using particular data 
handling techniques (i.e. data weighting) to reduce sampling error. 

For the qualitative analysis, eight focus groups were conducted in 
Sweden and Estonia during autumn and winter 2011–2012 with up to nine 
members of four generational groups involved. This thesis only presents the 
data from Estonia, where four focus group sessions brought together 
twenty-three individuals from four hypothetical generations. A cross-
cultural comparison of both Swedish and Estonian focus groups can be 
found in Göran Bolin’s (2014) work. 

The focus groups were organised with the purpose of bringing together 
individuals at a similar stage in their life course (for example, finishing 
high-school/starting undergraduate studies, in retirement, etc.) who poten-
tially share common life experience, collective view and, at least to some 
extent, similar perceptions of the media during their childhood and youth. 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

This chapter has introduced the main idea of this dissertation and defined 
the aim and research questions that are explored in the thesis. 

Chapter 2 gives a more detailed overview of research on generations and 
news audiences, in order to arrive at a model for analysis that will be app-
lied in later analytical chapters. This includes explaining and defining the 

 
6 According to the revised and detailed results of the eleventh Population Census in 
Estonia, which was conducted from 31 December 2011, the total population on January 
1st 2012 was 1,325,215 (Statistics Estonia, 17.01.2014). 
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main concepts and models used in the thesis, as well as the current debates 
in the field of generations and news audience studies. In addition, the chap-
ter introduces the spatial aspects in the field of social sciences, especially 
from the point of view of how the spatial issues can be interwoven with 
media use, representing a process of constructing personal social space. 

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the evolution of the Estonian media 
system throughout the recent history and summarises the major develop-
ments in the Estonian media landscape. Subsequently, the chapter describes 
the research methodology and sample used for the dissertation. The chapter 
ends with descriptions of five socially constructed generations of Estonian 
media users, based on the author’s criteria, which are not drawn from 
previous surveys because of the reflection on the relationship of media 
change and age-related aspects. 

This is followed in Chapters 4-6 by an interpretation of the collected 
data, which is divided into three empirical parts. Firstly, in Chapter 4, the 
results of analysis of multidimensional, quantitative data similarities and 
distinctions among different generations with regard to the use of news 
media channels and formats, information and communication techno-
logies, and thematic interests in various topics featured in the media will be 
mapped. 

Chapter 5 takes the concept of personal social space as the point of 
departure for an analysis of how perception of generational differences 
relates to spatial orientation in media use. The chapter also seeks to define a 
typology of different patterns of news media usage, which can be clearly 
revealed using cluster analysis. 

To counterbalance the results obtained by quantitative analysis, Chapter 
6 explores some of the cultural factors, such as language, that are important 
in the formation of the generational affinity and shared experience, and, 
thus, presents the results of four qualitative semi-structured focus groups 
based on critical analyses of how different generations talk about their 
media use and memories. The chapter also attempts, from the generational 
point of view, to conceptualise news as one of the most ‘worthwhileʼ com-
ponents of people’s media repertoire. 

Chapter 7 summarises the major insights from this thesis and the con-
tribution that it makes to the research on age-, life course- and generation-
related considerations in the news media consumption habits and repertoires. 
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CHAPTER 2  

 
Theoretical approach to generations 

and news audiences 

 

Introduction 

Media use and audiences can be approached in several ways. This thesis 
adapts the perspective of transforming audiences as a position that illumi-
nates novel features of media use practices as well as technological develop-
ments that are shifting the way media and the distribution of news can be 
seen and analysed. This chapter focuses on the transformations taking place 
within a societal and technological context. Herein, an overstatement of 
technological innovation processes as the main societal driving force will be 
shunned. The organisation of the chapter is therefore framed around the 
challenge of changing audiences, although the chapter also discloses some 
key insights into central aspects within and relating to the framework of 
generation theory. 

2.1 Conceptual aspects of time and space; age, life course and generation 

The three key concepts in this thesis, namely ‘age’, ‘generation’ and ‘life 
course’, are multi-layered and their meanings are not unequivocal, so that 
they can refer to more than just single definitions. Further, these categories 
may be studied through their location in time and space. No one would 
object to the assertion that these two seemingly self-evident concepts, still 
crucial variables for the study of the generation making process, have 
transformed the main spheres of human activity, such as cultural, social, 
political and economic. 
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2.1.1 Time and space 

The humanitarian approach proposes that time is primarily a physical 
phenomenon. It therefore seems natural that the physical understanding of 
time cannot be overlooked in a discussion of time. However, the possi-
bilities of physics to describe time are limited, since physics is concerned 
with finite time and does not answer the question of how energy differs 
from time. Neither is there a common understanding of physical time, but 
rather a multiple field of physical understandings of time. This study also 
regards time as primarily a social construction. 

In order to start with temporal demarcation, it is commonly accepted 
that the typical approach to the passage of time is based on the concept of 
past, present and future. Each of these times can be defined with physical or 
social points of reference. As David Lewis and Andrew Weigert (1981: 433) 
explain, physical time, in the context of the history of humankind, rarely 
refers to more than a few million years in the past or a century into the 
future. Events in physical time outside these limits probably concern 
theologians or astronomers. In contrast to the previous argument, time may 
be “humanized by establishing temporal references to social events” (ibid., 
emphasis in original). Physically based or mechanical mathematical time 
reckoning uses relatively homogeneous units (such as seconds, minutes, 
hours, etc.), while ‘social time’ corresponds to varying rhythms, passing 
sometimes rapidly and sometimes slowly or even with certain breaks or 
interruptions. 

As Pitirim Sorokin and Robert Merton observe (1937: 626), 

The search for social periodicities based upon the unquestioned 
adoption of astronomical criterions of time may have been largely un-
successful precisely because social phenomena involved ‘symbolic’ rather 
than ‘empirical’ equalities and inequalities; social processes which at 
present seem to lack periodicities in terms of astronomical measures 
may be found to be quite periodic in character in terms of social time. 

Consequently, one may say that social time and particular phases and cycles 
may appear non-periodically within the framework of physical time, i.e. in 
time which is measured only by physical succession. 

Aristotle, ancient Greek philosopher and scientist, stated in Physics (his 
influential study of natural things) that the nature of time lies in motion and 
change, and must be examined from these universal aspects. Ursula Coope 
(2005), by focusing exclusively to the account that Aristotle develops in the 
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final five chapters of Physics IV, explains Aristotle’s partially elliptical 
approach of time by emphasising the diversity of time, and more specifically 
the diversity of temporal order. However, on the one hand there is one time 
of everything, but, as Coope says interpreting Aristotle’s suggestions, “there 
is no one change that is the change of everything” (Coope 2005: 35). In that 
sense, time is just as much in one place as another and related to each thing 
in the same way as it is related to every other thing. Still, according to 
Aristotle, the notion of change is something crucially important to a better 
understanding of time-related ideas and issues: “The movement and change 
of each thing is only in the changing thing itself or wherever the moving or 
changing thing itself happens to be” (Physics, 218: 9-13, as cited in Coope 
2005: 35). 

When approaching time from the phenomenological rather than physical 
viewpoint, we cannot overlook the philosophical work by Paul Ricœur 
Temps et récit (Time and Narrative, 1983-85), in which the author focuses 
on ‘human time’, something that should be understood as a complex 
experience integrating two opposite ways of experiencing time. Firstly, there 
is the cosmological time that people perceive as a linear sequence or a 
homogeneously passing flow of time, and secondly, there is phenomeno-
logical time that pertains to the way people orientate in this sequence, 
experiencing time as the past, present and future. 

Additionally, Ricœur, best known for combining phenomenological 
description with hermeneutics, identifies three instruments that historians 
have at their disposal: (1) the calendar (calendar time is based on astrono-
mical observations), (2) the idea of succession of generations (contempo-
raries, predecessors and successors) and (3) recourse to archives, docu-
ments and traces, as as “connectors of lived and universal time”, mediating 
the past into history (Ricœur 1988: 104). The primary function of the time 
of the calendar, conceptualised as the first bridge constructed by historical 
practice between lived time and universal time, is to “order the time of 
societies and of human beings who live in society in relation to cosmic 
time” (Ricœur 1988: 105). The second mediation suggested by Ricoeur, and 
quite relevant to this study, is that of the succession of generations. The idea 
of generations, according to Alfred Schütz’s ([1932] 1967) apt formula, 
finds its sociological projection in the anonymous relationship between 
contemporaries, predecessors and successors. However, how does this 
phenomenon affect historical time? Ricœur finds that the notion of a 
generation expresses several elementary facts about human biology: birth, 
ageing and death. He postulates: “One result of these is another fact, that of 
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the average age for procreation – let us say thirty years – which, in turn, 
assures the replacement of the dead by the living” (Ricœur 1988: 110). 

Within the meaning of the above, generation is the ‘unbending 
delineator’ (Kalmus 2014), insofar as generational identity’s independency 
of subject is caused by a person’s inability to pick the time in which he is 
born. At the same time, a generation is a non-rigid category especially 
because of its dependence on relative social time, for the definition of which 
Lewis and Weigert (1981: 434) use a four-part typology, distinguishing 
between forms of social time at the following levels: a) at the individual level 
(‘self time’), b) at the group level (time for informal interaction), c) at the 
institutional level for seemingly self-evident concepts and various formal 
bureaucracies, and d) at the socio-cultural level (culturally based cyclic time 
structures) for the establishment of various days, seasons and such (for 
example various kinds of elections, etc.) that concern the whole of society. 
Thus, the terms self-time and interaction time are at the micro level of 
social reality, while institutional time and cyclic time are representative of 
the macro level of this same reality. 

The dynamic and multi-layered nature of time was also discussed by 
Wilhelm Dilthey ([1875] 1924), who, attentive to the qualitative aspects of 
social time, asked what one had to add to the undeniable facts of human 
biology in order to incorporate the phenomenon of generations into the 
human sciences. Dilthey was interested in those characteristics that make 
the concept of a generation an intermediary phenomenon between the 
physical time of the calendar and the social time of the social lives of 
humans. As Karl Mannheim ([1928] 1952: 283) notes, Dilthey’s approach 
underlies the problem that was originally defined by the art historian 
Wilhelm Pinder and formulated as ‘the non-contemporaneity of the con-
temporaneous’. Pinder’s argument was directed at generations that live at 
the same time in the chronological sense, but nonetheless, live also in quite 
different parallel subjective eras. Pinder (1926) observes that, “everyone 
lives with people of the same and of different ages, with a variety of 
possibilities of experience facing them all alike. But for each the ‘same time’ 
is a different time – that is, it represents a different period of his self, which 
he can only share with people of his own age” (as cited in Mannheim 1952: 
283). Mannheim summarises his conception as follows: “A further idea 
suggested by Pinder is that each generation builds up an ‘entelechy’ of its 
own by which means alone it can really become a qualitative unity” (ibid.). 
The notion of entelechy, in the philosophy of Aristotle, was considered to 
be the equivalent of actuality or realisation as opposed to potentiality. 
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In sum, the exploration of different facets of time, including physical as 
well as social time, is a fascinating inquiry providing limitless opportunities 
to study features of human sociality. As for personal time, one can have 
experiences of two different sorts: the first, a life cycle, people share with all 
living creatures; the second, the basic physical stages of life, are symbolically 
transformed into socially and psychologically defined phases and social 
identities based on salient personal characteristics or group membership 
(for example generational affiliation). 

As has been argued, in order to understand more about what makes 
media use meaningful for people, not only the quotidian nature of news 
consumption but also spatial aspects need to be accentuated. In particular, 
Chris Peters (2014: 1) suggests that news audience studies should pay more 
attention to how “information flows intersect with the everywhere ‘lived’ 
geographies of individuals, and how this impacts audience perception of 
news”. Since the past decade has witnessed an increase in the number of 
platforms and devices through which to access news feeds and other 
information flows, multiple new possibilities for experiencing the world 
outside and encountering more or less distant places are offered in this 
mediatised age. 

Accordingly, it is necessary to actualise the concept of space in this 
thesis. According to a common view, the concept of space is inseparably 
related to the concept of time, both of which have been tied together in 
physics as spacetime by Einstein’s special theory of relativity; previously 
these concepts were regarded as separate dimensions. Even though time and 
space cannot be completely divorced, they are still not identical. However, 
in addition to the above, Einstein emphasised the relative nature of space-
time, meaning that there is no absolute time or absolute space. According to 
Einstein’s discovery, time and space form a four-dimensional spacetime, 
which in turn is related to the movement of the system of reference with 
respect to other systems of reference. If all objects were destroyed in some 
unforeseeable circumstances, time and space would also perish; according 
to the theory of relativity they would also disappear together with every-
thing else that exists (Einstein [1920] 2001). 

In the context of this dissertation, the concepts of time and space are 
relevant for their cultural meaning, as presented in the ‘new’ cultural 
geography paradigm, which confirms the centrality of culture in a person’s 
actions and in the associations, movements and circulation of meanings, i.e. 
the phenomena that have emerged in the globalised world (Cosgrove & 
Jackson 1987). Chapter 5, in particular, deals with the problem of how the 
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surrounding regions, countries and cultures are perceived through media as 
places of interest to individuals representing different generations. 

The theoretical background of this part of study which will provide 
further elements to understand the spatial patterns of media use is related to 
the spatial turn in communication studies (Couldry and McCarthy 2004, 
Falkheimer and Jansson 2006). Based on the theory by David Harvey, the 
thesis conceptualises and explores the notion of ‘personal social space’ 
(Vihalemm 2005, Vihalemm 2007, Masso 2008) that departs from an 
understanding of how individual actors construct social distance and spatial 
boundaries through their practical relations with others, surrounding places 
and the media. 

In previous approaches the concept of social space was initially used to 
signify the objective and subjective contradistinction (Soja 1989) in the 
social theory. Objective space, in terms of real space, means the factual 
circumstances related to space (for example a state border). Subjective 
space, on the other hand, often also labelled abstract or cognitive space, 
embraces mental constructions (for example imagined distances, as they 
relate to different cultures). The problem of this opposition consists in 
seeing the objective and subjective spatial processes as often relatively inde-
pendent of each other (see, for example, Soja 1989). One solution that 
different authors have suggested is the idea of a triple division of space. 

From the standpoint of materialist geographers, David Harvey’s work 
can be considered a systematic and accurate contribution to spatial analysis 
(1969, 1973, 2006), providing a sort of guidance through the turbulent 
landscapes of the contemporary world. He began reflecting upon the 
problems of the multifaceted character of space, suggesting a tripartite 
division in the way space could be understood. Harvey (1973, as cited in 
Harvey 2006: 271) argues, 

If we regard space as absolute it becomes a ‘thing in itself’ with an 
existence independent of matter. It then possesses a structure which we 
can use to pigeon-hole or individuate phenomena. The view of relative 
space proposes that it be understood as a relationship between objects 
which exists only because objects exist and relate to each other.  

In the later work, Harvey (2009) reviews his earlier ideas of the relational 
mode of approaching space and concludes, that there is no reason to move 
away from the argument of space as absolute, relative and relational by its 
universal character.  
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[S]pace is neither absolute, relative or relational in itself, but it can 
become one or all simultaneously depending on the circumstances. The 
problem of the proper conceptualization of space is resolved through 
human practice with respect to it. In other words, there are no philoso-
phical answers to philosophical questions that arise over the nature of 
space – the answers lie in human practice. The question ‘what is space?’ 
is therefore replaced by the question ‘how is it that different human 
practices create and make use of different conceptualizations of space?’ 
(Harvey 2009: 140) 

Therefore, Harvey has unified, but also distinguished between absolute, 
relative, and relational space, the first being fixed and referring to the 
context in which communication takes place (for example in the Baltic Sea 
region), the second, relative space, being related to the reception of space by 
individuals (for example the Baltic states could be perceived as close or 
distant), and the third, the relational view of space, being the external 
influences in the context are internalised and expressed (for example 
Nordic or Baltic identity).7  

As stated by Helen Sooväli-Sepping (2011: 174-8), the cultural turn of 
the 1990s brought into focus (including that of geographers) the ways in 
which people behave in given social, economic and political circumstances. 
Special attention is being paid to the role of language, meaning and 
reproduction in the understanding of time (Barnett 1998: 380). This is why, 
during the 21st century, media technologies, virtual space, perceived space, 
networks and other categories have come into the sphere of interest of 
cultural geography research in addition to such core categories as place and 
landscape, space and environment, public and personal (Sooväli-Sepping 
2011: 174-180). 

This new dynamics touches upon the boundaries of academic disciplines 
such as communication and geography, which originally have had no 
‘neighbourly’ relations in terms of topics of research or methodological back-

 
7 Comparing various authors, one can see some inspiration by Henry Lefebvre in 
Harvey’s understanding regarding the character of space. For example, Henri Lefebvre 
([1974] 1991) has drawn a distinction between the following categories of spatial 
relations: 1) spatial practices (e.g. cultural contacts), 2) representations of space (e.g. 
political regulations for mobility), and 3) representational spaces (e.g. individual 
meanings ascribed to space). The main contribution of Lefebvre is that different spatial 
dimensions cannot be treated as independent. More specifically, conceptions about 
different regions as representational space are commonly based on individual 
experiences and contacts, or in other words, on people’s spatial practices, but also on 
prevailing ideologies (representations of space). 
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ground (Adams & Jansson 2012). The interplay of these two disciplines has 
given rise to the emerging subfield of communication geography, which, 
according to Paul C. Adams and André Jansson (2012: 301), has the 
potential to provide “a complex view of space and spatial processes” as 
produced by communication and mediated practices. The need to bridge 
the disciplinary divide between geography and media studies is clarified by 
Adams and Jansson with the emergence of networked digital media and 
highly portable communication technologies that have created entirely new 
conditions and activated geographic concerns within the discussions of 
media and communication scholars. 

Well-placed in the context of communication geography are also those 
studies (see, for example, Masso et al. 2014) that rely on empirical data and 
focus on the change of interpersonal communication in conditions of time-
space compression. The multifaceted concept of time-space compression is 
appropriately summarised by Harvey (1989, cf. Janelle 1969), who talks 
about, “processes that so revolutionize the objective qualities of space and 
time that we are forced to alter (…) how we represent the world to our-
selves” (Harvey 1989: 240). Later Barney Warf (2008) discusses the pheno-
menon of ‘folded space and time’ as synchronously conceptual and material 
process, which is mentally and physically located between meaning and 
matter. The basic nature of time-space compression lies in the ways in which 
people endeavor to conquer space and exceed distances more rapidly, in 
order to, among other things, exchange information particularly efficiently. 

However, Chapter 5 in this thesis seeks to investigate more carefully the 
communicative practices constituting space and, therefore, suggest one pos-
sible framework for conceptualising personal social space as defined by Anu 
Masso (2008: 18) "as a process in which a spatially and temporally situated 
active individual uses the material and symbolic resources, based on their 
relation to the world, for the constitution of a meaningfully structured world". 

2.1.2 Age, life course and generation 

In preparing generational research in the field of media usage, two 
analytical lines have been explored and intertwined. The first line comes 
from the perspective of age, which is a commonly examined demographic 
and socio-economic characteristic used to define individuals and groups 
within society. The second line comes from the life course theory, which 
emphasises the importance of individual transition characteristics to explain 
the outcomes of major life status changes (Elder, Johnson and Crosnoe 2003). 
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According to Merriam-Webster’s dictionary, the age of person can be 
defined as the length of his/her existence extending from the beginning to 
any given time. In everyday understanding, every person begins with zero 
degree of age and ends with a number on a death certificate; all events and 
stages of the process of a lifetime must fit between those limits. One simply 
‘has’ an age, because one ‘has’ a lifetime. Lawrence Hazelrigg (1997) points 
out the derivation from the Greek aion (‘period of existence’ or ‘lifetime’) 
when defining age, as based on gerontological knowledge. Lexically, age is 
‘the part of a lifetime extending from the beginning of the lifetime to any 
given moment within the lifetime’ (Hazelrigg 1997: 95).  

Attempting to refocus and elaborate on the concept of social organi-
sation around different age strata, Matilda White Riley and associates 
(Riley, Johnson and Foner 1972) promote the idea that societies organise 
the distribution of rewards and opportunities and develop sets of be-
havioural expectations based on several stratifying characteristics of their 
members, with chronological age as a central element in these systems of 
stratification. This theoretical approach is known as Age Stratification 
Theory and representing a mainly static model of social structures. In this 
framework, societies are structured on the basis of age, change over time 
and individuals age in time. However, White Riley (1988: 33-34) broaches a 
subject beyond the processes of change which she calls ‘separate and 
distinct dynamisms’, by asking: 

(a) Do people age differently? And (b) how can differences in the 
processes of aging be linked to changes in social structure? The 
juxtaposition of ‘ageing’ and ‘social change’ is merely alternate for-
mulations of the basic duality of ‘self and world’ or the issue of 
‘micro/macro linkage’. 

Hence, the term ‘ageing’ is, to a certain degree, ambiguous, referring to a 
multidimensional process of physical and psychological change (i.e. ageing 
over the life course) that influences an individual’s mental and physical 
capacities. 

A slightly different type of chronology regulates humans’ ‘social 
biographies’ (Lewis & Weigert 1981: 443). Specifically, over a period of 
social time, societal regulations force individuals to construct personal life 
courses by passing through various meaningfully related stages, positions 
and statuses available in society that will determine the earliest age for 
compulsory school attendance, the minimum age for marriage, not mention 
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about the driving age, drinking age, voting age, retirement age. Elaborating 
on the aforementioned perspective, this thesis also relies on the life course 
theory (Elder 1974, Elder 1994), which, from the human development and 
life experience perspective, refers to successive stages of life: childhood, 
youth, adulthood, middle age and pension. Briefly put, life phases are based 
on certain age-frames. The theory encompasses the social context, an 
individual’s personal choices, social roles and life events, as well as all the 
interlinked stages of an individual’s life course. According to the theory, the 
impact of the transitions or events in an individual’s life depends on at what 
stage of life those events occur. Especially meaningful is the formative and 
impressionable age, marked by the term ‘emerging adulthood’ (Goossens 
2006). As suggested by Piermarco Aroldi and Fausto Colombo (2007), the 
formative period of an individual’s life encompasses childhood, adolescence 
and early adulthood. The implication of this definition of the formative 
stage of life as one of the main preconditions for the formation of a 
particular media generation coincides with the fact that today young 
people’s media use begins at a very early age.8  

However, chronologically measured age generally signifies certain 
critical periods in a person’s life, such as entry into full-time work, etc., 
although scholars have nevertheless observed growing variability in these 
transitions in people’s life courses and argued that the individuals’ level of 
‘agency’ (Flaherty 2011), which is not a constant attribute, can be ap-
proached as a source of heterogeneity. For example, because of the com-
plicated economic situation, quite many young people today return home 
after graduating from university instead of living apart as independent 
adults. Therefore, the measurement of the transition to adulthood, which is 
commonly marked by life course events such as leaving the home of origin 
and starting full-time work, becoming a parent for the first time, has been 
changed over time because of the variations within certain age cohorts, in 
sociological terms. As Elder and O’Rand (1995: 457) put it, 

 
8 For instance, the majority of 5-7-year-old children in Estonia (81%) are engaged in 
playing online computer games on a weekly basis (Siibak & Vinter 2010). According to a 
survey of the EU Kids Online 2011 thematic network, 93% of children aged 6–17 years 
use the Internet in Estonia. Moreover, as the research in Estonia (Vinter et al. 2010) and 
elsewhere (Findahl 2012) shows, nearly half of 2-year-olds (45%) now use the Internet 
and 8% use it on a daily basis. Their main activities are playing games and watching 
videos on tablet computers. Hence, in this digital era, childhood may be considered the 
critical years during which an individual adjusts and develops to the ways and style of 
media consumption, which has the potential to influence the later years of life. 
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The life course is age-graded according to generalized divisions or 
categories, from childhood to old age, but members of a birth cohort do 
not move through this age structure in concert according to the social 
roles they occupy. Age at entry into a full-time job, completion of formal 
education, cohabitation and marriage, the birth of the first child – these 
and other events in the transition to adulthood are not experienced by 
all members of a birth cohort, and those who experience them do so at 
widely varied times in life. 

Thus, one can only speculate, how a correlation between age and various 
forms of behaviour or experiences in an individual’s life course occurs. 
Elder (1994: 5) proposes a more varied model which includes ‘transitions’ – 
turning points in life course (for example a birth of one’s first child) and 
‘trajectories’ – alternative paths through the life course (for example 
occupation or education choices, etc.). The latter concept is meant to 
embrace ‘self-determination’, which Anthony Giddens (1979: 56) has called 
‘agency’ and defined as consciously intentional effort to change trajectory. 

As was noted in the introduction to this thesis, the concept of generation 
is identified in the sociological usage. Along with the sociological literature, 
some closely related works by philosophers and social psychologists need to 
be examined. However, the roots of the contemporary generational studies 
can be traced back millennia and found in the works of Jose Ortega y Gasset 
([1923] 1931) and Karl Mannheim ([1928] 1952), who identified gen-
erational location (Lagerung) as a key aspect of the existential deter-
mination of knowledge. The theory of generation brings forward the idea 
that, individuals who feel connected with their peers and are born in a 
particular timeframe, shape a generation. As mentioned already above there 
are three preconditions for generational belonging, as postulated by 
Mannheim: (1) sudden social changes (for example war, revolution, a socio-
cultural flow, etc.) that the individual has experienced at a tender age, (2) 
generational self-awareness arising from these social changes and (3) the 
common aspiration for specific ideals. At the same time, as noted by Aili 
Aarelaid-Tart (2012: 7), the perception of the described generational co-
identity may be much more important for some members of a generation 
group than for others, i.e. determining any clear generational dividers is a 
complicated task and the result might not be singularly justified. 

Before considering this theoretical account of generations in more detail, 
some terminological matters must be addressed. Judith Burnett (2010: 23) 
suggests that the concept of generation is commonly attributed with two 
senses: first of a kinship meaning, and second, of a socio-historical cohort 
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based meaning. Cohorts, such as particular age groups, are typically con-
structed by external systems such as the military, education or research 
system (see Ryder 1965) and imagined, for example, by researchers. The 
kinship definition of generations, contrarily, stresses the existing blood 
relationship and intermarriage and, in terms of succession, goes back to the 
Latin origin of the term and its meaning of ʽfatheringʼ. Etymologically, it 
consists of the Greek word ‘genesis’, refers to genealogy or history of origin, 
being based, therefore, on “the biological fact of birth and death” (Corstern 
1999: 251). Furthermore, in Paul Ricœur’s view, genesis “refers to the 
operation of linking together the various dimensions of the temporal flux, 
past present and future” (Ricœur 1970: 380). 

Judith Burnett, when attempting to open up some aspects of the original 
idea of Mannheim, generalises by saying that “the kinship version of 
generations came first, and that Mannheim’s analysis picked up the 
extension of the term to refer to cohort based processes which emerged as 
part of modernity” (Burnett 2010: 23). In order that the two dimensions of 
generations embedded in research design would not confuse readers, some 
sociologists (see, for instance, Pilcher 1994) advocate the use of ‘generation’ 
when reference is made to kinship relationships and ‘social generation’ 
when reference is made to any cohort related phenomena. 

Mannheim identifies generational position as a key aspect of the 
existential determination of knowledge. He argues that not only age, but 
also the common generational experiences of people born at about the same 
time, was of significance for the emergence of a new generation – a unique 
entity. Mannheim states that generation is a ‘social location’ (the basis of 
this notion is, according to a common-sense framework, year of birth) that 
has the potential to affect an individual`s consciousness in much the same 
way as social class. It is this common location that presents common social 
problems to the generation, requiring of them adaptive strategies (Elder 
1974) in order to get by. According to June Edmunds and Bryan S. Turner 
(2002), this process leads to the generation’s awareness of ‘its own 
positionality’ and because of that allows it to develop ‘strategic responses’, 
to become actualised in a certain way. Turner states that an age cohort that 
takes positions on some societal or historical events and by that “comes to 
have social significance by virtue of constituting itself as a cultural identity” 
(Turner 2002: 15-16), i.e. as a subject that takes positions on the events that 
accompany their appearance on the stage of history. In their earlier work 
Turner and Ron Eyerman define generation as “a cohort of persons passing 
through time who come to share a common habitus, hexis and culture, a 
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function of which is to provide them with a collective memory that serves to 
integrate the cohort over a finite period of time” (Eyerman and Turner 
1998: 93). Thus, even culturally defined generations, such as the Protest 
Generation or Lost Generation, cannot be fully disconnected from time. As 
Vittadini and associates (2014: 66) emphasise, “they should be seen as 
synergies of temporal settings and cultural experience. Generations are not 
purely arbitrary outcomes of people’s agency. The rigid biological structure 
of age is of course indispensable (even disciplining) element in forming of 
generations”. 

In order to resume Mannheim’s argumentation, one may claim that 
biological age is a crucial element in the process of generation-building, 
nevertheless, the concept of the socially constructed generation functions as 
a particular application of the cultural approach towards age. Therefore, 
generations are constructed as collectively produced, shared and processed 
responses to some sort of common experiences, which then become an 
element of generational identity. Mannheim made a distinction between 
generation as ‘location’ (the basis of this notion is naturally the year of 
birth), and as ‘actuality’, referring to those who are located in the same place 
in the historical process, as well as being bound together through a common 
(active or passive) “experience of the interactions of forces which made up 
the new situation” (Mannheim 1952: 304). Thus, when facing up to a 
specific (new) phenomenon, individuals can “work up the material of their 
common experiences in different specific ways”, which will constitute se-
parate units (Mannheim 1952: 304). These ‘generation units’ can be defined 
as ways of being connected with the same phenomena, which Mannheim 
(1952: 306) calls “an identity of responses” to current problems or issues. 
Therefore, the most important source is the shared reaction to the actual 
spirit of the time based on vital sensitivity (Ortega y Gasset 1963-69, in 
Marias 1970), meaning the ability to recognise which aspect of the 
surrounding society has to be innovated which revives in interaction 
between contemporaries. 

Another important aspect in the context of generations is what Mann-
heim calls ‘fresh contact’, meaning meeting something new or “a changed 
relationship of distance from the object and a novel approach in assimi-
lating, using, and developing the proffered material”. According to Mann-
heim, a shift resulting from a fresh contact that arises from social or 
historical situations and from the emergence of a new situation may be 
sufficient to cause a change in mentality and other practices if “the indivi-
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duals experiencing these fresh contacts had such a perfect ‘elasticity of 
mind’” (Mannheim (1952: 293–4). 

To summarise this passage, one can define a social generation 
(distinguished from the kinship generation) as a group of individuals, 
usually of similar ages, who have experienced a noteworthy social (or 
historical) event within a set period of time. A key point, however, is that 
this major change has to occur, and has to involve the individuals during 
their youth, thus, shaping their lives, as later experiences will tend to receive 
meaning from those early experiences. Moreover, a mere chronological 
contemporaneity is not enough to produce a common generational con-
sciousness. Mannheim, in fact, stresses that not every generation will 
develop an original and distinctive consciousness (cf. Edmunds & Turner 
2002) whether a generation succeeds in developing a distinctive conscious-
ness is significantly dependent on the tempo of social change. 

Furthermore, the cultural perspective of generations (which has been 
developed by, for example, Aroldi & Colombo 2007; Vittadini et al. 2014) 
suggests that generations are constituted on the basis of shared experience 
of the same ‘formative events’ or consequence of some ‘fresh contacts’, 
meaning that they meet something new rather than merely formed from 
those people who were born and happen to be alive at about the same time. 
In addition, the concept of ‘collective memory’ (Halbwachs 1992) is a useful 
tool in analysing a collective sensemaking process, referring to social know-
ledge about certain (historical) events that are recalled in similar forms by 
groups of individuals in a social setting. As suggested by Nicoletta Vittadini 
et al. (2014), “generation and generational belonging are cultural uses of 
age, opportunities for identity building, which people can take up and 
enhance, or not” (Vittadini et al. 2014: 65). Cristina Ponte and Piermarco 
Aroldi (2013) express a similar notion by stating that generation “refers to 
the collective self-interpretation” and “a common view of the ‘historical 
new’ during their biographical period of adolescence”; therefore, gen-
erational groups are connected not only by special situations “but also 
develop similar reactions in response to their problems and opportunities” 
(Ponte & Aroldi 2013: 2-3). 

Much research into generations has been focused on formative social 
change (i.e. revolutions and wars), as well as various waves of social move-
ments, such as the peace movements and the civil rights movements of the 
late 1950s and the 1960s, are often associated with the so-called Sixties 
generation of students who celebrated their youth more riotously than their 
predecessors, especially in Europe and the United States. However, different 
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researchers use different periodisation and labels to define generations, 
since there is no one particular way of approaching the concept. The 
tradition in the United States, often cited in this connection, uses demo-
graphics in order to create the units, such as the ‘traditional generation’ or 
‘silent generation’ (born before the mid-1940s); the ‘baby-boom generation’ 
(born during the demographic post-war baby boom between the mid-1940s 
and the mid-1960s); ‘generation X’ (born in the late 1960s to early 1980s 
and called the baby-bust generation because of its low birth rate); 
‘generation Y’ or the ‘millennials’ (born during the 1980s and 1990s and 
raised on 24-hour cable TV, home computers and even the Internet). And 
finally, ‘generation Z’ (born from 2000 onwards), which has a number of 
alternative names, such as ‘digital natives’ (Prensky 2001), the ‘i Generation’ 
(Rosen 2010), whose use of the devices like the iPhone, iPod and iPad, and 
software like iTunes, is more individualised than ever. Nonetheless, many of 
these commonly used generational labels often result from stereotypes, 
rather than from careful research, although there are scholars (Aroldi & 
Colombo 2013) who sharply criticise the ‘buzz discourse’ around digitally 
and technologically capable generations. 

However, also in the field of media and audience research, the 
generational approach has become increasingly popular, especially under 
the conditions of ‘ubiquitous media’, and in particular closer integration or 
even the intertwining of various forms of media. One of the first cross-
national research projects that empirically addressed the existence of ‘media 
generations’ was Ingrid Volkmer’s (2006) study on media events of the 20th 
century, and on the role these globally known and mediated events have 
been playing in the process of constructing collective memories. Within this 
study, three generations, based on the year of birth, as well as the ‘formative 
period’ of their life (between the age of 17 and 25), were chosen and 
characterised as the ‘radio generation’, the ‘black-and-white television 
generation’, and the ‘Internet generation’ (Volkmer 2006: 14). 

Elaborating on Volkmer’s approach, Göran Bolin and Oscar Westlund 
(2009) focused on the characteristics of the ‘mobile generation’ in Sweden, 
claiming with the support of empirical findings that a particular medium 
dominant in a certain era, which an individual gets used to during his/her 
childhood years and youth, can indeed be expected to be the form of media 
that “one keeps a special relation with for the balance of one’s life” (Bolin & 
Westlund 2009: 109). Based on a similar assumption, a considerable 
amount of research has done on what impact the changing media structures 
might have on people`s everyday practices. However, as Oscar Westlund 
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and Lennart Weibull (2013: 149) point out, the ‘young generation’ has 
attracted the majority of the scholarly work in this field, while “other 
generations have been passed over”. Thus, research on contemporary media 
usage tends to take priority over the relationship with traditional media 
and, to a large extent, focuses on the Internet as an essential medium for 
communication and socialisation, as well as the usage of computers and 
mobile devices, in order to differentiate young generations from previous 
ones. An often-cited example, and perhaps one that is even overstated in the 
rhetoric of media studies, would be the work published by Marc Prensky 
(2001), which defines those people who entered secondary schools and 
universities since the start of the 2000s as ‘digital natives’, while charac-
terising other people who have had to learn how to use digital technology in 
their adulthood as ‘digital immigrants’. In other words, the main 
distinguishing characteristics between these generations, according to 
Prensky, would lie in the specific skills people need in order to cope with 
digital technology, including creativity and advanced knowledge of content 
creation. One can cite similar examples throughout the literature published 
on the use of media since the 2000s. Nevertheless, all similar classifications 
and labels (as referred to above) should be approached critically in order 
not to put too much emphasis on the role of technology or a particular 
medium/channel as a major distinctive feature. Instead, it is not technology 
or environment (or network) itself that creates certain gaps between the 
generations, “but rather the actual ways in which it is used” (Bolin & 
Westlund 2009: 108). 

Ponte and Aroldi (2013) investigate the phenomenon of the ‘first inter-
national generation’ or ‘global generation’ and how Portuguese and Italian 
people who lived their youths between the 1950s and 1970s reflect on their 
memories of major international media events, and also their experiences 
with new media and ICTs as they entered the digital age of the 1990s and 
2000s. As the authors state, the relevance of a national media system 
contributes significantly to the forming of generational consciousness 
which is, to a certain degree, framed by particular opportunities, i.e. 
structural constraints at political, education, socio-economic and cultural 
levels. In addition, general attitudes toward media technology innovations 
prevalent in the national context affect people’s adoption of new practices. 

Along the same line as the thesis at hand, Oscar Westlund and Mathias 
Färdigh (2012) attempt to conceptualise ‘news media generations’ by using 
representative statistical data conducted in Sweden in 2010, in order to 
analyse how different birth cohorts utilise news in some ‘single media’ and 
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‘cross-media’, including all possible news platforms interchangeably. Their 
findings suggest that the eight cohorts can be merged into three generations 
according to their media behaviour: (a) the print generation (born during 
the 1920s-1940s), reading mainly traditional newspapers; (b) the online 
generation (born during the 1950s-1970s), accessing the news mostly via a 
web browser; (c) the individualised generation (born during the 1980s-
1990s), revealing heterogeneous news usage patterns and demonstrating a 
high probability for cross-media use. 

Therefore, conceptually, the main argument that supports such a 
generational approach to media use encourages the idea that media-related 
experiences from the formative years will shape later relations to the 
developing media forms in a variety of ways. Although no universal agree-
ment has been reached upon the particular age frames, for the majority of 
the research the new practices made possible by the invention of the 
Internet, new technological gadgets as well as the new practices, are com-
monly introduced as the signifiers of the new media generation, often 
approached as more creative and innovative than any previous generation 
(Buckingham 2008). 

However, the media, and the news media in particular, which, by 
providing a continuous news flow across a variety of platforms and chan-
nels from early morning to late evening (in fact, even around the clock), 
would form a fruitful basis for cross-generational research. The field has 
evidently become more complicated due to the contemporary approach and 
innovative forms of news production, as well as news consumption, so that 
the old notion of the news media as the ‘fourth estate’ – dependent on the 
notion of the press as an an authority – has been challenged in many ways 
(one could, for instance, consider the blurred line between traditional 
(institutional) journalism and citizen or participatory journalism, which has 
emerged as an alternative to professional production). As pointed out by 
Erik Bjerager (2013), a sign of changing media use is that most media 
organisations use social media both to find stories and to distribute news: 
“For breaking news during a crisis, social media is becoming the first place 
where many, particularly young people, go for updates. It is also becoming 
more common that a journalist’s first instinct when covering fast moving 
news is to tweet about it” (Trends in Newsrooms 2013). But despite all 
kinds of innovative phenomena, an important pillar for the classification of 
media systems is the role that news media (as one of the recognised formal 
institutions) plays in society, or in other words, the importance of news 
media as an informer of the public, a conveyor of reality, and the share of 
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various types and formats of news media in the entire media portfolio or 
repertory of individuals. Nevertheless, the media not merely reflects but 
constructs reality by selectively discussing subjects, choosing events and 
allowing various groups to speak, also referring to time and space (cf. 
Berger & Luckmann 1967, Luhmann 1995, McQuail [1983] 2010). In 
addition to all this, research should naturally also focus on the media policy 
and freedom of speech situation on the given media landscape, as well as 
the issues of independence of media professionals, in order to understand 
whether and by which mechanisms the political system determines and 
interferes with content generation. These topics are important, although 
they are outside the scope of this thesis. 

2.1.3 Generations from the perspective of media research 

Several contributions in this area of research highlight and adopt a cultural 
conception of media generations (cf. Aroldi & Colombo 2007; Vittadini et 
al. 2014), according to which media experience is relevant in defining 
generations and their media consumption cultures (Aroldi 2011). In other 
words, a new generation carries new cultural patterns, and through this 
reveals its uniqueness. As Veronika Kalmus et al. (2013: 16) suggest, media 
generations should to be treated as  

(…) a multidimensional category that needs to be analyzed as closely 
related to different factors such as positioning in the lifespan, identi-
fication with a set of values shared with other members of the same 
generation, the development of the media system, the phases of techno-
logical innovation, processes of domestication and incorporation of 
technologies and media products, and broader structural changes that 
affect the social and cultural system. 

However, belonging to a media generation can be defined by “the fact of 
having the same age and having to confront the same cultural panorama” 
(Aroldi & Colombo 2007: 36). Consequently, in addition to media techno-
logies and their dominant uses experienced during formative years, a more 
nuanced view of the formation of the generational experiences is needed to 
conceptualise media generations. 

One of the most cited articles in discussion on this thread is published by 
Gary Gumpert and Robert Cathcart (1985) who also take the point of 
departure from Mannheim’s notion of ‘fresh contact’, referring to that sort 
of experience which tends to have a deeper impact on people in their 
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receptive period of life when relating to new and old media, by bringing a 
parallel to how people relate to their native language. As noted by 
Mannheim, the ‘dialectical articulation’ (meaning the spoken dialect) of an 
individual seldom changes after the age of 25 (Mannheim 1952: 300). 
Gumpert and Cathcart claim that the media have their own grammar, 
which needs to be learnt and incorporated. Following their argumentation, 
each medium people are confronted with is ‘read’ through the grammar of 
what can be called their ‘native media’ (Gumpert & Cathcart 1985: 29). 
Gumpert and Cathcart’s study of media grammars and generations, 
therefore, presumes that different media uses cultivate ways of representing 
and experiencing the world – one can expect a certain homology in the way 
young adults relate to, for instance, a particular media technology and its 
prevailing uses, so that they will continue such relations when they grow 
older. For example, middle-aged people who have learned the process of 
reality in terms of the continuous and linear world produced by print/radio, 
or people who can be defined as mainly ‘television oriented’, might feel 
removed from teenaged youth because they cannot really grasp the digitally 
oriented world. Accordingly, as Gumpert and Cathcart postulate, the 
different media experiences tend to produce “media gaps which separate 
people” (Gumpert & Cathcart 1985: 23). 

Ingrid Volkmer (2006) and associates have also selected certain media 
oriented generations, “each of which has experienced very particular roles 
of the media as mediators of the world, as well as very specific news cultures 
during their ‘formative years’, during childhood and youth” (Volkmer 2006: 
14). Their research, in particular, examined how different national media 
users related to significant media events (for example the Second World 
War, the Prague Spring, Watergate, and so forth) and what characterised 
their relationships with various media technologies, such as radio, television 
and Internet. 

Bolin and Westlund (2009) worked their idea out in their study of the 
use of modern communication technology, more specifically the mobile 
phone, among three different generations: the trint/radio generation (born 
in the 1930s), the TV generation (born in the 1950s), and the mobile 
technology generation (born in the 1980s). While in Volkmerʼs work, 
generational consciousness and shared identity evolve through the experi-
ence of some formative historical and/or societal events and how these 
events have been represented in the media, Bolin and Westlund try to 
capture a tendency of common generational media culture by studying the 
use of technological means. Inspired by Mannheim, Bolin and Westlund 
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stress the influence of “fresh contact” (Mannheim 1952: 194) on an 
individual to such an extent that, giving rise to a critical change in a social 
attitude pattern (for example following a certain intellectual trend), it causes 
the emerged generational affiliation to continue at a more mature age. The 
authors conclude with an expectation that people bring with them relations 
to the media (for example mobile media) that was dominantly used during 
their youth and retain these connections for future use (Bolin & Westlund 
2009: 110). The core of Bolin and Westlundʼs study lies in the premise that 
media consumers belonging to different age groups may be distinguished 
not so much by the accessing technological equipment as such, but rather, 
by their application, i.e. the ways in which it is used. This approach 
corresponds to suggestion by David Buckingham (2006) that refining the 
study of media audiences by use of a generational perspective most com-
monly addresses the “potential role of media and technology in con-
struction and self-construction of generations” (Buckingham 2006: 4). 

In addition to the above-mentioned studies, Oscar Westlund and 
Lennart Weibull (2013) have explored the topic through the cross-genera-
tional comparison of transforming news media usage. They contribute to 
the empirical studies to confirm the impact of both life cycle factors and 
media development on an individual’s use of several news media taking 
Sweden as an example. As a point of departure, Westlund and Weibull 
utilise widely used terminology, drawn from the influential work of Zukin 
et al. (2006) that classifies ‘the dutifuls’ (born between 1926 and 1945), ‘the 
baby-boomersʼ (born between 1946 and 1964), ‘generation Xʼ (born 
between 1965 and1976) and ‘the dotnetsʼ (born between 1977 and 1995). In 
their study, five analytically distinct media system eras, covering the years 
from 1986 to 2011, are utilised to embed the empirical analyses into distinct 
media system contexts. When it comes to the outcome, their analysis 
evidences the generational hypothesis on formative socialisation, especially 
with regards to the oldest and youngest generations. In particular, Westlund 
and Weibull assumed that accessing news media in divergent ways provides 
“a middle ground in which both generational and lifecycle effects” will 
occur. Moreover, their analysis suggests an increase of generational differ-
ences in news media use over time, caused mainly by the increasing 
individualisation and mobility of media use and resulting in “changes in 
social habits between generations” (Westlund & Weibull 2013:168). 

To sum up the insight of this section, it can be stated that although the 
impact on individuals’ relationships with the media resulting from age, life 
course or generational change causes an increasing interest among media 
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researchers, and their studies introduce more nuanced and complex 
approaches on the problems described above, one has to take into account 
the fact that no generational cohort is homogeneous by its habits, expect-
ations or preferences. It does not apply even for a society that is cohesive 
like Estonia. Ragne Kõuts-Klemm (2014) argues in her doctoral thesis, after 
carefully investigating the relationship between Estonian citizens and media 
communication, that a very small proportion of people are ‘encapsulated’ in 
a narrow and unvarying media space. In fact, the results of her project show 
rather the opposite trend – people follow very different channels with 
highly versatile content, being, therefore, able to keep in touch with society 
and state. However, one may conclude that the developments in media 
habits, for example, among the Estonian population, are not only an effect 
of age, life phase or generational affiliation but also an interrelated effect of 
several other factors that impact an individual’s relationship with the media, 
such as gender, social status or education. 

2.2 Transforming audiences 

Audience studies have traditionally addressed not only what media do to 
users, but also what users do with media, namely: how do people use, inter-
pret, and otherwise engage with various types of media, since in todayʼs 
thoroughly mediatised societies people supposedly spend more hours in the 
role of media audience, and in more various ways, than ever before. One 
may even say that they can be, metaphorically as well as literally, addressed 
as inhabitants of a cross-media landscape – imagined spaces and environ-
ments created by various types of media. 

2.2.1 Movements within the field of audience research 

There are many ways to deal with the concept of audience, even though, in 
the post-mass media era, or to put it differently, in the present era of infinite 
media choice, addressing audiences is one of the most challenging issues 
currently facing not only media institutions and communicators but also 
for researchers in the field. As Nico Carpentier et al. (2014: 4) enumerate, 
one can: 

(1) chart the multitude of definitions of the audience by linking them to 
specific research traditions – the approach Jensen and Rosengren (1990), 
for instance, use; (2) defend one specific articulation with great effort – 
as, for example, Webster and Phalen (1997) do for the mass audience 
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and Carey (1987) does for the articulation of the audience within the 
public sphere; or (3) study the audience as a discursive construct. 

This last approach, among other ways, has discussed the audience through 
the contrast between the different articulations, such as “the audience exists 
nowhere” (Allor 1988a: 228) or “the audience exists everywhere” (Allor 
1988b: 252). Nevertheless, there is no reason to believe that the notion of 
audience has becoming an out-dated concept (see, for example, McQuail 
1997: 142), although there is a certain uncertainty about how to address the 
fragmentation, hybridity and diffusion of the audience that has been 
strengthened by “the popularization of the concept of the user in digital 
media studies” (Carpentier et al. 2014: 5). However, the focus in this sub-
chapter is primarily on the discourse of transforming audiences seen from 
the perspective of interpretable relations between audience and media 
(Livingstone 1998). For this reason, the section, to a large extent, skips 
earlier views of the audience that, for example, united people physically 
(characterised as crowds); neither does it focus on mass/masses (Butsch 
2008, McQuail 1997) or publics, attaching Enlightenment ideas of demo-
cracy to audience activity (Butsch & Livingstone 2013). 

In view of complex media system, first of all, it might be even more 
appropriate to speak about audiences, in plural, which are splintered 
between various media platforms, multiple channels and contents. The 
broadening and diversification of the roles of the audience from the passive 
consumer to an active participant or citizen, is the reason why this field of 
research has become increasingly difficult to tackle. The ‘role image’ of a 
media user has thus not remained unchanged and passive, but manifests 
itself in great variation. A representative of an audience may be a consumer 
or producer,9 visitor, fan, friend, voyeur, learner, and participant (Davis & 
Michelle 2011). The field of audience studies has thus brought together 
various methodological approaches and disciplines, which also gives rise to 
a concern about increasing fragmentation and hybridity (McQuail 1997: 
150), or “diffusion” (Abercrombie & Longhurst 1998: 68). Hence, audiences 
are no longer predictable, neither are they (any longer) to be found mostly 
on the living room couch, but are present everywhere and nowhere at the 
same time (Livingstone 2012).  

 
9 These two terms have been conbined into the concept of ‘prosumer’; the term, 
originated by Alvin Toffler (1980), has come to mean someone who blurs the distinction 
between a ‘consumer’ and a ‘producer’, a pro-active consumer, culturally and socially 
aware user of media production. 
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In addition to the spatial and temporal freedom that audiences have 
grasped, they are no longer limited to the role of a mere receiver or 
consumer, as stated above. On the one hand, media is already being chosen 
in an interaction between individuals or in the dynamic process of mutual 
adaptation (McQuail [1983] 2010). On the other hand, the individuals have 
become the producers of new media information, creating their own voices 
and using various channels as a major opportunity to engage with the 
public and improve public discourse. 

This relatively new type of development in the field, based on the notion 
of interactivity and seen as “a manifestation of how users perceive their 
communication experience” (Simmons 2009: 444), has been discussed by 
numerous scholars in order to bring together formerly separate or even 
rival perspectives. Needless to mention, the research on social forms of 
media use has attracted a great deal of attention in the audience research 
community in the last few years (see, for example, Bilandzic et al. 2012), 
focusing, among other things, on media use in general as a cultural and 
social practice in a technological as well as cultural sense.  

Since throughout this thesis there is an interest in the ways in which 
individual’s use established (mainstream) news media channels and con-
tent, an approach that concentrates merely on an analysis of particular 
media production would not give an insight into how audiences receive or 
accept them, nor how they are culturally understood. Therefore, this sub-
chapter also sheds light on how people use the media as an integrated part 
of their day-to-day communicative activity, as a social practice alongside 
other social practices, and how the cultural meanings offered by the media 
may gratify individuals’ requirements for information. Paul Manning 
(2001) suggests that there is tendency to overemphasise rationality as the 
main value in both media and audience discourses. At this point it will be 
important to underline that, equally in print, broadcasting and online 
journalism, there must be serious and entertainment news, since people 
receive and exchange ideas and information and come to agreements in 
ways that may be “reasonable”, rather than “purely rational”, as Paddy 
Scannell (1992: 342-342) argues.  

Audiences have been changing in response not merely to the conver-
gence of media platforms and channels that has happened due to techno-
logical and market changes, but also as a result of social changes related to 
the democratisation of society. As stated by Carpentier et al. (2014: 6): 
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Audience-related changes, such as for instance, the increased levels of 
media participation, are intrinsically linked to broader social processes 
of democratization, but also commercialization and individualization. 
Turning the argument around, social changes related to the demo-
cratization of society can be found in a variety of social spheres, 
including media sphere. In some cases, the media sphere can play a van-
guard role in this process, because its visibility, but even then the over-
determination (to use one of Althusserʼs concepts) of societal spheres 
produces a complex interaction between these societal spheres, thereby 
preventing any one sphere from becoming dominant. 

Therefore, Carpentier et al. (ibid.: 7) suggest that the discussion of 
audience/society transformations should be framed from at least two 
different perspectives: (1) an increasing diversity of media and communi-
cation technology and outlets, a growing diversity of media production and 
content, which creates an unlimited flow of (new) genres and formats; (2) 
the issues of power and empowerment, related to the processes of demo-
cratisation and globalisation, and also commercialisation and individuali-
sation (for the discussion on the process of individualisation in media use, 
see, for example, Reimer 1994). This thesis pays more attention to the first 
approach, which could, in addition, fairly comprise the notion of a spatial 
divergence emerging from the interrelation between social space and time, 
termed also as ‘time-space compression’ (Harvey 1989), which can be 
understood both as individual and social processes – the (re)construction of 
relational geographies as systems of interconnectedness, resulting in in-
creased opportunities for interaction without borders among individuals 
and places. 

However, as mentioned above, the experience of audience-hood has now 
become largely three-dimensional and increasingly interactive. The com-
plexity of the situation is expressed by Sonia Livingstone (2012) in the 
summary of her book on cultural and scientific perspectives on audience 
research, in which she states: 

Audiences no longer are predictable; they no longer inhabit only the 
living room sofa. They are everywhere and nowhere, which is deman-
ding that audience research follow the latest trends to be where the 
action is. (Livingstone 2012: 259) 

Hence, the diversity of audiences and their media practices as part of the 
individual’s everyday life has to be born in mind as an influential factor in 
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media use, since the changes in their behaviour are specific and not 
universal. Furthermore, the heterogeneity among the different segments of 
the audiences may reach a remarkably high level, so that making broad-
based conclusions about audience behaviour and motivation can be a risky 
endeavour. In this respect, presumptions, formed by media industries but 
also by academic research, about measurable audience behaviour, ratings 
and taxonomies of consumption and action, may be criticised for 
constructing a very specific discursive horizon that may finally reveal less 
than expected. Instead, as pointed out above, the tension towards 
generalisation should be complemented by an effort towards diversity and 
variability, acknowledged as features that are inherent to the contemporary 
media landscape. Therefore, by going beyond mere usability and satis-
faction evaluation tasks in trying to capture the dynamics of highly 
individualised and mobile audiences, it becomes possible to grasp the scope 
of multiple habits and practices of actual audiences. 

In retrospect, it can be pointed out that in the 1980s and 1990s audience 
research was clearly inclined toward television, while other social uses of 
media were more or less marginalised (Livingstone 2012). The break-
through to a ‘new phase’ of audience research is largely credited to the 
interest of other disciplines – information systems, social sciences, edu-
cation, political sciences, etc. – in the social changes brought about by the 
rapid development of (media) technology. This laid the basis for creative 
interdisciplinary projects that mixed various methodologies, such as semio-
tics and consumer studies, focusing on the entire range of home media use, 
not only the press, computer, telephone and music consumption in the 
living room, but also in the bedroom, car, and in the street (see Peil & Röser 
2012). As the media, and the ways and environments in which it is used, 
changed, new questions were posed about the changing audiences, an 
example of which is: how and why are media content used? This constituted 
a principal change in the research logic that motivated scientists to focus on 
various aspects of a media consumer’s subjective everyday life, or to put it 
differently, an individual’s life world, as distinguished from the objective 
‘worlds’. The phenomenological concept of life world, however, emphasises 
both the individual-centredness (Schütz & Luckmann [1975] 2003), and the 
system-orientedness, approaching lifeworld as a relationship with the social 
system. As formulated in Jürgen Habermas’s work (Habermas 1987, 1989), 
the lifeworld is constituted through interaction, social exchanges, traditions, 
the dimension of individual meaning, etc., in contrast to the macro or 
system level that compraises the structures of state and market.    
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As regards the research into transforming audiences, according to 
Livingstone (2012) more serious debates over a certain shift began before 
and during the 2000s, when it became clear that audiences have become 
increasingly more diffuse owing to the complex and globalising media 
landscape (see Abercrombie & Longhurst 1998). There was also debate over 
the concept of active versus passive audience (Butsch 2000), which has 
already acquired somewhat different meanings owing to the development 
trends of new media. 

Compared to the revolutionary approach proposed in the framework of 
reception studies of the 1970s and 1980s (Hall [1973] 1980), the concept of 
active audience has gone through even more principal changes, amounting 
to a change of paradigm. The ‘couch potatoes’ who spent the bulk of their 
free time in front of the TV have now become multitaskers ‘glued’ to palm-
size screens, who simultaneously surf the social networks, download or 
listen to music, chat or play games and also discusses their experiences with 
friends at a remote distance. Media use orientated to reception of a message 
communicated by the sender at pre-determined times is being replaced by 
individual movement in the information and media field, on the one hand, 
and by social convergence or networking, on the other, whereas the focus is 
on the interests, needs and possibilities of the user (or user groups) to apply 
various media platforms in order to meet their information requirements. A 
clear transfer has occurred from the mass media era to the networked media 
era. However, even the networked or virtual media landscape is no longer 
defined as a mere read-and-write environment but a more personalised 
semantic environment in which not only individuals, but also computers 
and databases communicate with each other via an ‘intelligent network’. 
Moreover, according to various scientific development trends (for example 
language technology), technology should understand the meaning of a 
sentence, fragments of information in photos, video, audio, etc. In philo-
sophical debates about the breakthrough of technology in society, scholars 
have often discussed this phenomenon as a functional ‘extension’ of the 
human body (McLuhan 1964). This direction, although inviting, will not be 
explored further in this thesis. 

Instead, one may wonder how the aforementioned changes should be 
interpreted in the (inter)activity of the audience paradigm? According to 
this concept of the active audience, the activeness of audiences mainly 
consisted in their ability to provide meaning to various media texts and 
genres, being the decoders of media content (Hall [1973] 1980) and its 
interpreters, so that activeness mainly pertained to the mental product of 
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media consumption, expressed as for example enjoyment, satisfaction, 
resistance, etc. However, the arrival of new technology and the introduction 
of diverse media platforms opened an entirely different approach to the 
notion of active media use. Sonia Livingstone (2012: 265) defines the turn 
that occurred in the conditions of communication as a transition from the 
active audience, typical of research of the last decades of the 20th century, to 
the concept of the participatory audience in the 21st century. However, 
Livingstone warns of hasty generalisation, as if networked media audiences 
were, as a matter of course, somehow more active compared to traditional 
mass media audiences. Livingstone (ibid.) notes: “It is not so much that 
people have changed, but more that the mediated ‘opportunity structures’ 
(Cammaerts 2012) or, as Spitulnik (2010) calls them, the ‘participant 
structures’, in certain respects, that have become more open and enabling of 
participation.” The stress here is mainly on the opportunities offered by 
digital media, as in this context participation is largely understood, besides 
the aspects of reception and interpretation, by co-production or other 
contribution to media content (by representation and generation of per-
sonal experience) and by keeping information in circulation – transmission 
and review of information not only in the public mainstream media but also 
more alternative, semi-private and private formats (for example social 
media, blogs, etc.). 

Evidently, the complex media landscape requires an analysis that 
corresponds to the new conditions and adapts to the renewed media 
situation, which can be discussed within the theoretical framework of 
‘mediatisation’ as approached by Stig Hjarvard (2008, 2013). As for the 
contribution to these discussions, many authors have tried to conceptualise 
the interlinking between people and media in the novel context. For 
instance, Tereza Pavlíčková (2012) illuminates the protocol of social use of 
media, raising questions about the activeness of media consumers and their 
relation to media texts of non-linear structure, using the philosophical 
hermeneutics of Hans-Georg Gadamer as an analytical tool. She argues that 
according to Gadamer, activeness lies in the dialogue between content(s) 
and user horizons and therefore ‘the social use of media is always active’, as 
in the course of circulation of information, agency moves from the author 
and carrier of the message to its consumer and user. Similarly to Pavlíčková, 
Henry Jenkins and his colleagues (2009) also state that in the course of such 
transformation, both the content and form of the message is repurposed, 
distorted and re-divided: 
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The winnowing down of cultural options is the product not of the 
strength of particular ideas but of many, many individual choices as 
people decide what ideas to reference, which to share with each other, 
decisions based on a range of different agendas and interests far beyond 
how compelling individual ideas may be. 

The fact that participation in the media often coincides with participation in 
society, is also revealed by Kim Christian Schrøder’s (2012) theoretical 
insight into the history of audience studies, which brings together some of 
the theoretical and methodological frameworks developed ‘under con-
ditions of increasing mediatisation’. Schrøder’s concept of ‘competent 
mediated citizenship’ derives from the classical perspective on the public 
sphere. Schrøder says that the Habermasian public sphere has been 
elaborated as “a transparent informative and deliberative forum to which all 
citizens must have equal access” to exercise one’s societal power (Schrøder 
2012: 182). In short, media must serve as channels through which citizens 
and institutions can advance as well as express their viewpoints. 

Hence, as Livingstone (2012) suggests, audiences, publics and networks 
should be considered as structures offering various types of participation 
(media/social/civic) to the ordinary user. Media landscape thus changes in a 
combined effect with social and political landscapes, producing and 
rematerialising cultural output and constantly replacing and redefining 
their network boundaries, thus creating self-formed and reflexive publics, 
i.e. individuals and groups who are aware of more possibilities and alter-
natives than in previous times, and can be more efficient in questioning and 
contesting various discourses in society from the perspective of ‘public 
engagement’ (Couldry et al. [2007b] 2010). 

2.3 News as a form of public discourse  

The question what is news? can be answered in many different ways. One of 
the simplest explanations would be, anything that interests a large part of 
the community and has never been brought to its attention before. Another 
definition proposed by Tiit Hennoste (2001: 23), an author of The News 
Handbook: How to Search, Write, Edit and Report the Newspaperʼs News, 
summarises the most important features:  
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News is material that the public must know and which helps people to 
reasonably solve their problems. (...) News is an event that stands out in 
the ordinary flow of events, a rupture in the ordinary.10 

It can be expected that a major part of the ‘inhabitants of the media 
landscape’ will more or less regularly follow the news on a daily basis, even 
though, as Joke Hermes (1995: 15) states: “From time to time it is virtually 
meaningless or at least a secondary activity”. Still, news consumption has 
become a daily routine for most people and something that can be done 
everywhere and almost around the clock. As for a remark about 
uninterrupted news flow, historically the breakthrough of round-the-clock 
global news was led by CNN in the 1980s, when a new format of TV news 
was launched and amplified the audience’s experience of living in a ‘global 
village’ (McLuhan 1962). Another question is how much and what exactly is 
remembered after following the news; sometimes media use is a habitual 
‘switching on the channel’ without actual attention to the material 
presented (Morley 1986).  

As pointed out already in the introduction to this thesis, the use of the 
notion of news is understood here in a rather classical sense, putting the 
main focus on the established journalism ‘written’ by professionals and 
delivered through mainstream media channels (such as newspapers, radio, 
TV, institutionalised online media). The fundamentals of the news ‘text’ 
have largely remained the same over time, but have acquired some specific 
features, depending on the medium and platform through which the 
content is transmitted and disseminated. Within this system, the news 
genre as one of the most influential over public opinion (regardless of 
whether it is printed or audio-visual media) has traditionally been restricted 
to the institutional and professional dimensions of news production by 
professional news rooms and agencies or other media organisations (van 
Dijk 1985). Although this thesis is not intended to provide an overview of 
media production that is closely related to the interest in the ways in which 
information can be controlled and deployed, it must be pointed out that 
news flows can be influenced not only by the conscious intentions of social 
actors but also by the existence of particular dominant social structures 
(including professional and commercial structures), which bring with them 
certain constraints and imperatives (Manning 2001). For example, the 
widespread globalisation, and also commercial significance, of news has 

 
10 Translation by the author. 
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increased over many decades. The progressive trend of news commodi-
fication, understood as “the transformation of information into palatable 
packages to be sold” (Manning 2001: 19), has resulted in several widely 
spreading developments. In order to name some, the market positions of 
news organisations and the extent to which the organisations depend upon 
advertising incoming, represent examples of the kind of structures that 
generally manifest in media. From the substantive point of view, trends like 
‘tabloidisation’ (boulevardisierung in German) and the trivialisation of news 
have been widely discussed in terms of the rise of news stories that pay 
more attention to sensationalism than to objective coverage (for an 
overview, see, for example, Sparks & Tulloch 2000, Turner 2010). 

2.3.1 News values and the classification of news 

Continuing from the previous argument, the subject of values is also 
inevitable in the context of this thesis, even though the concept in its multi-
discursive quality has been discussed in a number of different disciplines, 
including the social sciences (cf. Kluckhohn 1951, Rokeach 1973, Inglehart 
1990, etc.). In this case, discussion of news journalism requires a discussion 
of newsworthiness or news criteria according to which mass media 
institutions and newsrooms have traditionally filtered newsworthy infor-
mation from among the numerous events occurring all over the world, in 
order to publish and disseminate them to the audience. In journalistic 
theory, this selection process is called ‘gatekeeping’ and it is based on 
generally accepted criteria such as the impact and unexpected nature of the 
event, its closeness to the reader/listener/viewer, etc. According to Pamela 
Shoemaker and Tim Vos (2009: 1), gatekeeping is the: 

process of culling and crafting countless bits of information into the 
limited number of messages that reach people every day, and it is the 
center of the media’s role in modern public life. (...) This process deter-
mines not only which information is selected, but also what the content 
and nature of the messages, such as news, will be. 

Another central term of news creation is ‘framing’, i.e. the way a news story 
is presented. Framing affects users’ ability to monitor information, and also 
shape their opinions of the issues covered and what has happened, and 
finally influence the probability of sharing the information with other 
people (Aday 2006). 
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The selection and framing of news topics and events is not a value-
neutral activity, but points to the existence of a certain number of criteria 
and their position in a hierarchy. The problem is that “there is no end to 
lists of news criteria” (Ryan 1991: 31). Nevertheless, many researchers have 
tried to compile and revise various sets of the most essential factors of news 
reporting. The study by Johan Galtung and Mari Ruge (1965) on the 
structure of foreign news and the factors that place some topics at the top of 
the news agenda has for a long time been a reference point and the 
foundation for the systematic analysis of news selection criteria and news-
worthiness. Sophia Peterson (1979), whose work explored the news 
selection process by way of interviews with journalists, concluded that 
“news criteria shape a picture of the world’s events characterized by erratic, 
dramatic and uncomplicated surprise, by negative or conflictual events 
involving elite nations and persons” (Peterson 1979: 124). 

Without going into too much detail about the exact methods of news 
writing, it is appropriate to take a look at the values that serve as the basis in 
the editorial office for choosing news events, on the one hand, and the 
criteria that indicate the audience’s interest in media mediated messages, on 
the other. Galtung and Ruge defines and describes each of these news 
factors as follows: 

F1. Frequency: An event that unfolds at the same or similar frequency as 
the news medium (such as a murder) is more likely to be selected as 
news than a social trend that takes place over a long period of time. 

F2. Threshold: Events have to pass a threshold before being recorded at 
all. After that, the greater the intensity, the more gruesome the murder 
or the more casualties in an accident, the greater the impact on the per-
ception of those responsible for news selection. 

F3. Unambiguity: The less ambiguity, the more likely the event is to 
become news. The more clearly an event can be understood, and 
interpreted without multiple meanings, the greater the chance of it being 
selected. 

F4. Meaningfulness: The culturally familiar is more likely to be selected 
because it fits into the news selector’s frame of reference. 

F5. Consonance: The news selector may predict – or, indeed, want – 
something to happen, thus forming a mental ‘pre-image’ of an event, 
which in turn increases its chances of becoming news.  
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F6. Unexpectedness: The most unexpected or rare events – among those 
that are culturally familiar and/or consonant – will have the greatest 
chance of being selected as news.  

F7. Continuity: Once an event has become headline news it remains in 
the media spotlight for some time – even if its amplitude has been 
greatly reduced – because it has become familiar and easier to interpret. 
Continuing coverage also acts to justify he attention an event attracted in 
the first place.  

F8. Composition: An event may be included as news less because of its 
intrinsic news value than because it fits into the overall composition or 
balance of a newspaper or news broadcast.  

F9. Reference to elite nations: The actions of elite nations are seen as 
more consequential than the actions of other nations. Definitions of elite 
nations will be culturally, politically and economically determined and 
will vary from country to country, although there may be universal 
agreement about the inclusion of some nations among the elite. 

F10. Reference to elite people: The action of elite people, who will usually 
be famous, may be seen by news selectors as having more consequence 
than others. Also, readers may identify with them.  

F11. Reference to persons: News has a tendency to present events as the 
actions of named people rather than a result of social forces. This 
personification goes beyond ‘human interest’ stories and could relate to 
‘cultural idealism according to which man is the master of his own 
destiny and events can be seen as the outcome of an act of free will’.  

F12. Reference to something negative: Negative new could be seen as 
unambiguous and consensual generally more likely to be unexpected to 
occur over a shorter period of time than positive news (Galtung & Ruge 
1965: 65-71, cited in Harcup & O’Neill 2001: 262-264). 

The ninth factor – reference to elite nations – has been approached from a 
slightly different angle by Elad Segev (2014) in his article on more and less 
prominent or ‘over-represented and under-represented countries’ in the 
news. Segev’s study is based on three key variables, such as GDP, foreign 
population and conflict intensity, and reveals that regional centres in West 
Europe and Asia overshadow the regional peripheries in East Europe and 
the Middle East on the global online news sites (Segev 2014: 13-16). 

Based on the results of the empirical analysis conducted to check the 
validity of the aforementioned criteria, Galtung and Ruge (1965: 71) found 
that the larger the number of such categories, the higher chance an event 
has of being covered in the news. They also admit that once an event has 
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been selected, the criteria that caused its selection will be accentuated and 
may result in certain distortions. Finally, they state that both the selection 
and distortion occur at all stages of the process from the event itself to its 
reception. However, there are certain bottlenecks in Galtung and Ruge’s 
taxonomy of news values that cannon be overlooked. Jeremy Tunstall 
(1971) points out a few of the main problems that the user of the above-
described model should consider and compensate for. Firstly, as stated by 
Tunstall (1971: 21), the model disregards the visual components of a news 
text. This viewpoint has become increasingly critical over time, since in 
today’s multimedia circumstances, it is impossible to approach media 
context in the narrow textual meaning; a media text has become increasing-
ly multidimensional and relies on both visuals and sound in addition to the 
written word. Furthermore, Galtung and Ruge tend to be too event-centred 
(their analysis is based on three crisis events of international scope) and 
disregard less dramatic daily events and topics. Thirdly, as Denis McQuail 
(1994: 270) critically points out, Galtung and Ruge seem to appeal to a given 
reality in which gatekeepers are supposed to either admit or ignore. For 
Berger and Luckmann (1967) and Tuchman (1972), the complex social 
world outside the newsroom can never be grasped through the ‘reported 
reality’, rather, journalists socially construct it. Furthermore, according to 
some more recent media research, all such attempts to try to measure 
‘reality’ are entirely misleading, since there are no independent guidelines 
set to determine reality. Instead, as Stuart Allan (1995) states, the social 
world is constituted through the discourses that emerge to describe it. Thus, 
to conclude from this argument, one has to examine how the news presents 
information as truthful, rather than considering that it stands on firm truth. 
In addition, drawing upon Habermas (1987) and Hall ([1973] 1980), Paul 
Manning (2001: 202) makes the point from the audiences’ perspective and 
recalls that although news sources do have an impact on the public infor-
mation environment and news consumers, the creation of meaning and 
sense-making of happenings in the world occurs in conjunction with 
multiple factors. Maning refers, among other things, to the indispensability 
of focusing on the ways in which audiences use their ‘decoding skills’ to 
make sense of news media messages on the mental ground where the ideas 
and categories of meaning circulated by news media intersect with 
individual and small social group beliefs and their perceptions of the world. 

Other theorists have also offered alternative and additional criteria, 
noteworthy among which is the study by Herbert Gans (1980), in which he 
viewed the US news media and found that domestic news crosses the 
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threshold if one of the impact factors is met: impact on the nation and the 
national interest, impact on large numbers of people, significance for the 
past and future (Gans 1980: 147-152). In addition to which can be added 
the geographical or emotional proximity of a news or event (see for example 
Couldry and Markham 2008). Eventually, in order to sum up, although the 
notion of news is ambiguous and ambivalent, however, the primary and 
essential meaning of news still lies in ‘new information’ (van Dijk 1988), 
being based on the criteria of currency, timeliness and topicality. 

The conditions of today’s online media have created new criteria that are 
still in the formative phase, but arise from the interactive nature of new 
media. One of such criteria is ‘comment-worthiness’, i.e. the intentional 
choice and presentation of stories in a way that invites (attracts) readers not 
only to read these public texts (media texts should be understood in this 
context in their broader meaning, i.e. not only verbal or written, but also 
visual text) but also to respond to the stories by writing Internet comments 
(Hennoste 2009); this aspect, however, will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 

In addition to categorisation on the basis of certain value criteria, media 
professionals have also tried to distinguish news stories from other groups 
of media genres, such as opinion stories (editorials, columns, reviews, etc.), 
publicity stories pertaining to current affairs (features, running com-
mentaries, etc.) and, finally, minor information consisting of lists rather 
than connected texts. A news story differs from other genres mainly 
through two attributes: firstly, news aspires to objectivity without reflecting 
the author’s opinions and views, and secondly, news is structured according 
to a specific technique (for the structure and role of news in mass commu-
nication see, for example, van Dijk 1988). 

The number of studies written on the nature and division of the news 
genre is impressive, but despite their abundance it is not easy to find a 
single consensual definition of how to specify different types of news. 
According to the classification of the International Press Institute, news is 
divided into ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ according to subject and areas, such as, 
respectively, politics, economics, foreign relations versus culture, education, 
social events, etc. (see also Shoemaker & Cohen 2006). Following similar 
argumentation as described above, Carsten Reinemann et al. (2011: 223) 
state that the approximation of hard and soft news cannot be applied to 
describe the individual attributes of news reports (for example the topic of a 
news report), but rather encompasses an entire set of attributes that 
collectively position a news item in a certain way. 
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2.3.2 Contemporary news media landscape 

One of the most evident features of transforming media landscape is the 
increasing significance of the phenomenon called cross-media or trans-
media, which can be discussed, according to Jakob Bjur et al. (2014) at least 
at three different levels: technological, production and ‘textual’: 

the process of convergence challenges traditional borders between 
different media: A wide range of different services can be used on a single 
technical platform and single technical device; specific content can be 
distributed and used on many different platforms. (Bjur et al. 2014: 15) 

At the level of news and other types of (digital) media production, more or 
less identical content can be distributed across multiple platforms and 
channels. As Bjur et al. add: 

media producers may also plan and design different, but complementary 
kinds of content to be picked up by audiences from different media plat-
forms, as witnessed in areas such as multi-platform news production, 
marketing and digital games. (Bjur et al., ibid.) 

Finally, at the level of media ‘text’, these new formats of content can enclose 
rather various features depending on the specifics of a particular medium 
with certain capabilities and offering different gratifications (for instance, 
watching a live news broadcast on a mobile phone, downloading a news-
paper application on a tablet computer, etc.). However, all these novel and 
ubiquitous technologies contribute to the creation of a feeling of uninter-
rupted connectedness, saturating everyday life with information flow; 
however, on the other hand, making the borders between different type of 
media content and format more fluid and blurring the ways of framing and 
addressing the topics, problems and issues that concern news media and its 
tendency towards more entertainment-like attributes could be pointed out, 
among other things. 

Departing from these aforementioned circumstances, media habits, 
including news consumption habits, have developed along with the cross-
media strategies, so that audiences, in fact, have the opportunity to compile 
their ‘media diets’ (Aroldi & Colombo 2007) from the various platforms 
available. Schøder and Kobbernagel (2010) illuminate this approach by 
using the metaphor of the ‘news supermarket’ where people can ‘purchase’ a 
large variety of ‘goods’ and get them delivered directly to their living or bed-
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rooms, to speak figuratively. In addition, Joke Hermes (1995: 31) describes 
how people are very likely to develop certain ‘media repertories’ over time 
that can be defined as discourse structures or analytical constructions that 
gather around repetitive topics or ideas, forming systems of meaning. It 
follows from Hermes’s argumentation that repertories should be regarded 
in the media research context mainly as a substantial category, i.e. an 
individual media repertory is formed of media content rather than the 
choice of channels a user prefers or is accustomed to using. When it comes 
to the practice of following news media, it is relevant to discuss the daily-life 
connected understanding of what the news delivered via mass com-
munication channels may offer their audiences. 

In addition, the concept of information related media repertoires has 
been discussed more recently by Hasebrink (2010) who addresses the habit 
of individuals to combine various contacts with different media as a 
complex pattern of cross-media use, which is initially formed from multiple 
or single practices and attitudes towards the various platforms as well as 
particular formats and styles or even specific production (for example a 
particular news program or talk show). Therefore, as one may assume, these 
decisions can be motivated by genre, content or other criteria, as discussed 
in the study by Kim Christian Schrøder and Bent Steeg Larsen (Schrøder & 
Larsen 2010). The project aims to map a cross-sectional use of the news 
landscape in Denmark. In particular, within the project a complex of 
criterion functions across 17 news media and formats (print broadcasting 
and the Internet) has been created on two different levels, namely ‘back-
ground’ and ‘in-depth’ levels of news consumption. Through their study, 
Schrøder and Larsen introduce the concept of the ‘subjectively perceived 
worthwhileness’ of the news media defined as the meeting point of several 
dimensions that, in concert, influence an individual’s choice of news media 
and is operationalised through the question of what media people find 
worthwhile in everyday life for informational purposes. These seven 
dimensions are bunched together into a set of determinants representing a 
theoretical construction of ‘perceived worthwhileness’ and summarised 
from Schrøder (2012: 190-192) using the historical model of audience 
studies. The components of ‘worthwhileness’ are as follows: 

 
• temporality – indicates a userʼs need to have an elementary time to 

consume certain types of news media during a day; 
• spatiality – means that usage of a particular medium as well as pre-

vention of ‘reading’ the news on this medium at a particular moment in 
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time is dependent on ‘situational circumstances and social relations to 
other people’; 

• materiality – involves the affordability of (new and gratifying) media 
and communication technologies;  

• everyday and civic public connection (cf. Couldry et al. 2007b) – 
indicates the content dimension of worthwhileness on account of the 
potentiality of media content to fulfil a user’s ‘need for mediatised 
public connection’ and belonging to ‘daily networks of significant and 
not so significant others’; 

• normative constraints – are related to the previous dimension and 
derive from ‘explicit taste judgements’ (see also Bourdieu 1984) 
disparaging usage of so-called low-grade media (for example the yellow 
press); 

• participatory affordances – refer to ordinary members of news 
audiences using the possibility to make (sometimes anonymously) 
comments or produce other kinds of (journalistic) content; 

• economy matters – may have effect on users’ decision making, for 
instance, which newspapers/websites they can read. 

In sum, the complexity of the phenomenon of audiences requires the 
researcher to apply an approach that addresses audiencesʼ co-existence with 
media (or conscious ignoring of the media on some basis) from the 
perspective of “sense-making processes of news consumption” (Bjur et al. 
2014: 21), in order to map individuals’ personal media space as a part of 
their social habitus. Another question lies within this discussion of whether 
and how the repertoires of individuals remain stabile over time or will go 
through some adaption during a person’s life course. 

2.4 Generations from the point of view of audience studies  

This chapter has taken a look at some theoretical approaches to understand 
audiences as (active and sometimes interactive) users of news media 
departing form the point of the generation theory and life course perspective.  

The thesis deals with generational cohorts similarly located in the 
historical process as target groups of news flow in various media. As 
suggested in previous studies (Bolin and Westlund 2009, Westlund and 
Weibull 2013), people of similar ages who have been socialised under 
similar socio-political conditions tend to reveal similar patterns of media 
use and media repertoires. Vittadini et al. (2014) also point out that apart 
from media repertoires and specific styles of media use, another level of 
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research at which generation identity and belonging influences audiencing 
practices points to the assumption that generations share “narratives and 
discourses that help to stabilise consumption habits further in the con-
solidation phase of the generational identity” (Vittadini et al. 2014: 71), 
meaning the formative years of life. The authors strongly emphasise the 
relevance of cultural approach to the social building of generations, 
according to which, generations, when constituting part of an audience, are 
seen as ‘cultural identities’ that produce ‘we sense’ through particular media 
discourses. For example, one can think of audience practices that are related 
to media technologies and Internet-mediated discourses, that “are in-
creasing and speeding up the sedimentation” of the generational belonging, 
providing the opportunity to “re-mediate, share and socialise cultural 
products” (Vittadini et al. 2014: 73). 

However, Figure 2.1 gives an explicit picture of how different key 
concepts (age, life course, generation) are interlinked in this study. As the 
Figure shows, the central concept of this study is a socially constructed 
generation, which must necessarily take into account age as well as life 
course effects, as the media repertoire of people may vary in distinct life 
situations and ages. The simplest illustrative example is family structures, 
including the existence of children, which means that an individual’s media 
use depends not only on personal preferences, but partly also the choices 
and needs of the people surrounding him or her, as also in other areas of 
daily life. The life course perspective thus helps cast light on various subtle 
nuances that are useful, respectively, to explain behavioural patterns and 
understand the multi-layered practices that social groups engage in. An 
analysis based solely on the criterion of biological age tends to view the 
observed groups too homogenously and their needs as universal, without 
regard to the aspects that Mannheim pointed out in his theoretical work, 
stressing that age alone is not a sufficient argument when speaking about 
the formation of a generation. 

As for the response to the theoretical conceptions related to the 
generation theory and the perspective on audiences in the age of media 
convergence, the next chapter of methodology illuminates in more detail 
the specific features of historical justifications for why certain generations 
have been chosen for the exploration of generation-building process within 
the context of media use. 
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FIGURE 2.1. Conceptualisation of generation cohorts as news audiences in a cross-
media environment. 

 

Summary 

This chapter has introduced the concepts that are relevant to this project, 
and that are mainly rooted in sociology and cultural studies. The distinction 
between age, life course and generation was presented as being crucial for 
the thesis. While the typical use of age in media research refers to a social 
parameter and background variable for distinguishing target groups or 
target audiences, generation or generational affiliation refers to certain 
socio-cultural aspects of the association between age, culture and society. 

Concerning media users, however, age can also convey other different 
notions and apply several interpretations, for example, biological age and 
psychological age. The latter is closely related to another significant 
dimension – life course, signalling individual self-determination in terms of 
age spans like childhood, youth or old age. From the perspective of life 
course, age is understood in conjunction with different social circumstances 
that accompany the process of ‘growing older’, in particular, specific phases 
of life, such as career, marriage, having children, etc. It can be assumed that 
all these dimensions influence one’s media behaviour over time. Sub-
sequently, the chapter has presented the contemporary view on audience 
research concepts that are constantly evolving, since during the 21st century 
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novel configurations of technological capabilities and practices of (news) 
media use have emerged. These developments, undoubtedly, initiate discus-
sions on functionalities of hybrid cross-media landscape and what is even 
more important within the context of this project, how news audiences 
access, navigating in, and make sense of this landscape. The chapter con-
cluded by relating age and generation oriented perspectives on the concept 
of transforming media audiences that will be employed for the analysis of 
news media usage patterns among the Estonian population. 
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CHAPTER 3  

 
Justification for the choice of analytical focus. 

Methodological issues 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the theoretical framework consisting of the 
clarification of the main key and sub concepts used for this dissertation was 
outlined. This chapter presents and discusses the main methodological 
implications of the research project on generational differences and 
similarities in patterns of media access and news repertoires. The methods 
have been used to investigate the research questions posed by this thesis, 
employing both a quantitative and qualitative approach. 

Firstly, an historical overview of the contemporary history of Estonia will 
be provided in order to explain the historical and socio-cultural background 
from which the analysed generation cohorts have emerged as important 
resources to study change processes. This historical account leads to the 
more detailed description of the generation cohorts analysed in this 
dissertation and discussion on how these can be used for comparative 
analysis of different ‘media repertoires’. This justification is made against a 
background of historico-political events in Estonia, where generations who 
were in their formative years at times when dramatic societal restructuring 
occurred, have been chosen on a tentative basis. 

Next follow a technical description of the sampling procedure, and the 
data used. The later part of the chapter includes an explanation of the 
possible shortcomings of the data sets used. 

3.1 Historical insights into the development of the Estonian media landscape 

Looking at things from the perspective of developments of the media 
system in Estonia, one can highlight the mid-1950s, when television was 
introduced to Estonia and the period from 1965 to 1974 known as the 
golden age, when television was emerging as the country’s most powerful 
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medium. From then on began the era of political stagnation – a period of 
ideological pressure towards Russification,11 which, however, could not stop 
the development of technology that contributed to a greater professionalism 
in broadcasting. Despite the limitations of the media system and the scarcity 
of channels, their range was very large. Owing to a historically strong 
reading tradition, Estonia was among the world’s top ten in terms of the 
circulation of its daily newspapers in the 1970s–1980s, along with the 
Nordic countries (Vihalemm & Kõuts 2004).  

After independence was restored in 1991, the media system also went 
through major changes. This renewed media system was characterised by a 
diversity of channels, formats and content. In 1992–1993 a number of 
private commercial broadcasting services were established in addition to 
public broadcasting and radio and the era of satellite TV and video games 
began. In June 2010, Estonia completed full transition to digital television 
and switched off all analogue TV transmitters. 

The first mobile cellular network was opened in 1991; just a year later the 
Internet was introduced to Estonia. Since then, the country has been surfing 
a wave of digital innovation (for a discussion on the emergence of Estonia’s 
e-society, see Charles 2009). The provision of free Internet connection to all 
schools and public libraries, with the help of national programmes at the 
end of the 1990s, has raised the level of today’s users.  

In the mid-1990s, the news organisations established an online presence. 
In particular, the first daily newspapers went online in 1995; publications 
with news added over the day as well as readers’ comments emerged a few 
years later, while independent web editions were launched only at the 
beginning of the 2000s (and in 2005, the largest daily Postimees). 

As of the current times, the Internet and digital media have also opened 
up new avenues for traditional media, providing a platform for cross-media 
news work. In addition, a majority of the professional media channels in 
Estonia attempt to increase their audience by sharing their stories via 
popular social networking media sites, such as Facebook (for example, 
Postimees joined Facebook in 2010 and has nearly 100 thousand followers). 

 
11 According to Mart Rannut and Ülle Rannut’s definition (2010: 244): “Russification as 
a form of linguistic imperialism refers to both an official and unofficial ethnic and 
language policy which was implemented (and continues to be implemented) by Tsarist 
Russia, the Soviet Union and today’s Russian Federation against national minorities with 
the aim of russifying other peoples and making them speak Russian.” 
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3.1.1 The early era of the Estonian media 

Newspapers have, for a long time, catered to Estonian people’s needs for 
news information. Historically, the emergence of journalism in Estonia was 
preceded by the development of European literary culture. The first 
Estonian-language newspaper Tarto maa-rahwa Näddali-Leht (Tartu 
Countrymen’s Weekly) was established in 1806 but was soon prohibited by 
Russian Tsarism (Tannberg 1996). What is especially noteworthy about this 
paper is that it offered its readers almost the same material as the local 
German-language paper Dörptsche Zeitung (the Tartu Newspaper) to 
German readers (Peegel 1996; Lauk, Brikše et al. 1993). Foreign news, for 
example about the war between Russia and Napoleon’s France and other 
political events, was mainly translated from that paper. Distribution of that 
kind of information to simple country folk, since an Estonian national 
intelligentsia was non-existent, was “expendable and even harmful from the 
perspective of the central administration” (Tannberg 1996). In 1857 the 
weekly Perno Postimees (The Perno (Pärnu) Postman) was launched and 
marked the birth of regular Estonian-language periodicals; it is the oldest 
paper still published in Estonia. Since 1891, Postimees has been published 
daily in Tartu. The first political paper, called Sakala, was launched in 1878 
in Viljandi. 

The national awakening of Estonians began at the end of the 19th century 
when the example of the European small nations’ freedom movement was 
followed (Paasivirta 1988), especially the example of Nordic and European 
countries. Estonian culture began to free itself from long-term German and 
Russian influence. 

However, the second half of the 19th century witnessed the progressive 
formation of an Estonian intelligentsia whose activities for cultural develop-
ment were enormous. Marju Lauristin and Peeter Vihalemm (1993a) state 
that from the middle of the 19th century onwards, journalism proved to be 
the vehicle of national and social opposition. As Krista Aru (2012) points 
out, Estonian-language journalism developed into a social force over the 
time and depended in this process quite extensively on objective conditions, 
such as the economic environment, literacy, print shops, censorship, availa-
bility of a postal service, and so forth. Aru notes, that “objective conditions 
also determined the nature of Estonian journalism: it was born and de-
veloped as people’s journalism” (Aru 2012: 117). Aru also emphasises that 
because of the lack of other options, it was the printed press that became 
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“one of the primary sources for defining its audience’s social reality and the 
most widely distributed expression of collective identity” (ibid.). 

As written by Lauk and associates (1993: 99-105), the early years of the 
20th century became revolutionary in the field of journalism; attempts were 
made to launch a political newspaper culture; until 1901 there had only 
been one daily newspaper (Postimees), but by 1907 there were already 12 
dailies in Estonia. A party-political system evolved only in 1917–1918 
(Jaanson 1999: 17) and peaked with the declaration of independent state-
hood in February 1918, when democratisation of society also brought about 
the rapid development of journalism. A very thorough study of the jour-
nalism and publishing activities of that period has been conducted by Lauk 
et al. (1993: 119-139). 

According to a chronological overview of the history of Estonian radio 
by Estonian Public Broadcasting, in 1924, radio broadcasting was launched 
in Estonia first with a pilot programme; regular broadcasting started two 
years later. At about the same time, radio stations were opened in Hungary, 
Switzerland, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Finland, Sweden and several other 
countries. In 1932 Estonia joined the Union Internationale de Radiophone. 
In the first years the Estonian radio programme largely relied on private 
initiative, although the state was interested in having a share. The privately 
financed Radio Broadcasting Company was nationalised in 1934 and 
renamed the State Broadcasting Service. During the 1940 coup, radio was 
naturally the channel for the first speeches and messages carrying Soviet 
rhetoric.12  

3.1.2 Under the Soviet regime 

The development of the Estonian media system during the first Republic of 
Estonia (1918–1940) and the period of Soviet annexation (1940–1991) has 
been well documented by Svennik Høyer and associates (1993). In general, 
the period of Soviet occupation can be divided into four phases: the Stalinist 
era (1945–1955), the thaw (1956–1968), the period of stagnation (1969–
1986) and the awakening, or perestroika (literally, restructuring) (1987–
1990).13 Marju Lauristin and Peeter Vihalemm (1993a), when investigating 
 
12 An overview of the history of Estonian Radio is available on the website of Estonian 
Public Broadcasting: <http://err.ee/files/Eesti_Raadio_ajalugu.pdf> [12 July 2014]. 
13 The Miriam-Webster Dictionary defines ‘perestroika’ as “the policy of economic and 
governmental reform instituted by Mikhail Gorbachev in the Soviet Union during the 
mid-1980s”. Mikhail Gorbachev was the general secretary of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union from 1985 to 1991 and president of the Soviet Union in 1990–1991. 
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this period from the sociological point of view, assume that all media, on 
the basis of Soviet influenced ideological precepts, reported the events 
differently from the way they took place: 

The Soviet ideological state apparatus attempted to gain full control over 
the forms and explanation of public life, by trying to render meaning to 
everything. (…) Consequently, people no longer expected newspapers, 
magazines and broadcasts to carry real-life facts or pastime materials. 
(…) A similar ideological standard was applied in education and art. 
(Lauristin & Vihalemm 1993a: 181-182) 

In her later work Epp Lauk (1999: 19-20) also conceptualises the news 
practices in Soviet journalism by claiming that journalism under the Soviet 
regime was a serious deviation from what is regarded as “the Western 
understanding of journalism in all respects, including its functions in a 
society, genres, vocabulary, professional conventions and standards”. 
Lauristin and Vihalemm (1993a: 182) second these words by stating that 
“the criteria used by the Soviet mass media for the choice of news was 
contrary to those followed in the West”. Specifically, news stories focused 
mainly on positive issues but “lacked news value” (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 
ibid.), and therefore, an influential number of real life events were left 
unapproached. 

According to Lauristin, Vihalemm, Brikše et al. (1993a), during the 
Stalinist era the number of periodicals decreased significantly and they 
copied the content and style of their Moscow counterparts. Almost all 
periodicals were renamed in the course of this extreme ideologisation, the 
headings of articles and titles of programmes, captions of photos and 
illustrations became filled with pathos, and the appearance of the printed 
press imitated propaganda posters. People’s lives, thoughts and fates were 
said no longer to be the focus of the press; people had become cogs in the 
machinery of the system (Lauristin, Vihalemm, Brikše et al. 1993a: 190-
191). Radio broadcasting also consisted of a monotonous flow of pro-
paganda. The entire programme, all texts and ideas went through strict 
ideological censorship. 

Stalin’s death was followed by ‘the thaw’ (the Khrushchev era); the era of 
the personality cult was over. The mass media again took a professional 
journalistic form and once again covered the facts of real life (Lauristin, 
Vihalemm, Brikše et al. 1999b: 199). The iron grip that had cut the Baltic 
countries (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) off from any foreign contact 
loosened somewhat and translations of foreign literature began to appear, 
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which had an immense effect on people’s power of resistance; literature 
naturally influenced the development of the views of the youth. 

New contacts were established with foreign media institutions, such as 
the Finnish press. Northern Estonia was able to listen to Finnish radio 
stations and watch Finnish TV. In 1971, a new and higher TV tower was 
built in Finland, which allowed northern Estonian inhabitants to better 
receive Finnish TV. The authorities, naturally, heightened their vigilance in 
an attempt to fight against Western influence, although people managed to 
find ways to get around the restrictions (Chapter 6 in this thesis will shed 
light on this episode in more detail). According to Lauristin, Vihalemm, 
Brikše et al. (1993b), the thaw period also marked the revival of Estonian 
journalism – many new periodicals were launched, including cultural and 
scientific journals, popular scientific, entertainment and even women’s 
magazines. 

Television was introduced in Estonia in 1955, the first news release was 
aired in March, 1956. However, it was only in the 1960s that it was possible 
to bring “the world of audiovisual images” into the living rooms of Estonian 
mass audiences (Lauristin 2013: 28). The founding of the national public 
television channel Estonian Television (ETV) was obviously coordinated by 
the Soviet authorities.14 Indrek Treufeldt (2013: 45), when discussing the 
early history of Estonian Television, observes: “Although one of the initial 
motivations for founding the station was to produce ideological program-
ming directed to Finnish audience, the Estonian team within the institution 
used the new medium to develop a new nationally oriented media 
organization.” He also points out that the authorities lacked an under-
standing of the specific journalistic means of television, and hence the 
control over the broadcasting institution became an object of a complex 
power system. 

Subsequently, the time period before the 1970s has been considered a 
favourable period for television publicism and documentary (Unt 2005), 
but with the Prague events of 1968 the short period of optimistic belief in 
the improvement of Soviet life ended ,15 replaced instead by stagnation. For 
Western countries, the keywords of these years were: student turmoil, the 

 
14 Today, Estonian Public Broadcasting runs two channels. One of them, ETV2, which 
was launched in 2008 as a digital channel, includes a daily newscast and some feature 
programmes in Russian, as well as some Estonian programmes with Russian subtitles. 
15 The Prague Spring of 1968 is the term used for the brief period when the government 
of Czechoslovakia wanted to democratise the nation and reduce the stranglehold 
Moscow had on the nation’s affairs. The Prague Spring ended with a Soviet invasion. 
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popularity of an environmentally-responsible worldview, the rise of post-
modernist art, the golden age of rock’n’roll, and so forth; however, for the 
vast population of the Soviet Union and other European pro-Communist 
countries, it was the end of the short period of liberalisation (see, for 
example, Lauristin, Vihalemm, Brikše et al. 1999c: 211-220). 

‘The period of stagnation’ was succeeded by the Thaw of the late 1960s 
(specifically in the 1969–1986 period). These years are also known as the 
‘Brezhnev era’,16 and the system of control over public life relaxed slightly. 
Control over observance of the rules tightened and the party bureaucracy 
became more and more cynical. As Lauristin and associates (1993c: 213-
215) note, disillusion with Soviet socialism was complete in Estonia – there 
was much room for irony, parody and other forms of multiple meaning. As 
Lauristan et al. state: 

People’s contacts with literature, arts and the mass media had a strong 
compensatory function. While participation in the economic and political 
sphere was limited, the intellectual sphere was available and offered broad 
choices. The intellectual life of Baltic nations could not any more be 
subjected to Soviet ideological standards. Literal translations from Russian 
sounded ridiculous because of different backgrounds. (Lauristin, 
Vihalemm, Brikše et al. 1993c: 214) 

Epp Lauk (2005b: 313) explains more precisely the process of ‘purposeful 
alienation’ that was “exercised by intentional attempts at changing the 
meanings of political terms or at least giving them ambiguous and 
ridiculous meanings”. Sometimes translation errors published widely in the 
newspapers caused anecdotal situations. Maarja Lõhmus (2002) identifies 
the period as when  

the Soviet semiosis an sign-system gradually became comprehensive and 
enabled different discourses and language games, so that journalists 
learned to use complicated forms of different expressions, writing 
‘between the lines’, so to speak. (Lõhmus 2002: 21). 

During these years of stagnation, opinionated journalism and analysis of life 
became popular and important, while entertainment and the mentality of 
consumerism also gained ground in society (for an in-depth discussion on 
consumer culture in Estonia, see Keller et al. 2009). 
 
16 Leonid Brezhnev was the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party, presiding over the Soviet Union from 1964 until his death in 1982. 
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Since the news program aired from Moscow and the national television 
news programs were of a standard structure – the same topics, events and 
phrases about ‘a happy and prosperous future’ –, and were repeated day 
after day, news programs were not especially popular, being watched by 
some 25 percent of potential viewers for many years (Lauristin, Vihalemm, 
Brikše et al. 1993c: 216). Estonian entertainment programs, on the other 
hand, were watched by most people, since irony, allegory and parody 
provided important devices against mental fatigue and ideological pressure. 

The political perestroika movement within the Communist Party started 
by the general secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
Mikhail Gorbachev, suggested a program of social, economic and political 
restructuring from 1987 through the dissolution of the Soviet Union. Since 
the Baltic States had always contrasted themselves with the stagnant Soviet 
system, perestroika in these countries did not proceed from Moscow, but 
rather from their own heritage of long-term opposition to the Soviet 
regime. According to Lauristin and Vihalemm (1993b: 223-226), by the 
beginning of 1987, the Baltic countries had reached the first stage in the 
formation of a public sphere, the stage of increasing freedom of information 
through public mass communication channels. The year 1988 marks a 
watershed in development and a general weakening of Soviet taboos. 
During that year open forum programs were organised on radio and 
television in which people could phone in and ask questions to the leaders 
of the popular movements, such as the Estonian Popular Front (Rah-
varinne), the Estonian Green Movement, and the heritage protection move-
ment. The popularity of Estoian Television news programmes increased 
from 27 percent to 56 percent in the 1985–1989 period (Lauristin & Vi-
halemm 1990: 497). By 1987–1988, a relatively free political dialogue existed 
in the very popular public discussions on radio and television which had 
become almost entirely uncensored. In April 1988, a plenary session of 
creative associations took place at which the key public figures opined that 
radical changes were necessary for the country’s future. The plenary session 
was summarised and broadcast in an uncensored form by the radio and TV 
stations. 

As Baltic media scholars observe, with the formation of popular 
movements (for example the Estonian Heritage Society, the Estonian 
National Independence Party ERSP, etc.) and several large-scale popular 
gatherings and demonstrations (for example a massive song festival called 
‘The Song of Estonia’ in September 1988, and the Baltic Chain on August 
23, 1989) the development of the public sphere reached its third stage – the 
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emergence of non-established media with their own publications (several 
hundred newspapers were founded in the Baltic countries between 1988 
and 1990) covering politics, culture and other areas of society. The 
established media also experienced changes by becoming exponents of the 
ideas of the popular movements and their leading political groupings. It is 
possible to argue that the mass media played the key role in the movement 
towards the transition to independence in 1990. The mass media become a 
network for political resistance and helped to define the legitimacy of the 
new political organisations and individuals seeking power. Independence 
was regained on August 20, 1991. In the autumn of 1992, a new constitution 
was adopted by which a parliament and president were elected. 

To summarise the developments in the Estonian society and media 
landscape, one may state that Soviet society was a totalitarian society in 
which the media were part of the ideological system subjected to the 
Communist Party; moreover, all the major Estonian periodicals were 
mouthpieces of the Communist Party (Lauristin & Vihalemm 1993a). The 
Soviet mentality of the press was watched over by propaganda departments 
of the party committees. Five levels of control and ideological canonisation 
can be distinguished in the Soviet media in Estonia, which included all 
aspects of the media: channels, sources and authors, themes and topical 
areas, scales of events and genres (Vihalemm & Lauristin 1997). As Denis 
McQuail has observed, the Soviet press as a façade considerably differed 
from the social reality of society, i.e. the ideological normative model did 
not really reflect the actual state of affairs (McQuail 1994: 128). Thus, as 
Lõhmus (1999: 11) states, this paradoxical system indicated an apparent 
lack of connection “between concept and reality”. 

3.1.3 Transition towards a democratic media system 

After national independence was restored in 1991, Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania had to build their economies, political systems and legislation up 
from the scratch. Along with the rapid shift towards an open-market 
economy, Estonia’s media was overwhelmed by far-reaching liberalisation 
that started in the early 1990s. 

Peeter Vihalemm (2003), who has examined the development of the 
Estonian media over the last twenty to thirty years from within the context 
of societal changes, claims that the role of the media during historical 
ruptures and deep changes in the overall social order, had to be different 
compared to the media in stable societies. Vihalemm observes changes in 
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the media during the main stages of Estonia’s post-Communist develop-
ment: radical political and economic reforms (1991–1994) and stabilisation 
(1995–1999). 

Surveys from the first decade of the restoration of independence show an 
astonishing level of media exposure in the market. According to a survey 
conducted by the Department of Journalism at Tartu University, the 1989–
90 period was the peak of press circulations for Estonians. Three national 
dailies with circulations of 150–200 thousand each, a cultural weekly with a 
circulation of 90 thousand, a women’s magazine with a circulation of 225 
thousand, and so on were published for a market of less than one million 
Estonians (Vihalemm 2003).  

Vihalemm also describes the main trends of media development between 
1991 and 1994 as “the emancipation of Estonian mass media from the state 
and political forces and adaptation to open market conditions”, while the 
Estonian media, at the same time, deliberately distanced themselves from 
active participation in politics (Vihalemm 2003: 589). Instead of the 
standardised media hierarchy of the Soviet period, a “colorful media 
landscape” emerged, characterised by diversification of the media system – 
including the launch of new magazines, new private radio and TV channels, 
a new type of semi-commercial publication, and so forth. Vihalemm (ibid.) 
also emphasises that an increased number of outlets followed by specific 
smaller audiences emerged next to the large newspapers. In the mid-1990s, 
however, the press runs of printed media dropped sharply, while the variety 
of channels increased and online media was created.  

In general, the importance of the print media (especially publications 
focused on political and cultural issues), decreased and the role of electronic 
media increased. According to Vihalemm, new television channels became 
available via satellites, so that Estonian TV audiences now had access to 
major global networks (such as the BBC, CNN, RTL) as well as to a large 
number of TV channels produced in Russia. Thus, the number of television 
viewing hours almost doubled around the turn of the century compared to 
the 1980s (Vihalemm 2003: 595).  

Therefore, from the mid-1990s, the process of diversification and 
expansion of the media system continued. First, instead of two programs on 
state radio (in 1990), twenty-seven radio programs (four public and twenty-
three private) were aired in 1999. Second, instead of one state television 
station, there were four nationwide television stations (one public and three 
commercial) broadcasting. 
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As Vihalemm (2003) points out, increased competition in the advertising 
market ‘resulted in a concentration of the Estonian media’. He notes that 
the second half of the decade was characterised by mergers of national 
newspapers and the inflow of foreign capital. 

Print media were divided between two big media corporations, one 
dominated by Norwegian capital (Shibsted), the other by Swedish capital 
(Bonnier). Instead of six national dailies in Estonian, four remained – 
two political national dailies, one business paper, and one ‘yellow’ news-
paper. Concentration also decreased the autonomy of local newspapers; 
a majority of them now belonged to chains related to one or another of 
the big companies. In these circumstances, the government continued to 
subsidize publication of a cultural press, which had low market com-
petitiveness, and to cofinance public broadcasting to support original 
TV and radio productions. (Vihalemm 2003: 595) 

The end of the 1990s and the beginning of the 2000s brought a totally new 
feature to the Estonian communication and (news) media field. In addition 
the rapid and complete transition to the liberal journalism model, according 
to which the media achieves independence from the state and politicians 
(due to the privatisation of newspapers and magazines, cf. Paju 2004), a 
significant generational change took place among journalists at the same 
time. Many of the young newcomers adapted the Anglo-Saxon style of news 
journalism and considered the commercialisation of professional jour-
nalism to be a natural process (Vihalemm & Lauristin 2004: 15). 

The expansion of the Internet was remarkably rapid, mostly due to the 
provision of free Internet connection to all schools and public libraries. 
Information and communication technologies (ITCs), as well as widespread 
and as freely available Internet as possible, have been (and still are) part of 
government policy as well as general attitudes (Runnel et al. 2009). One of 
the best-known campaigns for bringing Estonia into the 21st century 
through advanced digital technology is the Tiger Leap Project, which was 
already introduced above. By the beginning of new millennium it was 
already possible in Estonia to pay taxes over the Internet and use other e-
services; the issues of web security and the safety of individuals’ identities 
were posed more seriously. In order to avoid the possibility of entering 
virtual environments under a false identity, Estonia followed the Finnish 
example and made the ID card mandatory for everyone; authentication by 
ID card is required for certain actions. By autumn 2002, the share of 
Internet users among the Estonian population reached 43 percent (Runnel 
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& Pruulmann-Vengerfeldt 2004). The availability of banking services 
through the Internet and the development of e-commerce were soon 
accessible to hundreds of thousands of computer users. The first Internet-
based voting was held in Estonia for the local government elections in 2005; 
only 2.5% of the voters participated electronically. In the 2013 elections their 
share was already 27.8% (National Electoral Committee, http://www.vvk.ee). 

3.1.4 Estonian society and media landscape during the new millennium 

Estonia has been ranked by the Reporters Without Borders World Press 
Freedom Index since 2003, reaching a relatively good level of freedom of 
speech and press. In 2007 and 2011 Estonia occupied 3rd place, but in 
2012–2013 the country ranked only 11th among 180 countries.17 The index 
considers the following six criteria: media independence from the 
government, the work environment of journalists, the degree of opinions in 
the media, the legislative framework, transparency and infrastructure. 

As for Estonian society, the new millennium started with strategic chal-
lenges and advantages. In particular, in 2004, Estonia joined the European 
Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO);18 in 2011 
Estonia also became a member of the European Monetary Union. The 
beginning of the first period saw strong economic growth in Estonia, but 
the deep economic fall that followed the period of rapid growth challenged 
the sustainability of the country. The Estonian media system also went 
through significant restructuring characterised by integrated newsrooms 
that are capable of producing more diversified content, while keeping 
expenses under control. 

From the economic point of view, the best years for the media industry 
were during the period of economic growth (2000–2008): the number of 
titles of newspapers, journals and books grew, while in times of the 
worldwide crisis (which started in 2007), the number of newspapers and 
books began to decline considerably (for the exact average circulation of 
Estonian newspapers over recent years see Vihalemm et al. 2012: 19). As 
mentioned above, the Estonian media market is dominated by the two 
groups of companies: Ekspress Group and Eesti Meedia (Estonian Media), 
of which the share of Eesti Meedia is presumably larger. 

 
17 For more detailed information see the webpage of Freedom House: <http://www.free 
domhouse.org> [1 February 2014]. 
18 Estonia acceded the European Union on 1 May, 2004 together with Latvia, Lithuania, 
Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Malta and Cyprus. 
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At present, according to the data of the National Library, the number of 
printed newspaper titles is about 132 (13 dailies) and of magazines about 
324. As a result of the deepest years of crisis, two long-term Russian-
language dailies went bankrupt in 2009 and only one Russian daily, namely 
the Russian-language version of the largest Estonian daily Postimees (started 
in 2005, published six times a week), remains. According to the Estonian 
Newspaper Association, there are three weekly papers in Russian. Firstly 
Komsomolskaya Pravda Baltia (Komsomol Truth of the Baltics is an 
adapted version of one of the largest dailies in Russia entitled Kom-
somolskaya Pravda for the Nordic and Baltic media market); secondly 
Delovõje Vedomosti (Business News), a financial newspaper published in 
Estonia; and thirdly, Den za Dnjom (Day after Day), the newsroom of which 
has been integrated with Russian Postimees since February 2014. A list of 
the main newspapers in Estonia can be seen on the web page of the 
Estonian Newspaper Association (http://www.eall.ee). A comprehensive 
and informative overview on the Estonian economic and media landscape is 
also given by Henrik Örnebring (2011). 

As for the broadcasting sector, the structure of radio broadcasters has 
been relatively stable since 2002, including 30-35 channels. There is one 
public broadcaster, Estonian National Broadcasting (Eesti Rahvusring-
hääling) which in 2007 integrated the previous Estonian Radio (Eesti 
Raadio) and Estonian Television (Eesti Televisioon). Public broadcasting 
has five radio programmes and two TV programmes. In addition to the 
public television broadcast, there are two other national television program-
mes in Estonia – Kanal 2 (owned by the Eesti Meedia group) and TV3 
(owned by the Swedish media company Modern Times Group). In addition, 
a modest local TV programme, Alo TV, operates in the second largest city 
Tartu. On 1 July 2010, TV broadcasting switched over to digital. This 
technological change gave opportunities for newcomers. In 2008, several new 
channels started, among them the sister channels of ETV, Kanal 2 and TV3. 

Over the course of the last decade, in particular from 2004 to 2012, 
Internet use in Estonia increased 1.7 times, which is slightly less than the 
EU average (Vihalemm 2013: 78). This confirms the deceleration of the 
pace of IT growth in Estonia over the last few years, compared to the late 
1990s and early 2000s. 

As for the emergence of digital media, online newspapers and news 
portals have had a displacing impact on print newspapers, or at least one 
can witness the existence of the ‘complementary effect’ provided by online 
and mobile channels (Westlund & Färdigh 2012). Thus, as Vihalemm 
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(2013: 79) observes, the decrease in newspaper circulation in Estonia is, at 
least to some extent, compensated by the large readership of web 
publications and online portals (Vihalemm 2013: 79). Since the present 
Internet usage among the Estonian population is relatively high (79% 
according a recent Social Progress Index from 2014; according to Statistics 
Estonia, in the 1st quarter of 2014, 83% of the persons aged 16–74 used the 
Internet (Pärson 2014)), the number of users accessing news via the 
Internet corresponds to this statistic. In particular, according to Eurostat 
data in 2012, news was read online by 91% of Internet users in Estonia, and 
61%, on average, in the European Union.19  

In addition, the results of the Eurobarometer Survey provide a general 
overview of the daily information environment, and the use of various 
media in the EU countries. According to ʽStandard Eurobarometer 76/-
Autumn 2012ʼ, media use in Estonia ranks among the countries with a high 
level of media use (6th position, based on the index of people with very high 
media use). Like the majority of countries with high media use, Estonia is 
characterised by the uniformly high use of all mediums – 83% watch TV 
every day, 67% listen to the radio every day, 43% read the printed press 
every day, 60% use the Internet every day, 31% use online social networks 
(Vihalemm 2013: 80). In addition, according to Statistics Estonia, one third 
of the Internet users watch television and listen to radio programmes 
online, 60% participate in social networks (Pärson 2014). Thus, television 
viewership is high in Estonia, whereas, it is also significantly higher than the 
use of other mediums. In Estonia on average, after television, radio is the 
next most frequently used medium. As for the proportion between print 
media and online media, the Internet has become more popular and more 
accessible information channel for the majority of the population than 
newspapers and magazines. 

In sum, one can state that Estonia stands out for its freedom of media 
and its active information consumption. The general level of media use in 
Estonia is significantly higher than the EU average. Moreover, Estonia is 
characterised by a very liberal media environment (Örnebring 2011), which 
provides availability of public information and a high level of development 
of information and communication technologies. In addition to the broad 
availability of information technology, the maximum level of liberty and 
 
19 Baltic News Serviceʼ press release from December 18, 2012, entitled “Eesti on 
veebiuudiste tarbimiselt Euroopas teisel kohal” (‘Estonia ranks second in Europe for 
consumption of online news’). Available from: ˂http://www.postimees.ee/1079074/ 
print/eesti-on-veebiuudiste-tarbimisel-Euroopas-teisel-kohal˃ [1 February 2014]. 
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rights are guaranteed to consumers, the most illustrative expression of 
which is Estonia’s second place in the world in Internet freedom (‘Freedom 
on the Net, 2013’).20  

To sum up the historical background as well as the current state of the 
Estonian media landscape, it may be concluded that development (that of 
the media system as well as society as a whole) in the small Estonia, which 
has been an independent state for a total of 44 years with interruptions, has 
always largely depended on external factors. Even today the main conflicts 
in the nation arise partly from the fact that the country’s natural 
development has been inhibited for as long as half a century. On the other 
hand, the state is now facing a very rapidly developing globalising 
civilisation. Firstly, the fall of the Iron Curtain in 1989 resulted in thorough 
changes in the geopolitical, economic and cultural structure of the Baltic 
Sea region and also altered the media landscapes of the Baltic countries. 
Furthermore, the economy and other spheres were restructured following 
independence and also as a result of the EU enlargement in 2004, which has 
in turn been followed by a number of rapid developments, including in the 
ICT sector. 

The above-described therefore constitutes an important background 
system for the analysis conducted for this research project to better under-
stand the factors that influence the socialising of the generational cohorts 
under observation. As the following subchapter specifies, the study focuses 
on five generational groups, all of which were born and developed under 
different circumstances. Although four of them had longer or shorter 
contacts with the Soviet system that lasted in Estonia from 1940–1991, also 
this 50-year period can be divided into rather varying stages and trends. 

3.2 Composition of five generation cohorts 

As already mentioned, five tentative generational groups were constructed 
by the author of the thesis, following some main principles of generational 
and life-course models, but also the historical and societal developments 
that have taken place in Estonia, with the purpose of examining more 
closely the potential differences and similarities in their news media use. 
These groups represent internally heterogeneous categories and draw 
together people from different backgrounds, as well as with distinct societal 

 
20 For the full report see ‘Freedom on the Net, 2013’. Available from: <http://freedom 
house.org/report/freedom-net-2013-global-scores> [1 February 2014]. 
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cultures and media experiences. It should be stressed once again that the 
above division is hypothetical and was developed by the author of the thesis. 

 
The post-war generation: born between 1932 and 1941. This generation has 
some personal knowledge and memories of the first Estonian republic 
(1918–1940) and the Second World War. This generation has grown up 
with a print-oriented media system. The media landscape was also shaped 
by radio and cinema. 

During the first 2002 survey these people were preparing for retirement, 
and ten years later in 2012 they were already pensioners. These people were 
between 61 and 70 in 2002 (n=235) and 71–80 years old during the 2012 
survey (n=167). 

 
The early Soviet generation: born between 1942 and 1957. The formative 
years of this generation, in terms of obtaining education as well as planning 
a professional career path, came to coincide with the first part of the Soviet 
regime in Estonia and other Baltic States. During their formative years, 
members of this generation saw the emergence of television, although it was 
still quite rare in most homes in those days. Radio and the press still played 
a dominant part in the everyday media use. As for entertainment formats, 
LP records and music media and also cinema had significance in their 
young lives. 

This generation consists of people who were 45–60 years old in 2002 
(n=369) and 55–70 years old in 2012 (n=395). During the 2002 survey they 
were mainly engaged in work, and by 2012 some of them had already 
reached state pension age. 

 
The Space Race generation: born between 1958 and 1971. This generation 
grew up during the space exploration competition between the Soviet 
Union and the United States of America, which grew out of the intense 
rivalry after the end of the Second World War. Both states aimed to 
establish technological dominion in the military area as well as in aero-
nautics and astronautics. The Space Race initiative began with military goals 
as well as the goal of political propaganda.21 This generation has also been 

 
21 The period of a certain rivalry involved efforts to launch satellites, orbital human 
spaceflight and piloted voyages to the Moon. The most significant moments for the 
Soviet Union were the successful mission of the first artificial satellite Sputnik 1, 
launched in October 1957, and Yuri Gagarin’s first flight into space in 1961, followed by 
Valentina Tereshkova, as the first woman in space, two years later. The reflection of the 
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called ‘the winners’ generation’ by some Estonian sociologists (see, for 
example, Titma et al. 1998).22 This particular cohort also witnessed the peak 
of the voluntary student work camp movement (Eesti Üliõpilaste 
Ehitusmalev, performed from the mid-1960s until the early 1980s), which 
were extremely popular among university students and resulted in strong 
social relationships in subsequent years. Some significant citizenship 
initiatives were originated by these student activists afterwards, at the end of 
the 1980s (for example the Estonian heritage movement, etc.). 

From the media perspective, the most influential medium among this 
generation group was television (until the early 1970s black-and-white TV, 
the first colour Estonian TV broadcast was aired in 1972), which became an 
ideological-political tool in the hands of the Soviet authorities. For instance, 
since 1962, the programme produced by Central Television in Moscow was 
transmitted on a daily basis, addressing broadcasts in Russian also to 
children and youth. As opposed to Soviet ideological media content, the 
youth of the time were overwhelmed by the disco age; vinyl records and 
later also compact cassettes of Western pop bands were obtained from 
abroad through various channels. Finnish television had an important role 
in the introduction and mediation of popular culture. 

The representatives of this generation were between 31 and 44 in 2002 
(n=379) and 41–54 in 2012 (n=305).  

 
The transition generation: born between 1972 and 1986. This generation 
reached their formative period of life just before (or during the first years 
of) the period of major political changes between 1988 and 1992, specifically 
the ‘Singing Revolution’ and re-establishment of independent statehood 

                                                                                                                                       
Space Race could be seen, for example, in the education discourse under the Soviet 
regime, when almost every child (no matter boy or girl) was expected to want to become 
an astronaut and serve the Soviet Union. 
22 The concept of the Estonia’s winners’ generation, first of all, in the economic sense, 
was derived from a longitudinal research by Mikk Titma and his colleagues (1998), 
which dealt with people born in the mid-1960s, who came in to be ‘in the right place at 
the right time’ and were able to bridge the past and the future. Being in their 30s at the 
beginning of the 1990s, many of these people seized the opportunity to dedicate their 
energy to the restoration and rebuilding of the state. Their advantage was quick 
adaptation to change because they were at the beginning of their independent lives when 
reorganisations began in Estonia. Since the changed situation required different thinking 
and action, young people were the most likely to be ready for it and were not impeded by 
the old stereotypes. Therefore, many of them took over some important positions in the 
political arena, while others contributed to the creation of a new economy and business 
elite. To this day, they are still at the top of their abilities and, to a large extent, dominate 
the current political and business circles. 
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(the restoration of rightful independence was achieved in August 1991). 
This group still experienced Soviet influence during their childhood and 
school years. As for the media environment that they grew up in, video and 
CD records were already in existence. However, the emergence of satellite 
TV, which opened up a rich choice of Western channels (including music 
and film channels), was one of the significant technological innovations for 
this generation in its formative age. This group also saw the introduction of 
the mobile phone, DVDs, personal computers, and the Internet. This was 
also the era in which the early video games appeared. 

The respondents of this group were 16–30 years old in 2002 (n=408) and 
26–40 years old in 2012 (n=396). During the 2002 survey, as mentioned, 
they were mainly high school or college students, but in 2012 they were 
supposedly engaged in working and raising children. 

 

The children of freedom: born between 1987 and 1997 (the lower age limit of 
the respondents of the statistical survey is 15, so that this project does not 
cover younger individuals). The label stems from Lauristin (2003; the term 
is also used by the authors of the ‘Estonian Human Development Report 
2010/2011’), based on the fact that the cohort of Estonian people were born 
after the country regained independence and began their lives in a free 
society.23 Those who have now reached their student and young adult age 
have also been ‘shaped’ by an expanding consumer culture, while their 
opportunities for self-realisation in the social arena have been lower 
compared to their predecessors who are actively occupying the civil society 
space. On the other hand, the cohort may be considered to be the group 
that has been more able to travel abroad and have mediatised contacts with 
the world outside their home country. 

This cohort of young people has experienced the most advanced forms 
of media and communication technology (including Wi-Fi, the iPod, 
smartphones, tablet computers, etc.). In general since they were quite young 
these people have had the opportunity, to use the Internet, which arrived in 
Estonia relatively early (1992), and benefit from the wealth of information 

 
23 The author of the thesis acknowledges that a strongly value-based concept of freedom 
is one of the most complex and multi-layered ones to be used, considering the multitude 
of varying approaches. However, it seems justified in this empirical case to apply 
freedom as the distinguishing category, while this is done mainly within the framework 
of the democratic paradigm, referring to a strong contrast with the earlier suppressive, 
totalitarian organisation of society’s life. 
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available online. Additionally, this group can also be defined as the first 
generation who have grown up with social media (including mobile social 
media, meaning various social networking sites, blogs, and other interactive 
virtual spaces in combination with mobile devices) as an integral part of 
their everyday lives. 

In the 2002 survey, only respondents of age 15 (born in 1987) can be 
included in the analysis, which means that the number of this group of 
people is relatively small (n=24). For this reason the ‘early’ results have no 
potential for wider generalisation. In 2012 they were 15–25 years old (n=260). 

In order to schematise this descriptive composition of the five tentative 
cohort groups of Estonian media users and define their ‘location’ in the 
changing society as well as its media landscape, the structure of the 
dimensions of this landscape has been outlined in Figure 3.1. The timeline 
indicates the main social breaking points and events as well as the trends 
and innovations occurring in the media sphere. The latter include mainly 
technological solutions, the appearance and public availability of which can 
be generally dated. On the other hand, the Figure also indicates a possible 
generationing process in a continuum, i.e. it shows what kind of pos-
sibilities and changes the groups have had to adapt to during the respective 
period. 

As a further remark it should be mentioned that the above five gen-
erational cohorts are used in the analytical part of the study only in the 
chapters based on statistical data analysis (Chapters 4 and 5). The last 
analytical chapter of the thesis, Chapter 6, is based on the analysis of data 
collected in the focus groups, and the composition of the focus groups, 
which was established before analysis of the statistical survey data, contains 
four groups of respondents. The focus group participants were born in: 1939–
1946, 1959–1966, 1976–1980, and 1990–1995. A more detailed account of the 
composition of the focus groups is introduced in sub-chapter 3.4. 

 



FIGURE 3.1. Political and media-related developments on the Estonian landscape from the 1930s to 
the early 2010s. The figure presents a selection of historical and societal developments, as well as media 
technological innovations that the five generational groups of media users have had novel experiences with.
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3.3 Method and data 

In order to answer the research questions previously raised, the 
methodological basis of this dissertation is a combination of different quan-
titative (Chapters 4 and 5) and qualitative (Chapter 6) methods for 
analysing generational use of news media.  

The empirical data are based on repeated cross-sectional representative 
surveys carried out between 2002 and 2012 and a set of focus groups 
conducted in late 2011. The process of data collection and analysis is 
introduced in detail in the following sections. 

3.3.1 Surveys used in the thesis 

At the beginning of the new millennium, a cooperative relationship was 
initiated between media researchers from the Tartu and Södertörn 
universities, and after finding common points of view based on similar 
research interests, a research project was put into operation simultaneously 
in Estonia and Sweden in late 2002. This thesis only focuses on the Estonian 
data. (For a description of the Swedish data, see Bolin & Notini 2005.) 

The first representative national survey was entitled ‘Me. The World. 
The Media’ (in Estonian: Mina. Maailm. Meedia) and was carried out 
throughout Estonia by the Institute of Social Studies at the University of 
Tartu (previously named as the Institute of Journalism and Commu-
nication) in co-operation with the research companies Faktum and Saar 
Poll.24 Face-to-face questionnaire-based interviews were conducted with 
1470 respondents according to a territorially representative population 
model of Estonia. Within this project, led by the University of Tartu, an 
even more comprehensive questionnaire was developed for the following 
years of the survey: 2005, 2008 and 2011. 

The first survey, conducted in late 2002, focused, to a large extent, on the 
usage of media, but also on reception of various developments and changes 
taking place in society. The latter aspect was particularly relevant in the 
context of Estonian society, which had gone through dramatic changes 
between 1991 and 2000. Therefore, the mapping of acceptance and 
adoption of societal changes was one of the main aims for the research 
group at Tartu University. At the same time, both countries, Estonia and 
Sweden, had newly entered into the era of the Internet. 

 
24 The 2002 and 2005 surveys were conducted in cooperation with a company called 
Faktum, in 2008 and 2011 the research partner was another company called Saar Poll. 
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Subsequently, after 2002, both research teams in Tartu and Stockholm 
continued on their own courses, but maintained academic contacts and 
exchanged results. 

The Department of Media and Communication Studies at the Södertörn 
University continued with follow-up surveys called ‘Variable Media Land-
scapes’ in 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010 and 2012 in cooperation with the Estonian 
market research company Turu-uuringute AS. 

FIGURE 3.2. Timeline of the two survey projects: 1) Variable Media Landscapes 
(conducted by the Södertörn University), and 2) Me. The World. The Media (conducted 
by the University of Tartu), carried out between 2002 and 2012. 

Table 3.1 shows the structure of the weighted samples from three crucial 
data sets at the starting and ending points (2002 and, respectively 2011 and 
2012) in the quantitative database used in this dissertation. As shown in the 
table, there are no great variations in the composition of the respondent 
groups over the years, while it should be stressed that for the youngest 
generational cohort, the respondents who were 15 years old at the time have 
been filtered out of the 2002 data, because the respondents born in 1988 and 
later were younger, during the survey, than the age limit for participation in 
statistical surveys allows. 

In the next section the basic principles of both the data sets (Me. The 
World. The Media and Variable Media Landscapes) will be introduced. 

 

The Variable Media Landscapes survey 

Since the author of this thesis had the opportunity to be involved in the process 
of conducting the Variable Media Landscapes survey in 2010 as well as 2012, 
the last two phases of the project will be introduced in more detail below. 
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TABLE 3.1. Sample structure of the two survey projects, 1) Variable Media Landscapes 
(abbreviated as VML), and 2) Me. The World. The Media (abbreviated as MWM), 
carried out in Estonia in late 2002, 2011 and 2012.  

The starting and ending 
survey periods 

 

VML/
MWM 
2002 

MWM 
2011 

VML 
2012 

Population statistics 
(01.01.2012) 

Total size of sample, n = 1470 1583 1570 
(15–80-year-olds) 

1,059,441 
% of respondents     

Males 46,5 46 45 47 
Females 53,5 54 55 53 
Estonian-speaking 66 67 73 (Estonians) 69 
Russian-speaking 34 33 27 (Russians) 26 
Born between 1932 and 1941  
(the post-war generation) 

16 11 12 12 

Born between 1942 and 1957 
(the early Soviet generation) 25 21 25 22 

Born between 1958 and 1971  
(the Space Race generation) 

26 24 20 25 

Born between 1972 and 1986  
(the transition generation) 

28 27 25 26 

Born between 1987 and 1997  
(the children of freedom) 2 17 18 15 

Primary, basic education 23 21 20 21 
Secondary education 57 54 52 45 
Tertiary, higher education 20 25 28 34 

Note: In 2002, only 15-year-olds were involved in the survey.  
Populations statistics is obtained from Statistics Estonia (http://www.stat.ee). The data collection on 
education statistics is based on the Census 2011, conducted from 31 December, 2011 to 31 March, 2012. 

The penultimate survey was carried out between October and November, 
2010. The latest survey was based on the same principles and conducted 
with the help of the above polling companies from October to November 
2012. In an effort to facilitate data collection, Södertörn University has 
partnered with an Estonian market research company, Turu-uuringute AS. 

The surveys covered the Estonian population aged between 15 and 80, 
with a total sample size of 1,500 (1,082 Estonian-speaking and 418 Russian-
speaking inhabitants) in 2010 and 1,570 (1,139 Estonian-speaking and 431 
Russian-speaking inhabitants) in 2012. 
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For the background information on population data it must be noted 
that the general population of the study in Estonia consisted of permanent 
inhabitants of Estonia aged 15–80, who totalled 1,076,890 in 2010, 1,059,441 
in 2012 and, for comparison, 1,111,980 in 2002. According to the 2011 
Population and Housing Census, Estonian inhabitants of other ethnic back-
grounds form 29% of the population; such people amount to approximately 
357,000, including over 321,000 with Russian origin.25  

For this reason, one-third of the questionnaires were translated into 
Russian. The self-administered written 24-27 page questionnaires in A4 
format, distributed through personal visits, consisted of nearly 60 questions 
corresponding to approximately 600 variables with fixed response alter-
natives combined with some ten open-ended questions, among other 
themes, about media use, access and usage of information and commu-
nication technologies, interests and attitudes towards changes in computer 
technology, culture related hobbies as well as interest in other countries and 
cultures. The questionnaires of the two survey periods have undergone 
minimal changes, mainly as regards the use of the newest media and 
communication technologies (for example smartphones, tablet computers, 
etc.) and consumption of digital media content (including social net-
working media).26 

The respondents to these population surveys were found by random 
selection to ensure proportional representation of all Estonian counties and 
settlement types in the sample of the questionnaire. The territorial model of 
the sample has been set up on the basis of the population statistic database 
of Statistics Estonia. The choice of address was based on the source address 
method where each interviewer is given a randomly selected address where 
the interviewer will carry out the first interview. Then a particular pattern 
was followed (for example each second apartment or each second house was 
questioned) in order to ensure randomness of places of residence in the 
sample. Ten interviews were conducted at every sample point (150 sample 
points all over Estonia were found). If a target person was not at home, etc., 
the interviewer visited the address at least once again. 
 
25 The most reliable and manageable database for population data can be found on the 
web page of Statistics Estonia: <http://www.stat.ee> [1 September 2014]. 
26 See Appendix 6 for the full 2012-survey questionnaire from Variable Media Land-
scapes in Estonian. The Russian version is available from the author via email: requests 
to signe.opermann@sh.se. For a full questionnaire from the 2002 Me. The World. The 
Media survey, see Kalmus, Lauristin & Pruulmann-Vengerfeldt (2004: 373-399); the 
questionnaires of the 2005, 2008 and 2011 surveys are available at the Institute of Social 
Studies, Faculty of Social Sciences and Education, University of Tartu. 
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The Me. The World. The Media survey 

In order to compare national data on different aspects of media use in 
Estonia, and on questions relating to thematic interests and preferences, as 
well as on frequency of news consumption across various platforms and 
media channels, the data from the Me. The World. The Media survey was 
used in addition to data from the Variable Media Landscapes survey data as 
an especially valuable source for the study of news consumption, since the 
questionnaires of the latter survey consisted of more precise and compre-
hensive questions specifically about news consumption. 

As noted above, the Me. The World. The Media survey has been carried 
out every third year since 2002 by the Institute of Social Studies, University 
of Tartu, in cooperation with the Saar Poll market research company. The 
most recent survey was completed in autumn 2011 and was addressed to the 
Estonian population aged between 15 and 79, with about 1,583 respondents 
(1,068 Estonian-speaking and 515 Russian-speaking inhabitants). 

The questionnaire consisted about 800 indicators covering media use, 
interests and values, attitudes toward changes in Estonian society, life style, 
cultural orientation, engagement with social and political life, and so on. 
The questionnaires were distributed through personal visits made by the 
research company’s interviewer. Again, a proportional model of the general 
population and multi-step probability random sampling were used. 

One of the most frequent problems with nationwide survey research 
based on voluntary participation is non-response. In this study, the 
fieldwork partners (polling companies) tried to widen this bottleneck by 
attempting to contact each respondent 1+3 times on different days of the 
week and at different times so as to ensure a higher participation rate. The 
number of recurrent visits was approximately 25% of the contacts. 

3.3.2 Quantitative data analysis 

In both cases, in the sample model, which was based on the demographic 
statistics data and the survey outcome, the collected data were weighted 
according to the main socio-demographic attributes, such as gender, 
ethnicity, education and place of residence, in order to alleviate the 
differences between the representativeness. 

The software Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) versions 20 
and 22 and Microsoft Excel version 7.0, which are intended for complex 
quantitative data analysis, were used to enter and process the quantitative 
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survey data. A summary of the methods used to statistically explore both of 
the quantitative data sets is presented in Table 3.2. 

To analyse generational differences, the sample was split into five cohort 
groups that were thoroughly described in the previous sub-chapter 3.3. The 
five groups represent generational cohorts rather than depicting media 
generations in Volkmer’s (2006) sense: the groups are large and internally 
heterogeneous by their relationships with media. Alan B. Spitzer (1973) 
argues that there is unavoidable ambiguity at the boundaries of age or gen-
eration categories, but he also suggests that “if age specific differences are 
historically significant, they will reveal themselves wherever the ‘cuts’ are 
made in continuum” (as cited in Pilcher 1994: 487).  

To gain an initial overview of the collected data, comparative analysis 
was used in the form of mean values, percentages and tables. Two-
dimensional crosstabs and figures were drawn in order to find the general 
relations between phenomena and the patterns.  

To aggregate and generalise the survey results in order to increase the 
reliability of the data and more clearly highlight the general trends, the 
method of computing of aggregated indices was used. The use of index 
analysis belongs to the tradition of media research used at the University of 
Tartu’s Institute of Social Studies (previously the Department of Journalism 
and Communication) since the late 1960s and is largely employed for the Me. 
The World. The Media survey project. A detailed introduction to the 
principles of compilation and standardisation of index variables is given by 
Lauristin and Vihalemm (2004: 26-27). Consistent with their approach, in the 
present thesis 40 index varibles are calculated on the basis of original single 
indicators, measuring correspondingly the usage of various forms and media 
channels, spatial orientations of media use, etc. The full list of index variables 
used in this thesis and the principles of compilation and standardisation of 
indices are available in Appendix 1. Examples of the process of computing 
various indices can be found in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Next, to compare the five generation groups in terms of their preferences 
for media technologies and channels (Chapter 4), and spatial orientations of 
media use (Chapter 5), statistically significant differences in the mean 
values of these indexes were estimated by using F-ratio in the analysis of 
variance (ANOVA).  

To analyse topic preferences in media use (Chapter 4), firstly the ranking 
of single indicators was used in the five generation groups. Secondly, factor 
analysis (the principal components method with Varimax rotation) was 
employed in order to group the topics into broader categories. Sub-
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sequently, the mean factor scores of the topic factors in the generation 
groups were compared to find more general trends in thematic interests in 
media use. 

As for an analysis of the patterns of news media use among generation 
cohorts as well as the groups based on the communication language, K-
means cluster analysis was applied to provide six main types of news media 
behaviour (Chapter 5). Even though cluster analysis and factor analysis 
have some common features in some sense, there are some differences 
between these two analytical techniques. While factor analysis identifies 
latent factors within a group of variables, describing a model, cluster 
analysis is generally used to identify groups of respondents who share 
similar interests. 

TABLE 3.2. A summary of the methods used to perform several statistical analyses with 
SPSS software. 

Data-analysis method 
Survey  

Variable Media 
Landscapes 

Survey  
Me. The World. The 

Media 
Descriptive statistics (frequency 
distributions, measures of central 
tendency, standard deviation, 
cross tabulation, etc.) 

x x 

Correlation analysis x x 

Index analysis (summary indices) x x 

ANOVA analysis x x 

Factor analysis  x 

Cluster analysis x  

3.3.3 Focus groups conducted within the research project 

Secondly, this thesis builds on an analysis of four focus group interviews, 
conducted in Tartu and Tallinn, the two largest cities in Estonia. 

These semi-structured group interviews aimed to collect private 
experiences of media memories and media use, especially news-related 
information repertoires and in-depth interpretations of the news genre. As 
David L. Morgan (1997) explains, focus groups are a form of group inter-
view (i.e. it involves interviewing a number of people at the same time) yet 
they “rely on interaction within the group based on topics that are supplied 
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by the researcher” (Morgan 1997: 12). Therefore, the main reason for 
conducting focus group research was to stimulate a free exchange of ideas, 
attitudes, feelings and experiences from people belonging to the same 
generation, in order to study “the process whereby meaning is collectively 
constructed” (Bryman 2008: 476) within each interview or session. Jenny 
Kitzinger and Rosaline S. Barbour (2001) indicate that focus groups help to 
find out how knowledge, ideas, self-presentation and linguistic exchanges 
operate within a certain cultural and group context. 

Group discussion, as well as every other approach, has advantages and 
disadvantages. For example, the researcher may find it difficult to establish 
authority, especially if the group is dominated by some garrulous parti-
cipant or if some participants have a fear of saying something in direct 
opposition to the general opinion in group, so on and so forth. Also, parti-
cipants may not express exactly how they act or think in real situations 
where the third person cannot hear or see them at all. Anyhow, describing 
any research method, the inevitable defects and more or less serious pinch 
points that may attend, have to be taken into account in the phase of 
analysis and presentation of the results. 

Preparation and conduct of focus groups 

The group discussions were carried out from November 8 to December 8, 
2011. These discussions were moderated by the author of the thesis and 
assisted by Rauno Salupere, a manager of the poll company Tartu Klaster 
OÜ. The group discussions were held in Estonian. The interviews were 
audio-recorded and transcribed in full. 

The interviews lasted for around two hours each. The participants were 
given an overview of the programme and objectives of the research project 
and an agreement was reached concerning the further use (including 
publication) of the material collected in the focus groups.27 All respondents 
have been anonymised. As a token of gratitude for their time, each 
participant was given a gift card worth 20 euro. 

The groups were designed to reflect a range of factors that might impact 
on attitudes to news consumption including age, gender, region and 
ethnicity. The participants were recruited by the research company Klaster 
and were drawn from a pre-recruited online panel. All participants were 
recruited from the two largest cities in Estonia, Tallinn and Tartu. The focus 
groups included sixteen females and eight males born between 1939 and 
 
27 For focus group schedule and sample questions see Appendix 5. 
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1946, 1959 and 1966, 1976 and 1980, and 1990 and1995.28 To a general 
extent, these groups fit quite well into the classification of the previously 
introduced generational cohorts: ‘the post-war generation’ (retired people), 
‘the Space Race generation’ (people of active working age, most of them 
with children who where in their teens or in early twenties), ‘the transition 
generation’ (people of active working age, a few with small children), and 
‘the children of freedom’ (people in their formative years, i.e. high-school 
students and people in their early undergraduate studies). The sizes of the 
groups ranged from five to nine people. There were no media professionals 
and no friendship groups represented in the study. 

As already noted above, the number and composition of the focus 
groups based on the year of birth is somewhat different from the division of 
five generational cohorts as presented in subchapter 3.3. The focus groups 
were conducted before the final collection and analysis of statistical survey 
results. However, the year of birth divisions were based on an initial analysis 
of survey results; specifically, for example, the regular traditional and new 
media use patterns across the years of birth of all the respondents were 
observed comparatively. The statistically valid results indicated the cut-off 
points in the continuum of birth years by demonstating quite explicitly the 
shifting gaps in the use of media forms. Results of the initial analysis are 
shown in the Figure entitled “Regular reading of daily and weekly 
newspapers, online editions of newspapers and other news sites”, in 
Appendix 2 (Figure 3.3). 

The discussions in the focus groups were built on four interlinked 
subject areas, the approach to which formed a logical connected whole. 
Firstly, the moderator introduced the discussion by asking some questions 
about the participants’ media memories from early childhood and adoles-
cence, the family traditions of media use and the existence or absence of 
media means in their childhood home. Secondly, the respondents’ current 
daily media repertoires were discussed, based on their informational needs 
and preferences of various forms and channels. The discussion also con-
cerned familiarity with and active use of various communication techno-
logies and the advantages and disadvantages of novel applications and 
platforms compared to traditional media devices. Thirdly, aspects of 
people’s personal news media portfolio were discussed, starting with the 
most important and frequently used news channels and the topics the 
respondents usually follow. In addition, three particular news events were 

 
28 For the composition of the focus groups see Appendix 4. 
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discussed. The events were chosen because of their high actuality in the 
news agenda at that particular point in time, and because they represented 
both foreign and domestic news: (a) The European debt crisis and the 
political tensions around the countries that were in deep financial trouble in 
2011 (for example Greece, Ireland and Portugal), (b) the Occupy Wall 
Street and Occupy Tallinn/Tartu protest movement and demonstrations,29 
(c) the teacher salary crisis and preparations for a large-scale strike.30 

Fourthly, the participants were asked to use their own words to define 
and discuss the meaning and importance of news and news media. Free 
interpretation by the respondents is supplementary to the data on news 
usage collected by the statistical survey and is valuable because the 
questionnaires did not explicitly explain what should be understood as 
news. To conclude the group discussion, the groups discussed issues 
concerning the relatively new practices of using social networking media 
(for example Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and blogs) as well as consuming 
digital media content, including reading books on digital devices. The focus 
groups were summed up with a short feedback session. 

3.3.4 Qualitative data analysis 

The study, based on the data collected during the focus group interviews is 
presented in Chapter 6. The chapter addresses more thoroughly the 
personal perceptions and interpretations of generation group represen-
tatives concerning their media experience during different stages of their 
life course. Many memories and descriptions reflect the episodes described 
in the historical overview of the Estonian media landscape presented at the 
beginning of this (current) chapter. Furthermore, the data collected by 
qualitative methods allows one to concentrate on the phenomenon titled by 
Michael Corsten (1999) ‘generational semantics’, under which he under-
stands similar discursive practices that play a crucial role in the process of 

 
29 In mid-October 2011, around 200 people gathered in Freedom Square in downtown 
Tallinn to protest against the political and financial establishment. The demonstrators 
were inspired by the ongoing series of demonstrations in New York known as Occupy 
Wall Street. A smaller-scale demonstration was also held in Tartu. Similar protests took 
place in 82 countries and over 950 cities around the world. 
30 From March 7 to 9, 2012, a three-day teachers’ strike took place in Tallinn and Tartu, 
during which more than 16 thousand teachers at public education establishments 
stopped work and demanded a 20% increase in their minimum wage. In response to 
their demand, the Ministry of Education and Research offered to raise the minimum 
gross monthly salary of teachers by 15% in 2013. 
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forming a social generation. In addition, the focus group data shows how 
different generational groups talk about media and the vocabulary they use. 

The transcribed focus groups were arranged and classified by using the 
qualitative content analysis software NVivo10, which enabled the singling 
out of the important key topics: media memories, current media 
repertoires, generational identity, news discourse, impressions of particular 
news events, social networking media use, linguistic aspects, etc. 

The methodological point of departure in Chapter 6 is based on Norman 
Fairclough’s ([1995] 2010) critical study of language. The choice of Fair-
clough’s approach allowed to efficiently examine vocabulary, grammar and 
various discourses interwoven within the texts. Therefore, focusing on the 
relationship between age-, generation- and life course-related aspects in the 
discussions this qualitative study addresses allows the ways in which 
personal and collective opinions and ideas about issues that concern every-
day media habits and (news) media repertoires to be expressed. A more 
detailed description of the critical text analysis is presented in Chapter 6. 

3.5 Potential shortcomings in methods and data 

As with any research, this study also has its possible flaws, which have to be 
mentioned. The greatest limitation relates to the data that were available 
during the study. The survey results collected during the above two studies 
cover the period of only one decade. This makes it difficult to study in 
sufficient detail the development of the media repertoires of all the five 
generational cohorts and the changes of these repertoires over time; neither 
do the data allow solid conclusions on the ‘fresh’ media experience of the 
older generation groups about their media experience during their for-
mative years, which in the light of Mannheim’s theory is one of the 
determining/critical factors in shaping generation consciousness. A dataset 
covering several decades would have made it possible to study more 
thoroughly the generationing process in these groups, i.e. how the various 
generations develop over time in their relations and perceptions of media as 
well as in their role as news audiences. Unquestionably, cross-sectional data 
by its very nature has limitations in order to deal with and determine the 
effects resulting from age, and especially different phases of the life course. 

Subsequently, it should also be noted that in one of the five generations 
(‘the children of freedom’) the number of respondents varied considerably 
over the studied period (see Table 3.1). As the lower age limit of res-
pondents is usually 15 years in statistical surveys, the data of 2002 for the 
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respective generational group allow only analysis of the replies of respon-
dents who were 15 at the time, which is why the number of responses is very 
small and the group’s results can be generalised for the entire generational 
cohort only with remarkable concessions. 

Possible difficulties (from the point of view of aspect of uniform 
presentation of results) can arise as well from integration of two different 
survey data sets, carried out by different research teams, using two different 
professional survey companies (both of them located in Tallinn, Estonia). 
Nevertheless, both the Variable Media Landscapes and the Me. The World. 
The Media survey have managed to reach a representative group of in-
habitants across Estonia, following all the procedural and other require-
ments for a representative survey, and having long-term experience and 
competence in the field of market research. In addition, secondary analysis 
of large datasets has disadvantages, that are essential to consider (Bryman 
2008). For example, in data that was collected by someone else, the study 
measures are often not exactly what the current research might need to be 
collected, and so on. 

Finally, some shortcomings might result from the nature of social 
research. In particular, this criticism concerns the conduct of focus groups. 
On the one hand, the user of such research techniques has to consider that 
the behaviour of people can differ when they are in a group, i.e. group 
dynamics and interaction might have a certain impact on their behaviour 
and the way they present their ideas and information. It is also worth 
mentioning that the moderator of the focus groups (in this case in the 
person of the author of this dissertation) also represents one of the 
generations being studied, namely ‘the transition generation’. It is 
understandable that even though if a neutral position was attempted when 
conducting the focus groups, the fact that the interviewer shares the gener-
ational identity of the respondents naturally produces another under-
standing of the discussion and also possibly another type of influence on the 
discussion. Hence, the results and responses originating from this focus 
group could, at least to some extent, be contextualised and seen through the 
lens of a generation member with similar social background. Therefore, this 
aspect has to be kept in mind when interpreting the analysis and study 
results presented in this thesis. Probably the best possible solution would be 
to bear in mind a certain arbitrarity when analysing the results in detail and 
elaborating on the conclusions. As for the qualitative analysis, a self-
reflexive assessment to the research process is crucial. From the positive 
perspective, the current position of the author outside Estonia could, in 
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spite of shared past experience, provide the gaze of a bystander in order to 
better process data and make conclusions on the basis of that data. 

Summary 

This chapter has given an overview of the developments in the Estonian 
society and media landscape during Soviet times and after regained 
independence in 1991, and onward until the 2010s. 

This chapter has also presented the methodological choices made, and 
discussed in detail the use of the two main research methods adopted. The 
chapter has also outlined the methods that were used to choose the 
respondents to the surveys and participants for the focus groups. In 
addition, it discussed the particular data analysis techniques that are 
employed in quantitative as well as qualitative research of the consumption 
of different media among different generations. Furthermore, this chapter 
performs the function of linking the theoretical perspectives and empirical 
investigation that is presented in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

Media access and news usage  
between 2002 and 2012 

Introduction 

This chapter introduces the three-chapter empirical analysis section of this 
dissertation, and is followed by the final chapter of discussion and con-
cluding remarks. 

Chapter 4 presents a descriptive and explanatory analysis of the ways in 
which five generation cohorts access various media platforms and channels 
and utilise news in printed, online and mobile media. The chapter provides 
an overview of this access and how it has changed over the past ten years, 
based on ANOVA analysis of the two sets of quantitative survey results 
described in the previous chapter. Additionally, factor analysis has been 
used to study user preferences over the relevant topics and themes covered 
in national as well global media channels.  

This particular study operationalises three main groups of quantitative 
variables: (1) the use of various printed, electronic and digital media 
channels; (2) which media are employed for news purposes; (3) what 
thematic interests and preferences in particular media topics can be mapped 
and classified into particular content factors.  

In the later part of the chapter, the findings will be discussed in the 
context of their implications for, on one hand, general societal conditions 
and developments in media landscape, and on the other hand, their causal 
relationship with age, life course and generation-related issues. 

4.1 Access to various media and information sources 

The Estonian media landscape can generally be characterised by the 
structure of different media platforms (such as printed press, television, 
radio, online publications, social media networking sites), and particular 
media channels. A systematic investigation of the availability of various 
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media over the past years provides an opportunity to get a statistical picture 
of general trends in the Estonian media landscape and how Estonian people 
have coped with the changing media landscape since 2002. 

First, Table 4.1 illustrates within the five generation cohorts, access to 
traditional media as well as digital media through particular communi-
cation tools. As shown in Table 4.1, comparative data from 2002 to 2012 
reveal some important differences in utilisation of computer technology 
across the population in general, as well as the generational groups, even 
though not all the required data are available for a one-to-one comparison. 

TABLE 4.1. Access to various media and information sources among the five generation 
cohorts in Estonia in 2002, 2010 and 2012. Percentage of respondents. Source: Variable 
Media Landscapes (2002 and 2012) 

The post-
war 

generation 

The early 
Soviet 

generation 

The Space 
Race 

generation 

The 
transition 
generation 

The children 
of 

freedom 

Access to 
the 
following 
media 2002 2012 2002 2012 2002 2012 2002 2012 2002 2012 

n = 235 167 369 395 379 305 408 396 24 260 

% of respondents 

Newspaper 
subscription 

- 61 - 49 - 46 - 23 - 29 

Radio 97 94 97 98 99 98 97 98 100 96 

TV 97 95 97 98 99 98 97 98 100 96 

Landline 
phone 

73 66 75 55 68 47 65 34 88 36 

Mobile 
phone 

37 87 68 96 84 99 91 98 54 99 

Smartphone - 3 - 8 - 26 - 52 - 57 

PC 11 23 29 45 44 65 46 64 46 63 

Laptop 2 14 4 31 8 64 6 79 13 86 

Tablet - 2 - 5 - 11 - 16 - 12 

Broadband 
connection 

4 17 13 40 21 53 25 67 17 61 

Mobile 
Internet 

- 4 - 11 - 32 - 46 - 51 

Note. Empty fields in the table indicate, that a channel/device was not included in the survey in that year.  
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However, according to the available data, one can see that approximately half 
of the respondents in total do not subscribe to any newspaper or magazine. 
Among those who do subscribe to a newspaper, the percentage is highest in 
‘the post-war generation’. A comparison of the 2010 and 2012 surveys reveals 
that newspaper subscriptions among ‘the children of freedom’ have decreased 
about 16 percent (no table presented, in 2002 this question was not asked), 
being relatively at the same level as subscription activity in ‘the transition 
generation’. A certain downtrend in contact with print media among ‘the 
transition generation’ may be expected. Perhaps the subscription was 
previously made by the family of those young respondents, and was been later 
marginalised or not continued as part of their distinct personal media 
repertoire. When analysing physical access to the traditional broadcasting 
media, such as radio and television, it is apparent that it has remained almost 
constant since the turn of the millennium. Only among ‘the children of 
freedom’ one can we see a declining popularity for TV and radio.  

According to the analysis of the general ownership of computers, by 
2012 three quarters of the population had a computer and Internet 
connection at home (this number was less than 45 percent at the end of 
2002).31 The percentage of those with a computer increased by about one-
fifth over this ten-year period equally among ‘the post-war generation’ and 
the ‘the children of freedom’, but overall there are, naturally, many times 
more computer and Internet users among the latter. As confirmed by the 
survey data, by 2012 Internet use had reached nearly 95% among ‘the 
children of freedom’ (compared to about 30% in ‘the post-war generation’). 
In addition, rapidly increased Internet access and the emergence of mobile 
connection (i.e. access to the Internet via handheld mobile devices) have 
had a great impact on the younger generation groups, who keenly wel-
comed the emergence of the convenience and ease of Internet connectivity. 
At the same time, ‘the post-war generation’ and ‘the early-Soviet generation’ 
still prefer a fixed broadband connection to a portable modem.32  
 
31 As for the background information, Statistics Estonia reports that at the beginning of 
September 2013, about 80% of households had a computer and Internet connection. 
Most households had a broadband connection: DSL, Cable-TV or 3G mobile con-
nection. Available from: < http://www.stat.ee/65161> [13 September 2013]. 
32 Since 1992, when the Internet became available to the public of Estonia, access has 
increased rapidly and broadband connections have gradually been replaced by wireless 
or mobile connection. On the regional scale, Tallinn inhabitants have the best Internet 
access, while the gap between the Estonian urban and rural areas is narrowing (not 
reported in the tables). However, as seen from the 2002 survey, less than half of the 
population had access to the Internet, and only a quarter had Internet access in their 
homes. At that time, the project that was to lead to the building an extensive network of 
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Next, the 2006 survey (no table presented) showed that the vast majority 
of all those questioned indicated that they have at least one mobile phone 
(90,9% of the total population), a figure that has not gone down over the 
years. The trend is to replace ordinary mobile phones with smartphones, 
which offer more advanced capabilities than just making phone calls or 
sending text messages. Thus, as discussed by media researchers (Bolin 
2004), one should renounce the ‘phone’ part of ‘smartphone’ and call it 
instead a ‘mobile device’. As regards means of telecommunication, it is 
important to refer to the use of landline phones in various groups. Namely, 
while about two-thirds of ‘the post-war generation’ still have a landline 
phone in their homes, in turn, almost 40% of ‘the children of freedom’ and 
‘the transition generation’ indicated that they had never had a landline 
phone, only a mobile phone, and/or smart phone. According to Göran 
Bolin (2010), who has been researching the comparative diffusion of mobile 
phones in Estonia and Sweden, the growth rate of mobile phone ownership 
in Estonia was dramatic between 1997 and 1999, when “almost half of the 
Estonian population became owners of a mobile phone”, which happened 
because of a substantial increase in monthly income between 1993 and 
1999, from the equivalent of US$81 to $262 (Bolin 2010: 61-62). 

Our data also reveals that since the early 2000s, people started to give up 
landline phones after acquiring a mobile phone (no table presented for 
abandonment of landline phones). In 2002 the percentage of people who 
claimed to have abandoned their landline phones among mobile owners 
was 16% (12% claimed they never had a landline phone). According to the 
2012 survey, 20% of mobile owners have given up the landline phone (25% 
did not have a landline phone before). 

In 2010, an even newer technology emerged with the arrival of the 
smartphone and the tablet computer. By 2012, more than one-third of the 
Estonian population had smartphones and about 10% had tablet computers. 
As the telecommunication companies already report, more than half of 
mobile phone owners now prefer a smartphone to a normal mobile phone.33 

                                                                                                                                       
public Internet access points, which was meant to cover all 15 counties of the country, 
had just started.  
33 In July 2013, a survey was conducted by the media and marketing services company 
Mindshare (n=1564) that compared the usage of smartphones in all three Baltic 
countries in the 15 to 74 age group. Lithuania had the highest portion of smartphone 
access (57%) with Latvia last (44%). In Estonia, 52% of people used smartphones, while 
all of the 15 to 19-year-old respondents said they had a smartphone. Available from: 
http://majandus24.postimees.ee/2091324/uuring-100-protsenti-eesti-15-19-aastastest-
noortest-kasutavad-nutitelefone. [30 September 2013]. 
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Two generation groups – ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the children of 
freedom’, as expected – have been the quickest to adopt this novel techno-
logy even if these costly devices are less affordable, especially for those 
young people whose financial status probably depends on their parents’ 
income.34  

One could also conclude from the above that media access in Estonia has 
become more complex during the ubiquitous media era, when the 
computer and mobile media have gained significance as rapidly diffusing 
platforms for information and media usage. The descriptive analysis clearly 
emphasises the generational differences – ‘the children of freedom’ score 
low with regards to traditional media (especially to the printed press), but 
have more diversified orientation towards the Internet and mobile and 
smart devices, while ‘the post-war generation’ shows loyalty toward tradi-
tional means. Most likely, the trends described above also indicate amplified 
usage of various media channels, which have been analysed below.  

4.2 Usage of various channels and formats 

For the sake of methodological clarity, it has to be noted that in this study, 
on the basis of the results from the 2012 survey, several aggregated 
characteristics of the regular usage of a particular type of media were 
compiled in order to capture the respondents’ media repertoires, as 
presented in Table 4.2. In order to analyse the channel use differences 
between the groups, the results of all individual variables across an attribute 
were computed into sum variables (indices), since the index variables allow 
for a better comparison than single variables, such as usage of a single 
newspaper edition or TV channel analysed and presented one by one (for 
the principles of compliation of indices, see Appendix 1). 

To generate the index variables, the single variables based on a four- to 
six-point scales are first re-coded on shortened scales representting only 
positive values of the variables, indicating regular or high usage of various 
channels and platforms. Two index variables presented in Table 4.2 draw 
together positive and negative attitudes towards the Internet and computers 
(labelled as perceived risks or advantages of the usage of the Internet and 
 
34 The link between income and means of communication is clearly indicated in the 2012 
survey results, specifically among those whose income was over 800 euros a month per 
family member 52% had a smartphone and 27% had a tablet computer, while in the 
income group of up to 300 euros a month per family member, 13% had a smartphone 
and only 5% had a tablet computer (not reported in the tables). 
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computers). Subsequently, individual re-coded variables are computed into 
aggregated summary index variables that correspond to a certain common 
measure (for example, ‘diversity and frequency of newspaper reading’ or 
‘credibility of the Estonian media’, etc.). In the further analysis based on 
descriptive statistics analysis, the aggregate variable scale is reduced and re-
coded back to a four- or five-point scale (following the initial proportions of 
the individual variables’ scale).35 

However, for a comparison of generational differences as predicted by 
the preferences of media channels and attitudes towards the Internet, 13 
index variables were generated by summing up the following variables: 

 
1. The ‘Diversity and frequency of reading newspapers’ index was 

generated by aggregating individual variables of regular reading of 
several printed daily and weekly newspapers. 

2. The ‘Diversity and frequency of reading daily newspapers’ index 
was generated by aggregating individual variables of regular 
reading of nearly seven daily papers. 

3. The ‘Diversity and frequency of reading daily newspapers’ index 
was generated by aggregating individual variables of regular 
reading of nearly seven weekly papers. 

4. The ‘Diversity and frequency of reading magazines’ index was 
generated by aggregating individual variables of regular reading of 
nearly 10 printed journals and magazines. 

5. The ‘Diversity and frequency of radio listening’ index variable was 
generated by summing up the frequency of listening to nearly 25 
radio stations. 

6. The ‘Diversity and frequency of listening to music radio’ index 
variable was generated by summing up the frequency of listening to 
nearly 15 music radio stations. 

 
35 For example, for obtaining the index of newspaper reading, two groups or variables 
(daily newspapers and weekly newspapers) were re-coded first on a five-point scale 
(daily newspapers) and a three-point scale (weekly newspapers) as follows: 4/5 – very 
frequent reading, 3/4 –  frequent reading, 2/3 – not very frequent reading, 1/2 – in-
frequent reading. For every single edition listed in the questionnaire, these variables 
were summed up. The calculated index variables ranged from 0 to 12 (the higher the 
value the more frequent and diverse reading of newspapers). The index variable was 
shortened into four categories: 5 – very frequent and diverse (wide) reading of news-
papers, 4 – frequent and diverse reading of newspapers, 3 – moderately frequent and 
diverse reading of newspapers, 2 – infrequent and non-diverse reading of newspapers, 1 
– do not read at all. 
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7. The ‘Diversity and frequency of listening to talk radio’ index 
variable was generated by summing up the frequency of listening to 
nearly 10 talk radio stations. 

8. The ‘Diversity and frequency in TV viewing’ index variable was 
generated by summing up frequency of watching nearly 20 TV 
channels. 

9. The ‘Diversity and frequency of usage of Internet news sources’ 
index variable was generated by summing up frequency of using 
nearly 15 news portals or other information websites  

10. The ‘Diversity and frequency of usage of social networking media’ 
index variable was generated by summing up the frequency of 
using nearly 15 social media platforms. 

11. The ‘Using media on mobile devices’ index variable was generated 
by summing up the following individual variables: 

a. frequency of following news feed on mobile or smart phone, 
b. frequency of using other Internet media on mobile or smart 

phone. 
12. The ‘Perceptions of the risks of the Internet and computers and 

mobiles’ index variable was generated by summing up 14 
statements that point out different risks associated with Internet 
and computer technology usage. 

13. The ‘Perceptions of the advantages of the Internet and computers 
and mobiles’ index variable was generated by summing up seven 
statements that point out opportunities associated with Internet 
and computer technology usage. 

For further analysis and in order to compare the five generation groups in 
terms of their preferences of media channel and perceptions of the 
advantages and risks of the Internet, statistically significant differences in 
mean values, using F-ratio, were explored in the analysis of variance 
(ANOVA). As can be seen from Table 4.2, frequent and versatile usage of 
daily and weekly printed newspapers, and also radio listening, change 
linearly, being highest in ‘the post-war generation’ and lowest among ‘the 
children of freedom’. 
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TABLE 4.2. Generational differences as predicted by the preferences of media channels 
and attitudes towards the Internet (ANOVA; the means significantly above the average 
are in bold). Source: Variable Media Landscapes (2012) 

Indices All P-W 
Gen 

ES 
Gen 

SR 
Gen 

T 
Gen 

CoF F Sig. 

n= 1570 167 395 305 396 260   
Reading 
newspapers 
(frequency and 
diversity) 

0.86 1.35 1.07 0.93 0.61 0.58 19.9 .000 

Reading daily 
newspapers 
(frequency and 
diversity) 

1.49 1.73 1.6 1.53 1.34 1.36 12.8 .000 

Reading weekly 
newspapers 
(frequency and 
diversity) 

1.54 1.83 1.63 1.59 1.39 1.38 16.6 .000 

Reading 
magazines 
(frequency and 
diversity) 

0.57 0.43 0.61 0.63 0.53 0.67 2.6 NS 

Listening to radio 
(frequency and 
diversity) 

1.43 1.39 1.46 1.47 1.45 1.37 0.48 NS 

Listening to talk 
radio (frequency 
and diversity) 

0.73 1.51 1.04 0.68 0.34 0.18 81.4 .000 

Listening to music 
radio (frequency 
and diversity) 

1.48 0.77 1.36 1.54 1.74 1.77 19.1 .000 

Watching TV 
(frequency and 
diversity) 

2.23 2.23 2.36 2.28 2.23 1.94 6.7 .000 

Using Internet 
news sources 
(frequency and 
diversity) 

0.96 0.43 0.66 1.15 1.21 1.26 22.2 .000 

Using social media 
networking sites 
(frequency and 
diversity) 

1.54 0.13 0.75 1.46 2.31 2.80 265.2 .000 

Using media on 
mobile devices 
(frequency) 

0.49 0.01 0.07 0.26 0.8 1.28 74.1 .000 
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Perceptions of the 
risks of the 
Internet and 
computers and 
mobiles 

2.54 2.27 2.52 2.81 2.67 2.47 23.0 .000 

Perception of the 
advantages of the 
Internet and 
computers and 
mobiles 

1.93 1.40 1.73 2.02 2.15 2.36 35.0 .000 

Note. F = variance between groups. Sig. = significant variance (p < 0,01). 

The second half of Table 4.2 reveals an opposite (linear) trend in favour of 
new media, in particular, the Internet and online media, mobile media and 
social networking sites like Facebook, YouTube or Twitter). As one would 
expect, ‘the children of freedom’ appear to form the most active group of 
users of web-based editions and channels, as well as social networking 
media. One of the most common explanations for these trends stresses the 
multifunctional nature of the Internet as a strong advantage compared to 
mono-functional channels like newspapers, etc. Moreover, online media 
channels provide users with a 24-hour news cycle, an efficient way to 
explore and utilise a wealth of information. Internet-connected equipment 
is convenient to use for both meeting information interests and various 
other (frequently simultaneous) communication activities, since the Inter-
net offers content in multidimensional formats like text, audio and video. 
Regrettably, the 2012 survey has not taken into consideration the role of 
social networking media as emerging platform for dissemination of the 
professional news information, as some recent research on news con-
sumption repertoires do (see, for example, Schrøder 2014). However, the 
role of social media in news consumption patterns will be discussed in 
Chapter 6, which elaborates on the transforming news media landscape by 
analysing the data from the focus groups conducted within the research 
project.  

Table 4.2 also presents some results of how different generations 
perceive the advantages and disadvantages of the Internet (as well as novel 
digital technology in general). ‘The Space Race generation’ stands out by 
virtue of awareness of the potential risks of using computers and other 
communication devices as well as the possible consequences of using the 
Internet. Further analysis of some background socio-demographic variables 
reveals that those whose families include one or more children under 18 
consider more seriously a variety of risks and pitfalls of Internet use such as 
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addiction, cyber bullying, etc. (no table presented). Contrary to mature 
respondents, ‘the children of freedom’ appear especially keen to perceive the 
advantages that the Internet offers to users by becoming a ubiquitous and 
influential source of information, and are less critical in identifying 
potential risks online. Moreover, ca. 60% of them admit that they can no 
longer imagine their lives without the Internet, while 34% of ‘the post-war 
generation’ have not even thought about this question.  

In order to introduce the next section focused more carefully on news 
consumption, including differences between reading news on paper and on 
screen, a comparison will be made between 2002 and 2012 with the purpose 
of mapping out all the main media channels that different generation 
groups follow regularly (meaning at least 3 to 4 times a week (see Figure 
4.1)). To examine more closely the potential tendency to change one’s 
habitual preferences in channel use, index variables of the regular usage of 
various media channels were compiled across types of channels, namely 
daily and weekly newspapers, magazines, TV, radio, online newspapers and 
news portals. Similarly to the indices computed from the 2012 data (as 
introduced above), the respective index variables were also compiled from 
the 2002 data.  

The findings, based on the comparative analysis of 2002 and 2012 data, 
confirm the previously indicated shift in the proportion of reading print 
and online newspapers. Figures for online reading increase, while reading of 
paper decreases progressively and linearly with decreasing age. At the same 
time, one can see relative stability in listening to radio and watching TV 
broadcasts, even though small fluctuations have been observed in all gen-
erational groups over the years. Noteworthy in Figure 4.1 is the pre-
dominant reading of online editions in ‘the transition generation’, while ‘the 
children of freedom’ are relatively indifferent to web journalism. Two 
aspects can be pointed out as possible explanations. Here, the age and life 
situation components come into effect: ‘the children of freedom’ were only 
15 in 2002 and their media use at the time probably depended largely on the 
channels and means available in the households and schools. In turn, ‘the 
transition generation’ had already entered the labour market by 2002, which 
probably gave many of them an advantage in computer use (also for 
personal purposes). The 2002 survey results also show that computers were 
used mainly in the workplace – 65% of computer users indicated this as an 
almost daily option.  
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FIGURE 4.1. The indices of the regular use of different media channels across five 
generations in 2002 and 2012. Percentage of respondents. Source: Variable Media 
Landscapes (2002 and 2012) 
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Understandably, computer and Internet use had become a much more 
individual practice by 2012, owing to the better availability of the 
equipment for personal use, so that their use has become less ‘institutional’ 
or establishment-regulated compared to the early 2000s.  

For a general comparison, other population surveys of the past few years 
also show signs of a certain shortening of the daily TV viewing time across 
the entire population, but especially among younger generations. For 
example, an annual survey by the TNS Emor pollster revealed that from 
2009 to 2013 the TV viewing time decreased from 4 hours and 23 minutes 
to 3 hours and 51 minutes; in the age groups 15–19 and 20–29 from nearly 
3 hours to nearly 2 hours.36 This means than even television, which so far 
has held onto its audience during the rise of the Internet, is becoming 
vulnerable to a decline in viewers. 

4.3 Trends in news consumption  

While discussing multiple usage of online media, the 2012 data offers a 
glimpse into the structure of how the complementary opportunities 
accessible via the Internet have been utilised by the five generation groups. 
Table 4.3 shows that two of the most used applications among Estonian 
inhabitants on a daily basis are reading of online news (38%) and use of 
social networking media (31%).37 The most dedicated news readers are ‘the 
Space-Race generation’ and ‘the transition generation’ (44%), while the 
most distanced is ‘the post-war generation’ (16%). Internet television and 
radio had not reached any considerable position in any of the groups by 
2012 (while this indicator may have changed by 2014). One third of ‘the 
children of freedom generation’ spent equal amounts of time on instant 
communication channels (MSN, etc.) and news channels, while over two-
thirds spent time on Facebook and other social media channels every day. 
Therefore, Table 4.3 reveals that social networking media have proven to be 

 
36 The unpublished reports of indicators of media use in Estonia generated by the TNS 
Emor pollster can be found at the database of the Institute of Social Studies, Faculty of 
Social Sciences and Education, University of Tartu. For an overview of aggregated 
indicators of media use in the years 2000-2011, see Vihalemm, Lauristin & Kõuts-
Klemm (2012: 54).  
37 For comparison, the most frequently used service among Internet users is reading 
online publications (91% of the population read news online), reported Statistics Estonia 
in 2013. Web-based news usage was followed by e-mailing (90%) and Internet banking 
(87%). Moreover, reading online media is substantially more widespread in Estonia than 
the European Union average (Soiela 2013). 
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important, especially for ‘the children of freedom’, who have grown up with 
interactive media as part of their everyday lives.  

 

TABLE 4.3. Usage of different media on the Internet on a daily basis during the past 12 
months (since December 2011). Percentage of respondents. Source: Variable Media 
Landscapes (2012) 

Note. The survey respondents were asked the following: How often do you use the Internet for the 
following activities? A 5-point scale of alternatives was given as follows: 1 – ‘not at all’, 2 - ‘a couple 
of times a year’, 3 - ‘regularly a couple of times a month’, 4 - ‘a couple of times a week’, 5 - ‘almost 
every day’. 

Elaborating on the aspects presented in the research on changing user 
practices and media transformations, two opinions prevail: some are 
convinced that paper editions are being replaced by online news channels, 
while others suggest that print and online media complement each other 
(Dimmick et al. 2004, Nguyen & Wadbring 2006). According to the widely 
spread understanding, the success of web journalism arises from advantages 
such as immediacy, ubiquity, interactivity, multimediality, hypertextuality 
(including the interlinking of relevant articles and texts), etc. (cf. Deuze 
2003). It is also relevant that a large part of the journalistic material 
available on the web is free of charge, as opposed to print media (of 
Estonian newspapers, mainly the weeklies and weekend editions are 
charged for). 

 All P-W 
Gen 

ES 
Gen 

SR 
Gen 

T Gen CoF 

n= 1194 50 229 267 389 259 

% of respondents 

Reading online editions 38 16 35 44 44 31 

Listening to online radio 6 2 6 5 7 6 

Watching TV online 4 2 4 3 4 6 

Reading blogs 5 0 4 3 4 8 

Chatting (Skype, MSN, etc.) 9 7 8 13 23 31 

Using social networking sites 
(Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, 
etc.) 

31 4 8 17 34 67 
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4.3.1 Reading on paper and reading on screen 

The data indicates that, reading news online instead of on paper has 
demonstrated considerable growth in Estonia, especially since 2005–2006. 
This coincides with the fact that editorial offices at this time started to 
introduce newspaper applications that are more convenient to use and have 
been created specifically for web environments.38  

When analysing the data within each generation cohort, a statistically 
significant change can be noticed, for the most part, in the context of 
regular reading of print newspapers and magazines. As one can see in 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2, nearly half of the people who belong to ‘the transition 
generation’ and ‘the freedom generation’ have over the years from 2002 to 
2012 integrated themselves into the online media environment in such a 
way that they now dominate it, and, step by step, have given up newspapers. 
The reading of online editions is also increasing in ‘the early Soviet 
generation’ as well as ‘the post-war generation’ between 2002 and 2012: the 
readership has grown up to nearly 30% (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). It is important 
to mention that online media is perceived by them mainly as a textual 
medium meant for reading (i.e. they are not eager to watch TV and movies 
or listen to radio online). These findings can be discussed within the context 
of the improvement of digital literacy in the later phases of life.39 

A relatively new phenomenon on the Estonian media landscape is the 
use of mobile Internet in smart devices and the following of news flows 
through them, which practice was first adopted (as expected) by ‘the 
children of freedom’. The 2012 data shows that 13% of ‘the children of 
freedom’ read news on their smartphones at least once a day (compared to 
4% in 2010), as compared to 8% in ‘the transition generation’ (2% in 2010) 
and nearly 3% of ‘the Space Race generation’ (0.3% in 2010). The remaining 
user groups had not used the application at all. 

 
38 According to a Statistics Estonia’s report, nine out of ten Internet users use the 
Internet to read web publications. The most common Internet skill, regardless of age, is 
searching for information. Available from: <http://www.stat.ee/65162>. [13 September 
2013]. 
39 Even though computer and Internet use among senior citizens is increasing, although 
not very rapidly (while Internet use has reached the highest possible level among the 
youth), the results of the ‘Programme for the International Assessment of Adult 
Competencies’ (PIAAC), which were published in 2013 (Halapuu and Valk 2013), show 
that the gap between the elderly (60–65) and young people’s computer use is greater in 
Estonia than in the other countries covered by the survey, meaning that the elderly are 
not very skilled in handling information processing issues. 
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There are no data to compare off-line and on-line reading between 2002 
and 2012, but there are comparable data for the years 2002 and 2011. 
Subsequently, a comparatively overview of the interplay between print and 
web media will be given in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. In both stages of the survey 
series (2002 and 2011), the respondents were asked about reading on paper 
and on the Internet. The outcome clearly indicates evidence of conformity 
to the above described trends. 

FIGURE 4.2. Reading of printed newspapers in 2002 and 2011. Percentage of 
respondents. Source: Me. The World. The Media (2002 and 2011) 

 
Note. The survey respondents were asked the following: Do you read some printed newspapers? A 4-
point scale alternatives were recoded into 3-scale alternatives: 1 – ‘not at all’, 2 - ‘sometimes’, 3 - 
‘regularly’. 
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FIGURE 4.3. Reading of online newspapers in 2002 and 2011. Percentage of 
respondents. Source: Me. The World. The Media (2002 and 2011) 

 
Note. The survey respondents were asked about the following: How often are you reading 
newspapers on the Internet? A 5-point scale alternatives were recoded into 3-scale alternatives:  
1 – ‘not at all’, 2 - ‘sometimes’, 3 - ‘regularly’.  

As seen from figures 4.2 and 4.3, ‘the post-war generation’ are the last to 
abandon print newspapers. However, this is quite the contrary, according to 
the 2011 data, in which they predominantly prefer the printed press to the 
Internet. However, the proportion of those among them who do not use 
Internet media has begun to decrease gradually (from 90% in 2002 to 81% 
in 2011). As for the online newspapers, together the tables clearly show that 
the preference for online news media among ‘the transition generation’ and 
‘the children of freedom’ took root during this nearly 10-year span. As one 
can guess, almost all groups surveyed might use a strategy that combines 
news reading on paper and on the Internet, according to their opportunities 
and resources. 

As a further extension of the above, the patterns of news consumption 
across all platforms can be compared for the years 2005, 2008 and 2011 
because the same was asked (see Figure 4.4). As Figure 4.4 generally shows, 
regular consumption of news media since 2005 has somewhat decreased in 
all generation cohorts. The most notable decline, however, can be seen 
among ‘the children of freedom’: from 80% in 2005 to 69% in 2011. 
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FIGURE 4.4. Regular news consumption across various media platforms, including 
newspapers, radio, TV and the Internet during the 2005-2011 period. Percentage of 
respondents. Source: Me. The World. The Media (2005, 2008, and 2011)  

 
Note. The question was formulated as follows: How often do you follow various media channels to 
obtain news on domestic and foreign issues? Consider all the channels – newspapers, radio, TV, the 
Internet?, with the scale alternatives 1 – ‘occasionally, irregularly’; 2 – ‘quite regularly, but not every 
day’; 3 – ‘usually once a day’; 4 – ‘a couple of times a day’; 5 – ‘several times a day’. The analysis 
summarises all answers that indicated regular consumption of news reports (even if this was not quite 
a daily habit). 

While Figure 4.4 analyses regular consumption in a more general manner, 
Figure 4.5 reveals the percentage of daily news consumption across plat-
forms. Among ‘the children of freedom’ this was 45% in 2005 and only 34% 
in 2011. In the remaining generation groups, daily news consumption has 
remained at a level of at least 50%, fluctuating between 79% and 65% in ‘the 
post-war generation’. At the same time, the tendency of irregular usage of 
news has increased over the time, above all among ‘the children of freedom’. 
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FIGURE 4.5. Daily news consumption across various media platforms, including 
newspapers, radio, TV and the Internet during the 2005–2011 period. Percentage of 
respondents. Source: Me. The World. The Media (2005, 2008, and 2011)  

 

Note. The table is performed on the basis of the previously described question. The analysis 
summarises the following scale alternatives: 4 – ‘a couple of times a day’, 5 – ‘several times a day’.  

To conclude, one can emphasise that even though the news media system 
has become enriched with new platforms and formats since the early 2000s, 
‘the transition generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’ still appear to be 
considerably less active in following the news regularly (not even 
mentioning daily usage) than ‘the post-war generation’, whose practices 
reflect the greatest stability of their news repertoires. 

4.4 Interest in media topics 

For the years 2002, 2008 and 2011 questions on preferences for media 
content were asked. The respondents were asked what media topics they 
were interested in. In the questionnaire, there were a total of 38 topics (37 in 
2008, and 32 in 2002) which represented all the main spheres of everyday 
media content, starting with domestic issues, social affairs, politics and 
ending with history and arts.  

The following ranking was composed on the basis of three years’ survey 
results (based on calculated percentages) (see Table 4.4), which indicates 
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differences in the patterns of associations between five generational cohorts 
and their choices of thematic categories or repertoires.40 

The comparison over nine years (from 2002 to 2011) shows consistency 
across generation groups. The most actual topics for all respondents were 
national and local news. The top ten also included foreign news, television 
programmes and films, humour, and for most of the generational cohorts 
(except ‘the children of freedom’) also health care, opinions and current 
affairs. The results indicate that Estonian media audiences, despite the slight 
decrease referred to in Figure 4.5, can be characterised by a considerable 
engagement with the traditional journalistic news format which still shapes 
quite a large part of their media usage. However, it is noteworthy that the 
significance of foreign news and global issues over local news was 
recognised among ‘the children of freedom’ in 2011. Further discussion of 
this particular finding will be provided in the later part of this thesis, in 
order to produce more substantive insights into how the generation groups 
relate to the global aspects of media coverage. 

A remarkably low interest in political institutions (for example the 
political parties, the Parliament, the President, etc.) can be seen from Table 
4.4; these particular institutions were picked up mainly by people belonging 
to ‘the post-war generation’, and less frequently by other generation groups. 
At the same time, matters that relate to political and public scandals and 
corruption were marked as relatively engaging topics by all generation 
cohorts.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
40 Kalmus, Masso and Lauristin (2013) also use data from the 2011 survey Me. The 
World. The Media to analyse the same thematic categories across four age groups of 
Estonian people (15–19, 30–44, 45–59, 60–74). 
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TABLE 4.4. Rankings of media topics in the list of preferences, by generation cohorts in 
2002, 2008 and 2011. The top 10 themes are marked with colour. Source: Me. The 
World. The Media (2002, 2008 and 2011) 

 The post-war 
generation 

The early 
Soviet time 
generation 

The Space 
Race 
generation 

The 
transition 
generation 

The children 
of freedom 

Topic 

2002 

2008 

2011 

2002 

2008 

2011 

2002 

2008 

2011 

2002 

2008 

2011 

2002 

2008 

2011 

Estonian news 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 
Local news 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 3 3 
Health care 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 4 7 11 8 12 15 14 
Social 
problems, 
social security 

4 4 4 7 5 7 11 7 6 16 5 12 23 17 18 

TV 
programmes, 
films 

6 6 5 5 9 5 3 9 6 3 6 7 2 7 6 

Foreign news 10 5 6 4 7 4 6 6 3 8 3 3 7 7 2 
Current affairs, 
opinions 

9 7 7 12 8 6 14 10 5 20 10 9 22 14 16 

Humour 14 10 8 11 6 8 9 5 7 6 4 5 1 4 7 
Nature, 
environment 

5 9 9 8 13 10 12 17 13 15 27 23 16 28 27 

Rural life 12 16 10 14 14 14 22 18 19 29 29 30 28 29 35 
History, 
memory 

  11   15   18   31   29 

Crime, police, 
law 

7 8 12 10 4 9 8 4 11 4 7 10 10 8 10 

Legislation, 
judiciary 

8 11 13 6 11 11 7 12 10 12 21 11 20 26 21 

Sport 17 18 14 13 16 17 13 16 16 14 16 13 8 11 11 
Corruption, 
scandals 

18 12 15 18 10 12 18 11 15 21 14 25 21 19 22 

Home, family, 
children 

11 14 16 9 12 13 4 8 9 10 7 4 13 16 25 

Celebrities, 
relationships 

24 13 17 26 15 18 24 15 17 19 13 21 19 12 13 

Education, 
learning 

19 26 18 15 21 16 10 13 12 5 12 6 3 5 4 

Arts, literature, 
theatre 

21 15 19 16 17 19 20 22 23 26 28 27 14 23 26 

Science, 
research 

20 20 20 17 19 23 17 21 20 11 19 26 11 20 24 
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President, 
parliament 

13 17 21 21 22 22 30 30 32 32 32 32 25 30 30 

Ombudsman, 
state audit 

23 25 22 29 32 34 34 35 38 34 36 38 29 36 37 

Politicians, 
parties 

25 22 23 32 29 28 33 33 37 33 35 36 30 35 36 

Government, 
ministries 

16 21 24 22 27 27 31 31 33 30 31 33 31 32 34 

Economy, 
business 

29 28 25 25 20 25 20 24 21 24 22 18 26 27 28 

Social life 27 19 26 28 18 20 27 14 22 23 9 16 24 10 15 
Statistics, 
surveys 

22 27 27 24 24 26 26 28 29 22 30 28 17 24 23 

Travel, tourism 28 23 28 30 23 29 23 25 28 25 20 24 15 25 20 
Music  24 29  31 30  29 27  23 22  9 8 
Civic 
participation, 
NGOs 

 29 30  33 36  34 35  33 35  33 33 

Museums  32 31  35 33  36 36  37 37  37 38 
Youth life 26 33 32 20 34 32 16 22 25 9 15 15 4 2 5 
Sell and buy 32 30 33 31 28 24 25 20 26 27 24 17 27 22 19 
Cars 30 31 34 27 25 31 19 26 24 17 18 19 18 21 12 
Architecture, 
design 

 34 35  36 38  37 34  34 34  31 31 

Construction, 
real estate 

36 35 36 33 30 37 29 27 31 28 25 29 33 34 32 

Jobs 37 36 37 19 26 21 15 19 14 13 18 14 32 18 17 
Computers, the 
Internet 

38 37 38 34 37 35 28 32 30 18 26 20 6 13 9 

Note. The question was formulated as: What topics are interesting for you in the media. Mark all 
topics you would most likely to follow. Empty fields in the table indicate, that a channel/device was 
not included in the survey in that particular year. 

The findings demonstrate significant distinctions arising from the level of 
interest in certain themes such as those dealing with culture produced in the 
fine and popular arts, and also topics related to computers, cars and other 
high-tech products. For instance, while news and other type of media 
content relating to computers and the Internet occupy the ninth position in 
the ranking according to the ‘the children of freedom, the majority of ‘the 
post-war generation’, ‘the early Soviet generation’ and ‘the Space Race 
generation’ ranks these high-tech-related topics to be one of the less 
relevant subjects. When it comes to the subject fields of legislation, health 
care, social security, or in other words, the areas of institutional provision, 
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‘the post-war generation’ and ‘the early Soviet generation’ show a higher 
level of engagement than ‘the children of freedom’. Nevertheless, this 
indication, as well as some other tendencies, can be interpreted in relation 
to the ‘life course effect’. For instance, issues such as education, job, 
relationships, family and home are more likely to come into the focus of 
personal interest when the individuals go through a family-oriented phase 
in their personal lives. 

Through the divergence of thematic interests, the analysis reveals a lower 
interest in nature and environment issues as well as rural life among ‘the 
transition generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’, since they have not 
been especially exposed for example to the plans that were about to be 
implemented at the end of the Soviet period and threatened Estonia’s clean 
natural environment. For the first and second generation groups of the 
study, these topics carry significant historical and cultural value.41 Figura-
tively speaking, for the continuity of statehood, the praised wildlife and 
clean air of Estonia have been valued in Estonia at all times in addition to 
the preservation of language and culture. Natural resources tend to be 
overweighed these days by economic pursuits and the global value chain. 

Finally, history- and memory-related issues are more highly ranked by 
respondents from ‘the post-war generation and the early Soviet generation’. 
For ‘the freedom generation’, as expected, topics such as youth and social 
life, music and also computers appear to be notably more relevant and 
engaging than, for example, historical heritage or fine arts. The latter have 
probably always (and in any cultures) mainly fascinated people of more 
advanced ages. 

These arguments were tested by correlation analysis, using data from 
2002 and 2011. The analysis indicated statistically significant positive cor-
 
41 An actual example can be brought from the mid 1980s, when environmental problems 
and hazards became a topic of public discussion in the Soviet Union, especially after the 
catastrophe at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in spring 1986. The most acute 
problem in Estonia was the plan to establish extensive phosphorite mines. Preparations 
had been on-going from the 1970s, and the plans were finalised by the mid-1980s. 
Establishing a huge mine threatened all of Estonia with a natural catastrophe due to 
polluted ground water. The planning and building dates of the mine were kept secret 
from the Estonian population until 1987. However, the information that was revealed 
caused fierce discontent amongst the people who demanded a stop to the whole under-
taking. The antagonism culminated in spring 1987, when students organised two protest 
demonstrations. The movement, which became known as the Phosphorite War, sub-
sided in the second half of 1987, when, under public pressure, the Estonian leadership 
managed to reach an agreement with the Soviet government to halt the planning of the 
mine. It became clear that the Soviet Union, suffering an economic crisis, could not 
afford a new mine (Ernits 1997). 
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relations (although the relations were not very strong) between belonging to 
a certain generation group and media topics like opinions and debates, rural 
life, health care and history. On the other hand, the analysis demonstrated 
negative correlation between age and interest in music, youth life, com-
puters and the Internet, and education. 

Although the gender aspect was not one of the main social factors in 
news media use in this thesis, it produces some differences between the 
thematic interests of male and female respondents. For instance, additional 
correlation analysis of background attributes with data from the 2011 sur-
vey (no table presented) shows a statistically average gender link between 
the interests of men and women (Pearson’s r ˃ 0.300). The findings indicate 
that male respondents are likely to be interested in getting news on the 
subjects like sports and technology, while female interest inclines toward 
issues like culture, family and social activities. 

Subsequently, with the purpose of establishing a stronger argument for 
the generation links between thematic interests and belonging to a certain 
generation cohort, factor analysis was used to reduce more than 30 topical 
dimension variables into fewer factors that could represent the relationships 
amongst the set of interrelated variables listed in Table 4.5. The factor 
analysis is based on the 2011 survey data.  
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TABLE 4.5. Results of the factor analysis of thematic interests in 2011, factor loadings. 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy = 0.889, Bartlett's test of sphericity = 
0.00. Source: Me. The World. The Media (2011) 

Rotated Component Matrixa Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 

 

Factor 1: 
Politics, 
society 

Factor 2: 
C

ulture, 
leisure 

Factor 3: 
Fam

ily, social 
policy 

Factor 4: 
Celebrities, 
scandals 

Factor 5: 
Technology, 
business 

Factor 6: 
N

ew
s, 

opinions, 

Factor 7: 
N

ature, 
history 

Government, 
ministries 0.776             

President, 
parliament 0.754             

Ombudsman, 
state audit  0.722             

Politicians, 
parties 0.711             

Business, 
economy 

0.391       0.320 0.355   

Statistics, 
surveys 

0.344         0.321   

Arts, literature, 
theatre 

  0.670           

Architecture, 
design 

  0.608           

Music, 
musicians 

  0.575   0.369       

Museums   0.567           

Travel, 
tourism 

  0.426           

Science, 
research 

  0.413       0.395   

Youth life    0.383 0.336 0.367       

Civic 
participation, 
NGOs 

0.301 0.373           

Home, family, 
children 

    0.688         

Health care     0.609         

Education, 
learning 

  0.359 0.573         
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Social security, 
social 
problems 

    0.540         

Legislation, 
judiciary 

0.355   0.388         

Local news     0.383         

Social life       0.727       

Celebrities, 
relationships 

      0.709       

TV 
programmes, 
films 

      0.486       

Crime, police, 
law 

      0.481       

Corruption, 
scandals 

0.411     0.412       

Cars         0.706     

Sell & buy         0.611     

Computers, 
the internet 

        0.594     

Construction, 
real estate 

        0.593     

Jobs     0.313   0.467     

Foreign news           0.692   

Estonian news           0.628   

Sport           0.356   

Current 
debate, 
opinions 

    0.320     0.348   

Nature, 
environment 

  0.357         0.543 

History, 
memory 

            0.541 

Rural life             0.532 

Humour       0.397     0.406 

Note. The relatively high value of 0.889 for the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling 
adequacy indicates that the proportion of variance in the observed variables is likely to be caused by an 
underlying factor, thus it allows for the application of factor analysis (p ˂0.50). This is supported by the 
Bartlett’s test of sphericity value of 0.00, which is less than 0.05 and proves that the analysis is 
significant. 
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In total, seven factors were identified and labelled as follows: Factor 1 – 
politics and society, Factor 2 – culture and spare time activities, Factor 3 – 
family, education and social welfare, Factor 4 – celebrities, scandals, crime, 
Factor 5 – technology, business and jobs, Factor 6 – news, opinions and 
sports, Factor 7 – nature and history (the structure of the distribution of 
factor is adapted from Kalmus, Masso et al. 2013).  

In order to visualise a slice of the whole spectrum of the patterns of 
interests described and categorised in this sub-chapter, an additional 
analysis of thematic factors was performed based only on the data from 
2011. The analysis of differences in mean factor scores (see Figure 4.6) 
explicitly outlines the dependences of a variety of topics perceived as 
relevant or attaching to follow and have a potential to attract (and hold) the 
attention of all these five generation cohorts. 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the divergence of interests at the extremes of the 
generational scale, i.e. in ‘the post-war generation’ as well as in the group of 
‘the children of freedom’. On the horizon of interest of the first generation 
are topics such as politics and societal affairs (Factor 1), news, opinions and 
sports (Factor 6), the natural environment and history (Factor 7), while ‘the 
children of freedom’ are more likely to focus on topics of culture and spare 
time (Factor 2), celebrities and scandals (Factor 4), and technology (Factor 
5). However, the top part of the interest pyramid is also distinct for this 
group and is composed of family and social welfare-related issues. In the 
vicinity of this, ‘the Space Race generation’ appears to position itself in the 
middle of the thematic scale, revealing relatively balanced and compre-
hensive interest in the whole spectrum of topics covered in news media, and 
being, therefore, characterised as the audience segment with the widest 
horizon of interests. 
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FIGURE 4.6. Thematic interests in media use by generation cohort, differences in mean 
factor scores. Source: Me. The World. The Media (2011) 

 

In addition to the news factor, which passes through all the generations 
quite evenly, it is relevant to point out the sometimes parallel factor 
covering general interest and activity in politics, which is somewhat higher 
in ‘the post-war generation’ and noticeably lower in ‘the children of free-
dom’. This conclusion conforms to findings discussed by Kalmus, Masso et 
al. (2013), based on an analysis of the same data. Taking their departure in a 
life course perspective, the authors point out that the decline of interest in 
political affairs, as the most meaningful trend, indicates a sort of passivity 
among people who have not reached middle age (around the age of 40), 
which can generally be explained by the younger generations’ disillusion-
ment and alienation from politics. This had revealed itself in Eastern and 
Central Europe already in the 1990s after the end of the era of mass 
movements (cf. Vogt 2005, Kalmus, Masso et al. 2013). 
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4.5 Preferences in media use and generational differences and similarities 

After these descriptive findings from the data, the final part of the chapter 
elaborates on some tendencies that appear in various generational cohorts 
among news audiences. The findings will be discussed from age, life course 
and generation perspectives. The occurrence of age and life course effects 
can be associated with expected behaviour in people’s practice, while the 
generational effects can be obtained from a certain stability in choices and 
practices. However, some modest generalisations can reasonably be drawn 
from the analysis presented above, regardless of the limitation referred to in 
the chapter on the method, which the dataset available is this case un-
fortunately presents. 

As the findings above have shown, the consequences of the general 
development of the media system are noticeable, especially concerning the 
demise of print journalism and the extraordinary success of new media and 
emerging digital platforms and technologies. However, just as no inno-
vation of the past has completely eradicated an earlier medium, newspapers 
(and magazines), radio and TV are still playing a considerable role in 
people’s media repertoires. 

When beginning from a few observations on age-related features, which 
are often difficult to distinguish at life course moments so that they should 
in many cases be observed as interrelated effects, reference can be made to a 
visual cross-section of regular usage of news across all channels (Figures 4.4 
and 4.5). Although the conclusions are not finally evidenced by the analysis 
presented in this chapter, it is still worth noting that the figures of the 
consistency in consuming news every day, as plotted in Figure 4.5, allow 
one to interpret the results with respect to the notably modest audience 
numbers among ‘the children of freedom’, who have shown themselves to 
be not that heavy users of the news when compared with other groups 
surveyed. Even though most of them (75% in 2011) have a habit of 
following the news, this is not one of the daily habits of nearly two-thirds, 
possibly due to lack of interest or time. As Triin Vihalemm and Marianne 
Leppik (2014) suggest, regular news consumption habit among Estonian 
youth tend to develop during their twenties and will not change easily in the 
later years. Seeing that in the next group, ‘the transition generation’, who 
have already reached working age and early middle-age, a certain stabilis-
ation has occurred (even though no survey data are available on their media 
behaviour at the age ‘the children of freedom’ were in 2012) and at least an 
average link has been established with news consumption, it may be 
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hypothetically assumed that when reaching the relevant period in life, the 
interest in and relation to the news sphere of the currently young generation 
will change. However, it may turn out that the habits of this group have 
been irreversibly affected by a landscape flooded with many alternative 
solutions, so that describing a set of highly individualised users with frag-
mented interests and needs will become a very complex task in the future 
(cf. discussions on the disappearance of audiences), reflecting on the 
suggestion, made by Westlund and Weibull (2013: 168), that the change in 
media habits corresponds to media development which reveals itself in 
increasingly mobile lifestyles and individualised modes. 

What is remarkable, in addition, are the results of the analysis of 
thematic distribution of media content regarding what is interesting and 
intriguing for the various generational cohorts and what is not. The 
thematic analysis (Table 4.4) clearly conformed the expectation that people 
are oriented towards particular topics at different periods in the life course, 
moreover the importance and meaning of certain thematic issues inevitably 
change over their life course. For instance, the topics of health care, as well 
as social issues and welfare, clearly demonstrate the inter-variation of the 
factors of generation and ageing. One may say that for the oldest two 
groups, age determines their interest in health care and social security, while 
for the youngest, that interest is likely to actualise at a later age or from 
another aspect compared to older people (which does not mean that health 
care is not generally a vitally important sphere covering all groups of the 
population). The same principle applies to the ranking family- and 
children-related topics by ‘the Space Race generation’, among whom many 
have presumably become even grandparents, as well as ‘the transition 
generation’, who have probably formed their own families and are carrying 
out parental functions. Furthermore, ‘the children of freedom’ have an 
enhanced interest in youth and education topics, which are important at 
their stage of life. 

Circumstances relating to the generation effect in media use can be 
pointed out next. When continuing with thematic preferences, a gap can be 
briefly mentioned in the attitude to areas partly related to national identity 
and continuity, such as the natural environment, history and memory. As 
the analysis showed, there is a difference in the attitudes between the gen-
erations that still have a link (via memories) with the period before the 
Soviet annexation and were actively empathising with the restoration of 
Estonia’s independence, on the one hand, and those who had no direct link 
with the totalitarian regime, on the other. Rather, adaptation to the 
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conditions and values of the globalising open world became one of the main 
trends of the ‘new era’ citizens. 

One could say in summary that the youngest two groups, ‘the children of 
freedom’ and ‘the transition generation’, whose media use can be con-
sidered less regular and oriented to more entertaining content compared to 
other groups, have taken a clear course toward Internet media during the 
years of the study (2002 to 2012). Nonetheless, the study does reveal the fact 
that ‘the children on freedom’ as a mainly online-based news audience, can 
be characterised by their relatively irregular and sporadic news usage. Thus, 
the findings indicate that the generational groups who have welcomed their 
‘fresh contacts’ with new media during their formative years have seized the 
opportunity to determine their ‘generational location’, as Mannheim 
approached it, “on the unfolding developmental track of information and 
communication technologies” (Kalmus, Masso et al. 2013: 29).  

However, as Table 4.1 as well as Figure 4.2 show, ‘the post-war gen-
eration’, ‘the early Soviet generation’ and ‘the Space Race generation’ have 
not abandoned traditional media and remained with their traditional media 
use, being at the same time the greatest newspaper readers. Their consistent 
consumption of print media refers to established patterns and, perhaps, the 
trustworthiness of this type of media in their eyes. The latter aspect mainly 
concerns publications of a more conservative style and approach to 
information (cf. Vihalemm et al. 2012: 27). ‘The Space race generation’ 
seems to have found it suitable to combine traditional and new media 
channels in their repertories. 

Finally, a brief discussion on the use of mobile media for the purpose of 
accessing news (i.e. using news applications on smartphones and following 
news portals on the Internet) is relevant and accurate to the current study, 
even though this phenomenon is developing and expanding rapidly in 
Estonia, as elsewhere in the world. It is interesting to discuss how the older 
user groups join in and adapt to change. A parallel can be drawn for 
example with the period of transition from landline to mobile phones, 
which lasted for nearly one and half decades. As the presented data 
revealed, ownership and use of mobile phones has homogenised in Estonia, 
and a large part of the Estonian population (including elderly people) has 
entirely given up their landline phones (as for ‘the children of freedom’, 
many of them have somehow ‘jumped over’ this medium of the ‘former era’ 
without having close contact with it). This context gives meaning to further 
discussion over adaptation to media change at a global level, which happens 
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more rapidly today than earlier developments in media history, and has been 
problematised as the digitisation of all media generations (Kalmus 2014). 

In addition to this, as Lauristin (2013) points out in her study on the 
forms of cultural transmission in Estonia, it would be useful to recall 
Marshall McLuhan’s (1964) theory of ‘cold and hot media’, in order to re-
contextualise the media culture of the late-modern age, when media con-
tents have been transferred from textual to multidimensional environment 
that combines text with audio, images, video or interactivity content forms. 
Lauristin (2013: 29) emphasises the fundamental difference between 
reading on paper and reading on screen, whilst requiring some further 
studies of how the effect of the medium is determined by its technical 
abilities and by the social qualities of the medium: the simultaneity or 
temporal difference in reception, individual and. collective usage, con-
ventionality of the ways of interpretation, etc. (ibid.). Thus, one can only 
guess that there is serious competition to engage new audiences in both the 
old and new media, since print media still have some advantages over its 
digital counterparts; however, this rivalry exists for both existing and novice 
user groups. More decisive is, perhaps, the trend that tends to prevail 
among the latter, which is still difficult to predict at this point, since the 
news repertoire of adolescents in their formative years is still in a 
developing stage. The competition for wider audiences is partly evidenced 
by increased tension between the two main local media corporations 
(Express Group and Estonian Media) that are progressively focused on 
cross-media production, developing convergent newsrooms by incorpo-
ration of newspapers, Internet portals and video production, in order to 
provide even more advanced services to their users. The only question is 
how many of them still have to adjust and find the necessary skills to learn 
these new possibilities. 

Summary 

Based on the survey data, Chapter 4 has mapped similarities and 
distinctions among five generation cohorts with regard to their access to 
news media via traditional media (which in this thesis mean the printed 
press, radio and television) and new media channels and platforms (such as 
the Internet, mobile and digital media, and social networking media). Sub-
sequently, thematic interests in various topics across all professional media, 
regionally, nationally and world-wide, were examined more closely. The 
results of factor analysis revealed some crucial distinctions between the 
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hypothetically constructed generation groups with respect to their engage-
ment with different societal and cultural issues that need to be investigated 
in more detail in later chapters. 
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CHAPTER 5  

 
Spatial orientations and clusters of  

news media use 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the analysis of the five different generation cohorts 
indicated a slight difference between generation groups in the engagement 
levels with locally and globally oriented news. Impelled by these findings, 
this chapter will, firstly, discuss how news media usage among generational 
groups surveyed is divided according to their spatial orientations, used 
communication language and individual choices for various media channels 
and content. This part of the analysis will involve both frequency distri-
bution, as well as an index analysis. 

Then, in the last part of this chapter a cluster analysis of the pattern of 
news media use will be presented. The six created clusters allow for an 
overview of various practices of news media use and discuss how they relate 
to the trends identified in the five generation cohorts according to the 
previous analysis. The chapter also provides an insight into the self-
assessment of the respondent groups on how well they are informed of 
media events at the local, national and global levels. 

The theoretical framework of this analysis is based on the phenomeno-
logical approach to time and space as presented in Chapter 2. In the next 
section more of the main aspects of how personal social space can be 
socially constructed will be clarified. Empirically, the analysis of the spatial 
orientations of the generation cohorts and clusters in news media usage will 
again use the quantitative data from 2002 to 2012, focusing on the relevance 
of local (informational) space and other countries and cultures in different 
generation groups. 

Most of previous research in the area, conducted over the years, shows 
that Estonian society is far from homogeneous when it comes to media use, 
but is fragmented in many ways (Vihalemm & Masso 2004, Vihalemm & 
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Kalmus 2008, Kõuts-Klemm 2014). One of the most discussed key issues in 
these studies is how ‘media spaces’ are differently inhabited by the Russian-
language and Estonian-language populations of Estonia. Debate has been 
especially passionate about the information consumption of the Russo-
phone Estonian population, who constitute the largest minority language 
group. A large proportion of them live in the capital city Tallinn as well as 
in the major northeastern cities where Russian is still widely used. Many 
people do not necessarily speak Estonian since they do not consider it 
important. According to Triin Vihalemm (2008: 65), more than 30% of 
these people hardly understand or speak any Estonian. Thus, taking the 
communication language into account, one can assume that people with 
other native languages try to find alternative channels besides those pro-
duced in Estonia to keep themselves informed on a daily basis.42 However, 
the Russophone community in Estonia still cannot be approached as a 
homogeneous phenomenon. In fact, as any other national group consists of 
subgroups with different views, interests, motives and needs, the Russian 
population in Estonia can also be characterised by its variety of media 
behaviours (a more detailed typology was compiled by Lauristin 2012). For 
the aforementioned reasons, the community is divided between people who 
follow mainly Estonian-language media (one third according to Vihalemm 
2008: 80), and those for whom Russian channels form the main source of 
information. And here one has to distinguish between the newspapers, web 
sites or radio channels produced in Estonia and the TV and online media 
that has been produced in the Russian Federation, since these information 
circles can be considered to represent quite different media cultures. 

Due to the above described peculiarities, it is understandable that the 
level to which Estonian inhabitants are informed of world events, especially 
from the spatial aspect, should be approached in a more diverse way, 
beyond one social category. As earlier studies indicate (Vihalemm & 
Kalmus 2008), ethno-linguistic background is decisive in studying the 
habits of Estonian media users. The chapter therefore pays attention to 
media use in two main language groups in addition to the age, life course 
and generation-related variations. 

 
42 In order to reduce alienation and overcome cultural barriers for the less integrated 
inhabitants of different ethnic backgrounds, active discussions have been held over the 
past 6–7 years over the comprehensive development of Russian-language information 
on the Estonian media landscape (including the creation of a Russian-language-TV 
channel by the Estonian National Broadcasting Corporation). 
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5.1. The construction of spatial dimensions at the personal level 

Taking the various reasons for the fragmentation of news audiences into 
account, this chapter seeks to shed light not only on the current use of 
various forms of media and news-related contents, but also on possibilities 
for mediated spatial relations and practices as part of the more general 
development of different media repertoires among the generation cohorts. 

From the more conceptual point of view of the spatial relations that 
individuals establish with their environment within a given cultural context, 
there are several levels on which to address the structures of the ‘social 
space’ that is constructed by individual or collective actors through their 
perceived “distances and mutual locations within their physical and social 
environment” (Vihalemm 1999: 250). On the (1) societal level the spatial 
approach allows an interpretation of the set of reciprocal cultural and social 
links and perceived distances the institutionalised ordering of social life as a 
framework of individualsʼ activities; and (2) the micro-level, where inter-
national space is made up of everyday contacts that individuals have, and is 
operationalised through consumption of imported goods, media use, 
travelling, personal communication, professional co-operation, etc. Most 
importantly, as Peeter Vihalemm (2005: 75) points out, at the personal level, 
“international space is represented through peopleʼs interests and attitudes, 
experiences, impressions and ideas about other countries”. This study is 
especially intended for a micro-level application of social space represented 
through individuals’ interests in foreign news and perceptions of other 
countries and cultures. Therefore, personal social space can be best under-
stood, in contrast to societal social space, as a process of using different 
resources (symbolic as well as material resources) by spatially and tem-
porally located individuals, in order to relate themselves to the surrounding 
world (Masso 2008: 18). By spatial relations, as described above, this study 
does not merely address geographic or geopolitical positions but also takes 
into account “a set of mutual links and distances between one’s own nation 
and the other nations in the world”, as Vihalemm (ibid.) puts it. 

As already referred to in Chapter 2, the notion of personal social space 
departs from David Harvey’s (2006) theory and its further elaboration by 
Anu Masso (2008: 18-22). Inspired by Henry Lefebvreʼs ([1974] 1991) work 
on the social production of space, Harvey elaborated on and differentiated 
the following three spatial dimensions, labelled as follows: (1) accessibility 
and distanciation of space, (2) the appropriation and use of space, and (3) 
the domination of space. The first dimension, as developed by Harvey (ac-
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cessibility and distanciation) seeks to measure the degree to which in-
dividual interactions have to accommodate spatial constraints and oppor-
tunities. This dimension includes material practices like the psychological 
measures of distance and proximity. In the context of this thesis and current 
empirical analysis, this aspect determines peopleʼs inter-subjective relation-
ships with the world, as already pointed out above. The second aspect of 
space (appropriation and use of space) explores the ways in which space is 
occupied and used by individuals. Systematised appropriation may entail 
the production of territorially bounded forms of social solidarity. It 
indicates a meaningfully structured world in the form of social networks of 
communication, forming mental conceptual maps of communicative 
spaces. Finally, the third aspect of construction of social space (domination 
of space) reflects how individuals manage the production of space. As Anu 
Masso and associates (2014) state: 

[I]ndividuals strive to achieve some control over the how material and 
symbolic resources used to achieve some control over distances or over 
the manner in which space is appropriated. In the context of the 
empirical analysis, the control is attained through both material and 
symbolic resources. (Masso et al. 2014: 11-12) 

In sum, this chapter seeks to explain more accurately, on the basis of 
previous empirical studies (Vihalemm 2005, 2007; Masso 2008, 2011; Masso 
et al. 2014), the relationships between these spatial dimensions. With that 
purpose in view it employs the first aspect of spatial practices (accessibility 
and distanciation) that are operationalised by exploration of the personal 
structures of the level of attention given to different foreign countries. 
Secondly, the analysis addresses cultural proximity to different regions all 
over the world, that may indicate the spatial orientations and the role of the 
media among the generation as well as language groups of inhabitants of 
Estonia. 

5.2 Methodological considerations 

Three analytical methods are used to analyse the dimensions of spatial 
horizons in news media use. Firstly, ordered frequency distributions and 
analysis of associations between constructed aggregated indices of con-
sumption of various types of media channels and background variables (for 
example respondent’s language) have been used for the analysis of the self-
reported level of being informed about events and news in Estonia, the 
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European Union, Russia and the rest of the world. For an initial analysis of 
frequency distributions, some minor scale variations across study years, 
including both the formulation of questions and scales, and length of 
measurement scales were taken into consideration. The indices were used 
with the purpose of exploring more fully the articulated spatial reach of 
media use. In the present study more than twenty index variables were 
calculated, for instance: the usage of Estonian media channels, the usage of 
Russian media channels, the usage of Western media channels, etc. In 
addition, the indices of self-evaluated level of being informed about events 
taking place in home town/village, in Estonia, and in other countries or 
areas all over the world were computed. Secondly, to estimate statistically 
significant differences in the mean values of these indices the ANOVA 
analysis of variance was used, based on F-ratio and correlated distance 
criterion. 

Thirdly, this study employs cluster analysis to categorise media users 
into different groups based on their self-reported perception of spatial and 
cultural associations. Cluster analysis provides the ability to discover 
different patterns of media usage among the Estonian-speaking and 
Russian-speaking respondents from all generation cohorts from the 2012 
survey. As the input indicators for the cluster analysis, aggregated indices 
measuring the intensity and diversity of reading the printed press, listening 
to the radio and watching TV, the frequency and diversity of news 
consumption habits, and frequency and diversity in using Internet media 
were used. After using different algorithms and evaluating the reliability of 
the models (hierarchical and K-means clustering), the best model was 
calculated by the K-means method, which allowed identification of six 
patterns or types of media usage (based on the six given clusters) and relate 
these media usage types to the social context of audiences’ potential 
relationships and construct systematic structures in large numbers of 
variables. The K-means method calculates Euclidean distances between 
different variables, in order to collect the similar variables into one cluster. 
Before performing the final analysis, the results of the ANOVA analysis and 
specifically the F-test were explored in order to see if the solution was given 
based on the principle to maximise differences between clusters and if all 
differences were statistically significant (at the level 0.01). 
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5.3 Mapping the determinants of spatial horizons in media use 

Departing from the viewpoint that the structure of socially perceived space 
is heterogeneously spread between different social groups, this chapter seeks 
to elaborate further on the language-based and generational differences and 
similarities as reflected in media use. 

5.3.1 Structure of personal social space 

The empirical analysis of the spatial horizons of the generation groups of 
news audiences was undertaken on the basis of two indicators: (1) the 
structure of mediated spatial relations, operationalised by analysis of 
interest in media news from other countries and regions outside Estonia, 
and (2) cultural proximity of various regions. As the initial correlation 
analysis shows (table not presented here), media interest is statistically 
significantly correlated to the perceived cultural proximity (Pearson’s r ˂ 
0.300). Thus, the following sections focus on the mediated spatial relations 
based on the responses that reflect individuals’ interest in international 
news about nearly 20 countries (Tables 5.1 and 5.2) and later on the self-
reported perceptions of different cultures found to be close or remote 
(Table 5.3). 
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TABLE 5.1. Level of interest in obtaining news from different countries and regions. The 
percentage of the respondents from both language groups and generation cohorts, 
rankings of countries are reported in brackets. Source: Variable Media Landscapes 
(2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012) 

Interest in getting 
news  
from the following 
countries 

2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 

n= 1470 1498 1512 1501 1502 1570 

% of respondents, rankings in the brackets 

Russia 88 (1) 79 (1) 85 (1) 87 (1) 86 (1) 85 (1) 

Finland 82 (2) 71 (2) 77 (2) 78 (2) 78 (2) 83 (2) 

Sweden 77 (3) 67 (6) 74 (5) 74 (5) 72 (5) 78 (3) 

Latvia 77 (4) 70 (3) 77 (3) 76 (3) 75 (3) 77 (4) 

Germany 77 (5) 67 (7) 70 (7) 72 (7) 69 (6) 73 (6) 

Lithuania 75 (6) 69 (5) 76 (4) 75 (4) 73 (4) 75 (5) 

USA, Canada 75 (7) 70 (4) 72 (6) 74 (6) 68 (7) 69 (7) 

Denmark, Norway 68 (8) 60 (12) 67 (10) 66 (10) 62 (11) 61 (10) 

Great Britain, Ireland 66 (9) 66 (8) 70 (8) 69 (8) 66 (8) 67 (8) 

France 63 (10) 64 (9) 68 (9) 68 (9) 63 (9) 64 (9) 
Mediterranean 
countries 

57 (11) 61 (11) 
64 (13) 

64 (12) 60 (12) 61 (11) 

Asia 54 (12) 60 (13) 61 (14) 63 (13) 58 (14) 58 (14) 
Poland, Hungary, 
Czech Republic 

52 (13) 59 (14) 
66 (11) 

66 (11) 59 (13) 58 (13) 

The Near East 52 (14) 62 (10) 65 (12) 63 (14) 55 (15) 55 (15) 

Australia, New-Zealand 51 (15) 56 (15) 58 (16) 59 (16) 54 (17) 54 (16) 

Latin America 47 (16) 45 (16) 58 (17) 57 (17) 52 (18) 51 (18) 

Former Soviet Union 45 (17) - - - 63 (10) 61 (12) 

Balkan states 43 (18) 42 (18) 60 (15) 60 (15) 54 (16) 53 (17) 

Africa 40 (19) 43 (17) 57 (18) 56 (18) 50 (19) 49 (19) 

Note. The respondents were asked to assess their interest in getting news from the countries listed 
above on a scale of three: 1 - ‘not interested at all’, 2 - ‘somewhat interested’, 3 - ‘very interested’. The 
responses were summed across the latter two positive statements (‘somewhat interested’, ‘very 
interested’). 
Former Soviet countries include Ukraine, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, etc. (excl. Estonia, Latvia, 
Lithuania and Russia). Empty fields in the table indicate, that the countries were not included in the 
survey in the particular year. 
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Although Chapter 3 already detailed the aspects of development of Estonian 
society and media landscape based on recent historical processes, it is im-
portant for better interpretation to emphasise at least two influential 
moments that mark the progress of the contemporary period. First, the 
status and situation of Estonia as a ‘transitional society’ (Lauristin & 
Vihalemm 2009) after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the restoration 
of the independent state in 1991 should be kept in mind, when the free 
circulation of information and freedom of movement across borders, and 
therefore, having contacts overseas again became possible. Under the 
totalitarian state, which lasted for half a century, among other things, a 
strict censorship of the media and any communication with the outside 
world was imposed. Another important time period of restructuring the 
spatial relationships that specifically brought into focus European issues 
and developments, was the beginning of the new millennium, when Estonia 
prepared for accession to the European Union and the media field was 
saturated with information about the conditions established by the EU 
(Lauristin et al. 2005). Thus, relatively new topics and questions arose with 
the progress of accession, including the critical issues surrounding ‘leaving 
one big union and entering another’ raised by sceptics. However, the fact is 
that after Estonia joined the EU, the step had a noticeable impact on 
people’s professional and personal contacts, since the EU labour market 
opened up to Estonians of working age and gave thousands of Estonian 
inhabitants the chance to find a job in some other country (for an overview 
of the personal and professional contacts abroad, see Masso et al. 2014).  

As presented in Table 5.1, a comparison of the level of attention given to 
different countries over the 10 years of the survey shows a prevailing 
Estonian interest in the geographically nearest countries: Finland, Latvia, 
Lithuania and Sweden. However, interest in news from neighbouring Russia 
is especially high and persistent – over 80% of all of the respondents are 
interested in events taking place in Russia or which are somehow related to 
the state. 

From the macro-level perspective, one of the reasons for this pre-
ponderant result lies, apart from the complicated recent history between 
Estonia and Russia and, for instance, the on-going discussions on the state 
border treaty and other politically sensitive topics,43 in the fact that Russia is 
 
43 The border treaty between Estonia and Russia was signed in Moscow on 18 February, 
2014. In particular, two agreements were signed: one on the national border between 
Estonia and Russia, and an agreement defining territorial waters in the Bay of Narva and 
Gulf of Finland. According to the explanation by the Estonian Ministry of Foreign 
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the most comprehensively reported country in the Estonian media (see also 
Vihalemm 2005 and 2007). This can be compared to the political and 
military crisis between Russia and Ukraine in early 2014, where both 
countries occupied the front pages and headlines of internationally focused 
news even more emphatically. Ukraine, as a part of the former Soviet 
Union, did not dominate the media space before the ‘Euromaidan’ 
revolution and the dramatic conflict that followed. Comparably, the level of 
attention paid by Estonian society to reports and news about Russia also 
indicates the general trends of economic relations, especially trade relations 
(for a description of the Estonian economic space, see Vihalemm 2007). 
According to Statistics Estonia, in the new millennium Russia has been 
Estonia’s third-largest trade and export partner and fifth-largest destination 
of Estonia’s direct foreign investments, regardless of the fact that the role of 
Russia in the Estonian economy diminished after 1993 when the re-
orientation of the economic profile from East to West took place. Apart 
from economics, contacts between Estonia and Russia have not lost their 
significance at the level of customs, state audit, judicial bodies and local 
governments, not to mention the personal contacts (friends, relatives) that 
quite a large number of people still have in Russia (Masso et al. 2014: 22). 
To sum the subject up, it can be stated that Estonia cannot afford ignorance 
of Russian affairs due to its geographical position. 

Finland and Sweden as the geographically closest western neighbours of 
Estonia are also in the centre of remarkable interest for Estonian media 
users. The most important interpretation of these relations is grounded in 
the cultural and historical engagement with the Nordic countries. Cultural 
exchange (for example guest performances by musicians, foreign films and 
serials on Estonian TV, books translated into Estonian, etc.) between 
Estonia and the Nordic countries play an undoubtedly significant role in 
shaping the Estonian cultural space (Vihalemm 2005: 79-80). The other 
possible reasons for the great affinity with these states can be found in the 
growing economic contacts (for example foreign trade and investments), as 
well as labour or educational migration. According to various surveys, 
about 40–45 000 Estonian inhabitants have gone to Finland over the past 20 

                                                                                                                                       
Affairs, both of the agreements remain somewhat controversial, as the land border treaty 
would cede to Russia in perpetuity areas that are currently under Russian control but 
were Estoniaʼ s between the world wars. The marine agreement also cedes some of the 
surface of a Narva reservoir to Russia, but Estonia regains a narrow corridor of land in 
the southeast where an Estonian road runs through Russian-controlled territory, in what 
has become an unconventional tourist attraction. 
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years, primarily for economic and family reasons, forming the largest new 
immigrant community in Finland (Anniste et al. 2012).44 In addition to the 
above, since 1993, Finland has also been Estoniaʼs main trading partner, but 
during recent years, as reported by Statistics Estonia, Sweden has taken over 
the leading position. In addition, the increasing importance of Finland and 
Sweden can be explained by the lively tourism between Estonia and these 
countries.  

Great Britain (together with Ireland) and the United States (together 
with Canada) have also acquired remarkably stable rankings as regards 
news media interest, while the number of people interested in these 
countries has noticeably increased in the new millennium. The increasing 
attention paid to these countries is apparently related to the intensification 
of professional contacts and labour migration (Masso et al. 2014). These 
countries are also politically powerful, especially the USA, and have their 
influence on the global economy. Other important countries from the 
media interest perspective are such leading European countries as Germany 
and France, which are covered by the Estonian media mainly in the context 
of EU issues, including political, economic and cultural matters. 

Estonian media users are least interested in geographically distant 
regions (for example the Near East, Asia and Latin America). In order to 
explain the news prominence of more remote countries, one could agree 
with those researchers (Galtung & Ruge 1965, Wu 2000, Segev 2014) who 
suggest that the significance of a foreign country in the news is attributed, 
among other variables, to its relatedness (i.e. proximity) and unexpected 
events (such as disasters and catastrophes, conflicts, war, etc.). Hence, it is 
explicit that the news flow in the Estonian media that focuses on more 
remote countries is remarkably smaller when compared to the closest and 
to a larger extent culturally and geographically related neighbours and 
European countries. At the end of the media interest list are the Balkan and 
African countries, in which about half of the respondents have an interest. 

Anu Masso (2008), who has more carefully studied the period of 
transition in Estonia, suggests that the interest in what is going on abroad 
increased among Estonians during the 1994–2003 period, when Estonia 
aimed to “‘catch up’ with the Western countries and [fulfil] the require-
ments of the European Union” (Masso 2007: 357). Moreover, it was also 
 
44 According to Statistics of Finland, about 44 000 Estonians were living in Finland as of 
the beginning of 2014. Migration has been highest in recent years: during the 2010–2012 
period nearly 13 500 Estonian inhabitants migrated to Finland. Available: <http://www. 
stat.fi>. [1 September 2014]. 
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important to compare Estonia with other transition countries of similar 
status (i.e. other EU candidate countries), as well as with Scandinavian and 
other Western countries which had better socio-economic indicators. As 
Masso states, “the media interest changed in line with a change in collective 
self-positioning, rather than as a result of the opening borders” (ibid.). 
Herewith, no immediate rise of interest was seen right after the opening of 
the Iron Curtain, instead, a thorough shift in media interests and contacts 
with the rest of the world occurred through the processes involving 
integration of several societal developments and media convergence. 

Coming back to the generational focus of the thesis, the variables of 
attention directed to global events and news have also been explored across 
the both language groups and the five generation cohorts. The results from 
the years 2002 and 2012 are represented in Table 5.2. 

An analysis conducted in the language groups shows some difference 
between those countries that are at the centre of attention (high in the 
rankings) and those that are in the peripheral area (at the bottom of the 
ranking). For the Russophone respondents of all generational groups, news 
and events relating to Russia appear to be the most important. In turn, for 
the Estonian-speaking respondents, events in Finland seem to take 
precedence over other countries. In particular, Finland has taken first place 
among ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’. News on 
the Baltic countries (Latvia, Lithuania) is certainly important, while interest 
in Swedish news has increased over the ten years across both language and 
generation groups. Germany has also remained in the top ten of the 
attention chart. 

The findings show that Russophones are highly interested in the former 
Soviet republics (Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia, Azerbaijan, etc.) after the 
collapse of the Soviet Union (3rd–7th places in 2012). The only exception 
are ‘the children of freedom’, for whom the European countries on the list 
(for example the Mediterranean countries, Germany, England and Ireland) 
are all important. Estonian-speaking respondents are relatively less 
interested in former Soviet republics. The interest of both Estonian and 
Russian-speaking youth in East European countries and France is quite 
equally moderate. All generation groups are less interested in geographically 
and culturally remote areas such as Asia, the Middle East, the Balkans and 
Africa. Estonian-speaking respondents from ‘the transition generation’ and 
‘the children of freedom’ groups have shown somewhat more interest in 
Australia and New Zealand. 
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The considerable interest in US and Canadian news is noteworthy, 
especially in 2002 among ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the children of 
freedom’ in both language groups. By 2012 the interest of these groups had 
increased rather in Finnish and Swedish news. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

TABLE 5.2. Rankings of the level of interest in obtaining news from different 
countries and regions across the language groups and generation cohorts. 
Source: Variable Media Landscapes (2002, 2012)  
 

Note. The respondents were asked to assess their interest in getting news from the countries listed 
above on a scale of three: 1 - ‘not interested at all’, 2 - ‘somewhat interested’, 3 - ‘very interested’. 
The responses were summed across the latter two positive statements (‘somewhat interested’, ‘very 
interested’). Former Soviet countries in this analysis are the following: Ukraine, Georgia, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, etc. (excl. Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Russia). Fort the percentage values 
across the generation groups, see Appendix 3 (Table 5.2 a). 
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The post-war 
generation 

The early Soviet 
generation 

The Space Race 
generation 

The transition 
generation 

The children of 
freedom 

Estonian-
language 

Russian- 
language 

Estonian- 
language 

Russian- 
language 

Estonian-
language 

Russian- 
language 

Estonian-
language 

Russian- 
language 

Estonian-
language 

Russian- 
language Countries 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

Russia 3 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 7 1 1 

Finland 1 2 5 5 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 4 2 3 1 2 4 

Latvia 2 3 4 2 1 3 5 6 4 4 4 5 6 4 6 5 4 2 8 7 

Lithuania 4 4 6 3 5 4 6 4 5 5 5 3 8 6 8 6 6 3 11 10 

Sweden 5 5 9 14 6 5 8 5 3 3 7 4 4 2 5 3 5 4 12 2 

Germany 6 6 7 6 4 6 4 7 6 7 3 6 5 8 3 7 7 8 5 3 
USA, 
 Canada 

7 7 11 15 7 8 7 14 7 10 9 14 1 9 2 8 1 6 4 8 

Denmark, 
Norway 

8 8 12 7 8 7 18 15 8 6 14 10 7 5 10 15 13 5 15 12 

France 9 10 10 9 10 10 9 8 10 9 10 9 10 10 11 9 10 10 9 9 
Great Britain, 
Ireland 10 9 3 8 9 9 12 11 9 8 8 11 9 7 7 10 8 9 17 5 

Poland, 
Hungary, 
Czech 
Republic 

11 13 16 11 14 11 13 16 14 12 12 15 16 13 14 12 16 16 18 13 

Latin-
America 

12 18 8 17 17 17 16 18 17 18 18 18 15 17 16 17 12 18 7 18 

Asia 13 16 17 12 12 14 14 9 12 14 15 12 13 12 13 16 11 11 13 11 
Australia, 
New Zealand 

14 14 18 18 13 16 17 17 15 17 16 17 12 14 15 18 9 13 10 14 

Mediter-
ranean 
countries 

15 12 14 13 11 12 10 12 11 11 11 8 11 11 12 11 15 12 6 6 

Middle East 16 17 13 19 15 15 11 10 13 15 13 13 14 15 18 13 14 17 16 16 
Former 
Soviet Union 

17 11 2 4 16 13 2 3 16 13 6 7 19 16 9 4 17 14 4 17 

Balkan 
 states 

18 15 15 10 18 19 15 13 18 16 17 16 18 18 17 14 18 19 19 15 

Africa 19 19 19 16 19 18 19 19 19 19 19 19 17 19 19 19 19 15 14 19 

n = 161 129 74 38 238 275 132 119 254 225 125 80 265 271 144 112 14 204 10 55 
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For a broader interpretation of interest in news, this subtopic also contains 
an analysis of the aspects of cultural perception of different regions and 
countries. Table 5.3 shows how close (understandable) or remote (strange) 
the respondents perceive the culture of the 18 regions listed in Table 5.3 (15 
regions in 2012). As in the overview of news interest, the results of cultural 
proximity have also been presented as a ranking (for percentages see 
Appendix 3, Table 5.3 a) and discussed separately for language groups and 
generation cohorts. 

The findings from Table 5.3 suggest that according to Estonian-speaking 
respondents, Finland is the closest and most understandable cultural area 
for them, due to the cultural and language connection (both of the 
languages belong to the Finnic group of the Finno-Ugric language family). 
From the perspective of the mediatised space, the level of attention given to 
Finland can be associated with the tremendous popularity of Finnish Tele-
vision, which served as a ‘window on the West’ for Estonia during the last 
period of Soviet occupation. In the mid-1970s and 1980s, Soviet officials 
could not block Finnish television with its uncensored news reports and 
entertainment programmes were received and avidly consumed by the 
inhabitants of (the northern part) Estonia. Therefore, not only historical 
relations between Estonia and Finland, but also mediatized experiences in 
the recent past have played an important role in changing the spatial 
relations of the Estonians. Finland is followed in the three oldest generation 
groups by Latvia and Russia, while the youngest two groups (‘the transition 
generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’) consider English-speaking cul-
tures (including American) more understandable than others. Sweden, 
Lithuania and Germany are also perceived as close. Germany and German 
culture hold a rather stable position in spatial structure, as perceived by all 
five generations. Germany is also among the circle of countries that are 
fairly attractive to Estonian media users and has kept a stable position at the 
centre of news interest. In order to make some remarks concerning history, 
it must be said that the period of German rule and the unfluctuating 
influence of German culture has left its marks on Estonian society’s 
development. This has, beyond doubt, contributed to the discourse on the 
cultural identity of the Estonian nation.  
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TABLE 5.3. Rankings of the self-reported cultural proximitwy to different cultural 
regions across language groups and generation cohorts. Source: Variable Media 
Landscapes (2002, 2012)  

The post-war 
generation 

The early Soviet 
generation 

The Space Race 
generation 

The transition 
generation 

The children of 
freedom 

Estonian- 
language 

Russian- 
language 

Estonian- 
language 

Russian- 
language 

Estonian-
language 

Russian- 
language 

Estonian-
language 

Russian- 
language 

Estonian-
language 

Russian- 
language 

Cultural 
regions 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

2002 

2012 

Finnish 1 1 5 2 1 2 5 3 2 1 5 3 1 1 7 2 3 1 4 4 

Russian 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 6 2 1 1 4 5 1 1 

Latvian 3 3 6 3 2 3 7 4 4 3 7 4 7 3 11 6 6 7 7 11 

Lithuanian - 5 - 4 - 4 - 5 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 5 - 8 - 9 

German 4 4 4 5 4 5 3 2 5 4 4 5 3 6 2 4 2 4 5 5 

Swedish 5 6 12 14 6 6 10 9 3 6 9 10 4 5 9 8 11 6 9 8 

English 6 8 9 10 5 7 8 7 6 7 6 2 2 4 3 3 5 2 2 2 

American 7 7 8 9 7 8 6 10 7 8 10 11 5 8 5 7 1 3 6 3 

French 8 9 7 6 8 9 9 6 8 9 8 7 8 9 6 10 9 9 12 10 

Spanish 9 12 13 13 9 11 11 12 9 11 12 9 9 10 10 11 10 10 17 6 

Hungarian 10 - 11 - 10 - 13 - 11 - 15 - 13 - 17 - 16 - 14 - 

Ukrainian 11 - 2 - 11 - 2 - 10 - 2 - 14 - 4 - 17 - 3 - 

Czech 12 11 16 11 14 12 17 11 15 12 14 13 12 12 15 12 13 12 13 15 

Japanese 13 - 15 - 12 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 11 - 13 - 8 - 16 - 
Latin 
American 14 13 17 12 16 14 16 14 12 13 17 14 10 13 14 14 7 13 10 13 

Belarusian 15 - 3 - 13 - 4 - 13 - 3 - 16 - 8 - 14 - 8 - 

Indian 16 - 10 - 15 - 14 - 16 - 11 - 15 - 12 - 18 - 15 - 

Jewish 17 14 14 8 17 13 15 13 18 14 13 12 18 15 16 13 15 15 11 12 

Arabic 18 15 18 15 18 15 18 15 17 15 18 15 17 14 18 15 12 14 18 14 

Italian - 10 - 7 - 10 - 8 - 10 - 8 - 11 - 9 - 11 - 7 

n = 

161 

129 

75 

37 

238 

275 

132 

119 

254 

225 

126 

81 

265 

271 

143 

124 

14 

205 

10 

56 
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Note. The respondents were asked to assess how close or understandable they consider the listed 
cultures, which they were asked to assess on a scale of four: 1 - ‘cannot say, not familiar’, 2 - ‘not at all’, 
3 - ‘somewhat’, 4 - ‘to a great extent’. The responses were summed across the latter two positive 
statements (‘somewhat‘ and ‘to a great extent’). Fort the percentage values across the generation 
groups, see Appendix 3 (Table 5.3 a). Empty fields in the table indicate that a country/culture was not 
included in the survey in the particular year. 

As expected, Russian culture ranks first for the Russophone respondent 
groups, followed (especially in the three oldest generation cohorts) by 
Ukrainian and Belarussian cultures. Many groups also consider Latvia and 
Lithuania as culturally close; Finland and Germany also rank fairly high. 
Like the younger Estonian-speaking respondents, the Russophone youth 
also have had a strong relationship with English-speaking cultures. The 
United States of America and Great Britain, have become considerably 
more significant for ‘the transition generation and ‘the children of freedom’, 
providing attractive opportunities for, for instance, academic or labour 
mobility. The nguage skills are undoubtedly in favour of cultural closeness. 
For example, according to the 2011 survey, the skills of foreign languages 
have been found to be quite good by 88% of ‘the children of freedom’ and 
only 43% of ‘the post-war generation’; about 40% of ‘the children of 
freedom’ and ‘the transition generation’ assert that they use foreign 
languages often or very often, compared to less than 10% of the respondents 
from ‘the post-war generation’ (no table presented). 

The greatest distance is perceived to exist in relation to Arabic, Middle 
East, Indian and Asian cultures. Latin America is also placed rather far in 
the mental perception of the individuals, although a possible explanation 
for the somewhat better notion of Latin American culture among Estonian 
media users may lie in the popularity of telenovelas, especially Mexican 
drama series, which appeared on the TV screen in the mid-1990s. South 
and West European cultures (Spain, Italy, France, etc.) are perceived to be 
much closer – a finding to be interpreted from the viewpoint of the spatial 
development and cohesion of the European Union. Since media attention 
on EU issues has increased due to Estonia’s membership of the EU and the 
Euro zone, audience involvement with these topics has grown in impor-
tance since the mid-2000s. 

While the three older generation groups have been fairly consistent in 
their replies over the 10 years of the study, the perception of young people 
of the proximity or distance of the world’s cultures is relatively varied. Some 
of the instability in the self-assessments is also attributable to the very small 
number of participants from the respective birth cohort in the 2002 survey 
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(only 25 respondents were qualified as representatives of ‘the children of 
freedom’ group). 

In summary, as can be seen from Table 5.3, the geographical extent 
(range between countries/cultures perceived as the closest and most distant) 
is widening somewhat in the younger generation groups. This may indicate 
a more globally-oriented worldview and an engagement with an Internet-
centred media environment among ‘the children of freedom’. Anu Masso 
(2011) notes that geographical perceptions that are based on various 
experiences and sources, such as socialisation, formal school, media, etc., 
can also be shaped by ideological pressure, in turn based on historical 
contacts with a particular country at the geo-political level as well as at the 
micro-level of individual perception. Masso argues: “Although the 
variations in ideological dimensions do not diminish in the course of gen-
erational change, the power-structure of the countries has changed from a 
freedom discourse to cultural power opposition” (Masso 2011: 915). Putting 
it differently, Masso’s study indicates the principle of cultural hegemony, 
which, within the context of this chapter, suggests that the perceptions of 
the space of ‘the post-war generation’, ‘the early Soviet generation’ and ‘the 
Space Race generation’ have been related to their past and the Soviet 
regime, whereas the perceptions of ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the 
children of freedom’ are culturally opposed, possibly due to the ‘open 
borders’ (as opposed to a ‘closed’ society under the Soviet regime) and 
frequent interaction with Western (popular) culture widely visible in the 
establishment of various forms of entertainment and communication. 

5.3.2 Informedness about events taking place in different geographical regions  

The following section seeks to examine the respondents’ self-evaluated level 
of being informed (the term used here is ‘informedness’) about events 
taking place in their home district or town, all over Estonia, the European 
Union, Russia, and finally, elsewhere in the world. What follows is based on 
the results of analysis of the data from the 2002 and 2011 surveys. However, 
it has to be mentioned that the survey in 2002 considered informedness on 
only three levels: across the local, national and global (world) dimensions.  

As shown in Table 5.4, the survey respondents consider themselves to be 
quite well informed about events taking place all over the state of Estonia 
and more than half of them felt themselves to be informed of what is going 
on in their hometown or city. Hence, at this point one can see a small 
difference in perceived awareness of Estonian news between Estonian 
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speakers and those who chose to answer the questionnaire in Russian: 
nearly 60% of the Russophones feel that they are well informed about the 
national events at least to a moderate extent, compared to 78% of Estonian-
speakers. 

TABLE 5.4. Self-evaluated level of informedness about events in different geographical 
regions. Percentage of respondents. Source: Me. The World. The Media 2011 (2002 in 
brackets) 

LANGUAGE GROUPS GENERATIONAL GROUPS 
Region All Estonian-

language 
Russian-
language 

P-W 
Gen 

ES 
Gen 

SR 
Gen 

T Gen CoF 

n= 1583 1068 515 171 339 375 423 275 
% of respondents 
Home 
town or 
city 

72 
(68) 

78 (73) 60 (60) 
69 
(70) 

72 
(72) 

84 
(65) 

85 
(68) 

88 
(71) 

Estonia 
78 
(67) 

84 (74) 66 (55) 
73 
(74) 

83 
(69) 

80 
(64) 

80 
(64) 

72 
(63) 

EU 27 31 20 20 26 33 29 23 
RUS 37 27 58 40 47 43 33 23 
LV, LT 16 19 10 22 16 22 16 11 
FIN, SWE 21 27 10 14 22 27 21 18 
USA 21 24 15 13 20 23 22 25 
CN, JP 12 13 10 6 13 14 12 12 
Middle-
East 16 16 16 15 19 18 15 10 

Latin 
America 

7 10 6 5 10 10 9 7 

The world - (55) - (53) - (60) - (55) - (57) - (53) - (56) - (58) 

Note. The respondents were asked to assess their level informedness about media events taking 
place in different areas (in their home district, town and state, as well as in other places outside 
Estonia). The optional responses given in the survey were as follows: ‘very well informed and aware 
of everything important’, ‘quite well informed’, ‘insufficiently informed’, ‘have no idea about this 
area’. The results represent only responses from very well and quite well informed people. 

In 2002, no specifically articulated foreign regions were questioned; the question was posed as 
follows: How well informed are you about what is taking place… a) in your home district or town, b) 
in Estonia, c) around the world? 

When looking at some of the computed data from 2002, it can be noticed 
that a slightly smaller percentage of the respondents evaluated the degree of 
being informed of local and national events as good or very good. More-
over, even fewer Russian-speaking people considered themselves well 
informed of local and Estonian events in 2002. On the contrary, as seen 
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from Table 5.4, Estonian-speakers tend to be quite modestly informed of 
the events taking place in Russia (only one-third of them said they were well 
informed), while, as expected, nearly two-thirds of the Russian-language 
based people evaluated their awareness of Russian events as very good. An 
important factor here is the regular following of Russian media channels 
(mainly TV programs produced in Russia), as well as regular contacts with 
relatives and acquaintances living in Russia (according to the 2011 survey, 
64% of the Russian-speaking respondents had friends and family in Russia 
(see also Masso et al. 2014)). 

As regards the informedness of world news, the proportions of well-
informed and insufficiently informed respondents were more equal in both 
language groups. Notwithstanding this, awareness was relatively modest in 
comparison to 2011. One of the general reasons for this may lie in the much 
poorer availability of global media channels in Estonia in the early 2000s.  

From the generational point of view, the data reveal significant dif-
ferences between the Russian-speaking generation groups with a Soviet 
background (the three older groups) who have (had) close ties with (Soviet) 
Russia, and those generation cohorts which were schooled or born and grew 
up in an independent Estonia (not reported in the tables). In particular, the 
results show that only one-third of the Russophones belonging to the ‘the 
children of freedom’ perceive themselves as informed about events taking 
place in Russia, and that nearly one quarter follow Russian media channels 
with a moderate frequency, while, not surprisingly, more than half of this 
generation follow the content of the Estonian channels (including Russian-
language channels produced in Estonia). This may, again, suggest the effect 
of the transition to Estonian-language based education, since, from the 
perspective of socialisation, living in the Estonian-language media space is 
seen as a supportive component for successful integration of the speakers of 
Estonian as a second language (Masso & Soll, forthcoming). 

However, as previous studies suggest (Vihalemm 2008), apart from 
language-related issues and generation differences, it is also relevant to 
analyse the impact of education qualification (not reported in the tables). 
The 2002, as well as 2011, surveys indicated dependent relationships 
between the structure of education qualifications and the structure of infor-
medness: the level of being informed was higher among those with higher 
education as regards both domestic and global events. In addition, the 2011 
survey reveals that the education-related differences are somewhat larger 
among the Russian-speaking respondents. 
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Another difference between the respondents based on their question-
naire languages can be observed at the level of being informed of European 
Union affairs (the 2011 data also reflected a positive and statistically 
significant correlation between education qualification and informedness 
about EU matters; not reported in the tables). In particular, the knowledge 
of EU-related information was evaluated as ‘sufficient’ or ‘good’ by one-
third of Estonians, but by a lower number of the Russian-speakers. In terms 
of generation groups among the Russian-speaking respondents, nearly 50% 
of those belonging to ‘the post-war generation’ indicated their complete 
lack of interest in EU matters (vs. 25% of Estonians belonging to the same 
generation group); a quarter of young Estonians and only 16% of Russian-
speakers who belong to the ‘freedom generation’ evaluated their level of 
being informed of the EU as good. The highest level of informedness was 
indicated by ‘the Space Race generation’ within both language groups.  

5.3.3 Generation and language-based differences in spatial orientations   

In order to provide a stronger basis for the aforementioned arguments, this 
section will present a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), which 
compares statistical differences between means and was used to analyse the 
relationships between generational belonging and spatial orientation of 
media use. From the perspective of geo-cultural distanciation among the 
generations, the existence of statistically significant relationships between 
generational belonging and spatial orientations of media use is clearly 
indicated by Table 5.5.  

Before performing the ANOVA analysis, the following index variables 
based on the 2011 data were computed: 

 
1. Based on the Estonian questionnaire called the ‘Usage of Estonian 

media channels’ an index variable was generated by summing up 
the regular usage of nearly ten printed newspapers, nearly ten radio 
channels, six TV channels and more than ten news portals and on-
line editions. 

2. Based on the Russian questionnaire called the ‘Usage of Estonian 
media channels’ an index variable was generated by summing up 
the regular usage of some printed newspapers, some radio chan-
nels, six TV channels and the three most popular news portals and 
online editions. 
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3. Based on the Russian questionnaire called the ‘Usage of Russian-
language media channels’ an index variable was generated by sum-
ming up the regular usage of nearly ten printed newspapers, five 
radio channels, four TV channels and seven news portals and 
online editions produced in Estonia. 

4. Based on the Estonian questionnaire called the ‘Usage of Russian 
media channels’ an index variable was generated by summing up 
the regular usage of some printed newspapers, some radio chan-
nels, some TV channels and some news portals and online editions 
produced in Russia. 

5. Based on the Russian questionnaire called the ‘Usage of Russian 
media channels’ an index variable was generated by summing up 
the regular usage of some printed newspapers, some radio 
channels, nearly ten TV channels and four news portals and online 
editions produced in Russia. 

6. The ‘Usage of global media channels’ index variable was generated 
by summing up the regular usage of some printed newspapers, 
some radio channels, nearly 15 TV channels and some news portals 
and online editions produced in some Western countries (similar 
questions were posed in both questionnaires). 

7. The ‘Self-evaluated level of informedness’ index was generated by 
summing up the informedness of the above presented regions at 
the well informed level. 

However, the results of the ANOVA analysis on the spatial orientations of 
media use reveal that the practice of following the content of media 
produced in Estonia was most prevalent in ‘the Space Race generation’ and 
was not so prevalent among the ‘the children of freedom’.  
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TABLE 5.5. Spatial orientations of media use, by generations of Estonian- (EST) and 
Russian-language respondents (RUS). One-way ANOVA analysis of variance; mean 
values on a scale of 1-5 with the means significantly above the average marked in bold. 
Source: Me. The World. The Media (2011) 

GENERATION GROUPS  

Index All 
P-W 

G 
ES G SR G T G CoF F Sig. 

Local EST: Estonian 
media channels 

3.02 2.93 3.16 3.23 3.11 2.55 13.0 .000 

 RUS: Estonian 
media channels 

2.58 2.04 2.47 2.80 2.78 2.46 4.73 .001 

 RUS: Russian-
language media 
channels 
produced in 
Estonia 

3.00 2.48 2.95 3.29 3.28 2.45 11.7 .000 

Russian EST: Russian 
media channels  

1.75 1.74 2.02 2.02 1.62 1.34 13.5 .000 

 RUS: Russian 
media channels  

2.95 2.89 3.16 3.27 2.93 2.01 15.4 .000 

Global EST: Global 
media channels 

3.12 2.26 2.89 3.11 3.32 3.53 23.8 .000 

 RUS: Global 
media channels 

3.00 2.32 2.85 3.19 3.30 3.01 9.43 .000 

Spatial 
reach 

EST: Self-
evaluated level of 
informedness 

3.07 2.80 3.17 3.22 3.09 2.93 4.14 .002 

 RUS: Self-
evaluated level of 
informedness 

2.71 2.64 2.81 2.89 2.59 2.71 2.02 NS 

Note. F = variance between groups. Sig. = significant variance at the level of 0.01. 

When it comes to the contrast between the Estonian- and the Russian-
speaking respondents, no significant shift in this generational pattern can 
be identified. Hence, Russian-speaking members of ‘the post-war gen-
eration’ tend to focus less on the media of Estonian origin than any other 
generation. Among other reasons, the finding can be attributed to relatively 
poor Estonian language proficiency among elderly people of Russian origin. 
Previous research on knowledge of Estonian as part of cultural adaptation 
(Proos 2000) also confirm that compared to young people there are fewer 
speakers of Estonian among the elderly, who generally communicated less 
and tended to have forgotten the language that they may have used during 
their active working period. It is therefore understandable that they depend 
more on the Russian than the Estonian-originated media space, which quite 
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many of them cannot comprehensively understand. Hence, as expected, 
engagement with Russian media is more closely linked to ethnic identity – 
as the tables presented above indicate, more than half of the Russian-
speaking respondents follow Russian media channels regularly. 

The results further suggest the dominant use of global TV channels 
(hereby, mainly Western media have been considered) in the two younger 
cohorts born between 1972 and 1995. The only difference between the 
Estonian- and the Russian-speaking users lies in the observation that the 
significance of global media is relatively high among ‘the children of free-
dom’ with non-Estonian background, but at the same time, the most 
notable among ‘the transition generation’, reaching the level of their 
Estonian peers. These results might indicate, above all, better knowledge 
and a wider scope of use of foreign languages (except Estonian or Russian: 
chiefly English), as well as a higher degree of enchantment with Western 
(popular) culture, which tends to have an overwhelming influence on 
people, especially the adolescents, with regard to particular interests.  

From the spatial point of view of media use, Table 5.5 demonstrates 
again that ‘the Space Race generation’, regardless of linguistic origin, 
represents the group with the widest scope of interest in news.  

5.3.4 Relevance and credibility of information channels 

That part of reporting the results that is based on the data from the 2011 
survey also seeks to demonstrate which channels best meet the interests and 
informational interests of the various user groups. The index variables as 
presented in Table 5.6 were computed by using the above-mentioned 
individual variables, based, respectively, on the Estonian and Russian 
questionnaires. The respondents were, among other things, asked to 
indicate how frequently they follow particular newspapers, radio and TV 
channels and Internet news portals accessible in Estonia. As the lists of the 
channels were slightly different in the Estonian and Russian-language 
questionnaires (on the basis of the language in which the channel content is 
produced), the index variables that provided a summarised result were 
computed separately for both language groups. 

As Table 5.6 shows, Estonian speakers consider off-line and on-line 
newspapers, as well as television as equally useful information channels. 
People from both language groups actively follow TV programmes acces-
sible via cable or digital television. As already discussed in Chapter 4, the 
present tables indicate that the newspaper reading tradition in Estonia has 
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remained quite vital to this day. According to the 2011 survey, nearly a half 
of the Estonian respondents regularly read at least three newspapers, 
compared to nearly 20% of the Russian-speakers (no table presented). In 
addition, Russophones are more likely to read press published in the 
Russian language, as seen from Table 5.5. In both language groups, ‘the 
transition generation’ cohort is more active in consuming online news 
media, while ‘the Space Race generation’ cohort exhibits more engagement 
in newspaper reading. 

Approaching the news reviews on television from the aspects of content 
and format, one can draw some conclusions on watching newscasts 
provided by Estonian TV channels. The most influential news reviews are 
the following: Aktuaalne Kaamera (Actual Camera) produced by the 
Estonian Public Broadcasting, Reporter and Seitsmesed uudised (The Seven 
O'clock News) on the commercial channels Kanal2 and TV 3, respectively 
(not reported in the tables). As the data indicate, the two oldest cohorts of 
Estonian respondents, namely ‘the post-war generation’ and ‘the early 
Soviet generation’ have a major preference for the classical objective news 
format provided by the public broadcasting organisation – the majority 
watch Aktuaalne Kaamera regularly. At the same time, the generations born 
after the mid-1970s tend to clearly prefer the more entertaining ‘magazine-
style’ newscasts on the on the commercial TV channels. The show Reporter 
(on Kanal2), which usually mixes entertainment with topical information, is 
regularly followed by half of these two generations. Those who are used to 
watching Estonian news broadcasts form a relatively small group of 
Russian-speaking people, since the proliferation of Russian TV channels is 
quite abundant. Only 20% of Russian-speaking population follows the news 
by Estonian Public Broadcasting (not necessarily every day), the majority of 
them belong to ‘the Space Race generation’ and ‘the transition generation’.  
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TABLE 5.6. Various usages of media channels among Estonian- and Russian-language 
respondents across the five generation cohorts. Percentage of respondents. Source: Me. 
The World. The Media (2011) 
 

ESTONIAN-LANGUAGE RESPONDENTS RUSSIAN-LANGUAGE RESPONDENTS 
P-W 
Gen 

ES 
Gen 

SR 
Gen 

T Gen CoF 
P-W 
Gen 

ES 
Gen 

SR 
Gen 

T 
Gen 

CoF 
n = 

108 217 236 301 206 
n = 

63 122 139 122 69 

Index % of respondents Index % of respondents 

Reading 
Estonian  
newspapers 

40 46 51 38 16 

Reading 
Russian-
language news-
papers printed 
and published in 
Estonia 

28 37 42 38 14 

Watching 
Estonian TV 
programmes 

19 37 43 41 34 
Reading online 
newspapers and 
news portals 

0 11 24 25 14 

Reading online 
newspapers 
and news 
portals 

12 32 47 51 39 
Watching 
Estonian TV 
programmes 

6 25 23 20 27 

Following 
Estonian media 
channels 

19 34 27 34 15 
Following 
Estonian media 
channels 

8 23 26 31 13 

Following 
media channels 
produced in 
Russian 
Federation 

9 14 18 10 4 

Following media 
channels 
produced in the 
Russian 
Federation 

19 25 44 31 9 

Following 
global media 
channels 

21 35 41 47 53 
Following global 
media channels 

19 24 42 44 31 

In addition to the self-assessed frequency and variety of use of different 
news media, the Me. The World. The Media survey also focused on the 
viewpoint of the reliability of different institutions in Estonian society, 
theoretically rooted in Piotr Sztopmpka’s model of multi-layered insti-
tutional trust (Sztompka 1999). For example, surveys conducted between 
2002 and 2011 focused on the general level of symbolic trust at which 
people estimated the credibility of state and public organisations and other 
institutions such as the Estonian Parliament, President, Police, Courts of 
Law, banks, etc. Apart from the other fields, people were asked to estimate 
the level of trust of the following media (as such): newspapers, public 
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broadcasting channels (Estonian Television and Estonian Radio), private 
broadcasting channels and Internet news sources. The responses were given 
on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means ‘do not trust at all’ and 5 ‘trust 
completely’. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 below illustrate and give an overview of the 
credibility level of media channels for Estonian speaking and Russophone 
populations across all five generation cohorts. 

FIGURE 5.1. Level of trust in different media channels for Estonian-speaking 
respondents across the five generation cohorts. Percentage of respondents who tend to 
trust media channels (n=969 in 2002, n=1,068 in 2011). Source: Me. The World. The 
Media (2002, 2011) 
 

 
Note. The survey respondents were asked about the following: Below are listed a variety of 
institutions and organisations. Please select one answer on each line (from one to five) that best 
characterises their trustworthiness in your opinion. A 5-point scale alternatives were given as 
following: 1 – ‘do not trust at all’, 5 - ‘trust completely’. The analysis uses the responses that indicate 
moderate, high and very high levels of credibility by summing the responses on the scale points 
between 3 and 5. 

Figure 5.1 reveals that the most trusted news channels for all Estonian-
speakers are public television and radio stations and that they consider the 
Internet media to be the less reliable source for news and information; how-
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ever, the trustworthiness of Internet sources has increased gradually in the 
past decade. As expected, ‘the post-war generation’ tend to have quite little 
trust in Internet sources, while for ‘the transition generation’ the Internet 
has become almost as reliable as the newspapers and commercial broad-
casting. For ‘the post-war generation’ and ‘the early Soviet generation’ there 
is still a clear qualitative difference between public and commercial tele-
vision and radio (below 80% tend to trust commercial channels, while 
above 90% trust public media). The most stabile assessment of media 
reliability can be seen in ‘the Space Race generation’, although their trust in 
commercial TV has decreased slightly so that one can see a three-layered 
pattern starting from the most credible channels: public media, commercial 
media, Internet media. 

FIGURE 5.2. Level of trust in different media channels for Russian-speaking 
respondents across the five generation cohorts. Percentage of respondents who tend to 
trust media channels (n=501 in 2002, n=515 in 2011). Source: Me. The World. The 
Media (2002, 2011) 

 

 

As Figure 5.2 clearly demonstrates, the level of trust in Estonian media 
channels for the Russophone population is considerably lower than for 
Estonian-speaking people. In addition, differences between the generation 
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groups are also more visible; there is no one and single trustworthy channel 
for all generations. 

However, ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’ reveal 
slightly higher rates of trust in Internet media than their Estonian 
generation companions. At the same time, their assessment of Estonian 
public media is considerably lower than for Estonians. According to the 
2011 survey, the Estonian media attracted greater confidence from ‘the 
children of freedom’ among the Russophones. The 2011 survey also reveals 
that among the Russophones the level of distrust in Estonian media is 
correlated with trust in Russian media channels (no table presented): 84% 
of the people belonging to ‘the post-war generation’ and 74% of those 
belonging to ‘the early Soviet generation’ have confidence in the news flow 
coming from Russia. In contrast, only 51% of ‘the children of freedom’ 
consider Russian media reliable (the credibility of Estonian media channels 
for them is at about the same level, as one can see in Figure 5.3).45 

Based on the data presented above, the sum index of media credibility 
was obtained by totalling the scores of previously mentioned media 
channels and platforms. Figure 5.3 compares the results of media trust (at 
the level of moderate to very high trust) in both language groups in the 
years 2002 and 2011.46 As already pointed out, the Russian-speaking popul-
ation tends to have a considerably lower trust in Estonian media institutions 
than the Estonians. At the same time, there is also a slight decline in the 
overall number of Estonian-speaking respondents who tend to trust the 
Estonian media (from 82% in 2002 to 79% in 2011).  

Of the Estonian cohorts the highest level of trust was given by ‘the 
children of freedom’ (93%) in 2002, who were only 15 years old at that time. 
Over the years, their attitudes towards media institutions changed 
significantly, almost coinciding with the modest level of trust for their 
Russian-speaking generation companions (59%) by 2011.  

 
45 A recent survey by the newspaper Eesti Päevaleht and the Internet portal Delfi, 
conducted in August, 2014, shows that the Russian-speaking population have great 
confidence in the Russian media and the news flow coming from Russia. At the same 
time, young Russian-speakers aged 15-29 tend to have less trust in Russian media. In 
turn, they find the Estonian Internet media to be increasingly important to them (Paris 
2014). 
46 According to ‘Eurobarometer 76’ 2011 data, the level of credibility of media 
institutions in Estonia is comparably high (similar to Austria, the Netherlands, Germany 
and Bulgaria) – above 70%, which is higher than the EU average (below 60%). 
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FIGURE 5.3. The index of the trust of media for the Estonian- and Russian-speaking 
respondents across the five generation cohorts. Percentage of respondents who tend to 
trust media institutions (n=1470 in 2002, n=1583 in 2011). Source: Me. The World. The 
Media (2002, 2011) 

 

One could conclude from the above that the share of Russian-language 
media and the influence of the Russian originated news information are 
greater on the Russian-speaking population of Estonia than Estonian media 
production, especially when it is produced in Estonian. A certain news gap 
between people belonging to these language groups has been repeatedly 
reported by influential surveys, such as the ‘Estonian Human Development 
Report 2007’ (Heidmets et al. 2008) and ‘Monitoring of Integration in the 
Estonian Society 2011’ (Vihalemm 2011), however, at least the Russian-
speaking people born during and after the end of the Soviet Union 
increasingly follow Estonian-language media. When it comes to ‘the 
children of freedom’, the possible reason might lie in their better language 
skills caused partly by the education policy for Russian-language based 
schools in Estonia.47 

 
47 About 20 years ago the Estonian government decided to switch over step by step to 
Estonian as the language of instruction in Russian-medium upper secondary schools. By 
the current years, the upper secondary schools have to use the Estonian language in 60% 
of the classes. This educational change has been publicly discussed, but also criticized 
and questioned among Russian communities, nevertheless, the process has shown its 
positive impact on studentsʼ  language skills (for detailed analysis of individual attitudes 
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In contrast to other nation groups, Estonians have relatively few 
relations with the Russian media (especially, with the news media produced 
in the Russian Federation). In particular, the young people born in the mid-
1990s, who probably face a serious language barrier since Russian is no 
longer as widely spoken in Estonia as English (in fact, during the Soviet 
period Russian was an obligatory subject in all education institutions, while 
today it is offered as an optional elective subject only in some schools), 
might find it difficult to cope when it comes to following Russian-language 
media. On the other hand, ‘the post-war generation’ of Estonian people has 
probably maintained good Russian language skill, but may avoid the 
Russian channels (especially news information) for the considerations of 
trustworthiness because of the media bias in Russia caused by the Kremlin’s 
control of national media, especially television (for a discussion on the 
exercise of political power over the media, see, for example, Koltsova 2006, 
Vartanova 2013). 

5.4 Clusters of individuals with different news media use 

In order to elaborate further on the problem of generational media 
repertoires, some additional analytical techniques will be applied. Based on 
the 2012 data, this chapter employs cluster analysis to identify distinct types 
of media usage and relate these usage types to the social context of the 
generation cohorts as news audiences. Cluster analysis based on K-Means 
uses 14 indexed variables that help to measure and describe, at a higher level 
of generalisation, diversity and frequency in the use of various types of 
media and the level of interest in getting domestic as well as foreign news 
from various close or distant regions of the world.  

To generate the index variables, positive values of the following variables 
were first summarised (aggregated). 

 
1. The ‘Diversity in newspaper reading’ index variable was generated 

by summing up the following individual variables: 
a. frequency of reading several printed daily newspapers, 
b. frequency of reading several weekly newspapers. 

                                                                                                                                       
to educational change and language proficiency as a linguistic prerequisite for that 
process, (Masso & Soll, forthcoming). 
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2. The ‘Diversity and frequency in radio listening’ index variable was 
generated by summing up the frequency of listening to nearly 25 
radio stations. 

3. The ‘Diversity and frequency in TV viewing’ index variable was 
generated by summing up frequency of watching nearly 20 TV 
channels. 

4. The ‘Diversity and frequency in usage of social networking media’ 
index variable was generated by summing up the frequency of 
using nearly 15 social media platforms. 

5. The ‘Using (news) media on mobile devices’ index variable was 
generated by summing up the following individual variables: 

a. frequency of following news feed on mobile or smart phone, 
b. frequency of using other Internet media on mobile or smart-

phone. 
6. The ‘Following public broadcasting’ index variable was generated 

by summing up the following individual variables: 
a. frequency of listening to public radio channels, 
b. frequency of watching public TV channels. 

7. The ‘Following private (commercial) broadcasting’ index variable 
was generated by summing up the following individual variables:  

a. frequency of listening to private radio channels, 
b. frequency of watching private TV channels. 

8. The ‘Following global TV channels’ index variable was generated 
by summing up frequency of watching global channels from six 
different categories (news, movies, sports, science, etc.). 

9. The ‘Diversity and frequency in usage of Internet news media’ 
index variable was generated by summing up frequency of using 
nearly 15 news portals or other information websites.  

10. The ‘Interest in news events of taking place in Estonia’ index 
variable was generated by summing up the following individual 
variables: 

a. interest in obtaining news from one’s home region/town, 
b. interest in obtaining news from all over Estonia. 

11. The ‘Interest in news events taking place in the European Union’ 
index variable was generated by summing up the positive interest 
in obtaining news from nearly 10 European countries. 
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12. The ‘Interest in news events taking place in the Nordic countries’ 
index variable was generated by summing up positive interest in 
obtaining news from the four Nordic countries. 

13. The ‘Interest in news events taking place in Russia and the former 
Soviet countries’ index variable was generated by summing up 
positive interest in obtaining news from Russia and other former 
Soviet countries, except the Baltic countries. 

14. The ‘Interest in news events taking place in English language 
countries’ index variable was generated by summing up positive 
interest in obtaining news from the United Kingdom, the USA, 
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 

 
These cluster-forming attributes help to measure diversity in the use of 
various types of media on the scales shown in the right hand column of 
Table 5.7; the range of figures indicates minimum to maximum variance in 
media use.  

TABLE 5.7. The variables included in the cluster analysis. Source: Variable Media 
Landscapes (2012) 

Variables Scale 

1 Diversity and frequency in newspaper reading 
2 Diversity and frequency in radio listening  
3 Diversity and frequency in TV viewing  

1 – 4 
1 – 4 
1 – 4 

4 Diversity and frequency in usage of social networking media 
5 Frequency of following (news) media on mobile devices 

1 – 4 
1 – 4 

6 Diversity and frequency of following public broadcasting 1 – 5 

7 Diversity and frequency private (commercial) broadcasting  1 – 5 

8 Diversity and frequency of viewing global TV channels 
9 Diversity and frequency in usage of Internet news media 
10 The level of interest in news events taking place in Estonia 

1 – 5 
1 – 4  
1 – 4 

11 The level of interest in news events taking place in the European Union 1 – 4 

12 The level of interest in news events taking place in Nordic Countries 1 – 4 

13 The level of interest in news events taking place in Russia and former Soviet 
Union countries 

1 – 4 

14 The level of interest in news events taking place in English-language 
countries  

1 – 4 
 
1 – low,  
4/5 – high 
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ANOVA analysis performed to determine cluster distribution shows that 
the probability of relevance of the F-test for the aforementioned attributes is 
<0.01, i.e. all the 14 chosen attributes are suitable for forming clusters of 
media use. As mentioned above, a solution of six clusters was selected after 
multiple tests for this analysis as an optimal number of clusters, which 
divided the sample into clusters of relatively similar sizes.  

The clusters have been presented in the order of the frequent and diverse 
usage of various types of news media, starting from the cluster formed by 
respondents with a higher number of contacts with all kinds of media and a 
broad range of interest and ending with the cluster formed by respondents 
with quite one-sided pattern of media usage. Presented below is the 
distribution of the average values (and values below or above the average 
values) of the index variables across all six clusters (Table 5.8).  

According to Table 5.8, Clusters 1 and 2 describe inherently cross-media 
usage patterns and draw together users with wider interests and greater en-
gagement in the media space in general. The results of the first two clusters 
also indicate that the greater the extent of frequency, the more versatile is 
the choice of channels and ways of media usage. Other clusters (3-6) 
represent moderate or outright small involvement with various media, 
except television which has remained (almost solidly) the users’ first choice 
and maintained an important role in disseminating news and other types of 
media content.  
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TABLE 5.8. Media usage patterns in media audiences on the basis of distribution across 
the clusters. Source: Variable Media Landscapes (2012) 

Index variables 

Cluster 1 

Cluster 2 

Cluster 3 

Cluster 4 

Cluster 5 

Cluster 6 

Diversity and frequency in newspaper reading  Ø Ø - - Ø - - 

Diversity and frequency in radio listening  Ø Ø Ø - Ø - 

Diversity and frequency in TV viewing + Ø + + + Ø 

Diversity and frequency in usage of social networking 
media 

Ø - - - - Ø Ø 

Following (news) media on mobile devices - - - - - - - - - 

Following public broadcasting ++ ++ + ++ - - 

Following private broadcasting + ++ Ø ++ Ø - 

Viewing global TV channels ++ - + + - - - - 

Diversity and frequency in usage of Internet news 
media ++ - - - - Ø + 

Interest in news events taking place in Estonia + ++ ++ Ø ++ Ø 

Interest in news events taking place in the European 
Union 

++ ++ - - - - - - 

Interest in news events taking place in Nordic countries ++ ++ + - - - - 
Interest in news events taking place in Russia and 
former Soviet Union countries - ++ - - - - + 

Interest in news events taking place in English-language 
countries 

Ø ++ - - - - - Ø 

Percentage of respondents in clusters 12% 10% 12% 21% 23% 22% 

Note: The symbols in the columns indicate the level (average, below average and above average) of 
frequency and diversity of various media channels and the level of interest in getting news from 
various regions in the world. 

Legend of symbols: - - considerably lower value; - slightly lower value; Ø average value; + slightly 
higher value, ++ considerably higher value. 

The following section briefly describes these clusters by varous usage 
models and social structure. A more detailed socio-demographic com-
position of each cluster is given in Table 5.9.  Since the Pearson’s chi-square 
test does not confirm any statistically significant associations between 
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gender variables in the clusters (Asymp. Sig. >0.05), the gender category has 
been excluded from the table. 

Cluster 1 (12% of the Estonian population born between 1932 and 1997) 
The cluster with the highest variance in media use and composition of 
respondents shows that this audience type composes its media repertoire 
out of a supply that comes from different media outlets. The respondents’ 
regular practices include, at an average level, reading the printed press and 
listening to talk and music radio stations. However, the most important 
media for these users appears to be the Internet, which is the main source 
for news. Social networking media platforms are used, supposedly, both for 
the information as well as personal activities at an average level. The second 
main source for obtaining the news and other information is television. In 
particular, public and global TV channels are preferred over national 
commercial channels (although specifically global news channels like the 
BBC or CNN are not the most frequently followed). A close analysis shows 
(no table presented) that this audience type does not represent a heavy 
concentration on the news format particularly, but rather they pay more 
attention to other programmes as well as to entertainment. Mobile devices, 
to a minor extent, are also used for news ‘reading’ purposes in this type. 
Users belonging to Cluster 1 are characterised by rather wide news interest, 
either domestic or foreign. As for their contacts with the international 
media space, one could point out a slightly higher engagement with events 
taking place in Europe, the Nordic countries and, to a lesser extent, in 
Russia and the former Soviet republics. This cluster is the most 
representative across the ‘transition generation’, ‘the children of freedom’ 
and ‘the Space Race generation’, who have a slightly higher level of income 
than individuals represented in other clusters. Quite many of these cluster 
members have a higher education and the majority of them are actively 
engaged in the labour market. Only 1% of representatives of ‘the post-war 
generation’ can be associated with this type of media usage. Distribution by 
communication language is significantly biased toward Estonian-speaking 
users, which also explains the modest interest in Russian news. 

Cluster 2 (10% of the Estonian population born between 1932 and 1997) 
The second audience type is at an average level focused on the print media 
outlets, radio and television, but is more engaged with following news 
programmes on TV than the previous type (no table presented). These users 
are more oriented towards national channels (both public and private TV) 
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rather than global channels, although the analysis reveals a more intense 
interest in international news than in Cluster 1 (no table presented). Users 
belonging to this cluster to a lesser extent appear to follow the news on the 
Internet. This category of users has considerably diverse news interests. 
Apart from Estonian news, users in this cluster are highly interested in 
events that take place in all other important regions (such as the EU, the 
Nordic region, English-language countries and Russia). The Internet and 
social media are not as frequently used in this group as traditional channels. 
This cluster contains a remarkable number of working/non-working and 
retired individuals with secondary education and lower income from ‘the 
early Soviet generation’ and ‘the Space Race generation’, from both 
language groups equally. Very few young people from ‘the children of 
freedom’ are represented in this audience type. 

Cluster 3 (12% of the Estonian population born between 1932 and 1997) 
Compared to the previous types of usage, Cluster 3 consists of respondents 
with averagely frequent use of the radio, although TV viewing still exceeds 
use of other media channels. This type uses Internet media (including social 
networking media) to a limited extent and is more focused on domestic 
issues than events taking place outside the cycle of the nearest neighbouring 
countries (except the Nordic region). On the other hand, this type quite 
frequently follows global TV channels (including both entertainment and 
factual programmes). Users in Cluster 3 very rarely use mobile devices for 
media usage. Cluster 3 has the broadest representation of individuals with 
secondary education and quite low income from ‘the early Soviet 
generation’, as well as ‘the post-war generation’, many of whom are ap-
proaching retirement or have already retired. This group also contains a 
high proportion of Estonian-speaking respondents. 

Cluster 4 (21% of the Estonian population born between 1932 and 1997) 
The fourth cluster is composed of individuals who exhibit an even less 
varied pattern of media use. They are, to a greater extent, TV oriented and 
most frequently watch TV programmes produced in Estonia, both 
commercial and public. A closer analysis (no table presented) shows that 
about half of them occasionally also follow global news programmes (such 
as the BBC or CNN). Compared to the previous cluster, they tend to be 
significantly less focused on news and current affairs and more interested in 
entertainment. Radio and the press are slightly less important information 
sources for this cluster. The Internet is also used, including to follow the 
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news, although not very frequently (and in order to participate in social 
media networks). The results clearly show that this type (similarly to the 
users from Cluster 2 and 3) has not really adopted mobile media yet. The 
geographical news horizon of this cluster is largely determined by their 
immediate environment – home town/county and Estonia. Cluster 4, as the 
previous cluster, has the broadest representation of retired individuals with 
lower income from ‘the early Soviet generation’ and the ‘the post-war 
generation’, the bulk of whom are Estonian speakers.  

Cluster 5 (23% of the Estonian population born between 1932 and 1997) 
The fifth cluster holds the largest number of respondents and consists of 
individuals with less extensive patterns of media use, focusing on television 
as well Internet sources, but also on print media and radio, preferring 
commercial programmes over public ones. Global news media channels 
appear to be followed rather rarely. TV news and current affairs on national 
TV are also less-frequently-used sources of information for this user group 
(no table presented). In addition to the above, the audience type spends 
time, at an average level, finding news on Internet portals and uses social 
networking sites for different activities. They have also some contacts with 
mobile devices for media consumption, but the habit has not been really 
established. As for the spatial horizon, this user group pays quite little 
attention to events outside Estonia. The cluster is typified by people with 
secondary or tertiary education from ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the 
Space Race generation’ who are generally active in the labour market. The 
cluster also include quite many students from ‘the children of freedom’ 
group. The language structure of this cluster tends again to be pre-
dominantly Estonian. 

Cluster 6 (22% of the Estonian population born between 1932 and 1997) 
The sixth audience type can be characterised by the least varied pattern on 
usage, focusing mainly on the Internet media, including social networking 
media. They also watch TV, at an average level, but have no clear pre-
ferences in terms of public and commercial channels. With TV, however, 
they watch the daily news programmes and, to some extent, other current 
affairs formats. They have very little contact with the printed press, but do 
use mobile devices for media consumption sometimes. The news interest 
horizon of this type is largely limited to Russian and Estonian news; 
significantly little attention is paid to events taking place in Europe or the 
Nordic region, but they are interested in getting news about the USA, 
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United Kingdom and other English-speaking countries and regions. The 
cluster represents generations born in the 1970s and before, mainly 
individuals with quite low income and secondary education from ‘the 
transition generation’, ‘the Space Race generation’ and ‘the early Soviet 
generation’, and is dominated by the Russian-speaking people. 

To sum up the results of the analysis of media usage clustering, Estonian 
audiences can be divided into two media usage clusters characterised by 
cross-media use, and two patterns showing very little variability, as based 
on the 2012 survey data. Clusters 1 and 2 are distinguished from the others 
by diverse use of various media types, however, in a comparison of the 
generation groups, one can see that the younger generations converge in the 
first cluster and the older generations in the second. The clusters in the 
middle – Clusters 3 and 4 appear to be similar to each other, with slightly 
different levels of engagement with the news programmes and formats, 
being both mainly interested in their immediate surroundings. Clusters 1 
and 5, which include more individuals from the two youngest generations, 
are also to a greater extent oriented towards diverse use of new media and 
social networking media; mobile (news) media have to become a part of 
their media repertoires, which cannot be said about the older generation 
groups. Differences in usage patterns are present in the level of intensity of 
following these types of media as well as in how both communication 
languages are distributed in the clusters. Cluster 6, which is dominated by 
Russian-speaking respondents also demonstrates a greater interest in 
Russian matters with not that much attention being paid to links with other 
world regions. In other cases, the geographical news interest horizon appears 
to be partly related to people’s education and social background. Approach-
ing media consumption as symbolic, and departing from the theory intro-
duced by Bourdieu (1979/1984), one may observe that people with better 
economic and cultural capital tend to have a wider range of interests and be 
concerned with cultural spaces that are different from their own.   
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TABLE 5.9. Social composition of media usage clusters. Percentages of respondents. 
Unweighted data. Source: Variable Media Landscapes (2012) 

Cluster 
1 

Cluster 
2 

Cluster 
3  

Cluster 
4  

Cluster 
5 

Cluster 
6 

Total 

n = 185 
(12%) 

n = 162 
(10%) 

n = 182  
(12%) 

n = 333 
(21%) 

n = 366 
(23%) 

n = 342 
(22%) 

 
 

% of clusters 

n = 1570 
(100%) 

Generation structure 
the post-war generation 
the early Soviet generation 
the Space Race generation 
the transition generation 
the children of freedom 

 
1 

16 
23 
37 
23 

 
9 

38 
22 
24 
7 

 
22 
47 
18 
9 
4 

 
23 
46 
20 
9 
2 

 
1 

10 
22 
42 
25 

 
6 

25 
20 
34 
15 

 
13 
27 
21 
29 
10 

Communication language* 
Estonian-speaking 
Russian-speaking 

 
86 
14 

 
50 
50 

 
84 
16 

 
86 
14 

 
87 
13 

 
36 
64 

 
72 
28 

Education 
primary 
secondary 
tertiary 

 
6 

44 
50 

 
7 

54 
39 

 
22 
54 
24 

 
25 
57 
18 

 
18 
51 
31 

 
15 
60 
25 

 
17 
54 
29 

Professional background 
working 
not working 
studying 
pensioned 

 
76 
6 

11 
7 

 
59 
25 
4 

29 

 
41 
8 
2 

49 

 
39 
8 
0 

53 

 
71 
12 
12 
5 

 
61 
11 
10 
18 

 
59 
8 
7 

26 
Relationship status 

single 
partner 
divorced or 
widowed 

 
26 
62 
12 

 
12 
64 
24 

 
11 
57 
32 

 
27 
62 
11 

 
26 
63 
11 

 
21 
57 
22 

 
19 
59 
22 

Netto income per month per 
family member ** 

˂200 euro 
201-400 euro 
401-650 euro 
651-800 euro 
˃800 euro 
Do not know/ 
refuses to answer 

 
 
 

4 
19 
19 
10 
12 
36 

 
 
 

9 
35 
9 
4 

12 
31 

 
 
 

8 
46 
9 
3 
4 

30 

 
 
 

10 
52 
11 
3 
2 

22 

 
 
 

6 
23 
16 
5 
6 

44 
 

 
 
 

12 
34 
12 
3 
3 

36 

 
 
 

9 
35 
13 
4 
5 

34 

Note. Clustering algorithms are analysed in the context of unweighted data. This has caused some 
disproportionate distributions. * The Pearson’ chi-square test shows that there is a relationship 
between one’s communication language and type of media use (Asymp. Sig. = 0.000). ** According 
to Statistics Estonia, in the 4th quarter of 2012, the average montly gross salary was 916 euros. 
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When continuing to interpret the cluster solution from the viewpoint of the 
social background of the clusters, a conditional parallel can be drawn 
between the types representing poorer patterns of media consumption 
using the example of the final generation cohorts, i.e. ‘the post-war gener-
ation’ and ‘the children of freedom’, together with representatives of ‘the 
transition generation’. The elder of these have found a comfortable form of 
entertainment in TV (see Cluster 4) and the younger in Internet media and 
social networks (see Cluster 5), where the emphasis is placed on enter-
tainment rather than current affairs. Both clusters are somewhat distanced 
from frequently reading printed media, which requires a somewhat higher 
level of involvement. The Internet use of the young is often interpersonal 
communication rather than following news in-depth or interpreting events 
occurring in society.  

After an additional more precise study, more thorough conclusions 
could be drawn on the impact of social status (based on income). Vihalemm 
et al. (2012: 45) have noted that older age in combination with a lower social 
status may be a factor facilitating more passive media behaviour, as the last 
two clusters illustrate. However, these authors also admit that, as expected, 
age plays a crucial role in the distinction between media behaviours and 
repertoires. The nature of these differences would be even more pronoun-
ced if thematic preferences could be analysed across the clusters – a topic 
discussed in greater detailed in Chapter 4, but as different datasets were 
used for the analysis of topic preference and for cluster analysis (the 2011 
and 2012 surveys, respectively, which cannot be 100% comparatively 
combined), generation-, age- and life course-related characteristics can only 
be discussed on the basis of the results arrived at in this chapter. 

5.5 Changing personal social space and patterns of audience fragmentation 

This chapter has provided an insight into a number of important aspects of 
the fragmentation of audiences on the Estonian media landscape. As the 
analysis above shows, there are other factors stressing the differences in 
media use besides age and generation identity; in the Estonian context one 
of the most important factors is the language of communication, which was 
studied more closely in the chapter. Relations with education and social 
status would also deserve further study, as pointed out in the 2000–2012 
study of media trends by Vihalemm, Lauristin and Kõuts-Klemm (2012). 
Any discussion at this point could include how the relation of the Estonian 
people to the surrounding world via the media, and in their individual 
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perception, has changed over the past decade and how this together with 
other attributes characterising the role of news media in the life of people, 
illustrates possible generational trends in media use. 

Originating from the perspective of communication geography that 
binds the changes in the spatial dimensions and mediatised social practice 
(Falkheimer & Jansson 2006), the first part of the chapter discussed the 
micro-level changing spatial relations in different social groups of news 
media audiences (formed on the basis of communication language as well as 
generational identity), while interpreting the results in the light of, among 
other things, Estonia’s socio-cultural transition from post-communist, to 
late modern democratic, society. It is the cultural aspect that is important in 
this approach, as both spatial relations and a broader perception of the 
world, whether perceived via the media or experienced first-hand, have 
fundamental cultural meaning. The possibilities of modern media are 
increasing the speed of the mediation of world events and compressing 
distances (Harvey 1989), allowing the gap to be closed between the local and 
global worlds and bringing places and problems that would otherwise be 
perceived as distant and foreign closer. In a way that is related to the issue 
of cultural proximity or distance, it is possible that there is a contradictory 
phenomenon of perceiving the geographically proximate as strange or 
incomprehensible for certain reasons that weaken perception. 

As the analysis demonstrated, both the media repertoires as well as 
attachment with interest in international news provide a useful framework 
for outlining the spatial horizon of various audience groups and imagined 
social and cultural distances between the respondents’ own country (and 
culture) and that of other countries in the world.  

As a result of the synthesis between macro-level societal developments and 
the changing media landscape, one can expect the diversification of the 
geographical and cultural horizon of the mainstream news media in Estonia 
in conjunction with the country’s accession to the European Union and 
adaptation to the opening of its borders. Comparison of data regarding 
interest in news over the years showed that the importance of the (core) 
countries of the European Union as perceived by people, and the attention 
paid to these countries, has increased, which in turn has been facilitated by 
the fact that since 2004 these countries have been covered increasingly 
frequently and thoroughly in the daily news (Vihalemm 2007: 787). This is 
because the EU integration process encompasses almost all vital areas, such as 
economics, politics, the social sphere, the labour market, education, and 
culture. Naturally, interest in news also conceals certain practical and 
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personal motivations for being interested in certain areas, for example 
attention and relations caused by labour migration, family or other contacts. 
As a general tendency, the survey data showed that a majority perceives a 
fairly large part of the world as being quite distant, while the perceived 
distance is shorter with geographically close neighbouring countries (namely, 
Latvia, Finland and Russia, while Lithuania has receded into the background 
over the last decade), with which most respondents have had actual 
immediate contact. As for one of the main conclusions, it was found, as 
expected, that over the ten-year period of the study a dominant spatial 
orientation for most of the groups surveyed can be described by its economic 
and cultural affinity with the Nordic neighbouring countries Finland and 
Sweden, which provide a gateway to the Western world. 

However, some generational differences and differences arising from the 
varying circumstances in which the respondents spent their formative years 
(as illustrated in Chapter 3) can be highlighted based on the research data. 
Firstly, younger respondents (both Estonian and Russian speaking) (‘the 
transition generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’) show an increasing 
interest in English-speaking countries (especially the UK and USA), which 
is also confirmed by their perceived proximity to English-speaking cultures. 
One can conclude from the findings that the representatives of these two 
generations show greater underlying similarity in their world views, since 
their identities are linked, on one hand, to Estonia as their homeland/land 
of their birth (the older generations of ethnic Russians perceive probably 
Russia as the motherland) and cosmopolitan dimensions (or stronger global 
orientation), on the other hand, so that a fairly large number of them are 
oriented toward acquiring international contacts and experiences outside 
Estonia and neighbouring places. Not all generations have had the oppor-
tunity to experience global openness and access to the world, and, therefore, 
some of them may be constrained by a certain estrangement.  

Another important factor in the high level of engagement with English-
language practices lies in the reiterated conclusion that ‘the transition 
generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’ have to a larger extent coped with 
new emerging communication patterns, so that for these segments, the 
Internet has become the main medium for the consumption of both news 
and other media content, as well as creating interpersonal communication, 
benefiting from the novel technologies developed for that mission. It is 
needless to stress that in addition to the domination of the English language 
in (especially tertiary) education, English-language information on the 
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Internet dominates over content provided in both Russian and Estonian 
languages, the latter being directed to an especially small audience.  

The other generation groups have not transferred to the use of Internet 
media so rapidly and there is no reason to believe that the use of ‘old media’ 
in its individual activities such as reading newspapers, listening to the radio 
or watching TV, would entirely disappear or lose its meaning among these 
groups (according to the 2011 survey data, the vast majority of the three 
older generation groups prefer to obtain their news from traditional 
newspapers, radio and the TV rather than the Internet, while among the 
younger generations, less than half of the respondents would agree to such a 
statement). More likely than a large-scale transfer to the Internet, the habits 
of the older generations can be influenced and limited by financial factors of 
a much more practical nature, which might not allow for the former extent 
of newspaper subscriptions, explaining why printed media (especially 
magazines) might obtain the status of ‘elite media’ attainable only by an 
aware and affluent ‘elite audience’, as noted by Vihalemm et al. (2012: 48). 

In addition to the above, the analysis results presented in this chapter 
give an insight into somewhat different personally perceived spatial 
relations and media behaviour in both generation and language groups, 
especially those whose membership formed in the 1960s or earlier, under 
different discourse conditions (for example, the younger generations have a 
higher interest in English-speaking regions and cultures, while the older 
generations news interest focus is more on the Baltic and Nordic regions; 
subsequently, for the Russian speaking population of Estonia of all gen-
eration groups news and events related to Russia appeared to be the most 
engaging, while for Estonian speakers news about Finland takes precedence 
over other foreign countries and regions). Moreover, as Masso (2011: 902) 
argues, Estonia’s transition from the Soviet Union to European Union 
membership “has caused spatial disruption” (ibid.) among those population 
groups with a Soviet (and Russian) background. As the findings demon-
strate in this chapter, the common ground in perception of social space, as 
constituted by the media as well as through personal practices in the older 
generation groups can be found in the similar level of attention given to the 
news about (from) Latvia and Lithuania, as well as Finland and Germany.  

Finally, to summarise the changing relations of media space, on the one 
hand, and usages of news media, on the other, into certain general trends as 
illustrated by the clusters formed in this chapter for analytical purposes, the 
presence of various combinations and variations can be observed. It is a 
complicated task for a researcher to identify merely on the basis of 
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standardised survey results all the influential factors that depend on the 
interests, preferences, skills and possibilities of individuals, while it is clear 
that the distribution of the observed audience segments according to 
various usage patterns does not chiefly consist in concentrating on a certain 
medium or channel or mixture of these. From the generational perspective, 
it would be easy to fall into one of two widespread myths, according to 
which all elderly people spend most of their time in front of the TV, and 
most adolescents spend their time on the Internet. Although such a 
simplified presentation would be an obvious exaggeration, one cannot deny 
the distanciation of ‘the children of freedom’ and ‘the transition generation’ 
from formerly traditional media usages and a constrained, local perspective, 
especially considering their formation in the context of a considerable 
diversification of the media landscape and changes in society.  

One can also speak about a conditional approximation of ‘the post-war 
generation’ and ‘the early-Soviet generation’ cohorts, while keeping in mind 
that ‘the post-war generation’ has maintained its general diverse interests, 
but is the most conservative of all the generation groups as regards new 
technology and digital environments, while ‘the early Soviet generation’ has 
adapted better to the new media and uses it as a complementary medium to 
the traditional information channels. Whether the low digitisation rate of 
the elderly should be attributed to their low purchasing power or a lack of 
interest is difficult to assess based on quantitative data only. There are 
certainly a considerable number of elderly individuals who are eager to 
explore new territories, which is why the influence of seniors as potential 
consumers of digital media cannot be overlooked. As regards the ‘inter-
mediary or buffer generation’ (cf. Pilcher 1994, Kalmus, Masso et al. 2013), 
which in this context is the media user segment titled ‘the Space Race 
generation’, it is an adaptable group distributed notably evenly between all 
six clusters of media use, representing in its variability a cross-section of the 
part of Estonian society practising various usages, interests and repertoires. 

To conclude this chapter, the following remark should be made. In the 
light of the cluster analysis, one can to interpret the significant distinctions 
not only between the generation groups but also within the generation 
groups. When looking at the six media use clusters – characterised by 
education, language belonging, income and other background variables – 
that illuminate the media preferences of the news media audiences in 
Estonia, it becomes clear that media use (both the traditional and new 
media use) or use of news media is related not merely to membership of a 
certain social generation (and to particular generation cohorts constructed 
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and defined by the author of the thesis). Therefore, in order to reflect more 
deeply on the differences between and within the generation groups, in this 
particular case, the complexity of the situation has to be accepted and the 
discussion needs to be broadened, so that all indicators (income, education, 
communication language, etc.) and related aspects that do not coincide with 
the definition of the social generations, or generation cohorts as addressed 
in this thesis, but still have a great influence on media repertoires, are taken 
into account.  

Summary 

In Chapter 5 the spatial horizons of media use in different generation 
groups as well as the two dominant language groups in Estonia were ana-
lysed. The study focused on generational similarities and differences in the 
attention individuals surveyed between 2002 and 2012 give to the news 
about and from different foreign countries and regions. In parallel, the level 
of cultural proximity with these regions was investigated in all groups, in 
order to outline the perceptions of personal social space among the 
generations of news users. Finally, the tendencies of fragmentation of the 
news audience in Estonia were analysed by cluster analysis to determine the 
patterns of diverse media use. The results of the analysis challenge in several 
ways the whole question of social generations and underline also other 
aspects (such as education, income, language belonging) on which the 
differences in media use repertoires are dependent. 
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CHAPTER 6  

 
News media discursive features  
across the generation cohorts48 

Introduction 

The previous chapters mainly focused on a general description of the 
various segments of the news media audience and a study of their media 
repertoires based on quantitative survey data, arriving at a typology of 
usage. To this end, the cluster analysis method was used to group 14 
aggregated characteristics (indices) into six main usage patterns, the 
occurrence of which was in turn observed in five generational cohorts. 
Additionally there was discussion of which features of ‘media generations’ 
can be distinguished according to the cluster-based usage patterns in these 
five groups. As statistical data analysis allows for generalisation, but cannot 
give exhaustive substantial answers about the cognitive interests and 
motivations at the argumentation level, the last empirical chapter of the 
theses attempts to discuss the issues raised on the basis of qualitative 
interviews. In addition to the above, the chapter aims at studying the 
specific of news media usage practices of the generations as text, i.e. to 
analyse the language choices and discursive characteristics contained in 
group interviews, to observe more closely the ways of expression 
characteristic of the generational cohorts and the underlying presentation of 
media experience and repertoires. 

If to proceed from the thesis that language has an instrumental value as a 
means of communication, as well as symbolic value as a sign of group 
identity, it may be concluded that in respect of the issues shared by 
participants of a thematically articulated discussion, language and inter-

 
48 The study has been partly published in Göran Bolin and Eli Skogerbø (eds.) Northern 
Lights: Film & Media Studies Yearbook. Age, generation and the media (11: 1, 2013) 
entitled as ‘Understanding changing news media use: Generations and their media 
vocabulary’. 
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actively created text act as the distinguishing factors of the we-sense for the 
generational group in which the situation occurs. Going even further, one 
might even expect in such conditions signs of the ‘generationing’ process, as it 
has been described by Michael Corsten (1999: 252) and which opens up 
where people begin to “share a picture of ‘their time’ or a script of the drama 
of their collective development in the course of ‘their’ historical phase”. As the 
quotes and paraphrases given below from the focus groups show, a fairly large 
number of comments are related to describing “their time” in the context of 
the “strata of their experience”, as Corsten (ibid.: 258) puts it, with news 
media. Furthermore, by using the aforementioned study of availability of 
linguistic material, it is possible to view from a discursive perspective how the 
specific “semantic order” or “order of meanings” (Corsten 1999: 260) is 
established in the generational cohorts. 

Therefore, the chapter employs focus group methodology to explore age-
related and generational differences in news media use, based on respon-
dents’ belonging to four specifically defined generation cohorts of media 
memories, patterns of current news media use and repertoires, as well as 
their interpretations of news as factual information. The focus group 
interviews were conducted in late autumn 2011 in the two largest cities in 
Estonia and involved sixteen women and eight men born between 1939 and 
1995, belonging to the following generation cohorts: ‘the post war 
generation’, ‘the Space Race generation’, ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the 
children of freedom’ (for the full composition of the focus groups, see 
Appendix 4). 

6.1 The analytical framework: critical text analysis 

The concepts of ‘text’ and ‘discourse’ are used in a multiplicity of ways and 
are anchored in different traditions of research. In this study, text – spoken 
and later transcribed – is defined purely functionally within the base of the 
speech situation, i.e. produced by the participants of the focus groups and 
stimulated by the author of the thesis. Here the approach agrees well with 
Michal Halliday’s (1978) suggestion that text is everything that is meaning-
ful in a certain situation: “By text, then, we understand a continuous process 
of semantic choice” (Halliday 1978: 137). 

Discourse has a wider application than text, referring to the whole 
process of interaction of which text is only a part, as Norman Fairclough 
(1989: 24) defines it. In fact, Fairclough lists several uses of the term as 
present in contemporary research: situational context of language use, 
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samples of spoken dialogue, in contrast with written texts, notion of genre 
(for example, new discourse), etc. (Fairclough 1992: 3-5). Through the 
perspective of discourse analysis the multifunctional aspects of language 
and semantics (including vocabulary and grammar) in the text, as well as 
the relations between text and its social conditions, will be operationalised.  

However, this chapter proceeds from Fairclough’s approach, which has 
been selected from several relevant works, such as those of Michel Foucault 
(1972), Teun van Dijk (1977, 1985, 1996) and Ruth Wodak (1996) – all 
writers who have confronted the meanings of ‘discourse’. Appropriately, 
Fairclough’s critical study of language is closely related to Halliday’s 
systemic functional linguistics, being influenced by the ‘critical’ ideas of the 
Frankfurt School, and in particular, the work of Jürgen Habermas (1970) 
and his idea of self-reflectiveness. Departing from the previously mentioned 
viewpoints, one may assume that language use is a result of conscious 
choices, in turn connected with the sociocultural practice and relations 
dominant in a society. Accordingly, language use may be ideological, or to 
put it differently, refer to entire sets of ideas or ideologies with their 
historical, social and institutional implications, as pointed out by van Dijk 
(1997), as well as by Stefan Titscher and associates (2000: 146), who state: 
“To determine this it is necessary to analyse texts to investigate their 
interpretation, reception and social effects.” 

Accordingly, in his Critical Discourse Analysis: The Critical Study of 
Language ([1995] 2010) Fairclough provides an appropriate way to address 
and simultaneously analyse the relationships between text and the process 
of social interaction. At this point, the complexity of a sort of ideological 
structure within discourse that contributes to the reproduction of certain 
power-relations, implies a systematic and interpretative ‘reading’, in order 
to explain a relationship between the text and its social conditions, as well as 
ideologies and power-relations. Moreover, interpretations of texts while 
using the critical analysis approach, need to be flexible and open to new 
points of view resulting from new emerging contexts.  

To sum up the central idea of his approach, Fairclough sees text as “the 
language ‘product’ of discursive processes, whether it be written or spoken 
language”, forming a meaningful whole and cohering to its context (Fair-
clough 1995: 96). Later Fairclough emphasises the multi-semiotic nature of 
the text by adding other semiotic forms (such as visual images and sound) 
that can simultaneously exist within text. A critical approach to the method 
mainly indicates the ambition to reveal the hidden links between text, 
power and ideology, and to point to the linguistic elements of human inter-
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action in social structures, for instance, in generational relations. Fairclough 
has also noted that analyses based on the specificity of text allows changes in 
the content of the discourses and their impact on and consequences for 
society to be tracked (ibid.: 35–36). Therefore, as a methodological 
justification for the accuracy of text analysis lies in a dialectical relationships 
between social structures and texts as a significant form of social activity. 

For the purpose of complex analysis, Fairclough (2010) has proposed 
some central arguments for summing up the strengths of his approach. The 
method includes the following characteristics: 

(…) linguistic description of the language text, interpretation of the 
relationship between the (productive and interpretative) discursive 
processes and the text, and explanation of the relationship between the 
discursive processes and the social processes. (Fairclough 2010: 132, 
emphasise in original). 

Fairclough illustrates his method and different dimensions of discourse 
analysis with the following model, first published in his Discourse and Social 
Change in 1992. 

FIGURE 6.1. Dimensions of discourse and discourse analysis (Fairclough 2010: 133). 
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The study of focus groups conducted within this research project focuses 
mainly on the problems that have occurred as most relevant to the 
participants of the focus groups, dealing with them mainly on textual bases. 
One justification for taking a narrow perspective on the analysis of 
discursive practices, as approached by Fairclough, lies in the limited scope 
of such group discussions. Therefore, a comprehensive approach to socio-
cultural practices would need to be based on much wider material and also 
take account of other factors. 

However, the strategic questions for this focus group study will 
investigate the structures that are constructed through interaction, language 
and text, and will also pay attention to the aspects that lead to different 
discursive attachments and ideological viewpoints. Thus, various 
expressions that indicate experiential and relational values (for example 
knowledge, belief, euphemistic expressions, formal and informal words, 
etc.), ideologically significant meaning relations between words (synonymy 
and hyponymy) and metaphors and slang words that have different 
discursive attachment, have been taken under closer examination and 
discussed on a more detailed level (for a more detailed overview of the set of 
formal features of vocabulary, grammar and textual structures, see 
Fairclough [1989] 2001: 92–93).  

Discussion on these questions across the four generation groups based 
on their experiences of and relations with news media is elaborated on in 
the next sections of this chapter. However, a quick recapitulation here for 
the sake of clarity would say that the semi-structured focus groups focused, 
among the current habits and attitudes related to the use of various media 
channels and platforms, on the participants’ media memories (both from 
childhood and the formative years of adolescence). In addition, they were 
asked to formulate their own and original definitions of the essence of news 
as a genre and its significance for their everyday lives (for the full thematic 
schedule of the focus groups, see Appendix 5). 

The following section will, first, outline the predominant features of 
media memories and the everyday media repertoires across the generation 
groups; and subsequently, the results of critical analysis of the focus group 
interview texts. The findings will be illustrated with extracts from the 
interviews.49 

 
49 All translations of interview transcripts are made by the author. 
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6.2 Growing into a news audience 

The focus group interviews were introduced by a question on media 
memories, which created a suitable atmosphere for characterising the social 
circumstances and the news media sphere in the memories and experience 
of a particular generation cohort. A large number of the historical events 
have been described under the historical overview in Chapter 3, which is 
why extensive quotations containing general descriptions are no longer 
provided in this chapter. However, it would be important to outline for each 
interviewed generation group the features that have most shaped and/or 
influenced the particular cohort, so as to demonstrate how it grew into a 
news media audience in what Mannheim calls the ‘formative age’. 

Three out of four of the generation cohorts interviewed in the focus 
groups were strongly influenced by the journalism produced in the con-
ditions of the Soviet Union, being “strictly supervised, regulated and 
controlled by the Communist Party and its apparatus” (Lauk 1999: 19) and 
primarily serving the interests of the authorities. Therefore, the audience 
had to be quite smart to read and ‘decode’ the messages, if to follow the 
theoretical approach by Stuart Hall ([1973] 1980). ‘The children of freedom’ 
are apparently still developing into their role of news users, as evidenced by 
this generation’s changing, not quite crystallised relations to the media, as 
referred to in other chapters. At the time the focus group was conducted, 
they were in their formative years (17–21). However, the following is an 
insight into the main reflections provided by the joint discussions in the focus 
groups, in which the participants describe their most influential contacts with 
the news media from the time they were about 15–20 years old. 

‘The post-war generation’ grew up in very poor conditions in which the 
most elementary daily issues were primary. Newspapers were subscribed to 
and read according to financial possibilities; a radio was a luxury item, 
television reached this generation in adulthood. In some families where the 
men were interested in amateur radio operation, they may have built a radio 
or another device, as a man born in 1939 described. The following is a 
description of the domestic media selection in the 1940s and 1950s. 

Paul: [I am] a wartime child. We were poor. The first radio came 
when I was in secondary school, my father bought this tiny radio. 
Juri: We had a radio and a telephone. /.../ We had a newspaper, 
this Edasi [Forward] was subscribed to [the Tartu newspaper 
today known as the largest national daily Postimees]. There were 
also Russian papers, as we spoke Russian at home. 
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Interviewer: Were these newspapers published in Russia? 
Juri: Yes, in Russia. And in Estonia, there was Sovetskoye Estonia 
[Soviet Estonia]. 
Linda: I am from the country, from Tabivere. There were 
loudspeakers everywhere, we had nothing else. /.../ They had to 
be, they were mandatory. 
Juri: A noisebox. 
Interviewer: What did you hear from the ‘noisebox’ or propa-
ganda radio, as we may call it? 
Juri: Music and news, music and news. Political programmes too. 
/.../ 
Linda: I got my own radio in 1967. Before that I visited my aunt 
in Tartu to listen to music radio... Sibelius and... We once had a 
radio in the country, but these were confiscated during the war. 
My mother said it was a beautiful and expensive German radio. 
Hilda: Both my parents were teachers. I remember the 
obligation… [to subscribe to the Soviet press]. The magazine was 
Nõukogude Kool [Soviet School]. For children there was the 
‘Pioneer’ magazine [a monthly magazine published by the 
Central Council of the All-Union Leninist Young Communist 
League]. We had a radio... I also remember my father listening to 
the Voice of America. The signal was very bad, father couldn’t 
hear much. 
Juri: In our home, we also listened to the Voice of America. Even 
though my grandfather was a Party worker and old communist, 
he always listened to it. The doors were closed and we kids were 
not allowed to go near, but we knew. 
(The post-war generation, born 1932–1941) 

Chapter 3 describes the information restrictions that were imposed on 
people during the Soviet period and this explains the people’s attempt to 
seek access to ‘open’ information channels, one of them was the US 
government’s external broadcasting station Voice of America (see also 
Andersson 2004). Those who had the courage and opportunity would listen 
to the evening programmes, which were regularly broadcast in Estonian 
from 1951 to 2004. Naturally, one had to listen to the station discreetly and 
secretly; and the signal was bad because the authorities actively jammed 
foreign radio broadcasts and disrupted communication by decreasing the 
signal-to-noise ratio. It should be mentioned that the memories of ‘the 
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Space Race generation’ also include parents or relatives listening to the 
Voice of America: 

Karl: In the summer at my great-uncle’s place in the country-
side…he was a socialist from the Estonian independence period. 
My father was somehow more cautious… In Tartu [located in the 
south] you couldn’t listen because the signal was jammed. 
Eva: You could hear every third word, and the rest you had to fill 
in yourself. [Laughter.] 
(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

While the most influential ‘new’ medium of ‘the post-war generation’ was 
the radio, ‘the Space Race generation’ already grew up spellbound by screen 
media – cinema and TV awoke the brightest memories and the loudest 
discussions broke out regarding cultural TV shows. This may be because 
the focus group was dominated by some enthusiastic people representing 
education and culture institutions. The interview also shows that every 
household had quite a lot of newspaper and magazine subscriptions, as in 
those decades the print runs of printed media had increased to record levels. 
For example, the print run of the Tartu regional newspaper Edasi had 
increased from 44 000 to 91 000; an average Estonian inhabitant regularly 
read 6 newspapers and magazines per week and 57% read fictional books at 
least once a week (Vihalemm and Lauristin 2004: 7-8). 

Maie: We had a radio, TV, and a subscription to the newspaper 
Edasi. And we watched information shows, Aktuaalne Kaamera 
[Actual Camera] and TV plays and TV theatre. /.../ But the radio 
was the most important [information channel]! 
Ester: The radio played mostly in the background, it was not 
specifically listened to, but it played all the time. Out of news-
papers, we had subscriptions to Rahva Hääl [the Voice of the 
People, the official newspaper of the local Communist Party] and 
Edasi. 
Eva: Rahva Hääl was such rubbish. /.../ It was political propa-
ganda. It was not taken seriously. 
Maie: You had to subscribe to it in order to receive Edasi, which 
was hard to get and could not be freely subscribed to by everyone. 
/.../ And of course, the share of books was much bigger in the 
1960s, 1970s and 1980s [than it is now]. People read a lot. There 
were books in the library that looked like cabbages from all the 
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reading. Such as Kuristik rukkis [The Catcher in the Rye by 
Salinger], which was probably translated into Estonian in the 
1960s. A niche had developed for certain books and certain 
authors. The proportion of foreign literature in particular started 
to increase then. 
Eva: We also had a radio and a TV. We got a phone sometime in 
the 1970s. We had magazines and the newspaper Noorte Hääl 
[the youth paper, Voice of Youth]. /…/ And then... from some 
point we were able to watch Finnish TV, we lived near Tallinn. It 
was a big deal. 
Karl: I lived in Tartu and was not able to see Finnish TV. In fact 
we didn’t have a TV for a long time. /…/ Sometimes we visited 
friends to watch TV. 
(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

As already pointed out in Chapter 3, in the early 1970s, a new TV tower was 
built in Finland that allowed northern Estonian inhabitants to watch 
Finnish TV. Therefore, Finnish TV functioned as a window to Europe at 
the time, and it stayed wide open for more than three decades (for the 
analysis of memories of watching Finnish TV during the Soviet era, see 
Lepp and Pantti 2012). As the interviewees from ‘the post-war generation’ 
pointed out, some people secretly built special antennae and sound devices, 
in order to watch Finnish TV. 

Paul: It was not advised, but couldn’t be prohibited. People 
watched.  
Interviewer: Did you have this… special antenna? 
Paul: Yes, there was an antenna. Not in my household, but in our 
block of flats. 
Interviewer: What did you watch mainly? 
Paul: News and other stuff. /…/ I didn’t have a TV set [at home] 
at that time, but I used to go to other people’s houses. Many 
picked up the Finnish language rapidly. Those who began to 
understand Finnish told everyone [what was on the news and 
how it was covered]. This [viewing] was very active. 
(The post-war generation, born 1932–1941) 

For the generation who were school children at that time, Finnish TV was 
an exciting source of new forms of entertainment that were contrary to 
‘Soviet morals’. 
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Interviewer: Finnish TV must have had a major role as a carrier 
of Western culture? 
Eva: There were things that were not included in our TV 
schedules. Films and all these beauty contests and other stuff 
were very interesting and awesome for a schoolchild to watch. 
Silvia: [The American] drama series, such as Ritari Ässä and 
Ihmemies [Knight Rider and MacGyver] were also shown. 
(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

Generally, the possibility to watch Finnish TV was considered a privilege 
that was not available to everyone, firstly for geographic reasons (the signal 
from across the Gulf of Finland could only be received in Tallinn and north 
Estonia). Secondly, as mentioned above, equipment was required that was 
not available in the shops, but had to be ordered from a technician, the 
more enterprising of whom made considerable (illegal) gains from the 
situation. Home-made antennae, sound and colour receivers were in high 
demand and obtained with the help of acquaintances like certain other 
communications services that were in short supply (deficit goods) in the 
Soviet period (such as a subscription to some newspapers, journals and 
books, telephone connections, etc.).50 

Resistance to the Soviet system was thus prevalent throughout the 
population and the pursuit of access to the information channels of the ‘free 
world’ its manifestation. As regards the content of the media during the 
Soviet period, the more official and ideology-laden the texts were, the less 
the audience in was Estonia interested in them (Vihalemm and Lauristin 
2004: 7). As theorists (van Dijk 1996, Fairclough [1989] 2001) argue, public 
texts as a form of social practice can exercise communicatively generated 
power in society. This was especially apparent in the totalitarian society of 
the time, where, it may even be said, social power was abused; this has been 
described by van Dijk (1996: 84) as “the control exercised by one group or 
organization (or its members) over the actions and/or the minds of (the 
members of) another group, thus limiting the freedom of action of the 
others, or influencing their knowledge, attitudes or ideologies”. As 
 
50 Telephone connectivity was a sensitive topic during the Soviet regime and was 
monitored by the authorities. Acquaintances, job position or Party membership were 
often helpful in obtaining such services during the Soviet period (Ruusmann 2010). The 
waiting lists for telephone connections were still long even in the early 1990s, when every 
tenth inhabitant of Estonia was waiting for a telephone (Neudorf 2003), something that 
affected patterns of mobile phone use among the young generations of Estonians (cf. 
Bolin 2010). 
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Vihalemm and Lauristin state (2004: 7), it cannot be said that the ideo-
logical side of Soviet media had no effect: “Although many of them fended 
off the strongly represented official ideological message of the media 
content, the hidden influence of Soviet cognitive and behaviour schemes 
was often quite strong and long-lasting.”51 

Those who had immediate contact with this time period naturally 
stressed their skill of thinking critically and distinguishing truth from lies – 
a skill that was said to be as essential when following the current Estonian 
media. The conversation within ‘the post-war generation’ contained clear 
references to the essence of Soviet journalism, when newspapers and other 
media texts had to be ‘read between the lines’. News texts and other 
information oozing the Communist Party’s propaganda and truth-twisting 
TV and radio programmes were taken with reservations. 

Paul: In the Soviet time you had to analyse for yourself what to 
read and how to understand it.  
Interviewer: Do you mean that a certain kind of critical thinking 
or reading was required? 
Paul: ‘Red’ propaganda was so… amateurish and the actual effect 
was the opposite of what they desired. /…/ I have had my firm 
opinion or viewpoint throughout my life. I don’t allow myself to 
be influenced much; my strength lies in an ability to analyse.  
(The post-war generation, born 1932–1941) 

‘The Space Race generation’, who had obtained school education and spent 
most of their lives under Soviet rule, express themselves somewhat more 
moderately: 

Interviewer: How did you perceive Soviet media and its impact? 
Maie: We certainly perceived it. What was shown [via the media] 
was one thing, at the time, and what actually happened was 
another thing.  
Karl: But there was a difference. 
Maie: There was quite a clear difference. And I remember that 
when I was quite a young child, I did not understand certain 
[socially critical, ironic] sayings. Such as appeared in some cul-
tural shows. /…/ But all the adults were often laughing. The truth 

 
51 Translation by the author. 
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was hidden between the lines… everyone knew what the Soviet 
[approach to things] was and what reality was. 
Karl: This social criticism was actually allowed. 
Maie: And service establishments were always under observation 
as regards product quality. 
Karl: This was allowed [as a media topic]. 
(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

The above can be well summarised by the ‘authoritative discourse’ concept 
of Mikhail Bakhtin (1981). It regards sources that stand unquestioned, for 
example, religious texts, sayings by prophets, etc. In other words, Soviet 
ideology was based on certain basic axiomatic statements, the correctness of 
which could not be doubted. This was the status in the Soviet press of the 
texts and guidelines initiated by the Communist Party and the government 
that contained certain stereotypical expressions and thought structures (for 
details see Yurchak 2006). As described by Epp Lauk (2005: 312), the Soviet 
ideological vocabulary was introduced in the Estonian press in the 1940, 
when “the new political discourse was incorporated from a different culture 
and political order that represented the occupying power. The linguistic 
standards and codes came for a foreign language – Russian – that was 
specifically used in all Soviet republics for strengthening the positions of the 
authorities.” As Lauk observes, the language barrier and linguistic differen-
ces made it somehow easier for Estonians to resist the ‘ideological brain-
washing’. She gives numerous examples of funny mistranslations that the 
people and readers interpreted with irony. Generally, as confirmed by the 
focus group participants, people adapted to perceiving the media in a way 
that made a clear distinction between legitimised propaganda, which they 
usually tried to ignore, and reality. 

Moving further to the focus group discussion with ‘the transition 
generation’, it is important to point out that this group included individuals 
from Tartu, the second-largest Estonian city, who had a conservative view 
of the world and also traditional media use. It may be guessed that in many 
ways they were continuing the patterns and repertoires of their childhood 
homes, which they describe below. 

Martin: I remember that... we subscribed to the Tartu regional 
newspaper Edasi, as in every other family. It was a very important 
paper. Many people... even called it Postimees [The Postman] 
because it was the… successor of the newspaper Postimees [from 
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the pre-Soviet period]. /…/ I liked foreign news a lot. It was very 
exciting what went on... And of course the Vietnam war and 
other hot topics. The Yankees were bad and... 
Mia: Yes, we also had the habit [of subscribing to and reading 
newspapers] at home, there were Edasi, and Rahva Hääl, Noorte 
Hääl, Maaleht [the Rural Paper]. And some children’s or youth 
magazines according to age.  
Joonas: We had a subscription to the cultural newspaper Sirp ja 
Vasar [Hammer and Sickle] and Edasi and Rahva Hääl and 
Maaleht. /…/ We had a TV and radio but no satellite channels. 
/…/ In the evenings it was a tradition to watch Aktuaalne 
Kaamera [Actual Camera, TV news review]. 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

For ‘the transition generation’ in its formative years, TV became really 
interesting only with the arrival of satellite television. Already at the end of 
the 1980s cable networks were set up and satellite receivers were obtained. 
Cable television spread faster at first in Tartu and south Estonia where 
Finnish TV could not be received. 

Mia: But as regards television media... at first there were no such 
channels [what to watch]. Only Estonian TV and Russian Central 
TV. /.../ I remember when satellite television was installed at my 
grandparents’ home, it was so exciting. We got German channels 
like RTL and so on. I remember that I liked to watch, for 
example, commercials. 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

It must be mentioned that according to the representatives of ‘the transition 
generation’, a change occurred in their media use at the end of the 1980s, 
during the Singing Revolution in Estonia (May 1988 to December 1989), 
which can be regarded as a wider epoch in Estonian society. It was the time 
of the beginning of one of the widest political mass movements in Estonian 
history, when the people radically demanded the establishment of the 
historical truth, the restoration of national symbols, economic and political 
independence, etc. The media, including television, was an important 
uniting force in these processes. Many popular live shows that upheld 
public discussion and featured open-minded commentaries on topical 
issues were launched. 
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Martin: [M]edia consumption certainly changed a lot when the 
Singing Revolution began. /…/ There were mainly such... well... 
TV shows about freedom were the main thing. 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

Vihalemm and Lauristin (2004: 12) summarise how various prohibitions 
and taboos gradually ceased or lost their influence, even though formally, 
there was censorship until 1990, when it was clear that a revolution had 
occurred.  

The new decade was already dedicated to the restoration of independent 
statehood, when ‘the children of freedom’ were born. Because their for-
mative years are being lived now, their most influential media memories 
should be reviewed in the following subchapter, which covers the current 
news media repertoires of all the generational cohorts that participated in 
the focus groups. The discussion will begin with ‘the children of freedom’ 
and move back to the older generations. 

6.3 Current news media repertoires 

Similarly to the findings from the analysis of the survey data, the focus 
groups illustrate quite clearly the extent to which media use differs across 
the four generation groups. 

The participants of the focus group that included young people from the 
final grades of high school and first year undergraduate students, to a large 
extent appeared to be alienated from reading printed newspapers or 
watching TV, which were dominant in their parents’ home (it should be 
said that almost all of them were already living independently of their 
parents). Some of this group expressed their hope to return to the habit of 
reading the printed press as they get older and that, in future, when most 
information migrated to digital form, the printed word would have a more 
elite status than it did at present. 

Sten: [I]n my mind I see myself at the age of 55 with my own 
library where I will start each day with coffee and a printed 
newspaper. And my room will be filled with books… madly filled 
with books. Then I’ll be really happy. 
(The children of freedom, born 1987–1997) 
 

For ‘the children of freedom’, the Internet was the most convenient source 
of news and entertainment (including music, films and other digital content 
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which they were used to downloading). Many respondents spent as much 
time as possible on the Internet, both via computer and smartphone – these 
respondents were almost the only ones to use a smart phone for news 
purposes in 2011. Information was often and initially sought from English-
language channels (for example from Wikipedia and international news 
websites), which were said to be more trustworthy than the Estonian online 
channels. 

The usage of social networking media was discussed among the other 
things in the focus groups. As expected, ‘the children of freedom’ 
articulated their habit of ‘being online’ most of their time, and one of their 
serious concerns was having the connection ‘switched off’. 

Vivian: When I lose Internet connection I forget that the 
computer itself still works. I absolutely don’t think that way. If 
there is no Internet, what do I do? It’s… haha…. a catastrophe! 
(The children of freedom, born 1987–1997) 

The focus group held with ‘the children of freedom’ also showed that social 
networking sites such as Facebook accounted for a very large part of their 
media use, which among other content was used to follow mainstream 
media fan pages.52 Mirroring both popular and academic debates, the 
respondents expressed their concern about spending too much time on 
Facebook: 

Sten: Everyone is on Facebook. It is inevitable for me to be there 
because it makes things a lot easier.  
Marilyn: It’s addictive. In fact, the front page contains complete 
rubbish most of the time. There is nothing very useful. I can’t 
stop refreshing [uses the English word ‘refresh’] the page all the 
time. 
Henry: I spend all my evenings on Facebook and then I try to 
understand why I have no time to read books. [Laughter.] 
/…/ 
Interviewer: How do you think, which generation do you belong 
to? 

 
52 From the 2012 data it is revealed that 70 percent of ‘the children of freedom’ and 66 
percent of ‘the transition generation’ used Facebook as the most popular social net-
working site every day. Other groups used Facebook much less. 
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Marilyn: I’d say that we are the Facebook generation. How do 
others think? 
Jane: I totally agree. /…/ It’s a great place where everything 
converges. Nothing better has been discovered yet. 
Vivian: We are the generation who invests madly in the virtual 
environment. 
(The children of freedom, born 1987–1997) 

Although there were also Facebook users in other groups, for example, in 
‘the transition generation’ as well as ‘the Space Race generation’, they con-
sidered social networking media to be more probably channels for enter-
tainment and interpersonal communication than to obtain media news. 
Another significant difference between ‘the children of freedom’ and others 
derived from their advanced skills in downloading films, music and tele-
vision programmes (sometimes even from illegal sources) and adjusting the 
consumption of these to their personal daily schedules, in order to be inde-
pendent of the ‘official’ TV listing so that they could watch films and serials 
or shows whenever they wish. Thus, one can say that ‘the children of free-
dom’ showed more courage in resisting the normative trajectories of main-
stream media and in finding alternatives to satisfy their individual media 
interests, especially in customising the media content that attracted them to 
suit their personal everyday routines. Similarly, Kim Schrøder (2014: 2) 
addresses news media users in this contemporary age, acting just like people 
in a supermarket – ‘shopping in the “supermarket of news”’ – where they 
come in and pick something that they have an interest in and leave. The 
following dialogue illustrates this viewpoint:  

Jane: I like the principle of ‘tailor-made media’, you can choose 
yourself what you are interested in and when you consume it.  
Sten: One reason why I don’t watch TV is that it has a lot of 
things I am not interested in at all. Another thing is that the 
shows are three years old; it’s easier for me to go home and use 
the Internet. Two clicks and I see the latest episode of How I Met 
Your Mother [a sitcom that premiered in the US in 2005]. /.../ I 
wouldn’t have the time to sit down in front of the TV at 6:00 on 
Thursday evening or something. I don’t even know what’s been 
on TV for the past two years! 
(The children of freedom, born 1987–1997) 
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One can conclude from this overview that, to a larger extent than revealed 
by the analysis of survey data, in the course of the qualitative interview 
where certain socio-psychological aspects are revealed that explain 
behaviour (i.e. people’s thoughts, wishes, motivations), ‘the children of 
freedom’ generation is distinguished as being aware of various technical and 
substantive possibilities in the media landscape (especially the digital media 
range) and able to find and use it multifunctionally. On the other hand, 
their choices tend to be limited to the content available on the Internet, 
while their contacts with other channels are infrequent and irregular. 

The remaining three generation groups revealed a much greater 
dependence on traditional media channels for obtaining their daily news. 
‘The transition generation’ was, however, divided in their preferences be-
tween Internet media and the traditional media. The majority of the group 
were still used to reading printed newspapers, but also actively followed 
online news. Some had given up TV for lack of interest. At the same time, 
radio had remained a trustworthy source of information to all of them. It was 
stressed that the Internet was often used to seek out more thorough infor-
mation than was available in the news from traditional media: 

Helen: Well, mostly Internet is for me /.../ a little bit of com-
munication and then... an overview of world events. Most of it is 
negative… so that I consume news with breaks, otherwise I could 
probably go crazy. /…/ Lately I have also watched various TV 
channels. There was a time when I didn’t watch TV. At times I 
have subscribed to all the printed newspapers, but currently I 
don’t consume them much... 
/…/ 
Mia: I think I am the type who consumes a little of everything. 
Probably, certainly…the Internet has become quite dominant 
lately. I watch just a little bit of TV. In the morning I read a 
printed newspaper. 
/…/ 
Joonas: I receive my first information during the day from radio 
news; it is broadcast many times and tends to change over the day. 
/…/ On the Internet, I look for daily political topics. From these 
two, I get the complete picture. /…/ As for the newspapers, I prefer 
to read Päevaleht [Daily Paper], I don’t like Postimees, which I 
consider to be yellow journalism. I also don’t watch TV at all. 
Martin: I think that the printed newspaper has remained a key part 
of my day. /…/ The Internet is faster, but I have kept my habit.  
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Joonas: Not because of the speed of the news, but because 
[printed newspapers] have analytical articles, because online 
media no longer offers anything for me... all these two-paragraph 
news features are… pointless. /…/ This is why I sometimes read 
Western media, because it has longer articles with analysis. In 
order to have a complete picture [of world events] I have to 
browse something Western… such as in German or in English 
[news portals]. /…/ I’m used to following CNN, and ITAR-Tass 
on the Russian side. I don’t speak German very well, but I check 
out Deutsche Welle’s site if possible. 
Andre: Certainly [compared to the old times] the Internet has 
been added… and foreign TV channels. /…/ I also have a 
smartphone… sometimes I use the Internet a little, but generally 
I think a telephone is for making calls. 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

The focus groups revealed that ‘the children of freedom’ as well as ‘the 
transition generation’ had a larger range of means of communication at 
their disposal than others, and they were also better supplied with the 
newest technologies (smartphones, tablet computers) and were well 
informed about their functions, while in ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the 
children of freedom’ there were no respondents in 2011 who had a smart-
phone. ‘The post-war generation’ justified the absence of a smartphone for 
practical reasons – they did not consider it necessary, as they were not 
convinced of the advantages of a smartphone as compared to an ordinary 
mobile phone, although they admitted that they were not scared of the 
complexity of a new device. They just had no specific argument or absent 
function that meant they needed to buy one. ‘The Space Race generation’ 
was aware of the smartphone trend thanks to their children and grand-
children. Half-jokingly, they tried to explain what a smartphone was: 

Interviewer: What about all these new devices, smartphones and 
others…Do you have a smartphone? 
Ester: Well, to be honest, I don’t know exactly what that is. What 
its advantages over a normal phone are. 
Silvia: [For young people] a phone is more for showing off and 
playing games than for practical use. 
Liisa: The younger you are, the more you show off. That isn’t so 
important to my son going to university, but for the child in high 
school… 
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Karl: But I’m thinking that next time I will definitely buy 
this…What do they call it?… a finger… 
Maie: A touch screen… ‘Nifty and new’, they say [in Estonian it 
rimes: nutikas-tutikas]. 
Karl: No no… My grandson, a kindergarten child, he called it a 
finger phone. He said that his friend also had a finger phone. 
[Laughter.] 
(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

In order to continue with the current news media habits, it could be pointed 
out that for ‘the Space Race generation’, a print newspaper had a role in the 
morning ritual, but it was, similarly to ‘the transition generation’, used 
more as a supplement to online news. The digital media were preferred for 
the online comments feature and the links to related texts, which facilitate 
systematic access to a topic. Some respondents selected longer analytical 
stories that were more convenient to read on paper. (Web) radio was also 
considered a ‘quick reaction’ morning medium, while TV news was part of 
the evening routine: 

Liisa: I subscribe to Päevaleht [Daily Paper] and I read it almost 
every morning as I drink my morning tea. /…/ But my news 
mostly comes from the Internet. Things that interest me [I find] 
on Facebook and sometimes I browse through Postimees. 
Karl: There is a time of brief concentration in the morning. /…/ I 
check out the articles that I want to read through in their entirety. 
Eva: I listen to the newspaper overviews on the radio in the 
morning and if there is something I feel I must read, I read it on 
the Internet or at the library. 
(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

For some respondents, commenting on online newspapers and news 
forums is also important in addition to the journalistic material produced 
by editorial offices – they become part of the story and have an added value. 
Printed newspapers and magazines lack this reader-added dimension, 
which was also pointed out by focus group participants, among whom there 
was an active commenter. 

Marianne: The printed newspaper is no longer interesting; you 
cannot write comments on stories or read other people’s posts on 
what they think. 
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(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

‘The children of freedom’ also claimed to be occasionally interested in 
browsing readers’ comments, although the anonymous and vulgar style that 
they saw as dominating in the comments sections was found to be 
disturbing.  

Vivian: A web newspaper is good because there are those comment 
sections. I hate the comment section of Postimees [Online] because 
of all the brainless animals there. But I have a look at them [the 
comments] sometimes. 
Jane: I have read Päevaleht [Online] with great interest because 
you have to comment under your real name. When there is a 
heated discussion, I have read and refreshed [uses the English 
word ‘refresh’] and read again. 
(The children of freedom, born 1987–1997) 

One participant also shared his personal experience as a commenter. 

Sten: Generally I don’t look at them, they are so pointless. /…/ I 
remember that I once wrote quite a long entry, but it was a topic 
that concerned me quite personally. 
Interviewer: What was it about? 
Sten: It was [an article] about my school. The story was not very 
objective. 
(The children of freedom, born 1987–1997) 

The interviews suggest that ‘the post-war generation’ represent active users 
with access to both traditional and digital news media channels. Their 
mornings usually began with radio newscasts and/or newspaper reading 
and occasional viewing of morning TV news (in some cases including, as 
well as Estonian TV, news reviews by the BBC, CNN and Russian channels). 
The day usually concluded with evening TV news. As the press is relatively 
expensive to subscribe to, some respondents visited the library to read 
newspapers and magazines. This was the only generation which regularly 
read the free weekly Linnaleht (City Paper). The Internet was used quite 
actively, among other functions, for the news purposes, although it was not 
the first choice for accessing news, especially in the morning. 
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Hilda: I have subscriptions to Postimees and the magazine Tervis 
[Health magazine]. I also read newspapers on the Internet. By the 
time the newspaper is delivered, I am already familiar with the 
main topics. 
Paul: I also tend to use the Internet more. I cannot buy printed 
media. /…/ and another thing is that... Postimees is not objective 
and all the other newspapers are also very subjective. /…/ When 
you read our newspapers, they are so completely biased toward 
the government. 
(The post-war generation, born 1932–1941) 

People in this group are apparently concerned with the objectiveness of the 
Estonian media, which was also pointed out in other focus groups. In fact, 
this issue is well-suited to introduce a discursive analysis of interview texts, 
which focuses on aspects related to language and the attribution of 
meaning, or otherwise said, the ways that different generations speak about 
the media and how news as a media genre is generally interpreted and 
defined. 

6.4. A discursive review of how generations talk about news media 

The focus group participants were, among other things, asked to explain in 
their own words what they understood to be news and what for them was 
the idea behind news consumption. 

6.4.1 Defining news and its importance 

The peculiarity and challenge of the focus group method, as was recognized 
and experienced in the field work process, lies in the group dynamics, 
meaning that it is quite unpredictable which participants and topics will 
dominate in the joint discussion, and how the views of the respondents are 
eventually formulated. The situational factor must also be taken into 
account in the following analysis, highlighted by which were the opinions 
and assessments that were most clearly expressed in each group, and which 
should be primarily regarded as the jointly created textual output of the 
participants. At the same time, the participants’ input to the discussion 
cannon be completely balanced, as voicing one’s opinions in a circle of 
strangers is a very individual activity that depends on the specific context. 

The focus groups defined news as a genre largely via newsworthiness, 
which was discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. Still, it is interesting to see 
how different generation groups pick out and articulate some of the many 
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criteria. It may be said that across the focus groups, there were both gender-
stereotypical and age-related approaches to what people do or do not 
consider newsworthy. Beginning with ‘the post-war generation’, one may 
point out their primary focus on economics and politics, which the afore-
mentioned male participants with initiative mentioned as the most topical 
areas that they kept in touch with via the news media and that could influence 
their lives. Female participants stressed the social dimension of life according 
to the life phase that ‘the post-war generation’ had reached, specifically that 
old age inevitably forces them to think about their final days. 

Interviewer: Could you tell me, please, what is news for you? 
Paul: Everything real that’s going on in the world. And what 
affect that has on our life and the life of our close ones. 
Maria (born 1940): When someone [peer] you know has died. 
That’s what you find out in the newspaper. 
Paul: At our age, that’s very real. 
Hilda: I read those too, but last. 
Paul: To make sure there is nobody close you know...  
Linda: A rise in pensions would be news, but that will never 
happen. [Ironic laughter.] 
(The post-war generation, born 1932–1941) 

The debate over the quality of news media content, which has caused and 
continues to cause dissatisfaction, was fairly serious. It is interesting to note 
that on this topic, ‘the post-war generation’, ‘the transition generation’ and 
‘the children of freedom’ had the most critical attitudes. 

It is important to note as background information that in the newly 
independent Estonian society, a radical de-sovietisation process began in 
the 1990s, which was accompanied by a ‘discursive change’: it was launched 
to present Estonia as a country that had successfully joined the Western 
world again. Instead of tentative gradual reforms, the former state-centred 
way of thinking was replaced by maximum liberalisation; the media system 
also became fully independent and commercialisation made the media a 
profit-oriented branch of the economy. Media independence does not mean 
that politics or politicians do not influence the media at all. As Vihalemm 
and Lauristin (2004) have stated: 

[Estonian journalism’s p]roblem was and is the small range of sources 
used by journalists – too often stories and programmes are only based on 
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materials received from the authorities or press conferences; facts are not 
checked and opinions are not countered; alternative approaches are not 
applied. The topics of discussion and related issues are often not chosen by 
the journalists, but by those who are in possession of certain information 
and wish it to be published with the interpretation that suits them. 
Journalists were and are morally dependent on various stereotypes, 
predispositions and emotions, they lack an analysis of different prospects 
and self-reflection. (Vihalemm & Lauristin 2004: 15)53 

Media researchers’ assessments of the Estonian journalism are in line with 
the criticism voiced by the focus group participants, according to which 
journalism, especially political news, contains hidden assessments and lack 
impartiality and precision, which should be the primary values of news in 
the democratic world. Media users of ‘the post-war generation’ reflect on 
their concern as follows: 

Interviewer: Please describe your relationship with the news 
media. 
Juri: [O]ur newspapers are so… subjective. I can listen to the 
broadcasts in English, Russian and German. If you listen, then 
you are able to understand [what is going on in the world], but if 
you only read [Estonian] newspapers… they are totally biased 
toward our government [in 2011, the right-wing Reform Party 
was and still is in power]. 
Paul: I watch CNN or the BBC a lot and I am very critical of the 
[Estonian] media; they are strongly biased [toward the leading 
party]. /…/ We have freedom of the press and no censorship, but 
censoring does take place somewhere. It starts with the choice of 
what gets published. Especially when the editorial office’s article 
is biased like that. For example, I stopped subscribing to 
Postimees after the last but one presidential elections [in 2006]. 
They started to defame Arnold Rüütel [who served as the last 
Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Estonian 
Soviet Socialist Republic from 1983 to 1990, and was elected 
President of the Republic of Estonia for one term in 2001]. I 
know him very well personally. /…/ When they start looking for 
what does not exist [fault], it’s too much. /…/ Another critical 
thing I’d like to say is that they often tend to be like tabloids. 

 
53 Translation by the author. 
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Hilda: I like Maaleht. It covers all rural issues and is very 
impartial. /…/ They explain and interpret the law for the people 
so that someone like me can also understand. 
Paul: Whoever bothers the government coalition is defamed at 
every opportunity. /…/ You may like it or not, but how do you 
publish [information] without checking? 
(The post-war generation, born 1932–1941) 

‘The transition generation’ had a critical discussion regarding the European 
debt crisis and found that the Estonian public had not been presented clear 
arguments for the government’s decisions (such as assistance to Greece) 
and the further steps were planned for crisis situations. 

Interviewer: When discussing the European debt crisis and 
Estonia’s position in it … 
Joonas: [The m]edia was silent for a long time. And then when 
voting – here we can see what is the most typical mistake in 
processing information – all of the politics is done, the decisions 
are made in the backroom and just before voters take up the 
issues. /…/ The media know what has been discussed in the 
backroom but do not open up a discussion. 
Interviewer: But can you give other examples to confirm or 
describe this trend? 
Joonas: Let’s begin from the disadvantages of European Union 
accession. /…/ Critics of the EU spoke about [great price rises] 
already in 2003 and 2004, but they were overtaken by the 
campaign and the media was very biased because Estonia had to 
be taken into the European Union. /…/ It should have been a 
matter of discussion and the media should have initiated that 
discussion. Not just say how nice and rosy [the future would be]. 
Martin: Another question is, does Estonia have to send soldiers 
to missions in Afghanistan and Iraq.54 This matter could also be 
discussed more broadly in the media, not just be decided by the 
government. 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

 
54 Foreign missions conditionally began in the mid-1990s with a mission in Croatia. 
From 2005 Estonia has also participated in the NATO response forces. Estonian units 
participated in Afghanistan in 2003–2014 and in Iraq in 2003–2009. 
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Thus, one can conclude that ‘the transition generation’, similarly to ‘the 
post-war generation’, expressed their annoyance with news coverage of 
economics and politics as being often unbalanced and biased towards the 
government and the ruling political parties. In order to overcome this bias, 
respondents with more diverse and deep interests tried to get a wider 
picture of current situations with the help of both the Western and Russian 
media, as already referred to above. 

Among ‘the Space Race generation’, a sort of resigned attitude was 
observed in the focus group discussion. One would even say that among 
some in this group, high interest in updated news coverage had been 
replaced by a certain apathy. Instead of media news the importance of the 
interpersonal exchange of information as a potential source of everyday 
news was emphasised by (the female respondents belonging to) ‘the Space 
Race generation’: 

Heli: I have given up reading newspapers altogether. /…/ I don’t 
have to know everything they write about.  
Silvia: I hear news from my children, friends and acquaintances; I 
don’t read a newspaper myself. I think all the news is about 
nothing but violence… 
(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

In turn, those interviewees, who were heavily engaged in a professional 
career and had an active lifestyle, attached importance to professional and 
hobby-related issues: 

Karl: A piece of each subject area. Things that engage 
somehow… and topics that are professionally relevant to me. 
Maie: Every person sees the world based on their field of 
professional interest; another thing is that people have their 
hobbies and this may break the news barrier for them. This is 
how people’s individuality is revealed: speciality or work, plus 
hobbies.  
Karl: Sometimes I ask for a comment from an expert. I commu-
nicate to some person I know to explain the problem in detail … 
I want to understand the root of the thing. 
(The Space Race generation, born 1958–1971) 

In addition, extensive summarising and duplication of information was 
criticised heavily by ‘the Space Race generation’. Some of the interviewees 
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felt that as the volume of information had grown, original news stories had 
become rarer; others believed that, because of globalisation, more was going 
on in the world that got more coverage than ever before because of the 
multitude of channels and platforms. 

The problem of accumulation of reviewed information from other 
channels in the Estonian news media (especially online media) was also 
indicated by ‘the transition generation’, although they pointed out that with 
the diversification of the media landscape, the concept of news has changed 
over time. Both the rise of civil journalism and alternative channels outside 
the mainstream media (for example social media networks) have stimulated 
the ‘evolvement’ of news and its adaptation to the possibilities of new 
emerging channels: 

Interviewer: What do you think is the proportion of original 
news today compared to a few decades ago? Do we have more 
news today?  
Joonas: It’s true that [information] accumulates, there are so 
many new intermediating channels, plus Twitter and Facebook, 
which add to the flow. There’s probably also more going on [in 
the world] than 10–15 years ago. Society has become much more 
dynamic and globalised. Now there are [in the news] also small 
events, there have been a lot more over the past ten years both 
here and abroad, and civil initiative has produced so much 
material that is used for news and has crossed the news threshold.  
Interviewer: So you are saying that the concept of news has 
begun to... 
Joonas: ... change and evolve. However, I cannot agree that there 
is as much going on [as in the old times]. There is more going on 
and it is covered even more, there is like a correlational increase.  
Mia: Every action, every undertaking – it’s a rule that they have to 
be covered somewhere.  
Joonas: In the old times, there was one news source that then... 
somewhere, but now there are three news sources for one event, 
presented from different angles and on different channels. 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

‘The transition generation’ also named a number of criteria that infor-
mation on the media should meet to enhance newsworthiness. As an 
excerpt from the transcript shows, there is interest in novel and fresh news 
that has a broader impact. Something being newsworthy means that it has 
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personal meaning for users that motivate them to orient themselves within 
the information transferred by the media. 

Joonas: News is something I didn’t know before, but which is 
important … that makes a difference. 
Helen: Something that you feel can influence you and other 
people around you. /…/ When something has been achieved that 
didn’t exist before or hasn’t been done before, whatever. 
Joonas: For me, it can even be science news that I read several 
months later. /…/ I didn’t know it, it was discovered a year ago, 
but now that there is an article about it, it is news for me.  
Interviewer: Can any information on the media be regarded as 
news? Is there any difference? 
Joonas: Yes, there is a difference. I would classify overviews and 
analyses as information, for example when columnists discuss the 
daily politics or social problems. This is like information analysis. 
News is when something happened somewhere and it is covered 
by the medium. 
Martin: Just any information that is perhaps plentiful, but we 
make our choice, something you want to relate to, then maybe it 
becomes news. 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

Instead of pragmatic concerns that dominated in older generation groups, 
youthful curiosity and a certain self-centred view of the world can be found 
in the discussion with ‘the children of freedom’. This generation tended to 
express themselves using examples rather than explanations; mainly 
examples of dramatic global events. Among the keywords that dominated 
news discourse verbalised by ‘the children of freedom’, the emphasis was 
frequently on excitement and novelty of topics. They were also motivated 
by the extraordinariness of events. Several of them appeared to be highly 
interested in science- and education-related channels: 

Interviewer: In discussing the concept of news, what makes 
information newsworthy? 
Sten: Generally, I focus on topics that interest me. Topics that 
don’t interest me, I don’t follow.  
Interviewer: Could you name some? 
Sten: [O]n ‘Delfi’ [a popular Estonian news portal] I scroll 
through most of it [uses the English word ‘scroll’] until I get to 
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‘Forte’ [science news section] and then I also read ‘Novaator’ 
[Tartu University science news portal] and other science news 
channels.55 I also read about the world and economics. If I choose 
about ten news items, I glance at five of them and read through 
two. Not every news article is attractive enough. 
Vivian: It happens to me too that I check [online news] once a 
day in case there’s something new. You open ten new tabs with 
articles… [uses the English word ‘tab’] and then you close them 
all because you don’t feel like [reading them]. 
Marilyn: For me… [news] depends on the topic. Some topics 
have been… hmm… when there are some new viewpoints, new 
opinions, and when they are reasoned, then I am not bored, I can 
read them. 
Jane: Something that directly concerns me, such as education 
topics or… the values that are important to me. 
Interviewer: Could you give some examples? 
Jane: Human rights are important to me. For example, if 
somewhere in Russia… 
Vivian: … slavery happens … 
Jane: [Y]es, for instance, slavery happens. I notice such topics 
immediately.  
Vivian: What? How can that be? 
Sten: Exactly such [weird] news... Once I tried [to follow it], but I 
can’t anymore, there are so many fun facts coming from every-
where [uses the English expression ‘fun facts’]. Eventually you’ve 
had enough and you can’t marvel at them anymore. 
(The children of freedom, born 1987–1997) 

Apart from all kinds of worldwide curiosities that the above news portals 
cover quite abundantly, ‘the children of freedom’ also indicate the boredom 
of overwhelmingly negative but serious news reports, as exemplified by this 
discussion related to the massacre in Norway in 2011:  

Henry: In the Soviet times they showed only positive news and 
showed how great the world was. Now it is especially bad, only 
negative news. 

 
55 According to the 2012 data, nearly 58% of Estonian-speaking respondents read the 
news portal called ‘Delfi’. The percentage of regular users is the highest in ‘the transition 
generation’ (47%) and slightly lower in ‘the children of freedom’ (42%). 
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Jane: The best-selling newspapers are those that report such 
horrible things… 
Interviewer: Subjects like violence or death? 
Jane: Exactly! 
Sten: I just wanted to say something similar to Henry, that… the 
crowd of dead people… This kind of news is not for me! /…/ The 
same number of people die every day in African civil wars. 
Henry: And so what? [Uses the English expression ‘so what’] 
That’s how I felt about Norway. /…/ There is so much [worse] 
going on in the world that we have no idea about. 
(The children of freedom, born 1987–1997) 

Similarly to the discussion in the group of ‘the children of freedom’ some 
respondents from ‘the transition generation’ group also demonstrated a 
striking cynicism towards sensitive matters, specifically the topic of military 
foreign missions. As the discussion excerpt below shows, the respondents 
do not show much empathy for their fellow countrymen who participate in 
military missions, although there are some balancing voices. 

Martin: It always disturbs me very much when a soldier is killed 
and how the media presents it. Heck, you’re a soldier and you go 
to occupy another country! You have to die, that’s my opinion.  
Joonas: A soldier who goes on a mission goes voluntarily, for the 
big money he gets for it, he knows the risk is 50%... 
Andre: It’s his job to get killed. 
Joonas: ...that he will be killed and that 50% will be killed... 
Andre: As he goes to occupy another country out of his free will, 
it is not ethically justified.  
Martin: The most depressing thing for me is that when someone 
is killed, there is again one Estonian less, there are so few of us to 
begin with. /…/ I know an officer who is there for a lot of money, 
he has everything he wants. [He goes] only for the money. But 
yes, the result is that he will probably be killed, but there’re so few 
of us Estonians. 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

It is difficult to identify whether growing consumerism, pragmatism and 
individualism make people feel less empathy and more self-interest (even 
cynical), as one can notice from the responses of the younger generation 
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groups. Possible reasons should be sought from the aforementioned 
abundance of information, in which it is increasingly difficult for a media 
user to orientate and interpret the information. Secondly, as media com-
panies themselves have extensively pointed out, negative or even dramatic 
news is the best seller that produces a degenerated meaning of entertain-
ment in the conditions of information saturation. 

6.4.2 Semantic features and vocabulary 

Style in discourse is a highly complicated issue, being closely related to the 
analysis of various vocabulary components, phraseology, etc., which, in 
turn, are crucial in analysis of meaning construction in interpretation. 

In recording descriptions of generational media habits and repertoires, 
and re-reading the transcribed discussions, a finer analysis was conducted 
by looking at different linguistic aspects that emerged during the focus 
group discussions. The following section focuses mainly on two major 
findings that may help to unravel and illuminate further the generational 
differences between the four generational cohorts of Estonian media users. 

Language shift 

Sociolinguistics has long focused on the changes arising from language 
contacts that may occur anywhere people understand and speak two or 
more languages (Zabrodskaja 2005). Bilingualism on an individual level, 
which is understood as “the use of more than one language at the same time 
at the same place” (Thomason 2001), is relevant to this study. At some 
moments during the focus groups there was a change from the habitual use 
of one language to another, which S. G. Thomason and T. Kaufman (1991: 
37) describe as ‘language shift’. This is not the same as the use of slang 
words, which will be investigated in the later section of this chapter. 

As the quantitative analysis revealed, the two generational cohorts – ‘the 
transition generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’ – appeared to be 
attached, more than other groups, with an online environment that has 
been considered to be dominated by the English language and Western 
values (Joo 1999). A particular ‘language shift’ to English occurred also in 
the focus groups, especially when speaking about the use of communication 
technology and digital platforms. A detailed list of examples would be too 
extensive for inclusion in this chapter, but the following loans were 
generally fused into the speech of the two aforementioned generations. 
Gadgets such as ‘laptop’ (in Estonian sülearvuti), ‘iPhone’, ‘touchscreen’ 
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(puutetundlik ekraan), activities such as ‘installing’ (paigaldamine), ‘re-
freshing’ (värskendamine), ‘scrolling’ (kerimine), ‘spamming’ (rämpsposti 
saatmine), ‘following’ (jälgimine/järgimine) and ‘streaming’ (voog), and 
services such as ‘dial-up’, ‘Google Translate’ (Google’i tõlge), ‘Google Ads’ 
(Google’i reklaam), ‘Twitter Timeline’ (Twitter’i ajajoon), ‘podcast’, etc., 
were noted in their Estonian language conversation. In fact, the latter 
notion of a digital audio or video file or recording, which can be down-
loaded to a media player or computer, has various humorous equivalents in 
the Estonian language, one of them would translate as ‘pocket broadcasting’ 
(taskuringhääling), although they are not as common in general usage as the 
English term. 

A few English terms and definitions were also used by ‘the transition 
generation’, but significantly less than in the group of ‘the children of 
freedom’. Interestingly, a short debate was had among a few interviewees 
about vocabulary selection. One male interviewee from ‘the transition 
generation’ expressed his irritation over the ‘social media invasion’ in the 
lives of the individuals. An argument was made on the affirmative side of 
the development of the native language for computer terms, in order to 
create precise meanings in Estonian.  

Martin: It bothers me to hear English words everywhere that 
already have Estonian equivalents, such as Facebook /…/ Well, a 
‘phiz book’ (näoraamat or lõustaraamat) or something [Laughter 
in the group.] Will we all start to speak in English? 
(The transition generation, born 1972–1986) 

During these group discussions, ‘the Space Race generation’ and ‘the post-
war generation’ used English expressions (or other words and phrases in 
foreign languages) very rarely. For example, such random expressions as 
‘mainstream media’ (peavoolumeedia) seemed rather awkward in the 
middle of their sentences.  

In fact, with regard to the influence of a second language on the first 
language, it should be mentioned that the use of Russian as the dominant 
official language was characteristic of the Soviet period and many loan-
words were taken into common usage (see Blockland 2009). However, even 
some of the respondents, who had a Russian origin (for example, Juri from 
‘the post-war generation’) and were educated under the Soviet system, 
commented in the focus group that they also got news from Russian media 
sources in order to get a wider understanding of issues related to this 
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region; nevertheless, one could not observe a specific shift in their language 
use from Estonian to Russian. 

Slang and phraseological expressions 

The nuances or peculiarities characteristic of the respondents were most 
pronounced when they spoke of newer types of media, including contents, 
technologies and services. As regards the impact of media on self-expression 
generally, slang vocabulary may partly be due to television, but is especially 
connected with web communication, as online media are more colloquial and 
negligent compared to legacy media and proper literary language. 

A newspaper was referred to as a newspaper by all the age groups and 
the same was true of other traditional media channels, except for a few slang 
words in ‘the post-war generation’s’ discussion, where 1950s tedious radio 
propaganda caused the radio to be referred to as the ‘noise box’ (plärakast), 
and the TV as the ‘picture box’ (pildikast), and so on. 

In turn, ‘the Space Race generation’ used some specific phraseological 
units when talking about books that had been ‘turned into cabbages’ (loeti 
kapsaks) as a result of frequent reading, about the ‘cinema craze’ (kino-
hullus) that was prevalent during their school days, associated with the very 
popular Western musical films (such as The Sound of Music, 1965) and the 
opening of new cinemas (for example, Kosmos) in the 1960s and 1970s. 

The notion that slang or intentionally corrupted language is mainly used 
by young people in order to express a spirit of protest and black humour 
was confirmed in the analysis of the focus groups. The conversation among 
‘the children of freedom’ contained several dysphemisms (the use of funny, 
vulgar or crude idioms for serious or common notions), which have the 
effect of rising above a serious topic or showing indifference to traditional 
etiquette. For example, a female interviewee called Vivian referred to the 
people who wrote comments to online newspapers as “brainless animals” 
and “blockheads”. A male interviewee called Sten ironically promised to 
“send his father to see a shrink” because of his habit of indiscriminately 
watching everything on TV without almost any selection. Girls made fun of 
sensational news about celebrities (for example Canadian singer Justin 
Bieber, and others), calling it “very boring stuff”, meaning, on the contrary, 
an excitement about their lifestyle. In fact, such sections of the group 
discussion quite clearly revealed that media topics like celebrity news and 
gossip were part of their news repertoire. They did not consciously admit 
that they were amused by this sort of news. However, the slang words used 
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by ‘the children of freedom’ generally consisted of ‘innovative’ words and 
distortions that are difficult to translate into English. 

6.5 Reflections of generations: understanding the changing news  
media landscape 

This Chapter has provided some exploratory insights into the generation-
centred perspective on news media usage approached from the qualitative 
perspective. The intent was to balance and complement the quantitative 
data obtained by statistical data analysis, so as to better understand and 
define the news and other media experience, interests and goals of audien-
ces consisting of representatives of various generations, and whether and 
how (and if) the interviewed individuals try to define themselves using the 
context of the concept of media generations.  

The analysis, even if not representative in terms of sample size, still 
outlines some contours of some phenomena based on age-, life course or 
generation-effects that are characterised, for example, by the interviewees 
through a variety of ways of interpreting their ‘media-space’ and repertoires 
by using different language codes and representing the shared notions of 
engagement in news media use, and also the wider context of social 
interaction. First, one can claim that the media behaviour of the generations 
has, at least to some extent, been formed by the critical (media) history of 
Estonia, as well as by dramatic social and political changes in society. As 
Ingrid Volkmer (2006: 13) argues in her comparative study on news in 
public memory, the formative media memories “seem to provide a frame-
work for today’s world perception”, which is “readable” through the layers 
of verbal argumentation on these issues. Even though this Chapter makes 
no attempt to elaborate on such an ‘archaeological’ analysis of media 
memories, stories told about the perception of media within a relatively 
homogeneous group of people who share similar pasts and common 
influential media experiences (for example various influential programmes 
on radio or TV, world literature translated into Estonian, foreign cinema 
screenings and the launch of new cinemas, the emergence of commercial 
radio, the arrival of cable TV and the Internet, and so on) have encouraged 
otherwise hidden reflections. 

Much spoken about was the situation of the media in Soviet society with 
its strong centralisation and hierarchy (the texts and publications were 
divided between at least five levels of control and were subordinated to 
strict substantive and formal canons, see Vihalemm & Lauristin 1997), 
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being subject in all respects to control and censorship by Moscow. The 
powers regarded media channels as means of ideological influence rather 
than means of information, which was especially clearly experienced by ‘the 
post-war generation’ and ‘the Space Race generation’. Throughout the 
Soviet period, the party political propaganda was at the core of journalism, 
and any deviation was prevented by strict censorship; however, important 
reading material was offered by cultural publications, which tried to extend 
the limits of what was allowed to at least some extent and were therefore 
very popular. Officially, the only criticism that was allowed was that which 
‘hindered the building-up of communism’; the media also had to actively 
attack ‘bourgeois ideology’, which provided an excuse to the authorities to 
blame any person or institution that went against the regime. As the 
interviewed individuals confirm, the atmosphere in Estonia was greatly 
influenced by the reach of Finnish TV into the territory of Estonia. Western 
radio stations also allowed for secret contact with the world. 

Although the above paints a desolate picture of these two generation 
groups (especially when compared to the freedoms and globalised outlook 
of modern society), their reflections had a nostalgic quality that in a way 
melted them into a ‘resistance generation’. On the other hand, a com-
parison of the memories from the formative years of especially ‘the post-war 
generation’ and their current relations to the news media allows a parallel to 
be drawn in terms of attitude. In the same way as they read and viewed 
Soviet propaganda media through a critical lens, they now observe the 
production of the free media (especially private media). Regardless of the 
era, ‘inclined powers’ seem to exist somewhere that distort reality, and 
members of ‘the post-war generation’ believe they have to be attentive and 
incredulous as to what and how it is served to the audiences. According to 
the focus group results, this attitude is not shared by the other generation 
cohorts, whose criticism of the media points to somewhat different aspects, 
as discussed above in the analytical part of the chapter. 

Next, given the specific angle of the semantic and discursive perspective 
(inspired by Fairclough), the study indicates how ‘the children of freedom’ 
have been smoothly integrated into the globally oriented and English-
speaking ‘media-space’. The linguists Anni Tammemägi and Martin Ehala 
(2012) have conducted a representative study among Estonian high school 
students to get an overview of the attitudes that might influence young 
people’s language preferences in environments and situations where their 
choice is between Estonian and English. The results clearly indicate the 
increasing use of English: 87% of the participants spoke English, and 24% of 
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the respondents used English very actively every day; in 2003 this indicator 
was present in 18% of the respondents (Tammemägi and Ehala 2012: 245). 
The researchers interpreted this trend as consistent with the continuous 
increase of the prestige of English-speaking countries and the extension of 
their cultural influence. Other generations (born in the 1970s and earlier) 
were educated and reached adolescence in different societal conditions and 
education systems, which, until the end of the 1980s, placed a priority on 
the Russian language. 

In addition to the previous question of how to interpret the ‘language 
shift’ towards English as a global and, moreover, as a computer language, 
one may link the discussion to the notion of ‘digital literacy’ (Kress 2003), 
which has been applied not only to written language, but also to all 
representational means including computer literacy. The focus group 
results partly overlap with the arguments presented in the report The 
Estonian Language in the Digital Age, compiled by Estonian language 
technologists in 2012. This report asserts that languages spoken by a small 
number of people (around one million people speak Estonian as their 
mother tongue) “could become irrelevant” because of a lack of techno-
logical support in an environment where the English language dominates 
Internet content and popular culture (Liin et al. 2012: 36-38). 

These developments partly explain the reasons why some of the partici-
pants in focus groups, especially those belonging to ‘the children of free-
dom’, found it more convenient to express themselves by using ‘citation 
loan words’ instead of choosing native words. However, communication 
scholars have been particularly interested in how cultural functions (and 
language is one of the crucial elements of Estonian culture, as Aune Valk 
[2010: 139-141] points out) are influenced by the character of the media 
that have been chosen for the consumption of particular content. 

Finally, the focus groups illustrated one of the central findings in this 
thesis, according to which a remarkable gap in the regular use of main-
stream media news can be observed, in particular, the explosive rise of 
digital media (including social networking media) has effected, most 
notably, ‘the children of freedom’ and ‘the transition generation’, while 
other generations try more slowly and gradually to cope with the trans-
forming news media landscape. Legacy media is still highly relevant and 
regularly used by them on a daily basis. Interestingly, one could point out 
that radio has played a crucial role for Estonian media users across all the 
decades since the 1940s as (one of the fastest) information channels, a 
carrier of culture and also a background medium. The average listening 
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time has decreased since the mid-2000s and may be related to the gradual 
increase in the use of Internet media. The decline in radio listening has been 
most notable among younger listeners. In particular, according to the 
annual surveys conducted by the TNS Emor pollster (http://www.emor.ee), 
among 15 to 19-year-olds from 2 hours and 41 minutes a day in 2005 to 1 
hours and 51 minutes a day in 2013. The average use of the Internet has not 
been measured per day, and thus a comparison cannot be made on a one-
to-one basis. 

As Pille Pruulmann-Vengerfeld et al. (2013) point out, extensive 
research on the fundamental impact of online and digital media on cultural 
processes – the challenge of the ‘digital turn’ – is still in its early stage in 
Estonia. Even so, one may outline some conceptual differences between this 
newest media form and all other channels of mass communication and, 
moreover, these changes have brought about significant shifts in social 
relations (see Lauristin 2013). However, one can conclude that the results of 
the focus groups give a reasonable prediction of the tendency that ‘the 
children of freedom’ and ‘the transition generation’ are the most active ones 
in the adoption of digital media and the Internet, both in the form of 
technological as well as content-related means. The digital turn as one of 
the most influential cultural changes of our time is something that none of 
the earlier generations were ever able to predict. The process naturally poses 
challenges in many systems – and not only the media sphere –, including 
education, economy and other fields. In this context, the sphere of edu-
cation has an important impact on the development of the ‘digital literacy’ 
of current and future students, but it can be assumed that the digitisation 
trend will intensify and grow over time. Therefore, the impact of the process 
on the use of news media does not merely lie in an acceptance or rejection 
of technical novelty by various social groups, but the ability to orientate 
among diversifying choices and possibilities according to individual 
interests in information and to understand world events.  

As the focus groups show, it is quite difficult to point out what exactly 
these common interests are across the generation groups. Similar charac-
teristics of what kind of news media content is considered important were 
found among different focus group members, which eventually refers to the 
fact that media use is an increasingly individualising phenomenon and 
activity that depends on many factors, among which age, life course or 
generational affinity (for example, growing up with some specific media or 
technology) have their roles, but they are not the sole determinants. 
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Summary 

This chapter has critically studied how individual news media practices and 
repertoires have emerged in the process of interaction between subjects 
belonging to a particular generation group. A specific focus was put on the 
following generational cohorts: ‘the post-war generation’, ‘the Space Race 
generation’, ‘the transition generation’, and ‘the children of freedom’. 

Analysing qualitative data from four focus groups conducted in autumn/ 
winter 2011 among Estonian media users, the chapter attempted, with the 
help of critical text analysis (Fairclough [1995] 2010), to shed light on the 
complex nature of the generational, but also some age- and life course-
related features, that manifest through joint discussion of memories from 
the formative period of life, perceptions of the news media’s role and 
significance, coping with various forms of media and technologies. The 
analysis of the language choices and language shifting observed in the focus 
groups illuminate different generational practices in the broader context of 
mediatized communication. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

The ambiguous problem of generations  
in the changing news media landscape 

Introduction 

The final chapter of this thesis returns to the aim and main research ques-
tions by reviewing the available evidence concerning various social impacts 
on individuals’ media repertoires. As introduced already in Chapter 1, the 
aim of this doctoral thesis has been to explore the interplay between age, life 
course, social generation, and societal and media change in order to under-
stand the consequences of this mixture for the individual’s news media use 
over time. This means to explore the individuals’ use of mainly established 
(mainstream) news media approached from the multifaceted perspective of 
generational analysis, which has developed with the revival of the classical 
theoretical approach in sociology offered by Karl Mannheim ([1928] 1952), 
in the field of media and communication studies in recent years.  

These issues will be responded to in two different sections in this 
chapter. Subchapters 7.1 and 7.2 illuminate the main empirical questions 
and findings by outlining the main news media usage behaviours that 
characterise as well as distinguish the socially constructed generation 
groups which have been in the focus of this thesis, and addressed as various 
segments of news media audiences. Subchapter 7.3 discusses in more detail 
the theoretical research questions and puzzles that have driven the research 
by dealing with the critical aspects of the generational analysis in social 
research in general and within the context of media studies. The chapter 
will conclude with some critical reflections on the problems encountered 
accomplishing the research aim and objectives, and, finally, will suggest a 
basis for continuing research and perspectives that can be brought into the 
study of ‘media generations’. 
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7.1 Summary of the research problems 

The transformations in the media landscape in the 2000s combined with the 
variety of ways people obtain news and other media content are resulting in 
more diverse patterns of ‘audiencing’, which are not easily predicted by 
researchers (Livingstone 2012). The more that conducting the repre-
sentative data available for the analysis of media repertoires often fails to 
keep pace with the emergence and development of new practices of using 
novel technological platforms for media consumption. Therefore, it should 
be understood that statistical research deals with somewhat retrospective 
material and not with the circumstances known at the present moment. 
(Despite this criticism, the thesis at hand also employs, to a large extent, a 
statistical methodology to lay out the conditions and factors that lead to 
specific media behaviour, but tries to supplement the quantitative data with 
qualitative input in order to capture more nuanced determinants of media 
use.) Hence, news media as the symbolic public arena of society, as well as 
the usage of media content, has been challenged by the expansion of digital 
technologies, media convergence and networked practices. However, the 
continuous changes taking place in the field of media and communication 
mean much more than a mere technical advance. Rather, versatile research 
on patterns of media usage has given an opportunity to investigate more 
consciously and carefully which social factors most strongly contribute to 
the differences in media use.  

This thesis, empirically rooted in the Estonian social and media land-
scape, defines five socially constructed generation cohorts that are historic-
ally and socially located and related to particular societal as well as media 
developments that can be expected to have influenced people’s shared 
perception of their particular ‘own time’. The composition of the five 
generation cohorts, created by the author of this thesis, have been cate-
gorised into the following tentative groups: (1) ‘the post-war generation’ 
(born between 1932 and 1941), (2) ‘the early Soviet generation’ (born 
between 1942 and 1957), (3) ‘the Space Race generation’ (born between 
1958 and 1971), (4) ‘the transition generation’ (born between 1972 and 
1986), and (5) ‘the children of freedom’ (born between 1987 and 1997).  

Departing form Mannheimʼs approach to cohorts and generations, these 
groups have their definite position within certain historical time periods 
because they are formed of people born in about the same years into similar 
circumstances (in a geo-political as well as cultural sense). The formative 
years (according to Mannheim, described as approximately 17–25) of these 
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groups were spent after World War II, in the heyday of the Soviet Union, 
during Estonia’s independence aspirations or in democratic Estonia as a 
new European Union member state with high ratings in personal, 
economic, press and Internet freedom. However, from the point of view of 
social structure, one can also discuss the continuity or discontinuity 
between these generation groups in consideration of Estonia’s ‘return to 
Europe’ after the collapse of the Soviet Union, since when the spatial reach 
of media use as well as ideological and geographical perceptions of space 
have gone through significant changes. In addition, when addressing the 
spatial focus of media use and perceptions of culturally meaningful space, 
an articulation between the two main language groups inhabiting Estonia 
today (namely Estonian and Russian) comes strongly into the picture, as 
Chapter 5 clearly revealed.  

Departing from the viewpoint of media development, three of the five 
generation groups have witnessed the emergence of a new form of media 
during their formative periods. For example, ‘the early Soviet generation’ 
had an opportunity to welcome the newly launched Estonian Television in 
the mid-1950s, ‘the transition generation’ saw the arrival of satellite 
television and global channels in Estonia, as well as mobile phones and the 
Internet in the early 1990s, and ‘the children of freedom’ have grown up 
with social networking media and have seen the emergence of several 
technological innovations, such as smartphones, tablet computers and other 
digital devices and platforms for expanding information exchange and 
media use. This latter phenomenon has been discussed in the literature by 
several authors within the framework of ‘the digital turn’, addressing not 
only a shift in the environments and technologies, but also drawing 
increasing attention to new literacy practices across a variety of social 
contexts. As Pruulmann-Vengerfeldt et al. (2013: 7) also emphasise, the 
digital shift (as a number of other ‘turns’ in the social sciences and 
humanities [see Bachmann-Medick 2006]) has a “much deeper influence on 
the socio-cultural relations and interactions that these new forms and 
environments support and foster”. In Estonian society, these phenomena 
have been an object of heated discussion primarily from the viewpoint of 
changes in reading habits and consumption of culture, referring to a 
threatening disruption in cultural continuity that has been caused by the 
inability of the education system to keep up with changing from a text-
based perception to an audiovisual and technological perception (cf. 
Lauristin 2013, Lauristin & Vihalemm 2014). This criticism and tendency 
definitely relates to the regularity, or actually the insufficiency, of reading 
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any kind of text, including media texts, particularly in the two youngest 
generation groups analysed in this study, as has been discussed in the 
previous chapters. 

However, in order to reveal in more detail how generation-, age- and life 
course-related determinants affect and shape patterns of media use and 
preference, attitudes towards various media technologies and the spatial 
reach of news interests, this dissertation has provided insights into the 
empirical features across all generations selected for this study, which is 
based on data collected from surveys carried out between 2002 and 2012 
and focus groups conducted in 2011. 

Based on the research aim and the identified research problem, a 
number of research questions were formulated (and summarily presented 
here) to achieve the objectives:  

 
• What patterns can be distinguished in news media use among different 

generation groups of media audiences, taking Estonia as an example? 
What are the common cross-generation trends in accessing traditional 
and new media and how do the generation groups combine professional 
news media channels resulting in different media repertoires?  

• What spatial orientations of media use can be distinguished across the 
generation groups (as well as the main groups of communication 
language)?  

• How do different generation groups experience their relationship with 
the news media and what types of discursive feature emerge from their 
joint discussions on the significance of news within the personal and 
societal contexts?  

These empirical questions have all found their answers in the respective 
analytical chapters above. Key findings stemming from these questions are 
recapitulated in the next subchapter, which provides short portraits of the 
generation cohorts embodied in three main usage patterns. 

Although the current study has not been able to answer all the questions 
posed above, primarily those dealing with the fundamental social and 
cultural meaning of generations and generational differences have been 
resolved. Nonetheless, the study has attempted, by methods of statistical 
analysis and discursive and semantic approach, to come closer to thought 
patterns and behaviour practices of representatives of generations which 
help to illuminate and explain the backgrounds to the fragmentation of 
news audiences. However, as mentioned above, and as will be discussed in 
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the following parts of this chapter, the major part of the critical discussion 
related to this research problem still depends on the character and the 
shortcomings of the theoretical basis, as there are no clear-cut divisions for 
defining the unique identities of social generations, as exist, for example, for 
birth cohorts or age groups. Therefore, it is also difficult for the researcher 
to find how members of some social generation perceive the knowledge 
shared between them or the feeling that they have something in common, 
and what exactly is the designator of their common identity in their own 
reflections.  

7.2 Portraits of generations in the mirror of media use 

Before delving into the theoretical discussion on the process of generation 
building, the main empirical findings of the thesis will be summarised 
below. 

The analysis of the data from the nationwide representative surveys, 
conducted between 2002 and 2012 in Estonia, has revealed that in con-
ditions of digitisation and the constant development of information techno-
logy, serious intergenerational differences appear in media choices and 
ways of media use, which are partly caused by unequal access to various 
devices and services. These results even make it possible to speak about a 
‘digital stratification’ phenomenon in Estonia (see also, Kalmus, Talves et al. 
2013), which quite clearly reveals patterns differentiating groups within the 
population, among other factors, according to their belonging to a given 
cohort. Over the course of time, some of these patterns have become fixed; 
others, however, keep changing. On the other hand, attitudes and consumer 
behaviour (including media behaviour) are not necessarily divided by year 
of birth. Although statistically reliable generalisations can be made based on 
questionnaire responses, it is still difficult to measure and delimit social 
generations by quantitative research methods and data only. Therefore, 
arguments presented during focus group interviews have been useful in 
illustrating and supplementing some considerable results. 

However, the trends discussed in Chapters 4 to 6 have helped to refine 
the initial idea of generation groups hypothetically sketched in Chapter 3; 
this discussion has also made it possible to portrait briefly and, furthermore, 
to conceptualise merging the groups that have similar features as integrated 
‘media generations’ that are influenced by several factors discussed in the 
thesis. 
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 7.2.1 Traditional media and classical news generations 

There are substantive similarities, for instance, between the generation 
groups that can be conditionally described as traditional media oriented 
users, explained by the prevalence of public service broadcasting in their 
media repertoires and their attachment with ‘profound’ media content, 
such as politics and economy, topical debates and opinions, social affairs, 
culture and memory. 

These features inarguably apply to ‘the post-war generation’ (born 
between 1932 and 1941); in addition, ‘the early Soviet generation’ (born 
between 1942 and 1957), to a large extent, accords with such media be-
haviour. The analysis has shown that the media taste and repertoire of ‘the 
post-war generation’ and ‘the early Soviet generation’ is rather conservative 
and was become established over several decades. The approximately ten 
years under observation have not seen notable changes in their media 
behaviour; their patterns of media use have become fixed to traditional 
channels and content (nonetheless, the current positions of these two 
groups in their life courses are slightly different). As also shown by the 
cluster analysis conducted in Chapter 5, in each larger group there are 
smaller units with different interests and orientations whose socio-demo-
graphic profile does not seem to coincide with their media behaviour. On 
the other hand, the cluster analysis also revealed that the numbers of 
representatives of, for example, ‘the children of freedom’ and ‘the transition 
generation’ were significantly small in those usage types that were charac-
terised mainly by orientation to traditional established media.  

To conclude, according to the data from 2002 to 2012, these two 
generation groups – ‘the post-war generation’ and ‘the early Soviet 
generation’ – have clearly remained committed to traditional news media. 
This is especially so concerning the printed press and public broadcasting, 
which are held as the most accessible and reliable mediators of current news 
(as the survey data revealed, public radio continues to be the most reliable 
channel for them). These were also the prevailing media during their 
childhood and youth. Although this segment of the audience sharply 
criticises some the newspapers for being biased, they have not completely 
abandoned newspaper reading (according to the survey data, the vast 
majority of them still trust newspapers at least to an average extent). 
However, some of them have abandoned subscriptions on principle or as an 
expression of protest (the biggest quality daily newspaper Postimees was 
repeatedly mentioned in focus groups and accused of becoming more 
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tabloid-like). In the later lives of the members of these two groups, global 
television news channels appeared – in both Russian and English. The 
Internet has also been taken into use but mainly as a reading-centred news 
medium that supplements other channels. Consequently, the computer and 
the Internet have not replaced the newspapers, radio and television as 
distinct media. These generations do not greatly use mobile (news) media 
(and the smartphone), although they have fully domesticated the mobile 
phone (probably originating from the previous decade) mainly to make 
calls and send messages; many have abandoned the landline telephone. 
Their consistent consumption of traditional media and preferences towards 
public broadcasting (both radio and TV) show strongly established patterns 
(see also Chapter 5 for the findings on the credibility of the public media in 
these generation groups).  

As for the particular news interests that were more thoroughly discussed 
in Chapter 4, one could observe a consistently high interest in politics, 
history and memory, as well as environmental issues, among ‘the post-war 
generation’ and ‘the early Soviet generation’. As argued by Gerner and 
Hedlund (1993), ecology, ethnicity and history were the three crucial 
dimensions in the independence movement which resulted with Baltic 
secession. For the older generations, these issues, which escalated in public 
and media discussion during the late 1980s (Lauk 2005: 309-311), still 
symbolise the independence and integrity of Estonia, being at the centre of 
attention even when Estonia is no longer threatened by exploitation of 
natural resources and environmental damage by foreign powers. The 
position of these generation groups in their life course explains their 
growing engagement with media topics like healthcare and social security 
over the 10-year period (which does not mean that healthcare is not 
generally a vitally important sphere covering all groups of the population).  

Concerning aspects of spatial horizons as approached from the 
perspective of the mediatisation of social space, the findings presented in 
Chapter 5 reveal that the structure of mediated spatial relations (for 
example, through the level of attention given to various countries and 
cultural regions) differs between the generation cohorts surveyed over the 
years. Specifically, a clearer orientation to local news (related to the locality 
and Estonia) and great closeness to the Russian media space, and also the 
other neighbouring countries like Finland, can be observed in both older 
generation groups – ‘the post-war generation’ and ‘the early Soviet gen-
eration’. At the same time, they indicate some distance with increasingly 
globalised media space and smaller engagement with English-speaking 
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cultures. As described in previous chapters, the generation groups surveyed 
during the 10-year period can be broadly divided into two: first, those who 
were educated during the Soviet period, when Russian prevailed as the 
official language in society (it did not have the status of a foreign language 
in the official discourse); and second, others, whose education began or 
progressed in independent Estonia, where the attitude to Russian cardinally 
changed and English became an important communication language owing 
to economic and political integration with Europe. These tendencies, 
therefore, illuminate a gap between the between more ‘globalised’ groups 
(such as ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the children of freedom’) and the 
two older cohorts who feel some uncertainty in the fact of a highly 
globalised and integrated media space. However, the gap may decrease over 
time together with the general growth in number of Internet users among 
older adults. 

7.2.2 Combiners of traditional and new media  

The generation group which in this thesis is labelled as ‘the Space Race 
generation’ (born between 1958 and 1971) has performed as successful 
adapters for various phenomena in the changing news media landscape. 
‘The Space Race generation’ appears to efficiently combine the practices of 
‘old and new media’, having neither abandoned traditional formats and 
channels nor completely dedicated itself to digital ones. Kalmus, Masso and 
Lauristin (2013) characterise such media behaviour as a ‘buffer’ solution. 
Here, from the broader point of view, one might also keep in mind a 
parallel with the definition that was used by Titma et al. (1998) in order to 
define the 1960s cohort as a ‘winners generation’ (the cohort, in fact, also 
includes a considerable number of ‘losers’, as Helemäe et al. (2000) note) 
from which many where able to seize essential positions in Estonian society 
during the period of post-socialist reforms and take hold of the new 
opportunities for self-expression that were becoming available at a time of 
social shift when the previous values had been questioned in society. On the 
other hand, the success of the ‘winners’ can be related to the combination of 
the timing of their entry into the labour market and the favourable condi-
tions in Estonian society (Helemäe et al. 2000). To draw a conclusion from 
this, ‘the Space Race generation’ has to have a greater chance to demon-
strate their ability to adjust to the likely challenges and opportunities 
resulting from a regime change.  
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However, within the context of the analysis of media usage, a good skill 
of adaptability has another practical explanation: being still in the phase of 
active working life in their life course, ‘the Space Race generation’ was 
expected to have computer and digital literacy during the last decade and 
now as well. In contrast to this group, ‘the early Soviet generation’ (not to 
mention ‘the post-war generation’) have already moved or are moving out 
of the labour market and do not feel any direct external pressure. They can 
use their own personal motivation, viewing digital media as an alternative 
and additional opportunity rather than an urgent (practical) necessity. 
Secondly, ‘the Space Race generation’ most probably has frequent direct 
contacts with younger cohorts (children, grandchildren, colleagues, etc.), 
and following their direct example or recommendations regarding the use 
of the new media, this generation may be more receptive to digital techno-
logy. The significance of intergenerational ties in media use was also 
mentioned by participants in focus groups, although in these cases kinship-
based structures were emphasised rather than contacts between social 
generations. 

However, in ‘the Space Race generation’ a certain uncertainty can be 
noticed, which results from their life course, during which they encountered 
several abrupt social changes and radically reform their habits and 
principles. As known from the recent history of Soviet Estonia, this 
generation had to learn the lessons of conformism, through which they 
were transformed into ‘normalised Soviet people’ at a tender age. Thus, as 
also shown by the analysis, the so-called buffer generation is relatively 
flexible and ready to adopt new formats and technologies offered by the 
news media, while on the other hand they also preserve earlier behaviour 
patterns and repertoires and do not give them up so easily. This argument 
can be defended by their estimation of the reliability of the Internet as a 
source of news information in proportion to, for example, public broad-
casting and newspapers. Therefore, one can understand their strategy of 
media use – combining different channels, they attempt to create the best 
possible repertoire to give themselves an exhaustive overview of possibly 
topical issues (in their personal lives as well as in society). 

7.2.3 The generations centred on online media news 

Although there are also some differences in the media behaviours and 
repertoires of the two subsequent generation cohorts, ‘the transition gener-
ation’ (born between 1972 and 1986) and ‘the children of freedom’ (born 
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between 1987 and 1997), similarities dominate and give rise to the profile of 
online media centred users. The two youngest cohorts, as mentioned, are 
characterised by the frequent and comprehensive use of the information 
distributed over the Internet. They have predominantly adopted the 
possibilities of digital media, especially the news formats adjusted for 
computer and mobile applications. As Runnel et al. (2009) find, for the 
young people of Estonia, the Internet has become the primary source of 
very different activities, which include following the news and other media 
content, entertainment, communication, study, etc. The surveys used in this 
project also reveal that these generations estimate the credibility of Internet 
media more highly than the other generations. 

However, the data studied in this thesis at least partially confirms 
Mannheim’s ([1928] 1952) ‘fresh contacts’ hypothesis. According to this, 
under the conditions of notable and rapid change, favourable circumstances 
should develop for the formation of a new social generation. These circum-
stances elicit a counter-reaction to some new phenomenon to which the 
new generation develops a particular relationship. In the present case, one 
can see a breakthrough and a generational turn that created a watershed 
between those whose formative years came before, and after, the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, which coincided with the emergence of the computer era. 
This does not give reason to think that digital skills and awareness are 
exclusively available to those born only in the recent decades and do not 
concern anyone else. The reflections within the focus groups showed 
particularly clearly how, for ‘the children of freedom’, social media, smart 
devices and unlimited network connections symbolise a perceivable ‘our 
time’ (Corsten 1999), which definitely has not yet become fixed in the con-
sciousness of the ‘the post-war generation’ or ‘the early Soviet generation’. 

In the geopolitical meaning, too, ‘the transition generation’ and ‘the 
children of freedom’ are generations whose knowledge and memories of the 
former Soviet lifestyle and social order (including the media system) are 
fragmentary or completely lacking. Thus, their habitus and lifestyle as 
media users differ considerably from those of their predecessors, as they are 
rather influenced by the pressure of the globalising world (for example a 
strong orientation towards the English-language communication environ-
ment). The increasing presence of the global media operates as one of the 
main agents of socialisation during the formative period of their life course. 
Tendencies to increasing use of English are counterpoised by the inferiority 
of small languages like Estonian (with about one million speakers), which 
have been unable to compete on the ‘computer language’ or ‘the Internet 
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language’ level. Therefore, as may be emphasised again, it is questionable 
whether the deepening Indo-Europanisation of Estonian together with an 
orientation to global media and culture is bringing about a certain dis-
cursive change, especially among ‘the children of freedom’. 

Comparing the data about news consumption in these generation 
cohorts, one can also observe an existing difference that lies in the regularity 
of following news and current debates, as well as the structure of pre-
ferences for media topics, as revealed in Chapter 4. The differences also 
result to a certain extent from the position of those individuals in their life 
courses. For, example, for ‘the post-war generation’ and ‘the early Soviet 
generation’, age and life course situation seemed to determine their interest 
in health care and social security, while for ‘the Space race generation’ and 
‘the transition generation’ the family- and children-related topics appeared 
to be important. ‘The children of freedom’ had an enhanced interest in 
youth and education topics, music, computers and other high-tech 
products. As also stated by other Estonian media researchers (Vihalemm & 
Leppik 2014), among Estonian youth the regular habit of following the news 
becomes established by their twenties. Relying on this statement and 
reflecting on the results of the analysis presented in this thesis, one can 
presume that for media consumers younger than 25, reading of news need 
not be a daily priority and habit, as at this age they might lack time, 
continuous interest, or other resources. The fact that ‘the transition gen-
eration’ revealed a similar pattern of news consumption in the initial period 
of data collection, allows one to conclude that a more stable interest in news 
will develop with time. Nonetheless, there need not be any turn to the 
preference for traditional channels and formats, as the cultural and social 
rules of professional news media production are also changing, as charac-
terised by “increased contact and collaboration between established and 
emerging media institutions, expansion of the number of players producing 
and circulating media, and the flow of content across multiple platforms 
and networks” (Jenkins [2006] 2008: 274). 

Furthermore, at least based on the focus group discussion, there is 
reason to suppose that apart from professional (mainstream) news media, 
alternative channels with a looser structure have become increasingly 
powerful. A considerable amount of information is obtained from social 
media (mostly from Facebook, Twitter and YouTube), which offers 
additional possibilities to be up to date with the news of the world. This 
trend has been most eagerly followed by ‘the children of freedom’, who 
admit that they consider recommendations by friends essential when 
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reading texts (including books), attending events, watching films, etc. The 
feedback, discussion and reflection within these networks are equally 
essential. Because of the specificity of these social environments, it is often a 
person in the social circle of the individual who has the intermediary, but 
also opinion leader’s, role. This scheme is therefore in many ways similar to 
what is known from the history of communication theory as the ‘two step 
flow communication model’, introduced by Paul Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berel-
son and Hazel Gaudet in 1944 (later developed by Elihu Katz and Paul 
Lazarsfeld 1955), suggesting that information from the media moves in 
distinct stages through informal and personal contacts, or the ‘primary 
group’ such as friends and family or other ‘opinion leaders’. The possi-
bilities of social media for further interaction and reaction to a message and 
to the representation at its centre have, naturally, broadened considerably 
compared to the media channels of the 1940s. 

The survey results used in this thesis show that among the younger 
generations of the Russian-speaking population, particularly among ‘the 
children of freedom’, the influence of Estonian-language media is increasing 
considerably. According to data from 2011, more than half of them estimate 
the Estonian media channels as reliable, while those born before the 1970s 
tend to trust information flow and news coming from the Russian media.  

In addition to the above, one can emphasise that the uniting and 
differentiating characteristics revealed by the analysis converge most clearly 
around the experiences and usage patterns which can be noticed in different 
generation groups in either the denial or domestication of traditional and 
new forms of news media. As the focus groups interviews revealed, in some 
cases we can even speak about the re-domestication of some ‘old media’ – 
the quality printed press, for instance, which ‘the children of freedom’ 
rediscover and value at a mature age as a so-called elitist media. At the same 
time, as media researchers (for example, Kalmus 2014) hypothesise, 
considering the future perspective the problem of generationing might be 
discussed in the context of gradual digitisation, which leads to media 
generations’ smooth adaptation to the forms of news media which gradually 
change from ‘new’ to habitual. This will probably happen under the joint 
influence of various components, for example additional practical reasons 
and satisfaction of the need for information. 
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 7.3 Problems with ‘the problem of generations’ in the research on audiences  

This subchapter is not intended to provide a recapitulation of the core 
concept and its framework. There are plenty of alternative publications that 
can provide a fuller treatment for these purposes. Rather, what this section 
will attempt is to provide some indication of the theoretical research ques-
tions (as posed in Chapter 1) that have helped to sharpen the focus of this 
thesis. 

Thus, from the viewpoint of contributing to the discipline of media and 
communication studies and to a general theoretical discussion, another set of 
questions have been at the focus of this thesis. In particular, how useful is the 
concept of generations to account for the wider generational phenomena in the 
field of media and communication studies? How should the generationing 
process (generation building) in contemporary societies and in the converging 
media landscape be studied? One might also critically ask to what extent the 
discursive definition of different generation units by certain ‘media repertoires’ 
and formation of a hegemony of using/reading the news is justified?  

The questions about media impact in defining generational conscious-
ness and significant formative indicators in the mediatisation process, 
obviously, is much more pertinent in contemporary times than in the years 
when Karl Mannheim wrote his classic work, The problem of generations, 
giving primacy to the fields of political and ideological struggle (providing 
an alternative approach to the Marxist worldview of economic class 
struggle). Since Mannheim defined generations as cultural constructions 
that participate in historical processes, being primarily led by individuals’ 
consciousness and not so much by their social origin and status, the 
leitmotiv of his theory might first of all be an ambition for a broader 
interpretation of the intellectual, and not merely instrumental, pheno-
menon of generations. 

Accordingly, the following discussion touches upon the issues that 
concern the usefulness of the notion of generations and is motivated by the 
critique that although the theoretical perspective of generations offers 
several intriguing conceptions, multidimensional interpretations and uses, 
it does not provide a clear or accurate empirical model of how the pheno-
menon of generations could be successfully treated in the analytical frame-
work, as also stated by Jane Pilcher (1994: 492). In this hazy context where 
many different discourses and labels circulate in both everyday and 
academic usage, any scholarly work dealing with generations needs to avoid 
terminological confusion, and, first and foremost, define clearly what is 
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meant by generations within a given study and how the theoretical origin of 
the landmark concept is understood.  

Therefore, for a recapitulation of how generationing process is under-
stood in this thesis it would not be excessive to summarise Mannheim’s 
tripartite definition, which elaborates on the following distinct analytical 
categories. Namely, ‘generational location’ determined by belonging to 
particular social-historical space-time (Lagerung), ‘generation as actuality’ 
(Generationszusammenhang) meaning generational cohesion or conscious-
ness by experiencing the same historical events or shift during a formative 
phase in life and sharing a similar ‘mental order’ or common culture; and 
finally, ‘generational units’ (Generationseinheiten), or, to put it differently, 
‘motivated groups’ that can be understood through a certain response 
strategy expressed by attitude, behaviour, participation, forms of com-
munication and semantics to change or turn what they witness during these 
formative years.  

Hence, throughout this thesis there has been an endeavour to find a way in 
which generations can be deployed and used for the analysis of changing and 
progressively stratifying media situations where the significance of established 
news also tends to vary more or less inversely with the abundance of infor-
mation circulating across an enormous number of channels every minute. 
With this in mind, one can agree with a suggestion by Sofia Aboim and Pedro 
Vesconcelos (2013), according to which generations in analytical work should 
be imagined in terms of predominant ideas or discursive formations rather 
than as concrete groups of people. Moreover, the mere attempt to differ-
entiate between generations in some concrete ways (such as age groups or 
cohorts) often encounters various difficulties as the generational pheno-
menon as a whole involves several notional layers related to both perceptions 
of time - ‘external time’ as objective and ‘internal time’ as a more personally 
perceived dimension, which, within the process of generational formation, 
transforms from ‘my time’ to ‘our time’ (or ‘the time of our generation’). 
Underpinning this is a question that is epistemological, since cohorts can be 
interpreted as generations only when they show subjective cohesion and 
become ‘actors in their own time’ (White 1992).  

Nevertheless, for the sake of objectivity, it has often been found to be 
more appropriate to treat social generations as demographic generations, 
consistently categorised and distributed birth cohorts or age groups, 
proceeding mostly from the perspective of external time as an independent 
element (since people cannot choose or negotiate their birth moment). In 
the present thesis, when studying possible similarities and differences in the 
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consumption of news media among the Estonian population, the analytical 
possibilities were examined as well as the above-mentioned demographic 
factors (age and birth cohort) also through the lens of the life course 
perspective (Kertzer 1983, Elder, Johnson & Crosnoe 2003) linked to con-
ceptualisation of biographical events as an influential catalyst of change and 
variation over time. Despite the effort to incorporate several categories from 
different perspectives, the complexity of social processes and the conceptual 
attempt to follow the causal collective agency which emerges under the 
influence of historical and cultural upheavals (being directed by internal 
time) can be overlooked or appear to be problematic to apply in empiric 
research. To conclude from the above, it has to be emphasised that neither 
birth cohort nor age group can be automatically equated to social 
generation, which covers, in contrast to age group, different periods of time 
and does not follow fixed metrics. Moreover, as Alessandro Cavalli (2004: 
159) states, “It is impossible to establish a priori how long a generation is 
going to last or how many cohorts it includes.” Thus, these arguments make 
any statistical analysis of generations far more intricate than expected, in 
particular, because of a certain hesitation about where the cut-offs should be 
made. Consequently, Mannheim’s theoretical framework, although founda-
tional for such research, often creates difficulties, especially in examining 
the definition of the formation of a new distinct generation, which would 
surpass the external objective structures (for example historical or other 
changes in the society or media) and be induced by the perception of 
internal time and formation of a new (or unique) worldview, which, for the 
previous generations may seem to be ‘out of reach’ (as Vittadini et al. 2014 
say, contextualising the lack of understanding and division between old and 
young people). 

Accordingly, one of the central questions in the debate on ‘generation 
building’ is the key role of youth, as was accentuated already by Mannheim. 
According to his argument, only youth, in contrast with earlier generations, 
appear to be able to converge around a novel worldview and create the 
necessary dynamism in the society, which, in its turn could give an impetus 
to the formation of a new discursive construction and bring a new reaction 
to the world. Regardless their unique locus of innovative agency for organ-
ising into ‘generation units’, as Mannheim implied, one can still wonder if 
this perspective is, however, too narrowing a view of the cultural process 
and the other cohorts, which, as Michael Corsten (1999: 265) puts it, “are 
too old or too young” to showing enough coherence to become “actors in 
their own time” (Aboim & Vasconcelos 2013: 6). This premise is well 
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understandable and arguable within the context of developmental psych-
ology and a precondition for young people’s greater ability to adjust to new 
social contexts and develop their habitus (i.e. one’s internal structure) from 
new experiences with greater flexibility. For the same reason, supposedly, 
the studies of youth (and children) prevail in generation-related research, 
for example the large number of studies on youth cultures (Eyerman & 
Turner 1998). Yet, such understanding about the exclusive status of young 
people in the generation building process would overlook the idea that 
Wilhelm Pinder (1926) worded as the ‘contemporaneity of the non-con-
temporaneous’, and thus, designating the possibility that one generation 
might bring together and unite different birth cohorts and individuals of 
different ages who share similar views on life and are engaged in similar 
practices. 

This critical viewpoint works appropriately as a bridge to media 
research, and especially new media research in which the overwhelming 
majority of study is dedicated to young people or children and their use of 
new media and technologies, employing technological determinism as an 
analytical starting point and, therefore, reproducing the myth of an 
exclusive young generation, such as ‘digital natives’ (Prensky 2001), the 
‘Google generation’ (Gunter, Rowlands & Nicholas 2009), the ‘wired gener-
ation’ (Jacobsen & Forste 2011), and so forth. This present study aimed to 
widen the scope and include almost all currently living news media users in 
Estonia, in order to test the assumption of media scholars (Volkmer 2006, 
Bolin & Westlund 2009) that memories of the media, as well as technologies 
and their roles during the process of socialisation, are highly relevant within 
the context of construction of ‘media generations’ as “a collectively 
produced, shared and processed responses to the availability or pervasive-
ness of a particular technology, which then becomes an element of genera-
tional identity” (Vittadini et al. 2014: 66). In media generation scholarship 
one can also find opinions that oppose the technological deterministic view 
(addressing successive media generations according to the sequenced forms 
and technologies from printed press to digital media) that emphasise the 
relevance of social and cultural processes instead of technological ones. For 
example, Leena Alanen (2001) defines generation building as a process of 
interdependent structuring during which different generations purify their 
distinct practices, contributing to the formation of unique ‘generational 
semantics’ (Corsten 1999) in certain social circles or networks. 

On the basis of the research on news media usage an intelligible 
conclusion is that contemporary audiences consist of members of different 
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generations representing different expectations and preferences, which, to 
some extent, can be grouped together to form compound, but still implied, 
media-related patterns and behaviours. Unquestionably these patterns have 
no clear separation based on one’s year of birth, but are more and more 
dispersed along individualised interests, still revealing some age-, life 
course- or generation-specific features and differences – as this current 
thesis also demonstrates. 

A particularly helpful example in view of the above is the typology of 
certain types of news media usage charted by means of cluster analysis in 
the empirical part of the thesis (Chapter 5), which is based on the con-
centration of attitudes, interests and preferences, but also perceptions of 
personal social space mirrored by openness and the intensity of mediated 
contacts on world news and geographical and cultural ties. However, not all 
tendencies revealed by the multidimensional statistical analysis are appar-
ently illuminated and easy to interpret. Thus, with the purpose of avoiding 
or reducing the risks associated with the above described critique, it has 
been expedient to reflect on the findings, which characterise the different 
‘generation cohorts’, as they are called in this thesis, through the form of 
relatively free discussion (focus groups) in order to get some confirmation 
of how generational consciousness in the groups is formed within the 
developments both in the given society and media landscape. At this point, 
in particular, the combined methodological approach, which incorporates 
current news media usage trends as well as earlier media memories and 
today’s attitudes to news media’s function and role shared by the respon-
dents among the other members of the same generation groups have helped 
to improve the whole analysis and elaborate on not only the statistically 
significant differences but also some discursive features of different gener-
ations as news media audiences. Relying on what has been said above, the 
current thesis expresses the view that for a deep study of the multi-layered 
generation building process and to define a given generation, a multi-
dimensional methodological arsenal, including a collection of thematic 
interviews, is needed that enables the creation of “the link between history 
as a materially-based structure and individual agency”, and also discussion 
of ‘culturally constructed labels and narratives that are discursively 
mobilized’, as Aboim and Vasconcelos (2013: 3) point out. 

To conclude, the main contribution of this thesis lies in its focus on the 
interaction between key components of generational differences in media 
usage, providing an update to the perceptions of the prevailing forms and 
practices of news media consumption across different generations. The 
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thesis reveals that a generation’s location in socio-historical time and space 
is a concern in media research and that the divide between generation 
groups born during different historical periods and under dissimilar societal 
and media conditions converge around different and more individualising 
usage patterns and repertoires, reflecting on distinct interpretations of the 
changing role of the news media. In addition to generation gaps, the 
analysis also highlights the fragmentation of news media audiences across 
the predominant language groups in Estonian society (mainly the speakers 
of Estonian and Russian). Some of the main concerns that have been 
pointed out by numerous studies on social integration of the Russian-
language minority in Estonia, especially those related to construction of 
parallel but divided information spaces, have also been, to a lesser degree, 
focused upon in this thesis as matter which has a fundamental social and 
cultural meaning. From the perspective of generational ‘actuality’, with 
these distinctions different aspects and problems of generational identity 
also emerge, at least according to Mannheim’s terms. To be more precise, 
according to his theory, even urban and rural youth, although belonging to 
the same society, most probably have different reactions to the formative 
change depending on their experiences and backgrounds, and, therefore, 
cannot share the same generation and form the same ‘generational unit’ (or 
social generation). Again, one can express some criticism over this view-
point, which does not enable one to address, within the context of a given 
society, Estonian- and Russian-speaking people born at about the same time 
who share the same residency and, perhaps also citizenship, as a unitary 
generation. In point of fact, from the media consumption perspective, the 
empirical results of this thesis indicate that more similarities can be found 
in media repertoires of Estonian- and Russian-speaking youth born in the 
mid-1990s and labelled ‘the children of freedom’, than between the various 
Russian-speaking groups as representatives of the Russian community in 
Estonia. This finding, in turn, confirms criticism voiced in the field of social 
research against the simplified approach to the Russian communities (in 
plural form) in Estonia as one internally homogeneous group of people.  

However, concerning Estonian society and its small communities, based 
either on the communication language or some other criterion, the profes-
sional media (and the news media in particular) as a socialiser has an 
essential role in linking different social groups and in creating and 
balancing a public information space, and, which is even more important, 
in creating certain premises about the social reality that different com-
munities can rely on in their everyday activities (Vihalemm & Leppik 2014). 
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From here, one can conclude that the role of the media (from the 
technological, formal and content points of view) in the formation of 
different audiences (either social media generations or multilingual social 
groups) should inevitably be analysed as a gradual cultural process that does 
not benefit from a one-size-fits-all approach that would be easy to integrate 
into any development and capturing all the possible relationships within it. 

7.4 Critical reflections on the thesis 

In conclusion, it might be said that the present study, using the possibilities 
for data collection available for the current project, has, on the one hand, 
referred to expectable results on differences between the generation cohorts. 
These have resulted, at least partly, from notably different contextual factors 
– geopolitical, social and cultural conditions prevailing before and after the 
1990s which denote the watershed before and after the liberation of Estonia 
from the yoke of the Soviet Union and during the transition from an old 
regime into a new regime as well as the structural changes in the media 
landscape before and after the spread of the Internet and computer 
technology and their overwhelming adoption by news media institutions 
and audiences. These landmarks are inarguably of greatest significance in 
the formation of the media repertoires of the generation cohorts studied in 
the thesis. It should also be noted that the media and social events repea-
tedly described above from different viewpoints, and broader developments 
than only the emergence of technological innovations or solutions, have 
elicited different responses in the analysed groups and have more sharply 
outlined their generational features.  

A weakness of the current study might be its concentration mainly on 
cohort-based analysis and less on the discursive formations of generations, 
as their definition and interpretation requires large-scale qualitative 
research. In this sense, one could agree with the statement that, “cultural 
generations cannot be reduced to other substitutes, such as cohorts, age-
groups or genealogical generations” (Aboim & Vasconcelos 2013: 15). 
However, it should be added that the structure and empirical course of the 
whole study has been in continuous development and has not been strictly 
fixed from the beginning. Primary analysis results have led to experimen-
tation with some new ideas, some of which have not proved sufficiently 
fruitful or have required a somewhat different strategy to reach a satis-
factory result (for example, the analysis of the perception of individual 
social space presented using scales of geographical and ideological proxi-
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mity and comparing generation and language groups). However, as stated 
in the previous part of this chapter, the study as a whole could have been 
directed to a greater extent by a critical view of earlier research based on 
generation theory and the core conception of the study, and by the moti-
vation to develop a clearer analytical roadmap by which it would have been 
possible to reach a more detailed understanding of the cultural functioning 
mechanism of generation building, so that it could be purposefully used 
within the framework of the research traditions of media audiences. It is 
clear that getting stuck in factors of external influence and the measuring of 
technical indicators (for example who uses which appliances, channels and 
content, and to what extent, and why, s/he does so, etc.); even if such 
measuring were done during actual media use, checking the psychophysical 
expressions or other spontaneous reactions (for example eye tracking 
technology for measuring users’ instant responses to media content) would 
not lead us to a deeper understanding of the reflexive affinity and volitional 
agency of a given generation and would instead restrain it with a narrow 
conception of cultural process, merely renaming the proliferation of 
generational labels without conveying deeper conceptual substance and 
meaning. Therefore, more work is needed around the clearer conceptu-
alisation of generations as well as cultural and social dimensions of gener-
ationing processes within the context of communication studies. Moreover, 
we live in an era of the fragmentation of audiences and the individualisation 
of media use when it is increasingly difficult to deal with certain practices in 
fixed structures.  

Resulting from this, another weaknesses of the study is the relatively 
narrow treatment of the news media itself. Concentration on the forms and 
channels of professional (established) media is justified mainly by the lack 
of comparable data on following the news by means of social media, the 
blogosphere or different applications. This (for example sharing of media 
content through digital media) is a relatively new practice still in the 
formation stage. It is characterised by greater interactivity than earlier media 
forms. There is reason to believe that the pertinent questions will be included 
in questionnaires that are being prepared after the completion of the current 
study and offer interesting material for research in the near future. 

Subsequently, this study did not cover representative and comparable data 
on news media use collected over a sufficiently long period (several decades), 
which would have also made it possible to analyse in greater detail the 
formation of generation trends of media users born before the 1980s in order 
to provide a basis for more substantial generalisations. Unfortunately, the 
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domain of media research in Estonia has suffered severe restrictions resulting 
from political circumstances. The whole tradition of media research in 
Estonia had its beginning relatively late, in 1965, as for a long time the 
authorities did not allow empirical sociological research. Even later in the 
Soviet period the whole domain, including research activities, was strictly 
controlled by the Communist Party (Vihalemm 2001). Since 1990, when the 
previous ideological limitations were overcome, economic reasons have 
become a cause for reduced circumstances in the field of research and 
development. In particular, not the lack of interests or motivation, but rather 
finance mechanisms and funding policy of research activities have designed 
the situation in which short-term research projects have been prioritised over 
expensive and logistically complex projects. With this in mind, one can 
understand why instead of longitudinal studies which involve repeated 
observations of the same respondents and variables over long periods, often 
many decades, rather the cross-sectional repeated survey tradition has been 
adopted as one of the attainable alternatives. If, however, one ignored the 
aforementioned restrictions, a thorough study of this category of generational 
analysis would require a longitudinal approach combining historical, social 
and psychological aspects in order to analyse a variety of ways of dealing with 
certain transitions in people’s life courses as they relate to changing media use 
and repertoires, and as these life courses respond to emerging media and 
communication opportunities. As for collection and analysis of qualitative 
data, here some aspects can be mentioned that have been noticed by many 
researchers who have opted for the focus group method. The main point of 
criticism refers to the small number of interview groups. In the present case, 
several interviews could have been conducted with each generation group if 
there had been sufficient resources. 

In conclusion, it could be stated that, although the idea that was initially 
designed has remained challenging for this research project, the current 
study has contributed to the presentation of data collected during the ten 
years of the survey not only by providing comparisons of the age groups, as 
characteristic of many earlier studies, but also by aiming to find proofs of 
the significance of generational experiences and socialisation within media 
discourse, and, most importantly, in the development of news audiences. 

7.5 Implications for future research  

In terms of implications and recommendations for future research, there 
are some main points to be made: the importance of social networking 
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media (and other non-mainstream forms) in news usage practices within 
the context of increasing media convergence and globalisation; and the 
need for more careful investigation of the other language-based news 
audiences (than Russian and Estonian) belonging to different generation 
groups and inhabiting the Estonian media landscape. In addition, a wider 
cross-cultural analysis can be particularly useful in studies of ‘news media 
generations’. 

An accompanying object for empirical research into this would also be, 
in addition to generation media perception, ethnic identity as the centre of 
Estonians’ self-definition. Here, a differentiation should definitely be made 
between media consumption practices and the repertoires of new im-
migrants (for example those who have settled in Estonia in the last five 
years) and those who have lived in Estonia for a long time or who were born 
there, their contacts with the local (Estonian) news media and the news 
media of their ethnic homeland or some other country and information 
space in general. In this case, the research should not be limited to the 
mainstream media but should also include social media and networks that 
are notably essential factors of socialisation (Vihalemm & Leppik 2014). 
Such a comparative study might give particularly interesting results on the 
manifestations of generation building in Estonian society and in the media 
landscape by and involving and exploring the population in a more 
nuanced way. Certainly, such a task would need an even more precise 
culturally sensitive approach to the theoretical framework of generations 
and a more elaborate view of contemporary and highly subjective individu-
alised audiences. 

Last but not least, this thesis provides a valuable starting point for future 
research on cross-cultural comparative analysis of ‘news media generations’ 
in Estonia and Sweden, in order to take advantage of all the data that have 
been collected (through surveys and focus groups) over the years. These two 
countries have been linked to each other in many different aspects: 
historically, geographically and culturally. Most importantly, Estonia and 
Sweden have similar frameworks for contemporary media development, 
including similar newspaper traditions as well as the rapid spread of the 
Internet and communication technology. On the other hand, what makes 
the research complex and challenging is the dramatically different political 
and social contexts and circumstances during the 1940 to 1990 period, 
which had an impact on the ways in which the generations born before the 
1980s deconstruct their ‘formative years’ and reconstruct later collective 
perceptions of the world. 
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Appendix 1: Details of index variables  
used in the quantitative analysis 

Principles of compilation and standardisation of indices 

Studying media consumption in the context of everyday life as well as 
generational media repertoires cannot be reduced to one single question 
that produces a response to be measured on a scale. Instead, as often occurs 
in the social sciences, the complexity of a particular approach to an analysis 
of the research objects in their social context are explored and generalised at 
different levels. General principles of quantitative analysis used in this thesis 
can be characterised as the following. At the lowest level, quantitative 
research data has been analysed as initial data, where the processing of data 
results in the presentation of detailed and concrete empirical indicators. At 
a higher level of generalisation, and with the purpose of highlighting the 
broader trends, analysis of the data has been raised to the aggregated 
characteristics, also called indices (or index variables).  

On the basis of nearly two-hundred individual variables, 40 indices are 
calculated in this thesis, measuring correspondingly the usage of various 
forms and media channels, spatial orientations of media use, attitudes 
towards the Internet and computers, reliability of different media channels, 
etc. Some of the indices have been subjected to typological analysis, for 
example cluster analysis, which constitute automatic classification of 
respondents on the basis of a certain pattern of characteristics. The full list 
of indices constructed and used in this thesis is given below.  

The use of index analysis in the tradition of media research is not very 
common, but was used by the researchers who carried out the Me. The 
World. The Media survey project at the University of Tartu’s Institute of 
Social Studies (previously the Department of Journalism and Commu-
nication). According to Marju Lauristin and Peeter Vihalemm (2004), the 
method was introduced and developed by media researchers of the Tartu 
University from the late 1960s. Based on the instructions as given by 
Lauristin and Vihalemm (2004: 26-27), the main principles of construction 
and standardisation of aggregated characteristics are briefly summarised 
below. 

To make the analysis more meaningful, the index attributes should be 
taken into consideration at the preparation stage of the questionnaire. To 
begin the process, the consistency of the index components – the original 
individual variables – are tested by correlation analyses. Next, a common 
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measure has to be found that unites these mutually related initial variables. 
The common measure is usually reflected in the name of the index variable. 
For example, the common measure of use for various information sources 
(newspapers, radio, TV channels, etc.) may lie in the frequency and/or 
diversity of use of particular information sources.  

Indices are constructed from different numbers of initial variables, 
usually 3–15. The precondition for index computing process is the 
proximity of the initial attribute scales to the interval scale, which often 
requires re-coding of the initial scales. In order to later analyse the relations 
between the indices, their components should not overlap and each initial 
variable can only be part of one index variable. To construct the aggregated 
characteristics, the single variables based on, for example, a five-point initial 
scale are first re-coded on a shorter scale representing only the positive 
values of the variables. For example, for the response alternative formulated 
as ‘every day, very frequently’ the respondent gets 4 index points, the 
alternative ‘quite frequently, regularly’ results in 3 index points, and so on. 
In principle, the index compilation process lies in collecting points. 
Subsequently, individual re-coded variables are computed into aggregated 
index variables that correspond to a certain common measure. In the 
further analysis based on descriptive statistics analysis, the aggregate 
variable scale is reduced and re-coded back to the scale, which is similar to 
the original normal distribution of the scale points of initial characteristics), 
on which point 1 of the scale is interpreted as the absence or very infrequent 
occurrence of the attribute; point 2 – infrequent occurrence, point 3 – 
average, point 4 – frequent, and point 5 – very frequent occurrence. 

As Lauristin and Vihalemm (2004: 27) explain, shortening and 
standardisation of the indices may be based on a certain constant inter-
pretation scheme (absolute shortening) or on the real distribution of 
respondents (relative shortening). The most common is relative shortening, 
which attempts to achieve a distribution of respondents close to normal 
distribution on the final scale. A new distribution of the scale points in the 
ideal case could be described as follows: 10–15% of respondents at points 1 
and 5; 15–20% of respondents at points 2 and 4, and 30–40% of respondents 
at point 3 of the scale. If point 1 of the scale means the absence of the 
aggregate attribute (no reading, no activity, no owning, etc.), that is also a 
valuable and a clearly interpretable indicator. The more points a respondent 
collects on the scale of the new attribute, the more frequent and diverse is 
his/her use of, for example, some information source. Table A1 demon-
strates, how the relative shortening process is used to construct the index of 
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social networking media use, based on the 2012 data. An initial question 
was posed in examining the use of 13 different social media platforms 
(Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Google+, Rate.ee, MySpace, Flickr, LinkedIn, 
Second Life, odnoklassniki.ru, vk.com, rutube.ru and mail.ru). The initial 
response alternatives given in the questionnaire were the following: 5 – 
every day, 4 – a couple of times a week, 3 – a couple of times a month, 2 – a 
couple of times a year, 1 –no use at all.  

As one can see from Table A1, the distribution aggregation, according to 
the initial normal distribution of scale points is not made on the basis of 
index points but on the basis of the proportion in which the respondents are 
distributed between different groups of usage.   

TABLE A1. Compilation of the index of social networking media use. An initial scale 
and reduction (following the principles of normal distrbution). Source: Variable Media 
Landscapes (2012) 

Initial scale Reduced scale 

Points of scale % of 
respondents Scale points % of 

respondents 

1 36,2 
1 – no use of social 
networking media, very rare 
use 

36,2 

2 4,7 

3 6,2 

2 – quite rare and irregular 
use of social networking 
media, below average 

10,9 

4 7,9 
5 6,4 
6 7,2 

3 – average use of social 
media 21,5 

7 7,6 
8 6,5 
9 5,2 

4 – frequent and regular use 
of social media, above average 19,3 

10 6,1 
11 2,7 
12 1,3 
13 1,2 
14 0,3 
15 0,2 
16 0,3 

5 – ‘very high’, daily use of 
social media 12,1 
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Laurstin and Vihalemm (ibid.) emphasise that aggregated characteristics 
where the maximum collected number of points is close to or above 10 are 
difficult to interpret; in addition, the distribution of respondents is usually 
uneven and many points on the scale receive few respondents.  

Often, in further analysis, only the upper third of the responses that have 
gained points above average (3, 4 and 5 on the 5-point scale) are used, 
representing those respondents who are characterised by a large (larger 
than average) and regular intensity of the given activity (for example, social 
media usage). The proportion of these respondents is usually different in 
different social groups (based on the communication language, gender, age, 
or some other category). Such differences provide a valuable means for 
studying and illuminating the more widely generalised and reliable ten-
dencies in a given media landscape or society.   

Indices based on the Me. The World. The Media 2002 / Variable Media 
Landscapes 2002 questionnaire 

 Index 
Original single variables,  

re-coding principles 

1 Reading newspapers (dailies and weeklies) 
V 693,695, 697, 699, 701, 703, 705, 707, 709, 
711, 713: 1=4p, 2=3p, 3=2p, 4=1p; max 44 

2 Reading daily newspapers 
V 693, 695, 697, 699: 1=4p, 2=3p, 3=2p, 
4=1p; max 16 

3 Reading weekly newspapers 
V 701, 703, 705, 707, 709, 711, 713: 1=4p, 
2=3p, 3=2p, 4=1p; max 28 

4 Reading magazines 
V 718, 720, 722, 724, 726, 728, 730, 732, 
734, 736, 738, 740: 2 or 3=1p; max 12 

5 Listening to radio V 440-443: 1=4p, 2=3p, 3=2p, 4=1p; max 16 
6 Watching TV V 444-448: 1=4p, 2=3p, 3=2p, 4=1p; max 20 

7 
Using Internet news sources (online 
editions) 

V 694, 696, 698, 700, 702, 704, 706, 708, 
710, 712, 714: 2 or 3=1p, max 11 

8 

Credibility of the Estonian media 
(newspapers, public and private radio, 
public and private TV, Internet news 
sources) 

V 73-77: 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 24 

 
Indices based on the Me. The World. The Media 2011 questionnaire 

 Index 
Original single variables,  
re-coding principles 

Usage of Estonian media channels 
(Estonian questionnaire) 

V 451-460, 490-496, 499-504: 5=4p, 4=3p, 
3=2p, 2=1p; 
V 466-476 4=3, 3=2, 2=1p; max 104 

9 

Usage of Estonian media channels V 461, 490, 499-502: 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
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(Russian questionnaire) 2=1p; 
V466, 473, 478: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 33 

10 
Usage of Russian media channels 
produced in Estonia (Russian 
questionnaire) 

V 451-460, 462, 491-495, 503, 503a: 5=4p, 
4=3p, 3=2p 2=1p; 
V 468, 469, 470, 474-477: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; 
max 96 

Usage of Russian media channels 
(Estonian questionnaire) 

V 461, 462, 497, 505, 506: 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; 
V 477: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 23 

11 
Usage of Russian media channels (Russian 
questionnaire) 

V 462, 497, 504-506a: 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; 
V 471, 472, 478a: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1; max 30 

Usage of global media channels (Estonian 
questionnaire) 

V 463, 498, 507-514: 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; 
V 478: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 43 

12 
Usage of global media channels (Russian 
questionnaire) 

V 463, 498, 507-514: 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p;  
max 40 

13 Self-evaluated level of informedness V 518-528: 4=2p, 3=1p; max 22 

14 
Credibility of the Estonian media: 
newspapers, radio, TV, Internet news 
sources 

V 67-72: 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 24 

Indices based on the Variable Media Landscapes 2012 questionnaire 

 Index 
Original single variables,  
re-coding principles 

15 Reading newspapers (dailies and weeklies) 

V 16-22: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; 
V 23-29: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 
56 

16 Reading daily newspapers 
V 16-22: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; max 35 

17 Reading weekly newspapers 
V 23-29: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 
21 

18 Reading magazines 
V 30-40: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 
33 

19 Listening to radio 
V 61-90: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; max 150 

20 Listening to music radio  
V 62-65, 67-79, 82, 87: 6=5p, 
5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p  
max 95  

21 Listening to talk radio  
V 61, 66, 80-81, 83-84, 86, 88: 
6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; 
max 40 

22 Watching TV 
V 91-110: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 
3=2p, 2=1p; max 100 

23 Watching public Estonian TV channels V 91, 92: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
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2=1p; max 10 

24 Watching private Estonian TV channels 
V 93-102: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 
3=2p, 2=1p; max 50 

25 Watching Estonian TV channels 
V 91-102: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 
3=2p, 2=1p; max 60 

26 Watching global TV channels 
V 105-110: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 
3=2p, 2=1p; max 30 

27 
Watching Russian TV channels produced in 
Estonia 

V 103: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; max 5 

28 Watching Russian TV channels produced in Russia 
V 104: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; max 5 

29 
Following public broadcasting (Estonian public 
radio and TV channels) 

V 61, 62, 64, 79, 86, 91, 92: 6=5p, 
5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 35 

30 
Following private (commercial) broadcasting (all 
private radio and TV channels) 

V 63, 65-78, 80-85, 93-110: 6=5p, 
5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 195 

31 
Usage of Internet news sources (news portals, 
online editions) 

V 41-59: 6=5p, 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; max 95 

32 Usage of social networking media 
V 239-251; 5=4p, 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p, max 52 

33 Usage of media on mobile devices 
 143, 147: 8=5, 7=4p, 6=3p, 5=2p, 
4=1p; max 12 

34 
Perceptions of the risks of the Internet and 
computers and mobiles 

V 153-156, 158-160, 164-170, 174: 
4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; max 48 

35 
Perceptions of the advantages of the Internet and 
computers and mobiles 

V 157, 161-163, 171, 173: 4=3p, 
3=2p, 2=1p; max 18 

36 Interest in news events taking place in Estonia 
V 269-273: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; 
max 15 

37 
Interest in news events taking place in the 
European Union 

V 293-298: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; 
max 21 

38 
Interest in news events taking place in the Nordic 
countries 

V 279-282: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; 
max 12 

39 
Interest in news events taking place in Russia and 
the former Soviet countries 

V 276-278: 4=3p, 3=2p, 2=1p; 
max 9 

40 
Interest in news events taking place in English 
language countries 
 

V 297, 301, 304: 4=3p, 3=2p, 
2=1p; max 9 
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Appendix 2 to Chapter 3 

FIGURE 3.3. Regular reading of daily and weekly printed newspapers and online 
editions and news portals across all years of birth. Percentage of respondents. Source: 
Variable Media Landscapes (2010) 
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Appendix 3 to Chapter 5 

TABLE 5.2a. The level of interest in obtaining news from different countries and regions 
across the generation cohorts. Percentage of respondents. The responses were summed 
across the positive statements: ʽsomewhat interestedʼ and ʽvery interestedʼ. Source: 
Variable Media Landscapes (2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012) 

POST-WAR GENERATION EARLY SOVIET GENERATION SPACE RACE GENERATION 

Countries 02 04 06 08 10 12 Countries 02 04 06 08 10 12 Countries 02 04 06 08 10 12 
n = 235 

220 
202 
163 
159 
260 

n = 369 

379 

358 

400 

344 

395 

n = 379 

378 

386 

336 

325 

306 

Russia 83 76 88 85 86 89 Russia 89 79 89 87 88 88 Russia 92 85 85 88 89 89 

Finland 75 71 78 66 72 79 Finland 82 64 76 74 79 83 Finland 88 76 76 76 82 84 

Latvia 74 70 78 66 71 79 Germany 80 61 69 71 71 74 Sweden 84 72 74 72 76 79 

Lithuania 70 67 76 65 71 79 Latvia 78 66 78 75 76 78 Latvia 83 75 76 76 79 78 

Sweden 68 68 75 63 69 73 Lithuania 78 64 78 74 76 77 Lithuania 82 73 77 75 78 78 

Germany 64 65 71 63 62 74 Sweden 76 59 73 71 73 77 Germany 81 72 70 70 74 75 
USA, 
Canada 

63 64 72 64 58 64
USA, 
Canada 

74 63 65 72 66 68 
USA, 
Canada 

78 75 71 72 73 67 

Denmark, 
Norway 

58 58 69 55 55 57
Denmark, 
Norway 

69 56 66 63 67 62 
Denmark, 
Norway 

74 66 65 67 66 66 

Great 
Britain, 
Ireland 

54 62 69 58 54 65 France 67 58 64 67 68 66 
Great 
Britain, 
Ireland 

72 71 68 68 70 68 

France 51 62 68 60 52 64
Great 
Britain, 
Ireland 

66 59 64 68 68 65 France 67 70 66 68 69 67 

Poland, 
Hungary, 
Czech 

46 55 68 57 51 58
Meditar-
reanean 
countries 

63 55 60 62 62 62 
Meditar-
reanean 
countries 

64 69 63 64 63 65 

Asia 44 56 65 53 49 53 Asia 59 53 57 60 61 59 Asia 59 65 59 62 64 59 
Australia, 
New-
Zealand 

43 52 58 45 45 54
The Near 
East 

58 57 61 62 61 59 
Poland, 
Hungary, 
Czech 

59 64 63 66 64 62 

The Near 
East 

43 56 68 49 45 51
Poland, 
Hungary, 
Czech 

58 57 66 65 64 62 
The Near 
East 

58 68 61 63 61 57 

Meditar-
reanean 
countries 

43 55 63 51 50 59
Australia, 
New-
Zealand 

55 49 52 58 56 54 
Australia, 
New-
Zealand 

55 60 55 57 58 53 
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Former 
Soviet 
Union 

42    59 63
Former 
Soviet 
Union 

54    68 64 
Latin-
America 

52 49 55 57 57 52 

Latin-
America 

38 41 60 44 41 50
Latin-
America 

49 42 52 55 55 53 
Former 
Soviet 
Union 

50    68 63 

Balkan 
states 

37 39 63 48 45 55
Balkan 
states 

47 39 58 59 59 56 
Balkan 
states 

47 47 58 61 57 55 

Africa 33 40 58 41 39 49 Africa 43 40 53 54 52 49 Africa 42 48 52 56 53 48 

Mean 54 59 69 57 56 64 Mean 65 57 65 66 67 66 Mean 68 67 66 68 68 67 

Range 50 37 30 44 47 40 Range 46 40 37 33 36 39 Range 50 38 33 32 36 41 

Note: Empty fields in the table indicate, that a country was not included in the survey in particular 
year. 
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TABLE 5.2a. Continues.  

TRANSITION GENERATION CHILDREN OF FREEDOM 

Countries 02 04 06 08 10 12 Countries 02 04 06 08 10 12 

n = 409 410 413 421 388 396  25 31 152 153 213 166

Russia 88 77 82 90 88 84 Russia 83 87 77 82 72 76 
USA, 
Canada 

83 74 77 81 78 71 
USA, 
Canada 

83 80 76 80 57 75 

Finland 81 71 79 85 86 84 Finland 76 80 76 83 65 84 

Sweden 78 68 75 80 81 79 Latvia 71 73 73 78 55 74 

Germany 78 69 73 78 75 72 Sweden 68 77 70 78 55 80 

Latvia 74 70 78 81 83 77 Germany 68 61 72 73 52 75 

Lithuania 71 69 76 79 79 74 Lithuania 64 73 73 77 53 70 
Great 
Britain, 
Ireland 

70 69 73 76 74 69 
Latin-
America 

56 61 61 65 40 50 

Denmark, 
Norway 

69 61 70 71 69 63 France 54 71 70 69 48 63 

France 63 64 70 73 69 66 
Great 
Britain, 
Ireland 

54 68 73 72 53 73 

Meditar-
reanean 
countries 

57 62 69 71 69 63 
Australia, 
New-
Zealand 

54 68 60 67 41 56 

Asia 53 60 65 70 64 59 Asia 54 77 59 69 43 59 
Australia, 
New-
Zealand 

49 57 64 64 62 55 
Meditar-
reanean 
countries 

50 58 66 64 46 59 

The Near 
East 47 63 70 68 60 57 

Denmark, 
Norway 42 65 66 69 44 56 

Poland, 
Hungary, 
Czech 

45 58 68 71 65 59 
The Near 
East 42 45 69 65 38 50 

Latin-
America 

44 48 64 62 58 53 Africa 38 51 58 63 38 52 

Africa 40 45 65 62 57 48 
Former 
Soviet 
Union 

36    44 53 

Balkan 
states 40 44 64 65 61 55 

Poland, 
Hungary, 
Czech 

33 54 64 67 40 51 

Former 
Soviet 

33    67 61 
Balkan 
states 

17 7 60 63 37 48 
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Union 

Mean 61 63 71 74 71 66 Mean 55 64 67 71 48 63 

Range 55 33 18 28 31 36 Range 66 80 19 20 35 36 

TABLE 5.3a. The self-reported cultural proximity to different cultural regions across the 
generation groups. Percentage of respondents. The responses were summed across the 
positive statements ‘somewhat close/understandable’ and ʿto a great extent 
close/understandableʾ. Source: Variable Media Landscapes (2002, 2012)  

POST-WAR  
GENERATION 

EARLY SOVIET 
GENERATION 

SPACE RACE  
GENERATION 

TRANSITION 
GENERATION 

CHILDREN OF 
FREEDOM 

 02 12  02 12  02 12  02 12  02 12 

n =               

Russian 75 75 Russian 76 79 Russian 80 83 Russian 73 79 Russian 76 72 

Finnish 61 59 Finnish 71 64 Finnish 67 75 British 66 65 American 68 74 

Latvian 56 52 German 63 56 Lithuania  63 German 64 62 German 67 69 

German 53 47 Latvia 62 60 German 61 65 Finnish 63 77 Finnish 67 79 

Lithuanian  47
Lithuania
n 

 57 British 58 56 American 60 57 British 64 79 

British 43 28 British 56 42 Latvian 58 68 Lithuanian  60 Lithuanian  53 

Swedish 43 35 Swedish 54 48 Swedish 58 59 Swedish 54 59 Latvian 52 59 

American 37 29 American 52 36 American 49 49 Latvian 49 62
Latin 
American 

50 23 

French 35 23 French 44 37 French 44 45 French 48 44 Spanish  45 

Italian  22 Italian  32 Italian  39 Spanish  44 Italian  41 

Czech  20 Spanish  28 Spanish  35 Italian  42 French 40 47 

Spanish  18 Czech  27 Czech  32 Czech  33 Swedish 40 63 

Latin 
American 

17 11
Latin 
American

24 15
Latin 
American

26 16
Latin 
American 

27 23 Czech  22 

Jewish  11 Jewish  17 Jewish  16 Jewish  16 Jewish  17 

Arabic  6 Arabic  10 Arabic  11 Arabic  14 Arabic  19 

Range 58 69  52 69  54 72  46 65  36 60 
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TABLE 5.3a. Continues 

ALL 
RESPONDENTS 

 02 12

   
Russian 76 78

Finnish 66 71

German 61 60

British 56 54

Latvian 55 61

Lithuanian  56

Swedish 52 53

American 50 49

French 43 40

Spanish 33 35

Italian  35

Czech 24 27

Latin 
American 

24 18

Jewish 19 16

Arabic 16 12

 60 66

Note: Empty fields in the table indicate, that a country/culture was not included in the 
survey in particular year. 
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Appendix 4: Sample of the Focus Groups 
 

First name 
(fictive) 

Gender 
Year of 

birth 
Ethnicity 

Place of  
Residence 

Occupation 

 
Focus Group I (the post-war generation) 
 
Paul male 1940 Estonian Tartu retiree, self-employed 
Juri male 1939 Russian Tartu retiree 
Hilda female 1939 Estonian Tartu retiree 
Maria female 1940 Estonian Tartu retiree 
Linda female 1941 Estonian Tartu retiree 
 
Focus Group II (the Space Race generation) 
 
Karl male 1960 Estonian Tallinn education officer 
Liisa female 1961 Estonian Tallinn librarian 
Maie female 1959 Estonian Tallinn lector 
Eva female 1963 Estonian Tallinn gardener 
Marianne female 1966 Estonian Tallinn housewife 
Silvia female 1965 Estonian Tallinn graphic designer 
Ester female 1962 Estonian Tallinn secretary assistant 
Heli female 1962 Estonian Tallinn goods manager 
      
Focus Group III (the transition generation) 
 
Martin male 1976 Estonian Tartu freelance artist 
Andre male 1977 Estonian Tartu trainee 
Helen female 1980 Estonian Tartu worker 
Mia female 1980 Estonian Tartu EU program coordinator 
Joonas male 1980 Estonian Tartu student 
 
Focus Group IV (the children of freedom) 
 
Marilyn female 1994 Estonian Tartu high-school student 
Sten male 1992 Estonian Tartu high-school student 
Henry male 1995 Estonian Tartu high-school student 
Vivian female 1990 Estonian Tartu undergraduate student 
Jane female 1990 Estonian Tartu undergraduate student 
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Appendix 5: Focus Group interview  
schedule and guideline 

 
INTRODUCTION   

Self-presentation by the moderator of the focus groups, Introduction to the study 
objectives. Explanation of the interview process. 

17.30 

Participants' self-introduction.  

MEDIA MEMORIES 17.40 

Can you tell me about the media you had in your home when you grew up?   

What is your first memory concerning media?  

Were there media you knew of, but that your family didn’t have? Which media? For 
what reasons? How did you think about this at that time?  

 

Describe some of the media habits in your childhood home? What media did your 
parents use? Which technologies? Which genres? 

 

Please tell us about one of the most impressive media memories from your teenage 
years? 

 

Have you ever dealt with amateur media practices (photography, film making, 
writing, music-making)?  

 

CURRENT MEDIA USE 18.00 

What types of media technology do you have access to in your household at present?  

Can you describe your everyday media habits (during the week as well as at the 
weekends)? 

 

THE SOCIAL QUALITIES OF MEDIUM: simultaneous vs non-simultaneous 
reception, individual vs collective usage, etc. 

 

Are some media better for certain social situations? Why is that?  
Is some content more social than others? 

 

MOBILE MEDIA USE  

Do you have a smartphone or tablet computer?  
In what ways have they changed your daily life? 

 

What are the main benefits of mobile services? Do you use some location services on 
your mobile, such as Foursquare, Gowalla, Facebook places, etc.? 

 

What do you think about the discussion of the change in reading habits due to the 
widespread use of the Internet and communication technologies? What effect do 
these new technologies and platforms have on your ways of seeking information, 
reading the news, watching TV, listening to the radio, entertainment consumption? 

 

What functions do you use most often on your smartphone or computer (e-mail, 
web, social networking, etc.)? 

 

NEWS CONSUMPTION – the most important media and channels 18.20 
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What news media do you follow daily? What are the most useful media and channels 
to get an overview and background information.  

 

As for Internet media, are they mainly for reading or are they also for watching news 
clips and other integrated multimedia content?  

 

Do you read any digital newspapers (special formats or editions designed for digital 
devices)? 
Have you subscribed to any Internet media content (online editions, news feeds, 
etc.)? In principle do you agree to pay for online media content? 

 

NEWS TOPICS 18.30 

What are the most interesting/important topics, subjects, genres that you follow 
usually in mainstream media? 
 

 

THE MAIN POINT OF NEWS AND UPDATES (in terms of accumulation and 
reproduction of news information) 

18.40 

Please try to explain in your own words, what is news? How do you define the 
meaning of news? 
What are the reasons for news consumption, in general and for you? 

 

MEDIA EVENTS – autumn, 2011 18.55 

Could you think and tell us which news events you have noticed during this 
week/month which you could point out as influential or striking or somehow 
significant? Why? 

 

Following on from this I would like to discuss with you three particular events that 
you probably have read or listened, as follows: 

The Euro debt crisis, the future of the Euro zone.The influence of the crisis on 
the Estonian economy 

“Occupy Wall Street!” (“Occupy Tallinn!”) 
Teachers in Estonia may go on strike over a pay demand 

 

To what extent are these events familiar to you? Where have you read about/listened 
to, etc., these news events?  
What are your reflections on these processes? How should be approached and 
handled in your opinion? What do you think about the role of the media as a 
watchdog on governments or as a social commentator? 

 

Have you been somehow involved in the occupy campaign (participating, belonging 
to the Facebook community, etc.)? 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA AS A NEWSROOM 19.15 

Do you use any of the social networking websites? Which one(s): Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube, Orkut, etc.? What are your main activities on social media - chatting, 
interacting, friending, distributing photos, links and other content? 

 

How effectively do you think social media can perform as a news channel?  

Do you see any potential in social media from the standpoint of replacing or 
supplementing mainstream news media (press, TV, radio)? 

 

PRINT MEDIA VS DIGITAL MEDIA 19.20 
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In general, we may assume that new media cannot or will not completely replace the 
previous (old) media. Instead, a new symbiotic intertwining and new opportunities 
come into being. 

 

However, what is your opinion on printed newspapers and old-fashioned books 
versus online newspapers and e-books? And how about reading from paper versus 
reading from screens? 
What are the reasons for your preferences? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages? 

 

If digital is the way, what happens to print media?  
And what would happen to reading habits? 

 

CONCLUSION  
Reflections, comments, concluding remarks by the participants. Acknowledgements 
for participation. 

19.30 
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Appendix 6: The survey questionnaire from Variable 
Media Landscapes in Estonian (2012) 

 

                        

 
 

MUUTUV MEEDIAMAASTIK 11/2012 

 

 
TÄIDAB KÜSITLEJA: 

Küsitleja nimi 
__________________________________________________________
, töötõendi nr _____________ 
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1. Ankeedi 
täitmise koht: 
1 Tallinn 
2 Harjumaa 
3 Hiiumaa 
4 Ida-Virumaa 
5 Jõgevamaa 
6 Järvamaa 
7 Läänemaa 
8 Lääne-
Virumaa 
9 Põlvamaa 
10 Pärnumaa 
11 Raplamaa 
12 Saaremaa 
13 Tartumaa 
14 Valgamaa 
15 Viljandimaa 
16 Võrumaa 

2. Tallinna 
linnaosa nimetus: 
1 Põhja-Tallinn 
2 Haabersti 
3 Kesklinn 
4 Kristiine 
5 Lasnamäe 
6 Pirita 
7 Mustamäe 
8 Nõmme 
 
3. Asulatüüp: 
1 pealinn 
2 suur linn 
(Tartu, Pärnu, 
Narva, Kohtla-
Järve) 
3 maakonnakesk
us 
4 muu linn, alev, 
alevik 
5 küla 

4. Valimipiirkond: 
 _______ 
 
5. Valimipunkti 
nr: _______ 
 
6. Vastaja nr: 
 _______  
 
7. Ankeedi keel: 
 
1 eesti keel 
2 vene keel 
 
8. Ankeedi 
täitmise kuupäev
      
 
______ / ______
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Hea vastaja! 
 
Tänapäeva kiiresti muutuvas ühiskonnas on meedia hõivanud keskse 
koha nii poliitikas, kultuuris kui ka inimeste igapäevaelus.  
Stockholmis asuva Södertörni ülikooli uuringuprojekt 
“Meediapõlvkonnad Eestis ja Rootsis” tegeleb meedia kasutamise 
ning selle kohta kujunenud arusaamade uurimisega erinevate 
meediapõlvkondade esindajate seas. Analüüsitakse tehnoloogiliste 
lahenduste ja žanride toimet põlvkondliku meediakogemuse 
kujunemisele.  
 
Käesolev küsimustik sisaldab nii üldisi küsimusi Teie harjumuste 
kohta igapäevaelus kui ka spetsiifilisi küsimusi erinevat tüüpi 
meediumide kasutamise kohta.  
 
Uuringutulemuste analüüsi viivad läbi Södertörni ülikooli 
kommunikatsiooniuurijaid prof. Göran Bolini juhtimisel. Projekti 
toetab Läänemere Sihtasutus (Baltic Sea Foundation). 
 
Oleme tänulikud vastamisele kulutatud aja ja tähelepanu eest! 
 
Södertörni ülikool, Stockholm 
Turu-uuringute AS, Tallinn 
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LP VASTAJA!  
PALUN MÄRKIGE TEIE JAOKS SOBIVAD VASTUSEVARIANDID 
VASTAVAT TUNNUSNUMBRIT RINGITADES. PALUME KASUTADA 
PASTAPLIIATSIT, VÕIMALUSEL EELISTAGE SINIST. 

 
MEEDIAKASUTUS, INFOKANALID 

1. Kas Teil, Teie kodus on nimetatud kommunikatsioonivahendid? 
Valige, palun, igalt realt enda jaoks üks sobiv vastusevariant. 

 On olemas Ei ole 

Ajaleht (tellitud) 1 2 

Ajakiri (tellitud) 1 2 

Raadio  1 2 

Teler 1 2 

Satelliit- või kaabeltelevisioon 1 2 

TV-mängud 1 2 

Stereo, muusikakeskus 1 2 

Videoaparatuur 1 2 

DVD mängija  1 2 

Lauatelefon 1 2 

Personaalarvuti (lauaarvuti) 1 2 

Sülearvuti 1 2 

Interneti lairiba-püsiühendus (DSL, 
kaabel-TV)  

1 2 

Traadita lairibaühendus 1 2 

3G mobiilne internet 1 2 
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2. Milliseid ajalehti Te loete paberkandjal? PALUME MÄRKIDA VASTUS 
IGALE REALE 

 Üldse  
mitte 

Harvem 
kui kord 
nädalas 

1-2 korda 
nädalas 

3-4 korda 
nädalas 

5-6 korda 
nädalas 

Iga päev 
(alati,  

kui ilmub) 

Postimees 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Eesti Päevaleht  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Õhtuleht 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Äripäev  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Mõni Eestis 
ilmuv 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Mõni 
Venemaa 
ajaleht 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Mõni ajaleht 
inglise, saksa, 
soome vm 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

 Üldse mitte 
Harvem kui 
kord kuus 

1-2 korda 
kuus 

Alati, kui 
ilmub 

Eesti Ekspress 1 2 3 4 

Maaleht  1 2 3 4 

Sirp 1 2 3 4 

Mõni muu üle-eestiline leht (nt 
Terviseleht, Õpetajate Leht, 
Videvik, Eesti Kirik jm) 

1 2 3 4 

Mõni maakonnaleht 1 2 3 4 

Kohalik valla- või linnaleht   1 2 3 4 

Mõni tasuta ajaleht (Linnaleht, 
Tartu Ekspress vm) 1 2 3 4 
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3. Kas Te loete mõnd paberkandjal ilmuvat nädala- või kuukirja? Kui 
jah, siis milliseid ja kui sageli? 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Eba-
regulaarselt 

Küllaltki 
regu-
laarselt 

Alati, kui 
ilmub 

Erialaajakirju (eriala või tööga seotud 
väljaanded) 1 2 3 4 

Kultuuriajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Loodusajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Meesteajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Naisteajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Seltskonnaajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Teadusajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Majandusajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Spordiajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Tervise- ja elustiiliajakirju 1 2 3 4 

Muu: 
_____________________________ 

1 2 3 4 
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4. Milliseid ajalehti, portaale, rubriike, ajakirju Te jälgite internetis?  

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Väga 
harva 

Eba-
regulaarselt 

Küllaltki 
regu-
laarselt 

Kord 
päevas 

Mitu korda 
päevas 

postimees.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

epl.ee  1 2 3 4 5 6 

ohtuleht.ee  1 2 3 4 5 6 

aripaev.ee  1 2 3 4 5 6 

ekspress.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

maaleht.ee  1 2 3 4 5 6 

sirp.ee  1 2 3 4 5 6 

delfi.ee  1 2 3 4 5 6 

bns.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

err.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ilm.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

elu24.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

e24.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

city24.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

naistemaailm.ee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

mees.eu 1 2 3 4 5 6 

bbc.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 

cnn.com 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 
Muu: 
________________ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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5. Kas Te maksate mõne internetiväljaande (sh digilehed) või 
konkreetsete rubriikide/artiklite lugemise eest?  

1    Jah 
2    Ei   

 
Nimetage väljaanne või rubriik: 

________________________________________________ 
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6. Kui sageli kuulate järgmisi raadiokanaleid? 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Harvem 
kui kord 
nädalas 

1-2 korda 
nädalas 

3-4 korda 
nädalas 

5-6 korda 
nädalas 

Iga päev  

Vikerraadio 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Klassikaraadio 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio Elmar 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio Kuku 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Sky Plus 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Star FM 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio Uuno 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio 100FM 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Power Hit Radio 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Radiomania 1 2 3 4 5 6 

DFM 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ring FM 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ruut FM 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Energy FM 1 2 3 4 5 6 

U-Pop 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Sun FM 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio Tallinn 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio Viru 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio Kadi 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Spin FM 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pereraadio 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Mõni teine 
eestikeelne 
raadiokanal 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadio 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Sky Радио 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Russkoje Radio 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Mõni teine 
venekeelne 
raadiokanal 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Üldse 
mitte 

Harvem 
kui kord 
nädalas 

1-2 korda 
nädalas 

3-4 korda 
nädalas 

5-6 korda 
nädalas 

Iga päev  

Mõni välismaine 
raadiokanal 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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7. Kui sageli vaatate järgmisi telekanaleid? 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Harvem 
kui 1 
kord 
nädalas 

1-2 korda 
nädalas 

3-4 korda 
nädalas 

5-6 korda 
nädalas 

Iga päev 

ETV 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ETV 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Kanal 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 

TV 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Kanal 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 

TV6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Fox Life Estonia 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Seitse 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Eesti Kristlik 
Televisioon 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Tallinna 
Televisioon 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

ALO TV 1 2 3 4 5 6 

TV 14 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pervõi Baltiskii 
Kanal 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Teised Venemaa 
kanalid (RTR jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Populaarteadusliku
d kanalid  
(Discovery, Viasat 
History jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Filmikanalid 
(TV1000, Hallmark, 
jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Muusikakanalid 
(MTV, VH1 jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Spordikanalid 
(Eurosport jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Uudistekanalid 
(BBC, CNN jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Loodussaadete 
kanalid  
(National 
Geographic, Animal 
Planet jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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8. Kui palju aega kulub Teil keskmiselt järgnevate meediakanalite 
kuulamisele/vaatamisele nii töö- kui ka puhkepäevadel?  

  Ei kuula/ 
vaata 
üldse 

Kuni 15 
minutit 

16-30 
minutit

31-60 
minutit 

1-2 
tundi 

2-3 
tundi 

3-4 
tundi 

4-5 
tundi 

Üle 5 
tunni 

Ra
ad

io
 

ku
ul

am
in

e 
tö

öp
äe

va
de

l 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Ra
ad

io
 

Ra
ad

io
 

ku
ul

am
in

e 
pu

hk
ep

äe
va

de
l 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Te
le

vi
iso

ri 
va

at
am

in
e 

tö
öp

äe
va

de
l 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

TV
 

Te
le

vi
iso

ri 
va

at
am

in
e 

pu
hk

ep
äe

va
de

l 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 
9. Kui sageli vaatate järgmist tüüpi telesaateid? 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Vähem 
kui kord 
nädalas 

1-2 korda 
nädalas 

3-4 korda 
nädalas 

5-6  
korda 
nädalas 

Iga päev 

Uudised 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Päevakajalised 
saated 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Meelelahutussaated 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Spordisaated 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Fiktsioon (seriaalid, 
filmid) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Kultuurisaated 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Elustiilisaated 
(mood, disain, toit) 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 
10. Kui sagedasti jälgite uudiseid Eestis ja välismaal toimuva kohta, mida 

edastavad erinevad meediakanalid? 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Vähem 
kui kord 
nädalas 

1-2 
korda 
nädalas 

3-4 
korda 
nädalas 

5-6  
Korda 
nädalas 

Iga päev 

Internetist 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Raadiost 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Televisioonist 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ajalehtedest  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Mobiiltelefoni kaudu 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Tekstitelevisiooni kaudu 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 
11. Kas Teil on olemas järgmised seadmed? 

 Jah Ei 

MP3 mängija 1 2 

Mobiiltelefon 1 2 

Nutitelefon (iPhone, Android tüüpi vm) 1 2 

Tahvelarvuti (iPad vm) 1 2 

e-luger  1 2 
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12. Mitu mobiiltelefoni on Teil viimase kolme aasta jooksul olnud (k.a 
praegune telefon)? 

1    Mitte ühtegi 
2    Üks 
3    Kaks 
4    Kolm 
5    Neli 
6    Viis või rohkem 

 
 

 
13. Mitu mobiiltelefoni kõnepaketti ning kõnekaarti Teil praegusel hetkel 

on? 
1    Mitte ühtegi 
2    Üks 
3    Kaks 
4    Kolm või rohkem 
 

14. Kuidas on Teie tavatelefoniga (lauatelefoniga) peetavate kõnede arv 
muutunud tänu mobiiltelefonile? 

1    Vähenenud 
2    Jäänud enam-vähem samaks 
3    Suurenenud 
4    Loobusin tavatelefonist 
5    Tavatelefoni pole olnudki 
6    Mobiiltelefoni pole olnudki  JÄTKAKE KÜS. 16 
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15. Kui sageli Te kasutate mobiiltelefoni järgmisteks toiminguteks? 
 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Kord-
paar 
kuus 

Vähemal
t kord 

nädalas

Mitu 
korda 

nädalas

1-3 
korda 
päevas 

4-8 
korda 
päevas 

9-2 
korda 
päevas 

Rohkem 
kui 20 
korda 
päevas 

Väljahelistamine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Kõnede vastuvõmine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
SMSide saatmine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
SMSide vastuvõtmine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Pildistamine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Piltide saatmine MMSiga 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

E-posti saatmine/ vastu-
võtmine 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Uudisteteenuste 
kasutamine 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Skype  kõned 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Muusika kuulamine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Videoklippide vaatamine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Interneti kasutamine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Tasuliste teenuste 
kasutamine (mobiilne 
parkimine, piletite 
ostmine jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Mängude mängimine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Audio-videosalvestused 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Sotsiaalvõrgustike 
kasutamine (Facebook, 
Youtube, Twitter jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Sotsiaalvõrgustikega 
seotud asukohapõhised 
check-in teenused 
(Foursquare, Gowalla 
jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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16. Järgnevalt on esitatud mõned arvamused ja väited arvutite, interneti ja 
mobiiltelefonide kasutamise kohta. Mil määral Te nendega nõustute?  

 
Üldse ei 
ole nõus 

Pigem 
nõustun 

Pigem ei 
nõustu 

Nõustun 
täielikult 

Ei tea, 
pole 
mõelnud 

Arvuti ja interneti pidev kasutamine on 
tervisele kahjulik 

1 2 3 4 5 

Lapsed saavad interneti kaudu neile sobimatut 
informatsiooni 

1 2 3 4 5 

Internet soodustab töö- ja õpiaja tarbetut 
raiskamist 

1 2 3 4 5 

Tänu internetile saavad tööandjad ja valitsus 
rohkem kontrollida ja jälgida tavalisi inimesi 

1 2 3 4 5 

Kõigil peaks olema võimalus internetis vabalt 
oma arvamust avaldada, isegi kui see on 
vaenulik ja solvab teistsuguste vaadetega 
inimesi või vähemusi 

1 2 3 4 5 

Anonüümsus internetis toob välja inimese 
halvimad omadused 

1 2 3 4 5 

Arvutivõrgu või interneti kasutajad peaksid 
muretsema oma isikuandmete turvalisuse 
pärast 

1 2 3 4 5 

Maailm on muutunud arvutitest ja internetist  
ohtlikult sõltuvaks 

1 2 3 4 5 

Kõik internetis olev peaks olema tasuta ja 
kõigile vabalt kättesaadav 1 2 3 4 5 

Tänu internetile saavad tavakodanikud 
rohkem mõjutada valitsust ja poliitikuid 1 2 3 4 5 

On hea, et inimestel on võimalus internetis 
anonüümseks jääda 

1 2 3 4 5 

Muusika ebaseaduslik allalaadimine internetist 
röövib artistide tulu 

1 2 3 4 5 

Interneti tõttu võõranduvad inimesed 
üksteisest 

1 2 3 4 5 

Arvutite ja interneti üha laienev kasutamine 
hirmutab mind 

1 2 3 4 5 

Lastele ei tuleks liiga varases eas võimaldada 
ligipääsu arvutile ja internetile 

1 2 3 4 5 

Kõigile lastele tuleks võimalikult varakult 
selgitada arvuti ja interneti kasutamisega 
kaasnevaid ohtusid 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Inimesed, kel puudub ligipääs internetile, on 
kõigis eluvaldkondades ebasoodsamas 
olukorras 

1 2 3 4 5 

Politseil peaks olema rohkem vahendeid, et 
võidelda internetist ebaseadusliku 
allalaadimise vastu 

1 2 3 4 5 

Ma ei kujuta oma elu ilma internetita ette 1 2 3 4 5 
Sotsiaalvõrgustike kasutamine tekitab kergesti 
sõltuvust 1 2 3 4 5 

Internet võimaldab inimestel üksteisega 
rohkem suhelda 

1 2 3 4 5 

Mind hirmutab mobiiltelefoni kiirguse oht 1 2 3 4 5 

 
7. Kas Te kasutate arvutit?  

1    Jah 
2    Ei   

  
18. Kui Te ei kasuta kodus arvutit, siis millistel põhjustel?  

Märkige kõik Teie jaoks olulised põhjused. 
1    Ligipääs arvutile on mujal (tööl, koolis vm) 
2    Ei ole arvuti järele mingit vajadust ega huvi 
3    Ei ole aega seda kasutada 
4    Liiga kallis 

5    Liiga keeruline kasutada 
6    Arvuti on tervisele kahjulik 
7    Arvuti on lastele kahjulik 

8    Muu põhjus: _______________________________ 
 

19. Kas Te kasutate internetti?  
1    Jah 
2    Ei   JÄTKAKE KÜS. 21 
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20. Kui sageli olete viimase 12 kuu jooksul interneti vahendusel teinud 
järgmisi tegevusi? 

 
Mitte 
kunagi 

Umbes 
kord 
kuus 

Umbes 
kord 
nädalas 

Mitu 
korda 
nädalas 

Iga päev 

Uudiste, artiklite kommenteerimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Veebiküsitlustele vastamine 1 2 3 4 5 

Foorumites osalemine 1 2 3 4 5 

Blogi pidamine 1 2 3 4 5 

Blogide lugemine, kommenteerimine 1 2 3 4 5 

RSS-voogude tellimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Klippide laadimine/jagamine 1 2 3 4 5 

Raadiosaadete kuulamine 1 2 3 4 5 

Telesaadete vaatamine 1 2 3 4 5 

 
21. Kui Te ei kasuta kodus internetti, siis millistel põhjustel? Märkige kõik Teie 

jaoks olulised põhjused. 
1    Puudub püsi- või mobiilne ühendus 
2    Ei ole vajadust ega huvi selle järele 
3    Ei oska öelda 
4    Liiga kallis 
5    Ei ole aega 
6    Ei ole kindel ohutuses (viirused, privaatsuse riive) 
7    Kahjulik mõju lastele 
8    Liiga palju reklaami 

9    Muu põhjus: _______________________________ 
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VASTAKE KÜSIMUSTELE 22-29 AINULT SEL JUHUL, KUI TE KASUTATE 
ARVUTIT.  
KUI MITTE, PALUN JÄTKAKE KÜSIMUSEGA NUMBER 30. 

 
22. Kui sageli Te arvutit kasutate?  

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Mõni 
kord 
aastas 

Mõni 
kord 
kuus 

Paar 
korda 

nädalas 

Pea iga 
päev 

Tööl või koolis 1 2 3 4 5 

Kodus 1 2 3 4 5 

Avalikus internetipunktis, internetikohvikus 1 2 3 4 5 

Sõprade/sugulaste juures 1 2 3 4 5 

 
23. Kui sageli Te kasutate arvutit järgmisteks tegevusteks?  

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Mõni 
kord 
aastas 

Mõni 
kord 
kuus 

Paar 
korda 
nädalas 

Pea iga 
päev 

Tekstitöötlus 1 2 3 4 5 

Tabelitöötlus (nt Excel vm) 1 2 3 4 5 

Pildi-/fototöötlus 1 2 3 4 5 

Filmide vaatamine  1 2 3 4 5 

Muusika kuulamine 1 2 3 4 5 

Muusika allalaadimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Filmide allalaadimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Mängude allalaadimine 1 2 3 4 5 

E-raamatute (sh õpikute, ajakirjade) 
allalaadimine 

1 2 3 4 5 

Tarkvara allalaadimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Programmeerimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Strateegiamängude mängimine 1 2 3 4 5 
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Rollimängude mängimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Muude mängude mängimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Muu: _________________ 1 2 3 4 5 

24. Mil määral Te oskate järgnevaid arvutiga seotud tegevusi?  

 
Valdan 
probleemi-
deta 

Saan 
kuidagi 
hakkama 

Ei oska, 
kuid soovin 
õppida 

Ei oska ega 
soovi 
õppida (ei 
vaja) 

Failide kopeerimine ja muutmine  1 2 3 4 

Programmide installeerimine 1 2 3 4 

Esitluste koostamine (nt PowerPoint)  1 2 3 4 

Muusika, filmide, tarkvara 
allalaadimine  

1 2 3 4 

Kodulehekülje loomine  1 2 3 4 

 
25. Kui sageli Te kasutate internetti?  

 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Mõni 
kord 
aastas 

Mõni 
kord 
kuus 

Paar 
korda 
nädalas 

Pea iga 
päev 

Tööl või koolis 1 2 3 4 5 

Kodus 1 2 3 4 5 

Avalikus internetipunktis, 
internetikohvikus 

1 2 3 4 5 

Sõprade/sugulaste juures 1 2 3 4 5 

 
26. Kui palju aega kulub Teil interneti kasutamisele…?  

 
Alla 30 
minuti 

30-60  
minutit 

1-2  
tundi 

2-4  
tundi 

4-6  
tundi 

Üle 6 
tunni 

Tööpäevadel 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Puhkepäevadel 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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27. Kui sageli Te kasutate internetti järgmisteks tegevusteks?  

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Mõni kord 
aastas 

Mõni kord 
kuus 

Paar korda 
nädalas 

Pea iga 
päev 

Meilivahetus 1 2 3 4 5 

Info otsimine (Google jt 
otsingumootorid) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Veebiajakirjanduse lugemine 1 2 3 4 5 

Raadiosaadete kuulamine 1 2 3 4 5 

Telesaadete vaatamine 1 2 3 4 5 

Blogide lugemine 1 2 3 4 5 

Video- ja telefonivestluste pidamine 
(nt Skype) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Vestlemine suhtlusvõrgu vahendusel 
(MSN, Skype jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Online mängude mängimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Ostmine ja oksjonid 1 2 3 4 5 

Pangatoimingud 1 2 3 4 5 

Töö otsimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Elukoha otsimine 1 2 3 4 5 

Kohtamis- ja tutvumisteenused 1 2 3 4 5 

Erootika 1 2 3 4 5 

Osalemine meililistides  1 2 3 4 5 

Osalemine virtuaalsetes 
keskkondades (Second Life, 
mängukeskkonnad jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Osalemine sotsiaalsetes võrgustikes 
(Facebook, Youtube, Twitter jm) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Muu, kirjutage 
__________________________  1 2 3 4 5 
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28. Kas olete…?  

 Jah Ei 

e-posti teel teinud info-/teabepäringuid või küsinud nõu (nt laenude, 
kinnisvara, pensionifondide, kodanikuõiguste kohta) ametivõimudelt 

1 2 

saatnud e-kirja või SMSi mõnele tele-või raadioprogrammile 1 2 

 

29. Kui sageli kasutate järgmisi sotsiaalseid meediakanaleid?  

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Mõni 
kord 
aastas 

Mõni 
kord kuus 

Paar 
korda 
nädalas 

Pea iga 
päev 

Facebook  1 2 3 4 5 

Twitter 1 2 3 4 5 

Youtube 1 2 3 4 5 

Google+ 1 2 3 4 5 

Rate.ee 1 2 3 4 5 

MySpace 1 2 3 4 5 

Flickr, Picasa vm pildijagamise 
võrgustik 

1 2 3 4 5 

LinkedIn 1 2 3 4 5 

Second Life 1 2 3 4 5 

odnoklassniki.ru 1 2 3 4 5 

vk.com 1 2 3 4 5 

rutube.ru 1 2 3 4 5 

mail.ru 1 2 3 4 5 

Muu:____________________
_______ 

1 2 3 4 5 
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30. Kas Te olete kunagi maksnud muusika, filmide või arvutiprogrammide 
allalaadimise eest?  

Ma pole kunagi muusikat, filme või arvutiprogramme alla laadinud 1 

Ma pole kunagi tasulisi programme alla laadinud 2 

Jah, olen maksnud filmi allalaadimise eest 3 

Jah, olen maksnud muusika allalaadimise eest 4 

Jah, olen maksnud arvutiprogrammi allalaadimise eest 5 

Jah, olen maksnud mängu allalaadimise eest 6 

Ei ole põhimõtteliselt nõus selliste asjade eest maksma 7 

NÜÜD MÕNED KÜSIMUSED TEIE HUVI KOHTA 
MAAILMAS TOIMUVA VASTU. 

31. Kuivõrd lähedased, arusaadavad tunduvad Teile järgmised kultuurid. 
Märkige igale reale vastusevariant, mis sobib kõige paremini kokku Teie 
arvamusega. 

 
Ei ole 
lähedane ega 
arusaadav 

On mõnevõrra 
lähedane ja 
arusaadav 

On suurel 
määral 
lähedane ja 
arusaadav 

Ei oska öelda, 
ei tea seda 
kultuuri 

Ameerika (USA) 1 2 3 4 

Hispaania 1 2 3 4 

Inglise  1 2 3 4 

Araabia 1 2 3 4 

Juudi 1 2 3 4 

Ladina-Ameerika 1 2 3 4 

Läti 1 2 3 4 

Leedu 1 2 3 4 

Prantsuse 1 2 3 4 

Rootsi 1 2 3 4 

Saksa 1 2 3 4 
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Soome 1 2 3 4 

Tšehhi 1 2 3 4 

Itaalia 1 2 3 4 

Vene 1 2 3 4 
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32. Kuivõrd oluline on Teie jaoks saada uudiseid aktuaalsetest südmustest 
järgmistest piirkondadest/riikidest?  

 Pole üldse 
oluline 

Mitte eriti 
oluline 

Üsna 
oluline 

Väga 
oluline 

Maakond, kus elate 1 2 3 4 
Kodulinn, -vald 1 2 3 4 
Tallinn ja Tallinna ümbrus 1 2 3 4 
Tartu ja Tartu ümbrus 1 2 3 4 
Eesti 1 2 3 4 

Läti 1 2 3 4 
Leedu 1 2 3 4 
Venemaa 1 2 3 4 
Valgevene, Ukraina 1 2 3 4 
Teised endised Nõukogude 
liiduvabariigid 

1 2 3 4 

Soome 1 2 3 4 
Rootsi 1 2 3 4 
Norra 1 2 3 4 
Taani 1 2 3 4 
Poola, Ungari, Tšehhi, 
Slovakkia, Sloveenia 

1 2 3 4 

Balkanimaad (Bulgaaria, 
Serbia, Rumeenia, Horvaatia 
jt) 

1 2 3 4 

Saksamaa 1 2 3 4 
Prantsusmaa 1 2 3 4 
Suurbritannia 1 2 3 4 
Vahemeremaad  
(Itaalia, Kreeka, Türgi jt) 

1 2 3 4 

Lähis-Ida  
(Iisrael, Araabia maad)     1 2 3 4 

Aafrika maad 1 2 3 4 
USA 1 2 3 4 
Ladina-Ameerika  
(Brasiilia, Argentiina jt) 1 2 3 4 

Aasia riigid  
(Jaapan, Hiina, India)    

1 2 3 4 

Austraalia, Uus-Meremaa 1 2 3 4 
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33. Kui Teil oleks võimalik elada mõnda aega välismaal, siis millises riigis Te 
sooviksite elada?  

     
      

 
34. Mil viisil Te olete saanud informatsiooni eelmises küsimuses vastatud maa 

kohta? Märkige kõik olulised infoallikad. 

Olen ise olnud seal 1 

Sugulaste, sõprade, töökaaslaste kaudu 2 

Raamatutest 3 

Koolist 4 

Filmide ja televisiooni kaudu 5 

Ajalehtedet, ajakirjadest 6 

Internetist 7 

Kusagilt mujalt. Kust? ________________________________ 8 
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 ELUSTIIL, HARJUMUSED, TEGEVUSED. 
35. Palun märkige, kui regulaarselt, millise sagedusega Te üldiselt tegelete 

alljärgnevaga. 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Mõni 
kord 
aastas 

Mõni 
kord 
kuus 

Mõni 
kord 
nädalas 

Pea iga 
päev 

KÄITE…      

Kinos 1 2 3 4 5 

Teatris  1 2 3 4 5 

Näitustel 1 2 3 4 5 

Raamatukogus 1 2 3 4 5 

Kontserdil 1 2 3 4 5 

Kirikus  1 2 3 4 5 

Restoranis, kohvikus, pubis 1 2 3 4 5 

Klubis, diskol  1 2 3 4 5 

Külas sugulastel ja sõpradel
     

1 2 3 4 5 

Seminaridel, konverentsidel, kursustel 1 2 3 4 5 

Koosolekutel, diskussioonidel 1 2 3 4 5 

TEGELETE…      

Ilukirjanduse lugemisega    1 2 3 4 5 

Erialakirjanduse lugemisega 1 2 3 4 5 

Aiatööga 1 2 3 4 5 

Treeningu, spordi ja mängimisega 1 2 3 4 5 

Turismireisidel käimisega 1 2 3 4 5 

Töö- ja ärireisidel käimisega 1 2 3 4 5 

Looduses olemisega, matkamisega 1 2 3 4 5 

Käsitööga 1 2 3 4 5 

Pillimängu, laulmise, tantsimisega 1 2 3 4 5 
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Lotomängudega 1 2 3 4 5 

Joonistamise, maalimisega 1 2 3 4 5 

Foto- ja videoga seotud harrastustega 1 2 3 4 5 

Filmide, videote või muusika 
salvestamisega 

1 2 3 4 5 

Auto-, mootorratta, paadi- või 
jalgrattasõiduga  

1 2 3 4 5 

Arvutiga seotud harrastustega (mängud, 
jututoad, programmeerimine, 
koduleheküljed, muusika jne)

1 2 3 4 5 

Õnne- ja hasartmängudega (kasiino, 
mänguautomaadid) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Tehniliste harrastustega (nt autoremont 
ja -hooldus)   

1 2 3 4 5 

Ristsõnade lahendamisega 1 2 3 4 5 

Kollektsioneerimisega   1 2 3 4 5 

36. Kas Te kuulute mõnda seltsi, ühendusse või organisatsiooni?  

Ei 1 

Jah, olen seltsi(de) liige 2 

Jah, olen valitava(te)l ametikoh(t)a(de)l 3 

Jah, mul on seal täita püsivaid ülesandeid 4 
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37. Millised järgnevalt loetletud asjadest Teie kodus olemas on? 

 

 On Ei ole 

Ilukirjandus 1 2 

Teatmeteosed 1 2 

Kunstiraamatud, kunstialbumid 1 2 

Piibel 1 2 

Luulekogud 1 2 

Teaduslik ja filosoofiline kirjandus 1 2 

Loodusraamatud 1 2 

Originaalkunstiteosed (maalid, graafika, skulptuurid, 
tarbekunst) 

1 2 

Disain- või käsitöömööbel 1 2 

Antiiksed iluasjad, tarbeesemed, pildid, kunstkäsitöö 1 2 

Muusikariistad 1 2 

Rahvarõivad 1 2 

Plaadikogu, CD-plaadid, DVD-plaadid, videokassetid 1 2 

38. Kas Te vaatate filme…? 

 Üldse mitte Väga harva Umbes kord 
kuus 

Umbes kord 
nädalas 

Iga päev 

Televiisorist 1 2 3 4 5 

Videolt/DVDlt 1 2 3 4 5 

Internetist/arvutist 1 2 3 4 5 

Kinos 1 2 3 4 5 

Filmiklubis 1 2 3 4 5 

Festivalidel 1 2 3 4 5 
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39. Milliseid filme Teile meeldib vaadata? Hinnake oma huvi järgmiste 
filmiliikide vastu. 

 

 
Üldse ei 
meeldi 

Pigem ei 
meeldi 

Jätab üks-
kõikseks 

Pigem 
meeldib 

Väga 
meeldib 

Ei kujuta 
ette, mis 
see on 

Draama 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Komöödia 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Põnevusfilm (krimi, 
triller) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ulme- ja fantaasiafilm 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Kultusfilm 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Märulifilm (action-film) 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Õudusfilm 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Vestern 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Vanem Ameerika klassika 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Vanem Euroopa klassika 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Vanem Nõukogude 
klassika 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Erootiline film 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Loodusfilm 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Dokumentaalfilm 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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40. Kui sageli Te kuulate muusikat…? 

 
Üldse 
mitte 

Väga 
harva 

Mõni kord 
kuus 

Mõni kord      
nädalas 

Pea iga 
päev 

Raadiost 1 2 3 4 5 

Televiisorist 1 2 3 4 5 

CDlt/DVDlt 1 2 3 4 5 

MP3-mängijalt 1 2 3 4 5 

Mobiililt/nutitelefonist 1 2 3 4 5 

Vinüülplaadilt 1 2 3 4 5 

Internetist/arvutist   1 2 3 4 5 

Kontserdil 1 2 3 4 5 

 

41. Missugust muusikat Teile meeldib kuulata? Hinnake oma huvi alljärgnevate 
muusikastiilide vastu.  

 

 
Üldse ei 
meeldi 

Pigem ei 
meeldi 

Jätab üks-
kõikseks 

Pigem 
meeldib 

Väga 
meeldib 

Ei kujuta 
ette, mis 
see on 

Klassikaline 
instrumentaalmuusika 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Koorimuusika 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Vaimulik muusika 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ooper 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pärimusmuusika  1 2 3 4 5 6 

Džäss 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Bluus 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Rythm and blues / soul 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Räpp, hip-hop 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Rock 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Popmuusika 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Disko 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Elektrooniline 
tantsumuusika  
(house, garage, trance, 
techno jne) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Eksperimentaalne 
elektronmuusika 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Maailmamuusika 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Kantri 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Heavy metal 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Punk 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Kergemuusika 
(estraadiorkestrid jne) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Šlaagrid, tuntud 
lööklaulud 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

42. Nimetage kolm oma noorpõlve lemmikartisti või esinejat. (Kui Teie vanus 
jääb vahemikku 15-24, nimetage praegused lemmikud.) 

 
1. __________________________________  

 

2. __________________________________  
 

3. __________________________________  
 
JÄRGMISENA MÕNED KÜSIMUSED TEIE KOHTA. 

 

43. Sugu: 

 

Mees 1 

Naine 2 
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44. Sünniaasta:  

 

19 _________ 
 

45. Kodakondsus:  

 

____________________________________ 
 

46. Perekonnaseis: 

1   Vallaline     
2   Abielus/vabaabielus     
3   Püsisuhtes, aga ei ela koos  
4   Lahutatud  
5   Lesk  

 

47. Mitu inimest elab koos Teiega ühes leibkonnas, Teie kaasa arvatud?  

 

____________________ inimest  
 

48. Mitu alla 18aastast last elab Teiega koos? Kui lapsi pole, kirjutage 0. 

 

________ alla 18aastast last.  
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JÄRGNEVAD KÜSIMUSED PUUDUTAVAD TEIE 
ELUKOHTA. 

 

49. Mitu aastat olete elanud oma praeguses maakonnas? 
1    Vähem kui 2 aastat 
2    2-10 aastat 
3    Rohkem kui 10 aastat, kuid mitte kogu elu 
4    Kogu elu 

 

50. Kas Te elate..?  
1    Oma korteris 
2    Üürikorteris  
3    Kahepere- või ridaelamus 
4    Eramajas, ühepereelamus  
5    Talus, maamajas 

6    Mujal, kus?  ___________________________ 
 

51. Kas Te olete sündinud selles maakonnas/riigis, kus Te praegu 
elate?  

1    Jah  
2    Ei, teises maakonnas (nimetage): 

________________________ 

3    Ei, teises riigis (nimetage): 
______________________________ 

 

52. Kui Te ei ole sündinud Eestis, siis kui vanalt saabusite Eestisse?  
 

___________aastaselt  
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JÄRGNEVAD KÜSIMUSED PUUDUTAVAD TEIE 
HARIDUSTASET JA TÖÖELU. 

 
53. Milline on Teie praegune haridustase? 
       (Kui Te ei ole veel õpinguid lõpetanud, märkige hetkel pooleliolevad 

õpingud.) 
1    Algharidus 

2    Põhiharidus 

3    Kutseharidus (keskhariduseta) 

4    Keskharidus 

5    Kutsekeskharidus 

6    Rakenduskõrgharidus 

7    Kõrgharidus 

8    Kraadiharidus (teadusmagister, doktor) 

 
54. Kas Te töötate praegu?  

1    Töötan 

2    Töötan, praegu ajutiselt ära (lapsehooldus vm) 

3    Töötan sotsiaalsel töökohal 

4    Olen töötu  

5    Olen vanaduspensionil 

6    Olen ennetähtaegsel pensionil (töövõimetuspension, 

eelpension) 

7    Olen kodune 

8    Olen õpilane, üliõpilane 
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9    Muu, mis? 

________________________________________ 

55. Milline on Teie elukutse, põhiline tegevusala?   
 
  

_____________________________________________________
_ 

 
9    Ei ole kunagi palgatööd teinud.  → Jätkake 

küsimusega nr 58. 
 

 
56. Millise koormusega Te töötate?  

1    Täiskoormusega   
2    Osalise koormusega, vähemalt 15 tundi nädalas

  
3    Osalise koormusega, alla 15 tunni nädalas 

             4    Ei tööta praegu 
 
 
57. Kas Te kuulute mõnda ametiühingusse?  

1    Jah 
2    Ei 
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58. Isiklik keskmine netosissetulek kuus (ilma tulumaksuta).    
ARVESTAGE NII TÖÖTASU KUI KA KÕIKI TOETUSI, 

STIPENDIUME, PENSIONE JA MUID REGULAARSEID 
SISSETULEKUID 

1    Kuni 200 eurot 
2    201 – 300 eurot 
3    301 – 400 eurot 
4    401 – 500 eurot 
5    501 - 650 eurot 
6    651 - 800 eurot 
7    Üle 800 euro 
8    Isiklikku sissetulekut ei ole 
9    Ei soovi avaldada 

 

59. Leibkonna keskmine netosissetulek KOKKU.     
1    Kuni 300 eurot 
2    301 – 400 eurot 
3    401 – 500 eurot 
4    501 – 800 eurot 
5    801 – 1300 eurot 
6    1301-2000 eurot   
7    Üle 2000 euro 
8    Ei soovi avaldada 
9    Ei oska öelda 

 

60. Leibkonna keskmine netosissetulek kuus ühe leibkonnaliikme 
kohta.  

1    Kuni 200 eurot 
2    201-300 eurot 
3    301-400 eurot 
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4    401-500 eurot 
5    501-650 eurot 
6    650-800 eurot 
7    Üle 800 euro 
8    Ei soovi avaldada 
9    Ei oska öelda 

 
61. Kui osutub vajalikuks, kas oleksite nõus ka edaspidi vastama väiksemas 

mahus sarnastele  
küsimustele? 

1    Jah 
2    Ei 
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Kui vastasite ”jah”, siis märkige, palun oma nimi ja aadress või 
telefoninumber. 

 
 

Nimi:  
 _________________________________________ 
  
Aadress, telefon: 
 _________________________________________ 
   

 
Kui Teil on omapoolseid täiendusi või ettepanekuid mõne 
küsimuse või küsimustiku osas tervikuna, kirjutage need, 
palun, siia: 
________________________________________
_________________ 
________________________________________
__________________ 
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Contemporary media research highlights the importance of 
empirically analysing the relationships between media and age; 
changing user patterns over the life course; and generational 
experiences within media discourse beyond the widely-hyped 
buzz terms such as the ‘digital natives’, ‘Google generation’, etc. The 
doctoral thesis seeks to define the ‘repertoires’ of news media that 
different generations use to obtain topical information and create 
their ‘media space’. The thesis contributes to the development of 
a framework within which to analyse generational features in 
news audiences by putting the main focus on the cultural view 
of generations. This perspective was first introduced by Karl 
Mannheim in 1928. Departing from his legacy, generations can 
be better conceived of as social formations that are built on self-
identification, rather than equally distributed cohorts. With the 
purpose of discussing the emergence of various ‘audiencing’ 
patterns from the perspectives of age, life course and generational 
identity, the thesis centres on Estonia – a post-Soviet Baltic state – 
as an empirical example of a transforming society with a dynamic 
media landscape that is witnessing the expanding impact of new 
media and a shift to digitisation, which should have consequences 
for the process of ‘generationing’. 

The thesis is based on data from nationally representative cross-
section surveys on media use and media attitudes (conducted 
2002–2012). In addition to that focus group discussions are used to 
map similarities and differences between five generation cohorts 
born 1932–1997 with regard to the access and use of established 
news media, thematic preferences and spatial orientations of 
media use, and a discursive approach to news formats.
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